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ABSTRACT 
THE PRIVILEGE OF BLACKNESS:  
BLACK EMPOWERMENT AND THE FIGHT FOR LIBERATION IN ATTALA 
COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 1865-1915 
 
SEPTEMBER 2018 
EVAN ASHFORD, B.S., MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY-STARKVILLE, MS 
M.A., MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY-STARKVILLE, MS 
M.A., JACKSON STATE UNIVERSITY-JACKSON, MS 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST, MA 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST, MA 
Directed by:  Professor John H. Bracey 
 Post-Civil War historiography paid minimal attention to the rural Afro-American 
impact on Southern social, economic, and political institutions prior to the 20th century. 
This dissertation addresses this deficit. The Privilege of Blackness: Black Empowerment 
and the Fight for Liberation examines how Afro-Americans in rural Mississippi 
empowered themselves via their mentality, interracial interactions, landownership, labor 
diversification, education and suffrage as a means to fight for individual and racial 
liberation.  
 The Privilege of Blackness: Black Empowerment and the Fight for Liberation in 
Attala County, Mississippi 1865-1915 makes the claim that freedom grounded Afro-
American peoples claim to their inalienable rights guaranteed by the Declaration of 
ix 
 
Independence and fortified by the United States Constitution. The fight for liberation, to 
regain once lost freedoms and establish new freedoms, not only challenged post-Civil 
War Southern racial ideology but also shaped its socio-economic and political landscape 
for the remainder of the 19th century and impacted the 20th century burgeoning civil rights 
movement. Emerging from slavery, Afro-Americans entered into a period of construction 
rather than reconstruction. The former slave was not attempting to reconstruct slavery. 
Instead, they constructed the foundations on which empowerment could translate into 
generational liberation.  
Using an extensive case study of Attala County, Mississippi’s centermost county, 
the research details the history of Afro-American life from 1865 to 1915 to analyze the 
ways in which Afro-American activity created opportunities for their continued 
progression and freedom from their oppressors’ mental and physical attempts of 
continued subjugation. Attala County represents one county (and possibly more) where 
Afro-Americans demonstrated not survival techniques but their willingness to battle 
former and potential masters to obtain freedoms promised to all American citizens.  The 
focus on the individual collective provides a more nuanced understanding of the role that 
Afro-Americans played in individual and group advancement prior the development of 
national political organizations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1939, Winston Churchill famously described Russia as, “"a riddle, wrapped in 
a mystery, inside an enigma."”1 The same description can and should be applied to the 
Afro-American experience in Mississippi. For a state on which so much historical and 
literary scholarship has been produced, only the surface has been scratched regarding the 
Afro-American experience socially, economically, and politically. Mississippi is a 
complex and contradictory society. It’s social, economic, and political systems are not as 
cut and dry as numerous historians and authors depicted. What is Mississippi? 
Mississippi’s vast historiography has not fully answered that question.  
What is traditionally known about the state? Mississippi was the 20th state 
admitted to the union and holds the nickname, The Magnolia State. Mississippi was the 
second state to secede from the union. As the home of “King Cotton,” Mississippi was 
the richest state in both the Union and the former Confederacy and the Civil War’s most 
crucial battleground.  Following the Civil War, Mississippi was one of three states with a 
majority Afro-American population and one the first states to impose Black Codes. Black 
Codes were originally conceived to define the role and place of freedmen in Mississippi 
society.2 Throughout the post-Emancipation era and early 20th century, Mississippi 
recorded the second highest lynching total (Georgia was first). Mississippi was the third 
                                                          
1 Alex Cowell (2008). Churchill’s definition of Russia still rings true. The New York Times, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/01/world/europe/01iht-letter.1.14939466.html.  
 
2 William C. Harris. Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 
1967), 130.  
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state to draft a post-Reconstruction constitution disenfranchising the Afro-American man. 
Culturally, Mississippi is the fictional home of Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County.   
The description represents the aspect of Mississippi that most historians 
emphasize which centers of the state’s white minority and their impact on the Afro-
American majority. This perspective homogenizes both races as monolithic groups and 
overlooks the more complicated intersections of race, class, gender, and mentality. Does 
this Mississippi version represent the totality of the Afro-American Mississippi 
experience? One way to answer that questions is no. White politics did not completely 
dictate the lives of Afro-American peoples. Following the Civil War, Afro-Americans 
actively and successfully re-created themselves as autonomous beings with the capability 
and willingness to challenge white social and political ideas and institutions.  
How does a description of Mississippi change when viewed from the Afro-
American perspective? Mississippi was the only state to send two Afro-Americans, 
Hiram Revels and Blanche K. Bruce, to the Senate during Reconstruction. Mississippi 
was home to some of the earliest post-Civil War Afro-American colleges such as 
Tugaloo and Rust College. Mississippi was the second state to elect an Afro-American 
Lieutenant Governor, Alexander K. Davis, and the first state to elect an Afro-American 
state Speaker of the House of Representatives, John R. Lynch. Mississippi possessed a 
substantial Afro-American landowning class within and beyond the Mississippi Delta. 
Mississippi was the real home of Delta Blues which inspired several future art forms and 
cultural movements. The state produced notable literary figures such as Margaret Walker 
Alexander and Richard Wright. Mississippi was the birthplace of notable scholars 
including Lerone Bennett Jr. and William Leo Hansberry. Mississippi produced civil 
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rights activists, Medgar Evers, Fannie Lou Hamer, and James Foreman. Mississippi 
sparked the Modern Civil Rights Movement following the assassination of Emmett Louis 
Till. As the site of Freedom Summer, Mississippi shaped the future direction of the 
Modern Civil Rights Movement and was home to Stokley Carmichael’s call for “Black 
Power.”  This description doesn’t encompass all aspects of the Afro-American 
experience. The description indicates Afro-Americans were active subjects throughout 
Mississippi’s development with roles beyond that of slaves, sharecroppers, and victims of 
white violence. Afro-Mississippians created a complex economic, social, and political 
network that pushed Mississippi to brink of being recognized as a civilized state.  
 The dilemma in writing about the Afro-American experience in a state whose 
repressive and violent history consumes most of its content has been balancing Afro-
American agency versus mainstream historical narrative. William Harris’, The Day of the 
Carpetbagger, Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi and Michael Perman’s Road to 
Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 provide insight into the role Afro-Americans 
played establishing and implementing their political framework into Mississippi’s new 
governing constitution. John C. Willis’, Forgotten Time: the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta 
After the Civil War, examined African American landownership in Mississippi’s Delta 
region prior to 1910 and Christopher Span’s From Cotton Field to Schoolhouse: African 
American Education in Mississippi, 1862-1875 revealed active pursuits to establish 
personal and collective social, economic, and political autonomy.   
Patrick H. Thompson and Isaac Chadwick’s groundbreaking work, Multum in 
Parvo, illustrated the rapid progression of Mississippi African Americans in business, 
education, and politics. Their history “from below” revealed that African Americans 
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manufactured their own empowerment and pushed against racial, gender, and class 
barriers. In doing so, they created the possibility that their families and their race could 
reach heights afforded to other groups. As Thompson and Crawford stated, “The time has 
surely come when the Negro, if he would keep abreast with the rapidly advancing age, 
must avail himself of every opportunity to let the world know what he is doing to better 
his own condition and to help in a general way, to uplift fallen humanity.”3  
Their 365 page work provided the first substantial view into “Black Mississippi,” 
a world not dominated by cotton fields, sharecroppers, and bodies swinging from trees. 
Rather, a world with its fair share of doctors, lawyers, entrepreneurs, dentists, teachers, 
etc. all of whom were born during slavery or in its immediate aftermath. These 
individuals utilized African American institutions both inside and outside Mississippi and 
cultivated the seeds of liberation for the African Americans who called Mississippi home. 
In Crawford and Thompson’s own words, “If we are to tell the motive that actuated us to 
begin this work, we would find expression in the fact that we must constantly keep the 
noteworthy deeds, the brilliant achievements and inventions of our race before our sons 
and daughters in order to spur them on to higher and nobler aims in life.”4 This quote 
simply states the reason why African Americans disregarded societal limitations and the 
consequences. They sought to provide the opportunity for the future generations to reap 
the full benefits of citizenship. 
This dissertation looks at how Afro-Americans in Attala County, (Mississippi’s 
centermost county), utilized their mentality, interracial relationships, landownership, 
                                                          
3 Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson. Multum in Parvo (Natchez: Consumers Printing Co., 1912), 5.  
 
4 Ibid.  
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education and citizenship to empower themselves while shaping their portion of what 
would become the Jim Crow South. In this work, I make the claim that freedom grounded 
Afro-American peoples claim to their inalienable rights guaranteed by the Declaration of 
Independence and fortified by the United States Constitution. The fight for liberation, to 
regain once lost freedoms and establish new freedoms, not only challenged post-Civil 
War Southern racial ideology but also shaped its socio-economic and political landscape 
for the remainder of the 19th century and impacted the 20th century burgeoning civil rights 
movement. Emerging from slavery, Afro-Americans entered into a period of construction 
rather than reconstruction. The former slave was not attempting to reconstruct slavery. 
Instead, they built the foundations on which empowerment could translate to liberation. 
The Afro-American did not follow the traditional historical timeline of Reconstruction, 
the Nadir, or Jim Crow which focus on how whites sought greater control of the Afro-
American. During Afro-American construction, Afro-Americans used their agency to 
restructure society so that they could define and claim their position within the new 
American democracy and create varying degrees of liberation for themselves and their 
people.  
The central research question that drives the study is in what ways did Afro-
Americans demonstrate empowerment and their pursuit for liberation in the post-Civil 
War society and what was the white response to their efforts? Questions that derive from 
the central question: With the South being a colony of the United States following the 
Civil War, and Afro-Americans being a nation within the South and a colony of the 
United States, what ideologies and methods did Afro-Americans utilize to break free 
from their double colonized status? What was the dynamic between whites and Afro-
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Americans that led to landownership, political participation, and education obtainment? 
How can empowerment and liberation be measured within the racialized framework of 
the post-Civil War society?  
 Using an extensive case study of Attala County, the research details the history of 
Afro-American life from 1865 to 1915 to analyze the ways in which Afro-American 
activity created the possibility for Afro-American liberation in Mississippi. The focus on 
the individual and individual collective provides a more nuanced understanding of the 
role that Afro-Americans played in individual and group advancement prior the 
development of national political organizations and their impact on white politics. 
Attala County 
Attala County was founded in 1833 as part of the Choctaw cession.5 The county is 
bordered by Winston, Carroll, Montgomery, Holmes, Leake, Choctaw, and Madison 
counties.6 The county had sizeable slave populations in the decade preceding the Civil 
War. In 1850, 438 slave owners owned 3,261 slaves.7 By 1860, the number of slave 
owners increased to 692, and the slave population increased to 4,890. Prior to the onset of 
the Civil War, Attala County leaned Democratic, although there were factions within the 
party that were split amongst ideologies of states’ rights, union preservation, and free-soil 
                                                          
5 In September 1830, the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek initiated by Andrew Jackson’s Secretary of State, 
John Eaton forced the Choctaw Nation to cede vast amounts of land in Mississippi’s central and southern 
regions. Ronald N. Satz. "The Mississippi Choctaw: From the Removal Treaty to the Federal Agency." 
In After Removal: The Choctaw in Mississippi, edited by Wells Samuel J. and Tubby Roseanna, 3-4. 
University Press of Mississippi, 1986. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt2tvpwk.4.  
   
6 Attala County Mississippi Genealogy & History Network, http://attala.msghn.org/history.html. 
  
7 Tara Barrett (1999). Attala County 1850 Slave Schedule Transcription, 
http://msgw.org/attala/census/1850slave.html.  
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compromising. The county supported secession as a means to upholding Mississippi 
states’ rights.8 The Reconstruction era in Attala County marked the beginning of the 
Afro-American presence in the county beyond a statistical category in the census. 
In 1866, 12,603 residents lived in Attala County. The population consisted of 
5,003 Afro-Americans consisted of 2,331 Afro-American men and 2,672 Afro-American 
women. Between 1860 and 1866 the Afro-American population increased from 4,890 to 
5,003. The white population during this same period decreased from 9,270 to 7,600. By 
1866, Afro-Americans comprised 39.70 percent of the county’s population; however, the 
white majority was 2,597. An age breakdown revealed proportionate equality. Afro-
American youth population age 0 to 19 was 59.5 percent compared to 59.5 percent of 
white youth. 35.76 percent of the Afro-American population was under 10 years of age. 
The Afro-American population aged 30-79 comprised 24.61 percent of the population 
compared to 24.45 percent of the white population. In simpler terms, Attala County’s 
Afro-American population was neither too small to be insignificant, nor too large to be 
viewed as an immediate threat as compared to counties with majority Afro-American 
populations.   
One-third of the Afro-American population had not been exposed to prolonged 
enslavement which was approximately 3 percent more than the white population. The 
combination of elder and youth populations may explain the actions and events that 
precipitated following the Civil War. One can surmise that the older generations pursuing 
                                                          
8 Dale Sallis Fleming. (2006). The War Between the States 1861-1865, http://attala-county-history-
genealogy.org/attala-civilwar.html. Timothy B. Smith analyzed Attala County’s political leanings during 
the 1861 Secession Convention. John Wood, Attala County, delegate was a cooperationist and was 
“determined to stop secession.” The Mississippi Secession Convention: Delegates and Deliberations in 
Politics and War, 1861-1865, p.10.  
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empowerment and liberation positively impacted the next generation. The next 
generation possessed the numbers to effectively chart their own directions through 
society in the midst of continuous pushback from their white counterparts.  
Historical Problem 
 The rural Afro-American experience has been discussed in many histories of the 
South. African American studies tend to focus on the Southern Black Belt with areas 
having the highest Afro-American concentration. Life in majority Afro-American 
counties differs from life in non-majority Afro-American counties. The Afro-American 
condition becomes defined by white actions to retard their progress. Three significant 
works, The Rural Negro, Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of Jim Crow, 
and Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the age of Jim Crow helped to shape Southern 
African American historiography. Carter G. Woodson’s The Rural Negro examined 
African American life in the rural south. Woodson’s analysis placed the African 
American in a reactionary position to white Southerners.9 Neil McMillen’s, Dark 
Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of Jim Crow followed a similar approach to 
Woodson; however, McMillen studied an entire state. McMillen’s analysis focuses on 
selected data from predominately African American majority counties to make sweeping 
generalizations on the African American experience. He omits African American agency. 
                                                          
9 Woodson stated in the Rural Negro, “Yet in the Lower South, especially in South Carolina and 
Mississippi, where the rural Negroes outnumber the whites, they are kept in such a backward condition that 
their large numbers have not meant very much for the higher strivings in the economic world.” (112) 
Although Woodson acknowledges better opportunities in non-majority areas, his overall assessment is the 
rural African American is in no position for upward mobility or recreation because of the socioeconomic 
and political circumstances in which they live. Individuals who do not fit the generalization are exceptions 
rather than the rule.  
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Advancements in education and politics are minimized.10  Leon Litwack’s Trouble in 
Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow examined Southern life in the wake of 
sweeping segregation policies and its impact on Southern African Americans. Litwack’s 
work emphasized the white determination to subjugate African Americans to daily 
reminders of their physical place within society while re-enforcing an inferiority 
mindset.11 These works do not take into consideration Afro-American activity as 
independent of white control or the impact of those activities on white bodies and white 
politics.  
In the post-Emancipation era, Attala County’s Afro-American population 
demonstrated an active social, economic, and political presence. From the onset of 
freedom the county’s Afro-American population showcased their ability and willingness 
to be independent agents and stewards of their freedom. On September 26, 1865, a group 
of freedmen recaptured their stolen cotton and marched through town with arms until 
they reached the cotton mill near Leake County.12 This occurred in the wake of Absalom 
                                                          
10 McMillen’s chapter, “The Politics of the Disfranchised,” details the difficulties African Americans voters 
faced following Reconstruction; however, he does not indicate any significant voting activity in 
Reconstruction’s aftermath which does not present an accurate picture of African American 
enfranchisement post-Reconstruction. McMillen’s chapter, “Education: The “Mere Faint Gesture,”” 
focuses heavily on Mississippi’s refusal to fund African American education spearheaded by James K. 
Vardaman. McMillen’s discussion of independent institutions reduces them to non-effective institutions 
with the exception of Tougaloo. McMillen relegates Mississippi African American education as mediocre 
without discussing its impact at the local, state, and federal level.    
 
11 Trouble in Mind’s opening chapter, “Baptisms,” describes the racial indoctrination that African 
American youth received pertaining their encounters with whites either personally or observationally. “At 
fifteen, I was fully conscious of the racial difference, and while I was sullen and resentful in my soul, I was 
beaten and knew it. I knew then that I could never aspire to be President of the United States, nor Governor 
of my State, nor mayor of my city; I knew that the front doors of white homes in my town were not for me 
to enter, except as a servant; I knew that I could only sit in the peanut gallery at our theater, and could only 
ride on the back seat of the electric car and in the Jim Crow car on the train. I had bumped into the color 
line and knew that so far as white people were concerned, I was just another nigger.” (p.16).   
 
12 Judge Jason Niles Diary, Volume 18, p. 92.  
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Sternberger’s murder a few months prior to attempting to organize freedmen to assert 
their political rights.13 This event marked a first collective effort to assert Afro-American 
rights and demonstrate equality.  
Attala County Afro-American relationships with whites varied situation to 
situation; however, passage of the Social Equality Bill in 1871, marked the earliest 
recorded resistance to racial equality.14 In Patterns of Negro Segregation, Charles 
Johnson contended that in southern rural areas, infractions to the racial etiquette were less 
likely to occur because the society and culture of the region were not conducive to 
change.15 Afro-Americans pushed the boundaries regarding social order and racial 
etiquette.  
In 1880, George and Harriet Adams, an Afro-American couple, hired a live-in 
white housekeeper, Bettie Howard. The situation appeared to violate the norms of 
segregation and fears of miscegenation. Afro-American women were involved in several 
interracial relationships with white men who legally acknowledged the children from 
their relationship. Ceele Johnson, Jeanette Evans, Josephine McMichael, and Artie 
Guyton were Afro-American women who utilized their relationships with white men to 
socially, economically, and politically advance their children beyond the total weight of 
                                                          
13 Edward C. Coleman Jr. (1910). “The Period of Reconstruction in Attala County.” In Reconstruction in 
Northern Mississippi Counties, 14-15. Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, University 
of Mississippi. The Judge Niles diaries confirm Sternberger’s first name as well as his murder.  
 
14 The May 4, 1871 Weekly Clarion edition reported the Central Star’s response to the question, if Boyd 
Represents the people of Attala in the Legislature, “No, Mr. Boyd does not represent the white people of 
Attala County in his vote on this question, nor indeed the white people of any place. He represents the 
negroes of Attala, and as their representative, he voted for the Social Equality Bill.” 
 
15 Charles Spurgeon Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943),118.  
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Southern discrimination and violence. White women working for an Afro-American 
couple and white men pursuing actions that benefited Afro-American women and their 
mulatto offspring contradicted the essence of caste as based on ritual etiquette observance 
and practice.16  
In Good and Faithful Labor: From Slavery to Sharecropping in the Natchez 
District, 1860-1890, Ronald Davis examined sharecropping’s origins as black driven 
based on their desire for an alternative to wage labor. His examination of Mississippi’s 
Natchez District freedmen revealed a concerted effort to remain in a share system to 
avoid wage exploitation and manipulation.17The concept of the “landless peasant” cannot 
be loosely applied to the entire post-Emancipation Afro-American, Loren Schweninger’s 
comprehensive analysis of African American landownership in both the rural and urban 
South in Black Property Owners in the South 1790-1915, provided proof that attempts to 
create a permanent “black peasantry” was futile as African Americans used 
landownership to integrate themselves into American society.18 In the era of economic 
                                                          
16 Bertram Doyle stated in The Etiquette of Race Relations in the South: A Study in Social Control that 
“Etiquette is the very essence of caste, since the prestige of a superior always involves the respect of an 
inferior. But this respect is insured only when it manifests itself freely, either in a natural expression of 
deference or in some more conventional form of ceremonial observance, enforced by public opinion and 
the general expectation. Any relaxation by any individual of the rigors of the code is likely to involve a loss 
of prestige not merely to that individual but to the caste as a whole. This fact explains at once the 
importance of such etiquette assumed on the plantation before the Civil War and the fierce insistence of the 
southern people upon its observance afterword.” (p.xx).  
 
17 Ronald L.F. Davis. Good and Faithful Labor: From Slavery to Sharecropping in the Natchez District, 
1860-1890 (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1982), 3, 89, 99-100.  
 
18 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 5. Integrate hold different meanings; therefore, it is important not to assume that 
integrate means to live equally among whites. Integrate can possess an Afro-centered perspective meaning 
in which integrate means not allowing to be pushed to the periphery or to be controlled by another agent.  
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exploitation via the sharecropping system and tenant farming, Afro-Americans pursued 
landowning to escape the confines of this new economic slavery.  
Based on 201 land transactions between 1869 and 1913, Attala County Afro-
Americans purchased 6,754.75 acres of land paying $47,407.80 ($7.01/acre). Using 
household data from the 1910 federal census, 3.132 African Americans possessed access 
to land as a result of the 740 landowners. Overall approximately thirty percent of African 
Americans had access to land by 1910. Former slaves born between 1810 and 1860 
constituted forty percent of landowners and sixty percent belonged to the group of 
African Americans born at the end of slavery or during the first decades of emancipation.  
Afro-Americans constructed schools at a rapid rate following the Civil War. In 
The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most Progressive 
Era, Douglas R. Egerton contends that following slavery, African Americans were 
determined to educate themselves despite opposition.19 By 1880, 100 schools existed in 
Attala County. Afro-American schools comprised one-third (34) of the total schools with 
an additional six schools being mixed race. The number of schools represented and 
complemented their total population within the county. Afro-American teachers made 
sustained their community schools. Between 1870 and 1910, there were 98 known Afro-
American school teachers teaching in both public and private institutions. Attala County 
became a hub for higher education when Charles A. Buchanan spearheaded the campaign 
to build an institution that served higher educational aspirations. Buchannan sought to 
expand the number of colleges serving Afro-Americans, create a college that was 
                                                          
19 Douglas R. Egerton. The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most 
Progressive Era (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2014), 137.  
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geographically friendly, and provide education beyond the state’s borders. In 1893, 
Buchannan in coordination with the Baptist State Convention erected Central Mississippi 
College in Kosciusko, Mississippi. In the wake of James K. Vardaman’s push to eradicate 
state spending on Afro-American education, Patrick Henry Thompson in coordination 
with the General Baptist Educational Convention and others formed the Kosciusko 
Industrial College which commenced operations in June 1905.20 Attala County was one 
of the few counties with multiple institutions for Afro-American higher education 
operating simultaneously.  
Afro-American individual and collective efforts to assert their claims to 
citizenship and humanity included access to voting. In Attala County, Afro-Americans 
participated in county politics. In 1868, Attala County was the only white county to vote 
for ratification of the state’s constitution with a 989 to 976 vote.21 In 1866, Attala County 
population consisted of 879 Afro-American and 1,424 white men of or near the age of 
voter eligibility.22 By 1868, the registered voter total equaled 2,377.23 The slim margin of 
victory indicated that a majority, if not all, Afro-Americans favored constitutional 
passage. Following Mississippi’s 1890 constitutional convention whose purpose was to 
eliminate African American voting,24 Afro-American men in Attala County continued to 
                                                          
20 “New Charters” The Port Gibson Reveille. 06 July 
1905. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86090233/1905-07-06/ed-1/seq-4/  
 
21 "Washington." 1868. New York Times (1857-1922). 
  
22 Series 100, State Census Returns, 1818-1880, n.d. 
http://www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/42930 
 
23 "Washington." 1868. New York Times (1857-1922).  
 
24 Vernon Lane Wharton. The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1947), 65. 
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register and vote in numbers that are not discussed by historians of Southern or African 
American history. Between 1892 and 1899, 580 Afro-American men registered, and 451 
votes were cast over the same time period.25  
Evidence exists that demonstrate Afro-Americans playing an active and central 
role in defining their own identity as both human beings and American citizens who 
participated in the shaping Mississippi’s political identity. The empowered Afro-
American provoked white Americans to react as a means to diminish the empowerment’s 
impact. Needing to curtail Afro-American efforts indicate a recognition that Afro-
Americans possessed or were verging on possessing power. Afro-Americans possessed 
the promise of power which was a tool for liberation.   
 Empowerment and liberation as components of black power have a place in 19th 
century Southern Afro-American history. In Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a 
History of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in 
America, 1860-1880, W.E.B. Du Bois stated, “Then came this battle called Civil War, 
beginning in Kansas in 1854, and ending in the presidential election of 1876—twenty 
awful years. The slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back again 
toward slavery.”26 Du Bois elaborated, “In South Carolina, Mississippi and Louisiana, the 
proportion of Negroes was so large, their leaders of sufficient power, and the Federal 
                                                          
25 182 Afro-American men registered to vote in 1892 and 155 Afro-American men voted in 1896. These 
two years represent the first year of registration under the 1890 constitutional guidelines and 1896 was a 
watershed year in American politics regarding Afro-American political vitality in the wake of Plessy v. 
Ferguson. The 155 votes were part of William McKinley’s narrow popular vote victory over William 
Jennings Bryon.  
 
26 W.E.B. Du Bois. Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a History of the Part Which Black Folk Played 
in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and 
Company Inc., 1935), 30. 
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control so effective, that for the years 1868-1 874 the will of black labor was powerful; 
and so far as it was intelligently led, and had definite goals, it took perceptible steps 
toward public education, confiscation of large incomes, betterment of labor conditions, 
universal suffrage, and in some cases, distribution of land to the peasant.”27  
  Peniel E. Joseph stated in his article, “Rethinking the Black Power Era,” 
“Historians will play an important role in answering decades-old-questions regarding the 
makeup, character, efficacy, and legacy of Black Power.”28 Walter Rodney, who 
emphasized Lerone Bennett Jr.’s argument, concluded that the Reconstruction era was 
the only time in America’s history that African Americans achieved the type of black 
power. In African American majority held areas, they utilized their newly found voting 
freedom to start the process of building institutions that reflected their needs and not so 
much the white minority.29 The assessment of post-emancipation black power offers a 
window by which historians can study how Afro- Americans worked towards the type of 
black power that Carmichael observed was nonexistent at the county level in 1965 
Mississippi. Harold Cruse discussed in Rebellion or Revolution that Bayard Rustin gave 
the best definition of Black Power as “nothing but the economic and political philosophy 
of Booker T. Washington given a 1960’s militant shot in the arm and brought up to 
date.”30  
                                                          
27 Ibid. 484. 
 
28 Paniel E. Joseph. Rethinking the Black Power Era. (The Journal of Southern History, vol. 75, no. 3, 
2009), 716. For a more thorough interpretation of the physical obtainment of black power see Lerone 
Bennett Jr.’s Black Power U.S.A. The Human Side of Reconstruction: 1867-1877. 
 
29 Walter Rodney. The Groundings with My Brothers (Bogle-L’Ouverture Publications, Chicago: 1969), 20. 
 
30 Harold Cruse. Rebellion or Revolution (New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc. 1968), 201.  
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 Between Carmichael, Rodney, and Cruse, a salient timeline appears between 1865 
and 1915 which includes Reconstruction and the Booker T. Washington era. This open 
timeline serves as the entry point for this study. This work will use Du Bois’ concept of 
reconstruction gains as a starting point to address how Afro-Americans empowered 
themselves to push beyond racialized social, economic, and political boundaries and how 
their empowerment was part of an individual and broader push for black liberation while 
providing context to connect empowerment and liberation to a broader global struggle. 
This work expands on the concept of black power by introducing the concept of black 
empowerment which allows the historical lens to focus on the individual and not the 
group to demonstrate through the actions of the subjects themselves that within their fight 
for liberation elements of black power were achieved. The period of Reconstruction 
through the Nadir, as this work defines as 1865 to 1915, was not a period of mass 
movement but rather individual efforts and small scale organizing. These agents planted 
to seeds of empowerment for which liberation and ultimately power could be obtained.     
Black empowerment becomes the process by which African Americans sought 
and gained their rightful and inherited inclusion into a socially, politically, and 
economically exclusive society. Bess Beatty discussed in the book, A Revolution Gone 
Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 that power was not 
obtained during this period despite African American participation in the political arena. 
She concluded that African Americans were “ultimately powerless.”31 Beatty like other 
historians such as Rayford Logan and Michael Perman conclude that sustained power 
                                                          
31 Bess Beatty. A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 (New 
York: Praeger, 1987), x-xi. 
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was not obtained during the post-Emancipation era. The actions of Afro-Americans 
cannot be written off based on preconceived notions of power. This plays into the 
continuing intellectual “merry-go-round” that Cruise discussed in Rebellion or 
Revolution.   
Leon Litwack’s Been in the Storm so Long: The Aftermath of Slavery 
demonstrates African American empowerment. Litwack analyzed the determination of 
former slaves to lead independent lives. Former slaves protested and reject acts designed 
to control their lives which included greater control over labor and an active voice in the 
political arena.32 Litwack delved into the everyday lives of the former slave. In many 
ways his work touched on concepts of black empowerment and how freed people 
challenged and transformed themselves and by-product the society in which they lived.  
By focusing on Afro-Americans’ attempts to gain power over their own lives within a 
system designed to prevent such action outlines the fight for liberation in the post-Civil 
War era.  
 This work seeks to place greater emphasis on the everyday Southern Afro-
American by examining their actions in isolation to understand how their actions have 
larger socio-political and economic ramifications. Framing their actions from an 
empowerment and liberation perspective diminishes the necessity to view Afro-
Americans as purely reactionary to a broader racial system but rather as active agents in 
shaping the systems that came to dominate the 20th century American society.  This work 
does more than challenge historians to revisit an era that vast amounts of scholarship has 
                                                          
32 Leon Litwack. Been in the Storm so Long: The Aftermath of Slavery (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 
305, 414-415, 502, 507. 
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been written but challenges them to rethink how they both research and write the Afro-
American experience during this era.   
 In order for historians to possess a more nuanced understanding of the Afro-
American fight for liberation, equality, and justice, they must focus more on Afro-
American actions and micro-actions rather than base success and failure on the white 
response to those actions. The pre-emancipation era historiography which historians such 
as Berlin, Aptheker, James, Quarles, and Genovese write as eras of continual individual 
and small group resistance to the oppressive and repressive slave institution should be 
equally reflected in post-emancipation historiography.   
Within the past decade historical literature has begun to open the field to possibly 
exploring this avenue. Mark Shultz stated in his book, The Rural Face of White 
Supremacy Beyond Jim Crow, “recognizing the continuity of black resilience and 
strength seems a better way to honor African Americans than does focusing solely on 
their dehumanization…The human condition under Jim Crow is honestly told only when 
both traditions are taken into account.”33 Shultz is unapologetically stressing the human 
nature of black empowerment under an oppressive system. He does not dismiss race, 
racism, or systems of oppression but does not position these white constructions as 
albatrosses around African American’s necks. He allowed the African American voice to 
speak on its own behalf rather than assuming the African American has no voice or does 
not understand the environment around them.  Justin Behrend’s Reconstructing 
                                                          
33 Mark Shultz. The Rural Face of White Supremacy Beyond Jim Crow (Chicago: University of Illinois 
Press, 2007), 11. Two traditions is in reference to Schultz’s critique of Leon Litwack’s Trouble in Mind: 
Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow where Shultz criticizes Litwack’s one-dimension perspective of 
the African American experience and relegating them to historical objects, p.9.  
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Democracy: Grassroots Black Politics in the Deep South After the Civil War looked at 
grassroots political mobilization in Mississippi’s Natchez District. Behrend analysis 
examined freed people’s efforts to construct a political framework that “gave them a 
sense of belonging, purpose, and protection.”34 Behrend’s work possesses an underlying 
theme of empowerment and push towards autonomy and power if not framed or phrased 
in that particular manner.   
This research continues this trend while moving in a different direction. The 
research is predominately Afro-American centered. Centering the Afro-American 
experience allows one to discuss and argue empowerment and liberation concepts 
without having to compromise space to constantly and exhaustively explain the actions of 
the oppressor. Bettye Collier-Thomas used this approach in Jesus, Jobs, and Justice: 
African American Women and Religion. She effectively positioned African American 
women at the center of their own history detailing their struggles and victories while 
attempting to reform the church institution. Centering Afro-American women’s 
ideologies and actions added dimension to the Afro-American experience in the post-
emancipation United States. Collier-Thomas’ risked compromising her analysis if she 
constantly attempted to devote equal time explaining the actions of men who hindered 
African American women’s advocacy. Discussing empowerment and liberation are 
compromised if whiteness or white systems of oppression are the narrative’s central 
focus.  
                                                          
34 Justin Behrend. Reconstructing Democracy: Grassroots Black Politics in the Deep South After the Civil 
War (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015), 16.  
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The research aligns with major works within Afro-American studies including 
Shawn Leigh Alexander’s, An Army of Lions: The Civil Rights Struggle before the 
NAACP, Patricia Sullivan’s Lift Every Voice: The NAACP and the Making of the Civil 
Rights Movement, and  John Dittmer’s, Local People: The Struggle for Civil Rights in 
Mississippi. Alexander’s work which focused on the creation of the Afro-American 
League and the National Afro-American Council beginning in the 1890s looked at black 
organizational efforts to thwart the repression tactics of segregation and 
disenfranchisement. Alexander tackles the last decade of the 19th century and the first 
decade of the 20th century. Alexander’s work serves as the transition from individual 
focus to group focus activism that coincided with the push to restrict African American 
civil liberties.  
Alexander work established the framework for the NAACP which Patricia 
Sullivan explained was comprised of African Americans who understood the importance 
of having an African American centered and organized front to handle their social and 
political agenda. Sullivan’s work showcased a successful organizational effort to 
breakdown the racial barriers of white supremacy and to eradicate the laws and 
institutions created to subordinate them as a race which resulted in the creation of an 
advocacy machine designed to destroy racial injustice.35  
Dittmer examined African American political and social activism from the 
perspective of Mississippi activists who endured racial injustice while attempting to 
regain social, economic, and civil rights for the state’s residents. Dittmer demonstrated 
                                                          
35 Patricia Sullivan. Lift Every Voice: The NAACP and the Making of the Civil Rights Movement (New 
York: The New Press, 2009), 12, 138. 
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that African Americans on the local level understood the reality of their situation and 
were not willing to let the irrational behavior of whites dictate their everyday lives.36  
Alexander, Sullivan, and Dittmer focus on organizing and its successes and 
failures. The focus on group and not the individual at local, state, or federal level puts too 
much emphasis on organizational efforts to challenge the system.37 What become lost are 
the avenues by which the everyday African American challenged and shape both the 
system and society.38 At the local level, Afro-Americans made significant strides to claim 
and assert their inherited rights. The 1890s were not a watershed moment in Afro-
American history as it related to activism. It was the launching pad for a new strategy that 
was built on the previous individualized efforts for empowerment and liberation. The 
individuals, who possessed the mentality to face their oppressors, utilize interracial 
relationships for advancement, purchase land, diversify their labor, build educational 
institutions, and participate in politics paved the way for the next wave of Afro-American 
activists and intellectuals to continue the fight on a larger national and global stage. To 
focus solely on the successes of political organizing and activism allows one to easily 
render a conclusion that the end result was not successful, not based on what African 
Americans achieved, but the verdict of the white power structure.  
                                                          
36 John Dittmer, Local People: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi (Chicago: University of Illinois 
Press, 1995), 19, 59. 
 
37 Sullivan balances the efforts made on behalf of the NAACP and the actions taking place on the ground 
by everyday African Americans to show the movement of parts that made the campaign for civil rights a 
force. As the NAACP shifted its attention to the South, the organization found African Americans already 
engaging the white power structure to become first class citizens in American society, p.244. 
 
38 Ida B. Wells stated regarding African Americans, “reached a stage in the world’s history where [they 
could] no longer be passive onlookers, but must join the fray for [their] recognition, or be stigmatized 
forever as a race of cowards.” (Shawn Leigh Alexander. An Army of Lions: The Civil Rights Struggle 
before the NAACP, p.12).  
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Afro-American empowerment cannot be measured in a snapshot because it 
occurred every day.  This work demonstrates that every Afro-American school building, 
literate Afro-American, Afro-American landowner, independent Afro-American worker, 
Afro-American voter, and Afro-American who fought the system to varying degrees of 
success embodied empowerment and their empowerment represented glimpses or 
fulfillment of the liberation that was sought or hoped to be obtained. This work begins to 
lay the foundation on which to analyze how Afro-American created institutions triggered 
the white backlash that national organizations sought to vanquish.  
Chapters 
The dissertation consists of six chapters: The Intellectual Revolution: 
Empowerment and Liberation in the Diaspora, Jim Crow’s Children: Afro-American 
Women Shaping the Color Line, Pick Yo’ Own Damn Cotton: Rural Landownership and 
Labor Diversification, No Dumb Niggers: Education and the Pathway to Liberation, 
Educated We Rise: Attala County’s Independent Higher Learning Institutions, and The 
Power and Privilege of Citizenship: Afro-American Democracy in Attala County. The 
chapters are arranged thematically and chronologically within each theme. Empowerment 
and pursuing liberation did not occur along a singular timeline that coincided with 
distinct historical eras. Afro-Americans engaged in multiple empowerment and liberation 
tactics simultaneously; therefore, a thematic approach is most appropriate.  
The first chapter: The Intellectual Revolution: Empowerment and Liberation in 
the Diaspora examines how Africans and Afro-American descended people engaged in 
an intellectual revolution employing various methods to create pathways to liberation. 
The chapter looks at the mental framework of liberation that African and African 
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Americans slaves and their descendants used to visibly demonstrate to their oppressors 
that the fight for liberation would not be dictated on the oppressors’ terms.  The chapter 
addresses the question, with the South being a colony of the United States following the 
Civil War, and Afro-Americans being a colonized people of the South and the Union as a 
whole, what were the ways in which they sought to break free from their double 
colonization? Analyzing the mentality of freed people and whites must be addressed to 
understand the actions taken by Afro-Americans to secure their freedom and citizenship 
in the post-Civil War era.   
C.L.R. James in You Don’t Play with Revolution says. “you cannot reconstruct a 
system without reconstructing mental attitudes.”39 In Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans 
and African Americans in a World of Empire and Jim Crow, Frank Guridy looked at the 
Diaspora as constantly moving as opposed to being rooted in a particular locale. The 
importance of his approach is that it allows for one to see the continuous movement of 
thought that came to identify and shape the Afro-American experience. Empowerment 
and liberation are not North American created concepts but rather mindsets imported by 
peoples across the Diaspora stemming from the African slave trade. Viewing 
empowerment as a continuous development across the Americans provides a lens into 
how African descended peoples transmitted and translated their culture into emancipation 
practices. Afro-Americans in Attala County demonstrated their belonging both 
individually and collectively. These demonstrations included establishing independent 
                                                          
39 C.L.R. James. You Don’t Play with Revolution: The Montreal Lectures of C.L.R. James. Ed. David 
Austin (Oakland: AK Press, 2009), 234.  
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churches as a measure of personal and racial autonomy, collective resistance to 
incarceration, and one-on-one face-offs with whites who crossed personal boundaries.  
 Chapter II-Jim Crow’s Children: Afro-American Women Shaping the Color Line 
examines several examples of individual actions that challenged the concept and practice 
of segregation within the broader Jim Crow South. This chapter views Afro-American 
empowerment from a personal perspective that cannot be generalized to broader socio-
political frameworks that existed during the Reconstruction and Nadir. Although the 
everyday interactions between Afro-Americans and whites occurred under the racial 
spotlight that evolved into the rigid and suffocating system known as Jim Crow, the lived 
experiences were not uniform, nor were the consequences for violations to the socially 
constructed Southern social and racial order.  
W.E.B. Du Bois stated in The Souls of Black Folk in regards to our knowledge of 
the [Negro] condition, “We seldom study the condition of the Negro to-day honestly and 
carefully. It is so much easier to assume that we know it all. Or perhaps already reached 
conclusions in our own minds, we are loth to have them disturbed by facts. And yet how 
little we really know of these millions…”40 If Afro-Americans were active participants in 
challenging slavery, the post-emancipation era can and should be viewed in the same 
regard. The same determination for freedom and autonomy were not halted upon 
emancipation.  
                                                          
40 W.E.B. Du Bois. The Souls of Black Folk (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1994), 84. Du Bois 
challenges those who believe they have a firm grip on a subject matter or understanding of a lived 
experience to not narrow their perspectives or shutout the perspectives of others based on a lack of research 
and knowledge that may oppose and threaten a personal and historical long-held point of view.  
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C. Vann Woodward reiterated this concept in The Strange Career of Jim Crow in 
which he discussed that segregation grew from the mentality that whites must maintain 
dominance over Afro-Americans which would be done by a “compulsory separation of 
the races.”41 This chapter addresses the question, how did Afro-Americans in particular 
Afro-American women utilize interracial interactions to positively construct their lives 
and the lives of their families and communities during the post-Civil War era?  
Paula Giddings When and I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex 
in America brushed off interracial relationships and minimizes them to Afro-American 
women seeking a financial handout from their white lovers.42 This is in contrast as to how 
Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne described the same relationships in their work, 
Sex, Power, and Slavery, where they assert that black women possessed greater 
autonomy within interracial relationships and orchestrated such arrangements to ensure 
that white men could not exploit them.43  It is precisely these relationships that need 
further examination to understand the color line’s formation during Jim Crow’s infant 
stages from a different perspective. The occurrence of these interracial interactions 
challenged social norms and racial etiquette that carried over from slavery and were 
being re-established during the Reconstruction and Nadir periods.  
                                                          
41 C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1966), 23. 
 
42 Paula Giddings. When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America  
(New York: Quill William Morrow, 1984), 73. Giddings work analyzes black women’s impact on the racial 
and gender constructions within the United States; however, the lack of analysis of black women in 
interracial relationships mirrors an ideology that these women yielded no impact or did not shape any 
aspect of society.  
 
43 Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne. Sex, Power, and Slavery (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
2014), 63. 
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Chapter III: Pick Yo’ Own Damn Cotton: Rural Landownership and Labor 
Diversification examines Afro-American landownership and labor and how Afro-
Americans in Attala County created a landowning class  that defied attempts for a 
collective push to create a black peasantry. In 1882, Alexander Crummell discussed in his 
essay, “A Defiance of the Negro Race in America from the Assaults and Charges of Rev. 
J.L. Tucker, D.D. of Jackson, Mississippi,” African American earned the land they 
acquired. Nothing was handed to them and they had to build their infrastructure from the 
ground up. Crummell stated, “the freedmen of this country, on coming out of bondage, 
began at once all the laborious activities which their needs demanded, and which were 
required for securing a foothold in this land.”44  
Loren Schweninger’s, Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 looked at 
Afro-American land politics following the Civil War. He described African American 
land politics following the Civil War. African Americans emerged from slavery with 
determination to own land.45 The chapter moves the land and labor narrative away from 
the Southern Black Belt and more specifically the Mississippi Delta. Pete Daniel’s, 
Breaking the Land: The Transformation of Cotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures since 
1880, and Harold Woodman’s, King Cotton & His Retainers: Financing & Marketing the 
Cotton Crop of the South, 1800-1925, provided an opening for the narrative shift to 
occur. Daniel and Woodman discussed that whites were as much a peasantry as their 
                                                          
44 Alexander Crummell. “A Defiance of the Negro Race in America from the Assaults and Charges of Rev. 
J.L. Tucker, D.D. of Jackson, Mississippi,” in Civilization and Black Progress: Selected Writings of 
Alexander Crummell on the South. Ed. J.R. Oldfield (Charlottesville: The University of Virginia Press, 
1995), 92-93. 
 
45 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 145. 
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black counterpart. Since the white peasantry has been omitted from the dominant 
Southern land narrative, the landowning Afro-American should be further emphasized. 
The chapter examines the questions what methods did Afro-Americans use to purchase 
land during the post-Civil War era? How did land acquisition promote empowerment and 
liberation? What ways did labor diversification create separatist-nationalism in Attala 
County?  
Chapter IV: No Dumb Niggers: Education and the Pathway to Liberation analyze 
Afro-American public-school education from Reconstruction to the first decade of the 
20th century. The chapter examines the ways that Afro-Americans obtained education, 
created educational institutions, and how those institutions transformed African 
Americans from a vulnerable to an empowered population. Education was the one area 
that yielded Afro-Americans the highest levels of empowerment and represented the most 
potent weapon in the liberation arsenal. Afro-Americans had the power to obtain 
education without permission from their opposition despite efforts to thwart said power.  
James D. Anderson elaborates on the effects of African American determination 
for education in The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935. He asserts that blacks 
were at the forefront of bringing state-funded education to the South. While African 
Americans sustained community schools, at the state-level, African American 
republicans proceeded to make the state financially responsible for the freedmen’s 
education.  Analyzing education and its impact from the local perspective provides 
contextualization with the broader state, national, and global narrative. The chapter also 
examines how education in Attala County was not entirely white controlled and the 
efforts that Afro-Americans took to create independent institutions in the wake of anti-
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Afro-American educational politics beginning in the 1880s and the leaders that emerged 
from the county’s educational system. 
Chapter V: Educated We Rise: Attala County’s Higher Learning Independent 
Institutions examines the role Afro-Americans played to secure their continued 
educational advancement in the wake of anti-Afro-American education laws. The chapter 
details Afro-American efforts to construct and maintain two independent institutions 
namely, Central Mississippi College and Kosciusko Industrial College. This chapter also 
details some of the individuals these institutions produced and how those individuals 
impacted the lives of other Afro-Americans.  
Chapter VI: The Power and Privilege of Citizenship: Afro-American Democracy 
in Attala County examines how African Americans both reconstructed and redeemed 
their status as American citizens within the complex Mississippi political system. In 
Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi 1830-1900, Bradley Bond 
articulated that in response to former slaves being recognized as citizens, southern whites 
shifted the definitions of liberty and citizenship from being naturally inherit to all whites 
but rather only to whites who adhered to the Democratic Party and its principles. Pre-
emancipation Mississippians’ ideals of citizenship and liberty were closely linked to 
Republican ideology that was based on the Constitution.46  
Afro-Americans shaped southern politics before the shackles on their feet hit the 
ground. Their presence created a kneejerk reaction by whites to preserve “liberty” and 
allow full citizenship to those abiding by particular values. Since the overwhelmingly 
                                                          
46 Bradley G. Bond. Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi 1830-1900 (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1995), 4, 7.  
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majority of former slaves identified with the Republican Party, the Mississippi political 
landscape entered the Emancipation Era divided along party, ideological, and racial lines.  
The first part of the chapter examines Afro- American citizenship as part of the broader 
Mississippi political system following the Civil War. It looks at the role Black 
republicans played to establish African American citizenry as part Mississippi’s post-
Civil War identity. The chapter’s second part examines citizenship in the era of 
disenfranchisement. This section looks specifically at Attala County’s African American 
voting population to analyze disenfranchisement’s impact on the political class. African 
Americans fought to reconstruct their lives in slavery’s aftermath. As a result, the 
redeemed African American challenged the white political structure.  
The chapter tackles the question, how did Afro-Americans position themselves to 
challenge the white political structure at the state and county level before and after 
Democratic rule dominated the Southern political landscape? Afro-Americans were not 
completely vanquished from the political arena as easily as historians such as Logan, 
Lewinson, and McMillen suggests. The extraordinary actions of most whites to create an 
exclusive political system have dominated the efforts that Afro-Americans took to ensure 
that their citizenship was not trampled or erased.  
Historiographical Methods 
The framework for this research encompasses three historiographical methods: 
historical sociology, decolonization, and social history. The historical sociology 
framework is used to question social structures or the processes of those structures and 
how they change over a given period of time. This framework is also used to understand 
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the impact that individuals actions within the structure have on potentially transforming 
the social structure.47 In Herbert Aptheker’s 1973 introduction to The Philadelphia 
Negro, he stated regarding Du Bois study, “Du Bois’ rejection of the idea of the 
inferiority of his people permeates the volume; his insistence on their full humanity and 
the logical conclusion therefrom—namely, their being entitled to all the dignities and 
rights of citizens of the United States—appears in the footnote on the first page where he 
explains that has insisted that the word “Negro” be capitalized “because I believe that 
eight million Americans are entitled to a capital letter.””48 This study aims to follow the 
motivation and practice as Du Bois’ study focusing primarily on the Afro-American role 
in constructing their agency and its impact.  
Barrington Moore Jr.’s, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and 
Peasant in the Making of the Modern World provides context to the Jim Crow society 
that would develop following the Civil War. He described the South as a plantation 
society fueled by its dependency on slave labor. The need for slave labor served as the 
basis for the South’s rationalizations for the continued need of the plantation system.49 
Following the Civil War, a new social order took shape that was designed to restrict the 
                                                          
47 Anna Green and Kathleen Troup. The Houses of History: A Critical Reader in History and Theory (New 
York: New York University Press, 1999), 110, 112. Change over time does not equate to decades or 
generations. Time changes daily, monthly, yearly, etc. If one measures system changes only in decades or 
generations, intermediate changes are missed; therefore, impacting how one assesses and interprets impact.  
 
48 W.E.B. Du Bois. The Philadelphia Negro: New Introduction by Herbert Aptheker (New York: Kraus-
Thompson Organization Limited, 1973), 22.  
 
49 Barrington Moore Jr. Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the Making of 
the Modern World. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993), 119, 121-122. Barrington discussed that Southern 
society chose to disregard the Constitution because it served as a contradiction to the practice of slave 
owning.  
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economic and political capabilities of African Americans.50 The result would be a 
landless African American class that was bound to the land of white planters with little to 
no possibility for escape. This framework will show the struggle between two groups 
seeking to control one entity (Afro-Americans), and the prevailing Jim Crow society is 
the common thread that links the two groups.  
Decolonization is the second framework within this study. Decolonization 
provides explanation and examination of the Afro-American mindset and actions. Former 
slaves recognized and demanded their divine and human rights. They opposed those who 
sought to reduce them to a permanent second-class status. Augustin Lao-Montes 
theorized the African Diaspora as, “a project of affinity and liberation founded on a 
translocal ideology of community-making and a global politics of decolonization. The 
African Diaspora can be conceived as a project of decolonization and liberation 
embedded in the cultural practices, intellectual currents, social movements, and political 
actions of Afro-diasporic subjects.”51 Hanes Walton discussed in the book, Black 
Republicans: The Politics of the Black and Tans, the efforts free blacks made to ensure 
that their political allegiance reflected their desire for slavery’s abolishment and equal 
                                                          
50 Barrington Moore Jr. Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the Making of 
the Modern World (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993), 146. Moore Jr. does not discuss the role that race played 
in the economic and political limitations. He addressed African American marginalization as strategically 
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the continued oppression of one group. Moore’s assessment of the planter class can be viewed as an 
extension of W.J. Cash’s discussion of the white Yeoman class who also wanted to keep freedmen in a 
landless state. The white Yeoman class valued their labor independence which they feared an economically 
viable slave class would threaten; W.J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York: Vintage Books, 1941), 40.  
 
 
 
51 Agustin Lao-Montes. Decolonial Moves: Trans-locating African Diaspora Spaces, Cultural Studies, Vol. 
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rights for all people. Frederick Douglass and other free blacks did not concede on the 
slavery issue and established the terms by which they would support the Republican 
Party. Their support stemmed from the party taking a tougher stance on slavery and 
human rights.52  
In, Liberty & Union: The Civil War Era and American Constitutionalism, 
Timothy Huebner assessed that African Americans participated in black constitutionalism 
which sought to transform the constitution into a document that enforced and protected 
African American rights.53 The practices that freed people undertook reflected both 
elements of their ancestral culture and their desire to separate themselves from the 
permanent clutches of their former masters. In The World is a Ghetto: Race and 
Democracy Since World War II, Howard Winant described the concept of the “break” 
which represented a point in which oppressed people of color across the world actively 
rejected the racial constructs that had been intricately woven into socio-economic and 
political societal institutions. The refusal to participate in repressive institutions and 
wanting more socio-economic and political inclusion served as the catalyst for activism 
of people of color.54  
                                                          
52 Hanes Walton Jr. Black Republicans: The Politics of the Black and Tans (Metuchen: The Scarecrow 
Press, Inc., 1975), 4.5; Hanes established that African Americans prior to having any political affiliation 
understood their alliance to any party was their opportunity to create a platform that would benefit the race 
as a whole. The Republican Party was eager to have African American to build their numbers but had little 
interest in tackling the issue of slavery or the Fugitive Slave Act. Hanes established an early contention 
between African American antebellum political thought and liberation politics.  
 
53Timothy S. Huebner. Liberty & Union: The Civil War Era and American Constitutionalism (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2016), 57-58.   
 
54 Howard Winant. The World is a Ghetto: Race and Democracy Since World War II (Basic Books, 2001), 
133-137. Winant’s analysis centered on the post World War II era. The “break” concept should not be 
limited to a 20th century phenomenon.  
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Although Winant’s concept was use to describe the post-World War II global 
society, Thomas L. Webber’s Deep Like the Rivers: Education in the Slave Community 
1831-1865 provides historical contextualization to Winant’s concept from a 19th century 
perspective. He discussed that African Americans adopted a sense of black superiority to 
whites during slavery.55 Webber’s assessment of black superiority provide context to the 
actions of former slaves in Attala County. Their actions echoed Webber’s claim to black 
superiority. Emancipation provided the catalyst for African Americans to demonstrate 
their break from   despite the efforts of white society to create a new society in which 
they were subservient, ignored racial and social constructs and created the life that had 
been stolen from them generations prior.  Black constitutionalism provides a nuanced 
look into Franz Fanon’s discussion of the oppressed using the tactics of their oppressors 
to escape oppression.56 White society used the law and interpretation of the Constitution 
to continue slavery in alternative ways. Afro-Americans used the same tactics to create 
pathways to full citizenship which was inherited and certified by the Constitution and the 
Declaration of Independence.  
The Afro-American pursuit of education, land, suffrage, and social equality 
indicated a push towards lessening the mental and physical grips of white society. Their 
actions symbolize forms of surrealism. Suzanne Cesaire described surrealism as 
                                                          
55 Thomas L. Webber. Deep Like the Rivers. Education in the Slave Quarter Community 1831-1865 (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1978), 91. 
 
56 Franz Fanon. The Wretched of the Earth (Grover Press: New York, 1963), 42. Fanon is discussing how 
the oppressed uses the same tactics as the oppressor to escape their condition. Although Fanon is discussing 
violence, the idea of imitating oppressor’s tactics is evident in the post-emancipation period. The concept is 
not new in the post-Civil War era but also during the Revolutionary and Antebellum era in which black 
political parties formed around the concept of freedom and identifying with the language of the Declaration 
of Independence and Constitution.  
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colonized people acting in a manner that is not expected of them by which they would be 
able to break the mental bondage imposed on them by their masters.57 The continuance 
persistence of citizenship and its benefits challenged the power that whites held over 
African Americans because it challenged preconceived notions of racial superiority.     
The social history approach allows for one to understand and witness history from 
the people who lived through a particular experience. The people drive the narrative as 
opposed to being inserted into the narrative at various points. Social history can 
sometimes be categorized as local history which is perhaps the most in-depth study that 
can be undertaken to connect everyday life to the broader social, economic, and political 
trends. Elizabeth Rauh Bethel’s Promiseland: A Century of Life in a Negro Community 
utilized this method to demonstrate how African Americans in the post-emancipation era 
created a community that was economically viable, socially strong, and politically 
conscious within a society that deemed them inferior to whites.58   
The same approach will be used with Attala County. Instead of a community, the 
study will focus on an entire county over a fifty year time span. This study follows a 
similar pattern used by Mark Schultz in The Rural Face of White Supremacy Beyond Jim 
Crow. Schultz analyzed interracial interactions in Hancock County, Georgia to 
demonstrate the complexities of race relations during the heart of the Jim Crow era within 
one Georgia County.  The primary resources utilized in this research allows the voices 
and actions of the people to be heard allowing for more in-depth interpretations. History 
                                                          
57 Aime’ Ce’saire. Discourse on Colonialism (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2000), 15-16. We can 
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58 Elizabeth Rauh Bethel. Promiseland: A Century of Life in a Negro Community (Philadelphia: Temple 
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from below captures the actions of the people as they happened, which then allows for a 
better historical understanding and interpretation of the Afro-American experience within 
their localized setting and broader frameworks.  
Operational Definitions 
This work predominately uses the phrase, “Afro-American,” as opposed to 
African American, Black, or Black American. There are several reasons for the term’s 
usage. Attala County, Mississippi does not exist in a vacuum and the former slaves who 
called it home were part of a genealogy that extends beyond the county, state, and 
country’s borders. To make this work applicable to the Diaspora, “Afro” was used to 
indicate that the individuals within the study are part of a larger struggle and mission that 
was experienced by those in the Caribbean, Central America, South America, and other 
locales within the Western Hemisphere.  
The former slaves who called Attala and the surrounding counties home are 
descended of the Diaspora, not just the United States.  African American was used when 
referring to how particular authors used the term in their works. To change their word 
choice would be to undermine their rationale. Therefore, only if the author used Afro-
American (or in some cases Afro-Mississippians) was that word choice continued.  
Similar to African American, “Black” was not utilized in this research unless 
stated in quotes, stating a book, article, or newspaper title, or replicating the language 
used by the cited author. My rationale for not using the term “Black” is stems from 
personal philosophy. “Black” indicates a white societal construction that merely indicates 
the opposite of “White.” Black is a colonizing term which renders the individual in 
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constant comparison with whiteness. To struggle for liberation is a Diasporic struggle, 
not a North American struggle. It incorporates peoples dispersed from their African 
homeland. The struggle itself linked the Diaspora’s identity to all its peoples.  
Michelle Wright’s work, Becoming Black: Creating Identity in the African 
Diaspora focused on the creation of a black female subject and the creation of an African 
other. Throughout Wright’s work, it appeared that she viewed Diasporic peoples as 
having no identity or connection to their African culture.59 People of the African 
Diaspora sought ways to re-create their identity in the Western world. Although the slave 
trade did not completely disconnect people from their African roots; the slave trade made 
it difficult to replicate African culture in its entirety. The concept of becoming black was 
also troublesome. Using the phrase, “becoming black,” indicates that peoples of the 
Diaspora were becoming what their colonizers wanted them to become. Wright plays into 
to the dichotomy of black and white. Wright’s work gives the impression that there is no 
connection to Africa and that African descended peoples were creating an identity in 
conjunction to whiteness, not independent of whiteness.  
The African identity (the identities of the individual tribes and nations) stood 
alone prior to the arrival of Europeans. The question that arises from Wright’s work is 
Are Diasporic peoples becoming black as it relates to whiteness or are they becoming 
black as it relates to their African origins? I contend that black people (people of the 
Diaspora) never lost their African identity; rather they had to contend with elements that 
substituted African with blackness and were attempting to ascribe negativity or 
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invisibility to that blackness. African descended peoples were not trying to become black 
but fighting a system that would permanently mark them with their definition of 
blackness. 
Methodology 
The local history approach is closely tied to the history from below approach; 
however, local history will be used to center this study to one county. Focusing on one 
county provides a narrow conceptualization of black empowerment/power that a study of 
one community or population may not alone adequately capture. The importance of local 
history to this study is that attention is given to every individual action rather than 
selecting a few and generalizing that selection to the whole. Local history does not isolate 
the subjects from their surroundings but rather distinctly places them in context to the 
overarching trends occurring during a specified time period. By using local history, a 
tangible realization of the creation and dismantling of Jim Crow via black empowerment 
can be discussed through the liberation perspective. By focusing mainly on Afro-
Americans, the African American history historiographical stream can be utilized to 
conceptualize the major points of this research. The actions of white society are not 
ignored but are kept on the periphery so that the focus does not shift to repeating an 
already well discussed aspect of the Afro-American experience.  
Elizabeth Rauh Bethel’s Promiseland: A Century of Life in a Negro Community 
examined how African Americans in a South Carolina community worked to live a life 
that gave them a sense of worth and belonging in the midst of the racially charged society 
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around them.60 Her work captured the micro movements African Americans made to 
create the lives they envisioned for themselves and families. Bethel contrasts the actions 
Promiseland African Americans took to hold their own in the midst of the color line’s 
hardening around them. Bethel’s work demonstrated that a prolonged level of agency that 
most generalized studies omit. This research follows a similar trend. Unlike Bethel’s 
work, this work focuses on an entire county. Attala County’s post war population did not 
give it an overwhelmingly racial advantage. Its surrounding counties were either 
decidedly Afro-American or white majority. Attala County had no all Afro-American 
towns. The enclave, Blackjack, was the closest replication to an all Afro-American 
community.  Instead of framing Afro-American actions as mechanisms for survival, their 
actions are viewed as deliberate acts to secure their emancipation and lay the groundwork 
for their liberation.       
 The research utilizes primary resources including governmental records, diaries, 
church records, school records, newspapers, cemetery records, and photographs. 
Governmental records include: federal, state, and county census records, death 
certificates, voter registration and poll books, congressional reports, and Senate hearings. 
These records provide information regarding birth, occupation, literacy, statistical data, 
and first person testimony.  
The United States Federal Census from 1850 to 1910 was utilized including the 
1850 and 1860 United States Slave Schedules. Census records require additional 
scrutinizing as they are prone to human error (the census taker and information provider) 
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as well as the sophistication of the census. Census records (in particular the federal 
census) evolved over the decades. By 1900, individuals were asked more specific 
questions regarding birth, education, employment, unemployment, and landownership. 
The 1900 census provides a clear snapshot of Afro-American life as opposed to the 1870 
and 1880 census which need to be supplemented with more information such as school, 
land, and voting records to present a more accurate look at Afro-American life during 
those times.   
Judge Jason Niles diaries provided a first-hand look into Attala County from 1861 
to 1888 detailing everyday activities among Afro-American and white citizens and their 
interactions. This resource provides one of the few records that gives an overall depiction 
of life as viewed through the eyes of one individual. The Jason Niles’ diaries rarely 
identify individuals by race; therefore, prior knowledge of Attala County’s history and 
genealogy allowed for accurate identification of both Afro-American and white 
individuals.   
Newspapers provide a significant percentage of the primary source material used 
in this research. Newspapers were scoured to find stories relating to various Afro-
American and interracial activity as well activities that impacted Afro-American lives. 
The newspaper sources include the Attala County Chancery Court building, microfilmed 
newspapers, and online newspapers. In addition to newspapers from Attala County, The 
Oklahoma Safeguard served as crucial resource as its founder, Charles Buchannan, was a 
former Attala County resident. His newspaper provided stories regarding Afro-American 
life in Attala County between 1905 and 1906, a time period where other newspapers did 
not yield as much information.  
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Photographs were utilized to push both the research’s dominant and underlying 
narratives. Photographs are often used to complement an author’s work. Within this 
research photographs of the subjects being discussed were used extensively to provide a 
greater understanding not only to who were the individuals but also how they looked and 
what assessments can be made based on the photographical evidence. Photographs yield 
the potential to show the varying societal intersections (race, class, gender, etc.) in a 
manner that cannot be written or explained resulting in satisfaction. Photographs 
complicate the narrative as can show that common historical assumptions cannot be 
generalized (i.e. the mulatto elite).  
 This research has three significant goals. The first goal is to articulate the 
importance of utilizing in-depth local histories as the foundation for studying the 
experience of any marginalized peoples. Generalized studies provide overview; however, 
these studies are typically piece mill works taking examples across a broad region (the 
South) and drawing conclusions do not speak to the diversity of the Afro-American 
experience. The second goal is showing that providing a concurrent narrative does not 
negate nor counter the dominant historical narrative. Concurrent narratives run parallel 
and often are not given the opportunity to intersect the dominant narrative. This work is a 
concurrent narrative as it runs alongside the mainstream American and Southern 
experience. The lives of those depicted in the dominant narratives do not speak for the 
lives of all people just as the lives of those in the concurrent narrative do not generalize 
all Afro-American people or their experiences. The third goal of this research is to further 
develop the conversation that black power existed in a 19th century format prior pre-
Booker T. Washington. This dissertation does not seek to engage the endless debate of 
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Black Power origins or its true meaning as Harold Cruise surmised in Rebellion or 
Revolution? What this research aims to accomplish is to demonstrate that black power 
was at times achieved and exercised via individual and small group empowerment.  
The discussion for Afro-American empowerment and liberation has a place in 19th 
century discourse without having to revert to the popular language of the day such as 
“self-help” and “uplift.” Centering the Afro-American experience allows this discussion 
to occur without relegating the Afro-American to a typical place of objectivity. Afro-
Americans created opportunities for their continued progression and freedom from their 
oppressors’ mental and physical attempts of continued subjugation. Attala County 
represents one county (and possibly more) in a tense moment in American history where 
Afro-Americans demonstrated not merely their survival techniques but their cleverness to 
engage their former masters and potential new masters in an intellectual revolution that 
created an ongoing chess match literally between black and white.     
Limitations 
 Attala County’s documented past remained relatively in-tact; however, despite the 
preservation of its records, using this county does provide limitations. The limitations of 
the study include access to sources that include the voices of the people used within the 
research. Although several primary sources are available, sources such as diaries, letters, 
speeches, etc. indicating how they themselves described their actions are limited. 
Extracting the voices from records such as the census, voting records, newspaper articles, 
or synthesized literature gives an idea of the actions being taken but does not provide a 
definitive answer. This study addresses these limitations by allowing the surviving 
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records to speak and represent themselves. In parts of the study where there is no 
definitive voice, questions are asked to ascertain how such a situation could occur. By 
posing questions, the voice of the people in question is not assumed and the writer’s 
voice does not take the place of an absent record.  
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CHAPTER 1 
THE INTELLECTUAL REVOLUTION: 
BLACK EMPOWERMENT AND LIBERATION IN THE DIASPORA 
Introduction 
Empowerment and liberation are as much mental as they are physical 
manifestations. The road to freedom began with mentally believing that freedom was 
inherited and natural rather than provided and controlled. Analyzing the mentality of 
freed people and whites must be addressed to understand the actions taken by Afro-
Americans to secure their freedom and citizenship in the post-Civil War era. C.L.R. In 
You Don’t Play with Revolution, C.L.R. James stated, “you cannot reconstruct a system 
without reconstructing mental attitudes.”1 After emancipation, the codified law and 
unwritten social norms and customs served as the foundation for post-emancipation 
capital and racial modernity. This foundation supported the complex social system that 
came to define race and nation. The capitalist agenda established by European nations 
created the evolving racial construction. This construction ultimately transformed itself 
into a dichotomous spectrum placing white (or what would later be included as white) on 
one end and black on the other.2  
Peoples of African descent were not mere objects of this global transformation. 
Despite the damaging effects of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, African peoples found 
ways to adapt and blend their African culture and practices in their new world setting. 
Their ability to adapt during the early stages of the slave trade benefited them in their 
                                                          
1 C.L.R. James. You Don’t Play with Revolution: The Montreal Lectures of C.L.R. James. Ed. David Austin 
(Oakland: AK Press, 2009), 234.  
 
2 The emergence of multiple racial categories in places such as Brazil and French Louisiana were more so 
the constructions of the Diasporic peoples rather than colonial transformation of their racial construction. 
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respective stages of emancipation. As former enslaved peoples sought to establish 
themselves, global empires sought to construct and define their former possessions to 
execute their imperial agenda.  This chapter examines ways that Afro-Americans in 
Attala County demonstrated their freedom mentality both individually and collectively 
and assesses how these actions reflected the former slave beginning to deconstruct their 
former masters’ society while creating their own. 
In “Decolonial Moves: Trans-locating African Diaspora Spaces”, Augustin Lao-
Montes analyzed liberation as embedded within the Diaspora itself. He added to Tiffany 
Patterson and Robin Kelley concepts of concept and process as ways of studying and 
understanding the African Diaspora. Lao-Montes theorized the African Diaspora as, “a 
project of affinity and liberation founded on a translocal ideology of community-making 
and a global politics of decolonization. The African Diaspora can be conceived as a 
project of decolonization and liberation embedded in the cultural practices, intellectual 
currents, social movements, and political actions of Afro-diasporic subjects.”3 The 
concept of “project” opens the door to examine the slave/former slave mentality. In doing 
so, one can and analyze the individual or group impact on dismantling racial systems.  
Afro-Americans battled more than societal constructions. They fought against the 
racial mindsets which grounded those constructions. Du Bois examined the beliefs that 
whites held towards black people. The image of the Afro-American stemmed from the 
Old South. The Afro-American was conceptualized as a clownish and simple being. 
Whites established the idea of needing to control Afro-Americans especially those who 
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dare to see themselves as equal to whites. In order to keep Afro-Americans under white 
control, obstacles were built to retard their progression.  
In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. Du Bois acknowledged that these obstacles 
must be overcome by the man himself in various ways. It is not always the law that can 
change mindset. Society must acknowledge these shortcomings in order to have a 
civilized society.4 Afro-Americans were part of the society that needed changing and 
sought to solve their own problems. As Cesaire examined in Discourse on Colonialism, a 
civilization must solve its own problems in which they are the source and adhere to the 
very rules and guidelines that governs its people. If a civilization fails to do so it is a 
decadent, sick, and dying civilization.5 As a nation within two nations (both the former 
Confederacy and the Union), Afro-Americans pushed forward their own agenda to build 
and maintain their nation while the broader nations worked to reconstruct itself following 
the Civil War. The post-Civil War era presented Afro-Americans the opportunity to 
include themselves in the American framework by separating themselves from their 
former masters to build the necessary familial and community infrastructure. 
George Frederickson elaborated on the anti-black sentiment held towards Afro-
Americans in The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate on Afro-American 
Character and Destiny, 1817-1914. In the early nineteenth century, white America had 
determined that Negroes were not native to the population but rather an alien group that 
                                                          
4 W.E.B. Du Bois. The Souls of Black Folk (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1994), 55-57. 
 
5 Aime Cesaire. Discourse on Colonialism (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2000), 31. 
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could not or would not be integrated within broader society.6 Du Bois and Fredrickson 
presented the complex psychological barrier waiting for Afro-Americans following the 
Civil War. The challenge facing former slaves was that they were entitled inclusion into a 
civilization that was not equipped to handle its own problems because it could not 
realistically face the reality the law now recognized former slaves as equal to their former 
masters. As Frederickson surmised, the “cornerstone of the white mindset was the belief 
the racial equality was unnatural.7 The fight for freedom was an intellectual revolution in 
which Afro-Americans used both their minds and bodies to overtly display and seize their 
freedom. 
Afro-Americans could not achieve empowerment and ultimate liberation by living 
in a constant state of fear. From their earliest arrival in the Lower Mississippi Valley, 
enslaved Africans demonstrated a desire to escape their European captors.8 Slaves who 
rebelled, escaped, or committed any act of defiance are representative of the Diaspora 
mentality. What is important to understand is the fighting spirit did not perish during the 
thousands of transatlantic voyages between Africa and the Americas. Scholars such as 
                                                          
6 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Afro-American Character 
and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 1. 
 
7 Ibid. 64.  
 
8 In Exchanging Our Country’s Marks: The Transformation of African identities in the Colonial and 
Antebellum South (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 52-53, Michael A. Gomez’s 
discussed the Bambara people (Senegambia) of the Lower Mississippi. He questioned whether the 
Bambara’s warrior mentality survived the Atlantic crossing? Gomez concluded that the Bambara in 
addition to slaves from other African nations practiced defiant behavior. The Bambara were noted for using 
revolts as their chosen resistance method most notably their participation in a planned 1731 armed rebellion 
Gomez provided a Diasporic view into empowerment and liberation. By linking the warrior tradition of the 
Senegambia to the Lower Mississippi valley, he provides a point of origin to the slave mentality dating to 
the early pre-revolutionary colonial era.  
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C.L.R. James and Herbert Aptheker discuss the more notable rebellions and revolts such 
as Stono Rebellion, Bacon’s Rebellion, the Haitian Revolution, and the insurrections of 
Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner, Mississippi experienced a near insurrection.9 Edwin A. 
Miles’ article, “The Mississippi Slave Insurrection Scare of 1835,” detailed the planned 
July 4th revolt between slaves and whites in Madison, Hinds, and Warren counties, 
seeking to initiate mass slaughter of white men and women. During the 1835 Summer, 
Mississippi was stricken with panic that alleged rebellions had reached their state. 
Twelve white men and several slaves were killed. The near insurrection founded 
Mississippi’s closed society mentality.10 1835 was a significant date in Mississippi’s 
history as it was the first incident revolving its enslaved African/Afro-American 
population involving themselves in a broader plan to disrupt a slave society.      
The emancipation of African descended peoples in the Western hemisphere 
created a situation in which African descended and white people sought to reconstruct 
post-slavery society. While the white power sought to reconstruct society through their 
                                                          
9  C.L.R. James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L'ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution, 2 ed. (New 
York: Vintage, 1989), 8-10. James describes the origins of rebellion in San Domingo which were rooted in 
Haitians rebelling against their master’s brutal treatment. Although no rebellion took place after the 
American Civil War, James’ explanation is needed to demonstrate the slave psyche and their ability to 
formulate plans for independence and liberation. Aptheker paralleled the slave master’s obsession with 
slave rebellion with examples of how slaves rebelled and the rationale behind their rebellion. The concepts 
of freedom and liberty fueled a lot of resistance to slavery. Slaves in Virginia staged a revolt which sought 
freedom as the end result. Slaves in Georgia and Alabama believed that liberty for all (meaning whites) 
included liberty for themselves. These notions of freedom and liberty created fears of rebellion amongst the 
white population, Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts: Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, Gabriel, 
and Others, 2 ed. (New York: International Publishers, 1983), 82-87. 
 
10 Edwin A. Miles. “The Mississippi Slave Insurrection Scare of 1835.” The Journal of Negro History, 
42(1); January 1957, 50-51, 55. There are doubts whether the events were based on plausible evidence as 
confessions were gained via violent interrogation of both slaves and suspected whites. In the aftermath of 
Nat Turner’s insurrection, this event can be seen as a product of an overactive white imagination or a 
legitimate fear. The counties involved, Madison, Hinds, and Warren were counties where whites were the 
minority. This may have also contributed to the deadly response inflicted on the alleged perpetrators.   
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lens (Southern traditionalist and Northern capitalists) in which people of color did not 
interfere with white-capitalist global supremacy, people of color sought ways to position 
themselves to counter global racial domination that highlighted the relationship between 
race/nation and racism/nationalism.11  
The notion that the same freed people who fought to remove slavery’s physical 
and mental shackles became impotent and passive agents after emancipation should not 
be taken seriously. Former slaves did not emerge from slavery without a plan as to how 
they would construct their lives. As many historians noted, former slaves left their 
master’s plantations to find family, search for new jobs, or just stretch their wings as a 
freed person. Those who decided to remain on or near their master’s land did so with 
negotiating powers. Former slaves were not waiting for permission to move or act; they 
took it upon themselves to build the life they dreamed for themselves and a better life for 
their children and future generations. Leon Litwack’s, Benn in the Storm So Long: The 
Aftermath of Slavery illustrated post-Civil War life from the former slave perspective. 
Although whites were present in the lives of former slaves, former slaves did not 
necessarily reconstruct their lives based on white’s needs, wants, or permissions. Life 
                                                          
11 In Black is a County: Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy, Singh looked at race as 
emerging with the creation of racial definitions that lay the foundations of universalism. As the nation 
expanded and nationalism came to include a broader spectrum of “white” people then race became a factor 
to determine what was non-white and racism became the practice of exclusion. Broadening whiteness made 
universalism more elastic and harder to attack. The growth of U.S. imperialism meant a greater controlling 
of its nonwhite citizens. Afro-Americans, despite their free status, were still imperial subjects. As race 
issues were ignored, the door for white supremacy opened. Singh explained that white supremacy resulted 
from the ongoing perpetuation of an ideology or value system that has shaped socio-economics and politics 
and benefited particular people (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005), 20-22, 27, 40. 
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was set to continue following the Civil War. Former slaves had to decide to what extent 
they were going to exert greater control as to how their lives would unfold. 
The popular and pressing question stemming from Lincoln’s Emancipation 
Proclamation and Robert E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox was “what to do with the 
Negro?”  This question, in varying fashion, drove local, state, national, and global politics 
for the next century. However, the question not asked, “What did the Negro do with 
self?”  For some reason this question has been more difficult to ask, yet alone answer, 
because many historians focus how white society chose to deal with freed people or 
attribute freed people’s actions to white permission. This colonized perspective restricts 
the former slave to a mere puppet or child who cannot navigate through society without 
their paternal or maternal master dictating their every move. Former slaves did not need 
white permission to navigate society. Although whites did provide assistance, this 
assistance must be viewed in connection to the freedmen and women’s actions and not 
benevolent charity.  
Attala County’s post-Emancipation march towards empowerment and liberation 
can be traced to Absalom Sternberger. Sternberger, a Jewish man, was born in Germany 
in 1833. His emigration to the United States is not known nor when he settled in 
Mississippi. Leo E. and Evelyn Turitz discussed in their work, Jews in Early Mississippi, 
that most European Jews who were not part of the elite were third class citizens. In the 
wake of the French Revolution and Napoleon’s Waterloo defeat the social, economic, and 
political liberties Jews enjoyed were erased as restrictions were imposed. Jews looked to 
emigrate to the United States because the United States institutional framework centered 
on equal rights and citizenship. Jews began arriving in Mississippi during the 1840s, 
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many becoming peddlers.12 On the eve of the Civil War, Sternberger was a wealthy 
merchant living in Attala County. His personal real estate valued 500 dollars and his 
personal estate valued at 19,700 dollars.13 In the months following emancipation 
(between April and June), Sternberger encouraged freedmen and women to organize 
themselves and advocate for their rights. Steinberger’s motivation can be attributed to the 
American ideals of freedom and democracy that attracted Jews to the United States and 
the social status now former slaves occupied which resembled their previous European 
existence.14  
Sternberger learned, what many former slaves already knew, that the white 
psyche was both weak and dangerous especially as it related to concepts of racial 
equality. His activism drew the wrath of the county’s Ku Klux Klan.15 Sternberger was 
                                                          
12 Rabbi Leo E. Turitz and Evelyn Turitz. Jews in Early Mississippi (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 1983), ix, xii. 
 
13 1860 United States Census.  
 
14 “The primary motive that inspired, indeed often compelled, Jews to leave their homelands and pioneer in 
the New World was the quest for fuller freedom, freedom to worship, freedom to trade, and freedom to 
strive for that measure of human equality so generally denied to them even in the most hospitable of Old 
World lands…Those who ventured forth to pit themselves against perils unknown were, naturally, of the 
sturdiest fiber. In any instance, the only ‘risk capital’ they possessed was dear life itself. Yet they came not 
as nomads on the wind, but as members of a group that had a sound religious faith to sustain them through 
the bitterest days. With them, they carried also a rare moral courage and cultural values not to be despised 
even in areas where the wilderness still loomed threateningly over scrawny settlements.” “Louis Zara, “The 
Southern Story” in Anti-Defamation League Bulletin, June 1958, p.1. in Jews of Early Mississippi pp. ix-x. 
Turitz and Turitz applied this philosophical thought to 19th century Jewish politics. There is a correlation 
between Sternberger’s attempt to assist an oppressed group of people assert their claims to equality and 
citizenship and Jewish motivation to emigrate to a country they believed espoused those values. 
Sternberger achieved the American dream and attempted to aid an oppressed achieve the same.  
  
15 Edward C. Coleman, “The Period of Reconstruction in Attala County.” In Reconstruction in Northern 
Mississippi Counties. Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, University of Mississippi. 
p.14-15 discussed the Ku Klux Klan specifically dealt with Sternberger. The first cited iteration of the Ku 
Klux Klan was in Pulaski Arkansas in December 1866. However, if the Ku Klux Klan was recognized as 
early as 1865, Attala County had one of the earliest, if not the first organized Ku Klux Klan organizations. 
Coleman wrote Attala County Reconstruction in 1910 and his reference to the Ku Klux Klan can also be a 
historical generalization.  
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warned to leave the county. He left only to return with the United States Calvary to rid 
the county of the Ku Klux Klan; however, his efforts failed. The Ku Klux Klan marked 
Sternberger for death. They carried out their missions on July 1, 1865 when Ed Raiford 
murdered Absalom Sternberger. Shortly after Sternberger’s murder, another Jewish 
merchant attempted a similar organized effort; however, the Ku Klux Klan drove him 
from town.16  
The Sternberger story reveals an early attempted coalition between Jews and 
Afro-Americans. Whether or not Sternberger’s actions directly correlated to freedmen 
and women asserting their rights cannot be quantified; however, the first noted freedmen 
demonstrating their willingness to engage in armed conflict to protect their property 
occurred two months later.  
On September 26, 1865, a group of freedmen recaptured their stolen cotton (five 
bales) and marched through town with arms until they reached the cotton mill near Leake 
County.17 Although no bloodshed resulted from this event, freedmen displayed their 
ability to mount an effective offensive against those attempting to make their lives 
difficult. Although the actual encounter was not detailed, the freedmen possessed guns 
during this altercation and showcased their arms until their product was delivered. A 
correlation may exist between Sternberger’s murder and Attala County freedmen taking 
up arms as they saw guns a necessity. How did freedmen come to adopt this aggressive 
mentality? One can look at modern historians take on armed self-defense for answers. 
Mississippi law restricted former slaves from possessing firearms. Mississippi law stated, 
                                                          
16 Ibid. 15. 
 
17 Diary of Jason Niles, Volume 18, p. 92.  
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“"No freedman, free Negro, or mulatto, not in the military service of the United States 
Government, and not licensed to do so by the board of police of his or her county, shall 
keep or carry firearms of any kind, or any ammunition, dirk, or bowie-knife; and on 
conviction thereof, in the county court, shall be punished by fine, not exceeding ten 
dollars, and pay the costs of such proceedings, and all such arms or ammunition shall be 
forfeited to the informer."18  Nicholas Johnson’s Negroes and the Gun: The Black 
Tradition of Arms explained that following the Civil War, freedmen held a firm belief 
that they need firearm possession. Arms were just one method that freedmen countered 
white intimidation that threatened a return to subservient status, with notice that they 
would practice armed self-defense.19   
Afro-Americans broke those barriers of oppression by rejecting both the new 
social orders that whites sought to create such as the 1865 Black Codes that limited 
suffrage, movement, labor, etc.20 Emancipation could not be achieved if Afro-Americans 
                                                          
18 W.E.B. Du Bois. Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a History of the Part of Which Black 
Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt, 1935), 
172. 
 
19 Nicholas Johnson. Negroes and the Gun: The Black Tradition of Arms (Prometheus Books: New York, 
2014), pp.82-83. Johnson’s assessment of post-Civil War armed self-defense mentality aligns with 
historian, Akinyele Umoja analysis that Afro-American participation in armed conflict as a subsequent 
catalyst for their use of armed self-defense to defend themselves against violence being inflicted upon 
them. Following the Civil War, recently emancipated Afro-Americans used their prior exposure to armed 
conflict to form armed defenses against the rising violence being levied towards Afro-Americans 
throughout the state. They called for the use of arms to defend themselves. Service in the union army 
correlated to the will to fight arms with arms (Akinyele Omowale Umoja. We Will Shoot Back: Armed 
Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom Movement (New York University Press: New York, 2013), p.15). 
Umoja establishes that the experience of wartime conflict and the experience of understanding that the use 
of arms to defend one’s life has a direct link to enacting the same tactic to defeat the varying types of 
systematic oppression and violence used by one group or class of people to dominate another group.. Based 
on Civil War records, it was unlikely that these men were once part of the Union army or served in the 
Confederate Army in any capacity. William Flanagan was the only noted former slave from Attala County 
or the neighboring counties to serve during the Civil War.  
 
20 Rayford Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 (New York: The Dial 
Press, 1954), 8. 
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were not willing to challenge those who hindered their progress. Former slaves and free 
Afro-Americans witnessed the use of the Constitution and Declaration of Independence 
(in more general terms, the law) to define who or was not a citizen and the privileges it 
carried. They adopted the identity of republicanism and more specifically black 
constitutionalism which was adopting the ideals/identity of American democracy. Afro-
Americans identified with this ideal because equality was based on humanity and 
citizenship, not race.21 An American identity would allow Afro-Americans to escape the 
boundaries of racial marginalization. Franz Fanon discussed in The Wretched of the 
Earth, that oppressed people learn the ways in which their oppressors maintain power 
over them. They adopt their oppressor’s tactics as a means to overcome their colonized 
state/status.22 In order to achieve any type of power or liberation, Afro-Americans had to 
force the greater society to accept their identity.23 The adoption or adherence to this 
decolonized mindset was not uniform across the race.  
Afro-American more so emphasized centrality of citizenship; they centered their 
resistance on the foundation that their nationality made them citizens, a race was white 
society’s excuse for withholding citizenship privileges. The mobilization of African 
                                                          
21 Timothy S. Huebner. Liberty & Union: The Civil War Era and American Constitutionalism (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2016), 57-58. Huebner provides a nuanced view of American identity. African 
Americans are moving away from their socially constructed racial identity and basing their identity on the 
language that defines citizenship and identity in the United States. 
 
22 Franz Fanon. The Wretched of the Earth (Grover Press: New York, 1963), 42. Fanon discussed how the 
oppressed uses the same tactics as the oppressor to escape their condition. Although Fanon is discussing 
violence, the idea of imitating oppressor’s tactics is evident in the post-emancipation period. The concept is 
not new in the post-Civil War era but also during the Revolutionary and Antebellum era in which black 
political parties formed around the concept of freedom and identifying with the language of the Declaration 
of Independence and Constitution.  
 
23 Kwame Ture and Charles V. Hamilton. Black Power: The Politics of Liberation (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1992), 34-35. 
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descended people in the post-slavery era illustrated times when the global racial 
formation was rejected and once dominated peoples asserted themselves to challenge in 
hopes of defeating the ideas and constructs of modernity.  
Acts of Empowerment 
Freed people were not an inferior people either physically or mentally. In Deep 
Like the Rivers: Education in the Slave Community 1831-1865, Thomas Webber provided 
insight into the slave mindset. He articulated that despite their slave status, the slave 
believed they were superior to their master. Through their observation, slaves developed 
an understanding that whites were essentially incompetent people without the ability to 
accomplish the simplest tasks; however, within that observation was the awareness of the 
power that whites yielded individually and collective could not be ignored.24 Webber’s 
assessment of black superiority stemming from the slave community can be used to 
analyze the attitudes of former slaves in the post-Civil War era.  
The slave-mentality then becomes two dimensional. There is the perceived slave 
mentality meaning his psychological thoughts and behaviors based on the assumption 
that white is deemed superior and all-encompassing. There is also the slave’s mentality 
which is the actual mentality demonstrated by the slave him/herself. Centering the slave’s 
mentality creates an understanding how freedmen and women ignored racial and social 
constructs to create the life that had been stolen from them generations prior.25 An 
                                                          
24 Thomas L. Webber. Deep Like the Rivers. Education in the Slave Quarter Community 1831-1865 (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1978), 91, 102-103.  
 
25 Historians often refer to Reconstruction’s end as the beginning of the Nadir which represented a 
capitulation to racism and Southern redemption. This assessment downplays the racist elements that existed 
during the Reconstruction period. Southern whites’ recapitulation towards racism and redemption existed 
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inferiority complex was not automatically instilled in the former slave but rather the 
opposite. A sense of superiority clashed with an inferiority ideology causing the white 
race to create ways to instill the inferiority they believed the former slave exhibited.26  
General Robert E. Lee’s surrender on April 9, 1865 ended the Civil War and the 
13th amendment’s ratification on December 18, 1865 abolished United States’ slavery. 
These notable dates did not guarantee freedom to the now four million former slaves but 
rather the end to an economic system and national moral dilemma. Former slaves acted to 
secure their own freedom as the federal government contemplated how to reconstruct the 
union. V.P. Franklin stated in Black Self-Determination: A Cultural History of African-
American Resistance, “The conditions that the freed-people faced in the South following 
emancipation meant that freedom continued to be valued, not primarily as an objective, 
but as a means or strategy for obtaining more elusive and substantial goals, such as self-
determination and social advancement.”27 Former slaves conceived freedom in different 
ways; however, the pathway to freedom required an active not passive mind, body, and 
soul. Freedom was the platform that Afro-Americans used as their motivation for a better 
                                                          
during the antebellum period. Southern whites openly demonstrated their desire to maintain racial 
dominance and Northern whites placated to their demands as demonstrated by the 1850 Missouri 
Compromise 1850, 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act and the 1857 Dred Scott decision. Afro-Americans had long 
witnessed white efforts to expand their domination over them throughout the Antebellum period prior to the 
Civil War.  
 
26 Leon Litwack stated in Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow, “When the white 
South acted on its racial creed, it sought to impress on black men and women their powerlessness and 
vulnerability—and, most critically, to diminish both their self-esteem and their social aspirations…As an 
inferior, the Negro was expected to keep his prescribed place in southern society. It has always been a 
central tenet of white racist ideology…” p.219.  
 
27 V.P. Franklin. Black Self-Determination: A Cultural History of African-American Resistance (New York: 
Lawrence Hill Books, 1984), 105.  
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life. Many Afro-Americans knew and many learned that the “free” in freedom came at a 
price. Sacrifice was required to gain freedom for self and others.   
V.P. Franklin emphasized the terror and violence whites inflicted upon freed 
people following emancipation and how this psychological warfare impacted a sizeable 
number of freed people. Franklin provided explanation that white violence was sparked 
by Afro-Americans advancing in areas once restricted to them such as education, 
political, and capitalism.28 This emboldened stance mystified most whites who were not 
expecting this type of reaction.  
W.J. Cash examined the mindset of frontier whites “common white man” in his 
work “The Mind of the South.” Cash explained that the slave institution created a sense 
of superiority within the mind of the white man. Non-slaveholding whites saw 
themselves part of ruling class as their labor and bodies retained autonomy within the 
slave institution. The common white man adopted a sense a literal white privilege 
founded on a technicality. Despite this mindset, Cash explained that slaves did not take 
common whites seriously.29      
 Months into the Emancipation era, former slaves showcased their willingness to 
directly confront whites. The creation of the Freedman’s Bureau in 1865 provided 
                                                          
28 V.P. Franklin. Black Self-Determination: A Cultural History of African-American Resistance (New York: 
Lawrence Hill Books, 1984), 116-117, 125. What Franklin omits is correlating white violence to self-
hatred. Whites came to see that the American dream not only excluded people of color but also whites of 
non-elite class. Whites bought into a belief that whiteness would always make them superior to the Afro-
American. The image of the educated, landowning, politically active, socially rich and conscious, and 
assertive Afro-American destroyed the white psyche. Knowing they could not declare war on the white 
industrial class, poor whites engaged in a perpetual war against Afro-American people. 
 
29 W.J. Cash. The Mind of the South (New York: Vintage Books, 1941), 40.  
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freedmen and women with a vehicle to confront those whites who had infringed on their 
rights and liberties. Examining the United States, Freedmen's Bureau, Records of 
Freedmen's Complaints indicate willingness for freedmen to confront their wrongdoers, 
collect, and reclaim what was theirs. Freedmen and women in Central Mississippi, 
including Attala County demonstrated their willingness to confront their former masters, 
current landlords, and any white person looking to exploit and mistreat them. Freedmen 
Bureau records reveal several complaints lodged towards white employers (men and 
women alike). Former slaves challenged those who sought to exploit their labor via non-
payment for services and labor rendered. Whites often sought to withhold payment from 
their laborers; however, former slaves did not always tolerate these actions. Records 
indicate that freedmen lodged complaints without assistance as indicated by the records 
court-style writing (plaintiff vs. defendant).30  
Freedmen and women dismantled the racial and gender hierarchy that existed 
during slavery. Freedmen and women forced whites to honor contracts and prevented 
them from inflicting physical and emotional abuse. The United States, Freedmen's 
Bureau, Records of Freedmen's Complaints, 1865-1872 and The United States, 
Freedmen's Bureau Labor Contracts, Indenture and Apprenticeship Records, 1865-1872 
provide firsthand evidence of the freedmen and women’s willingness to challenge their 
white counterparts. Records from Attala, Carroll, Leake, and Neshoba indicate that 
                                                          
30 The distinct court-style writing is evident in the Record of Freeman’s Complaints for the Philadelphia 
and Grenada (sub-assistant commissioner). Carroll, Leake, and Neshoba County’s records are presented in 
this format unlike Attala County.   
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freedmen and women used the Freedman’s Bureau to collect back wages not only for the 
current year but for prior years.  
William Miles (Attala) complained that a white man named Parks owed him 100 
dollars for back wages dating back to 1866.31 Charley Love lodged a complaint against 
Mrs. M.A. Hayden for back wages. Mrs. Hayden refused to pay unless physically 
forced.32 Marcus Wilson (Neshoba) filed a complaint against former master, James 
Wilson on October 7, 1867 for failure to pay for services rendered in 1865 and 1866. On 
December 26, 1867, Ben McLemore (Carroll), a freedman born in Virginia, lodged a 
complaint against Julia Stone for back wages during the 1867 planting season. On 
December 31, 1867, Randall Keys (Carroll), a freedman born in Alabama, filed a 
complaint against W.H. Estes citing back wages for the 1866 planting season. Two 
freedmen named Charley and Ned Smith (Attala), lodged complaints against M.A. 
Hayden and D.P. Smith for non-payment for services rendered during the 1867 planting 
season. Hayden, a white woman, refused to adhere to the contract unless forced by law 
officials. With assistance from the Freedman’s Bureau, both men collected their back 
wages.33 These examples illustrate freedmen understanding they were no longer a free 
labor source. Whites had to contend with the concept of the wage-earning freedmen who 
possessed the ability to force white employers to pay their worth and honor their word. 
                                                          
31 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 1865-1872," Roll 29, Register of complaints, Sep 
1867-Nov 1868. Register of complaints, Sep 1867-Nov 1868 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office 
Records, 1865-1872," www.familysearch.org. 
 
32 Ibid.  
 
33 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 1865-1872," Roll 29, Register of complaints, Sep 
1867-Nov 1868 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 1865-1872," www.familysearch.org.   
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 Freedmen and women openly defied both their landlords and Mississippi law. The 
Mississippi Black Codes mandated that all freedmen have employment and be able to 
prove their employment if asked. These laws, known as vagrancy laws, attempted to 
confine freed people to their former master’s land while maintaining control of their 
labor. Louisa (Attala) filed a complaint against a Mr. Perkins of Holmes County after he 
beat “severely beat her.” As a result of the assault, Louisa refused to fulfill her contract. 
Louisa was awarded three months wages and the return of her possessions while Mr. 
Perkins was reminded that slavery had been abolished and assault was a crime.34  
During the 1868 labor contract year, freedmen broke their labor contracts and 
deserted their bosses. Whites complained that their laborers abandoned them and some 
without cause. In the case of Mr. Wyse, George Travis (Attala) and his entire family left 
Wyse’s property because of Wyse’s mistreatment. Wyse did not deny the allegations; 
however, sought to hold the Travis family to their contract. The Travis family found 
employment with another planter and had no further obligation to Wyse.35 On December 
18, 1867, Charlotte (Carroll County) complained that John McMath removed her from 
his property for not obeying his command to whip her son. Charlotte used the 
Freedman’s Bureau to enforce her contract with McMath and receive her due payment. 
 Former masters resorted to kidnapping freedmen and women’s children and 
claiming ownership under the apprenticeship laws. Apprenticeship allowed states to take 
children away from families that the courts determined were unsuitable to provide 
                                                          
34 Ibid.  
 
35 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 1865-1872," Roll 29, Register of complaints, Sep 
1867-Nov 1868, www.familysearch.org.  
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children with the skills needed for common labor.36 After slavery, Mississippi’s laws 
regarding apprenticeship stated, “provides that it shall be the duty of all sheriffs, justices 
of the peace, and other civil officers of the several counties in this state to report to the 
probate courts of their respective counties semiannually, at the January and July terms of 
said courts, all freedmen, free Negroes and mulattoes, under the age of eighteen, within 
their respective counties, beats, or districts, who are orphans, or whose parent or parents 
have not the means, or who refuse to provide for and support said minors, and thereupon 
it shall be the duty of said probate court to order the clerk of said court to apprentice said 
minors to some competent and suitable person, on such terms as the court may direct, 
having a particular care to the interest of said minors; Provided, that the former owner of 
said minors shall have the preference when, in the opinion of the court, he or she shall be 
a suitable person for that purpose.”37 Children were vulnerable because these laws made 
them subject to quasi-enslavement. Southern whites were positioned to create a modern 
slave class. Priscilla Presley’s (Attala) children were apprenticed; however, her son Jack 
Presley petitioned for custody after witnessing the slave-like conditions they were 
subjected.38 John Stribling apprenticed Mariah Stribling’s (Leake) children to Joseph 
Stribling and Thomas McCullough.39 Mariah Stribling was owned by John Stribling’s 
                                                          
36 Richard Paul Fuke. “Planters, Apprenticeship, and Forced Labor: The Black Family under Pressure in 
Post Emancipation Maryland.” Agricultural History 62 NO. 4 (1988): 63.  
 
37 W.E.B. Du Bois. Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a History of the Part of Which Black 
Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt, 1935), 
175-176. 
 
38 Attala County Final Account Book D. This case was not registered with the Freedman’s Bureau. This 
was a civil case handled by the Attala County judiciary. Priscilla Presley is the ancestor of Oprah Winfrey.  
 
39 United States, Freedmen's Bureau Labor Contracts, Indenture and Apprenticeship Records, 1865-1872," 
Roll 41, Maria Stribling, 1865-1872. Records of the field offices for the state of Mississippi, Bureau of 
Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, 1865-1872, www.familysearch.org.  
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relative, James Madison Stribling. The children in question were Josephine, Mary, and 
Thomas Stribling. On October 21, 1867, Mariah filed a complaint with the Philadelphia 
Sub-assistant commissioner to regain custody. Officials ordered John Stribling to return 
Mariah’s children on the grounds of illegal apprenticeship.40 
 
                                                          
40 Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 1865-1872," Roll 41, Register of contracts by and 
between planters and freedmen, Jun 1865-Jan 1866. Mississippi, Freedmen's Bureau Field Office Records, 
1865-1872," www.familysearch.org. 
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Image 1: Josephine Stribling 
(Courtesy of Ahmad Majeed) 
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Some Afro-Americans openly expressed their disdain and contempt they held 
towards whites. Their expression included political threats and intimidation. On 
September 11, 1872, Peter Williams, a former slave and leader of a loyal league41, along 
with his posse rode through the Newport Community in Attala County making bold 
threats towards white citizens regarding both the November election while referencing a 
violent attack. Constable Daniel Ocain quoted Williams saying, “you white people are 
down upon the loyal league, and we are down upon you, we have stood your opposition 
long enough, and we will give you white people hell this fall.” Ocain stated Williams told 
his comrades, “to sharpen their swords, that it would come to this and the sooner the 
better.”42 Whether or not the encounter happened the way described in the newspaper, it 
description gives an indication that Afro-Americans were emboldened to confront whites. 
Peter Williams represented what most whites feared, the uncontrollable “Negro.” 
Williams was noted for bragging that no law enforcement but President Grant could take 
him down.43  
In September 1896, an anonymous individual attempted to kill Reverend W.P. 
Ratliff following Ratliff’s whipping of an Afro-American man named Thompson. A day 
after Ratliff whipped Thompson; a gunshot was fired through Ratliff’s window. The 
shooter’s identity was unknown.44 A white man retaliating against another white man for 
                                                          
41 Peter Williams was 37 years old at the time this incident was reported. According to the 1900 U.S. 
Federal Census, Peter was born in January 1835 in North Carolina.  
 
42 “THE NEWPORT OUTRAGE” in American Citizen. 21 Sept. 1872.  
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016739/1872-09-21/ed-1/seq-3/ 
 
43 Ibid. The latter part of the newspaper article references the need for whites to vote for Greeley in the 
Presidential election. This could be propaganda to some extent to rally the white Democratic vote. 
  
44 “Fired Through a Window” in The Grenada Sentinel. 26 Sept. 
1896.  http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85034375/1896-09-26/ed-1/seq-3/ 
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whipping a “negro” would be highly unlikely. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that a 
fellow Afro-American sought revenge for Thompson’s whipping.  The 20th century and 
the hardening of the nation’s color line did not prevent Afro-Americans from continuing 
to defend themselves against whites. Afro-Americans demonstrated boldness in attacking 
high ranking citizens. In September 1902, an Afro-American chased Kosciusko’s sheriff 
throughout the city with the attempting to murder him. Although the purpose was not 
directly provided, citizens were aware of his actions. The Afro-American in question was 
finally apprehended as he neared the sheriff’s home.45  
These open acts of defiance were not rare but also not commonplace. How these 
acts are defined becomes important. Akinyele Umoja examined the rebellious African 
American through the lens of the “Bad Negro.” The “Bad Negro” was described as, 
“those who openly defied segregationist customs and were not deferential to Whites, as 
was expected in White supremacist social etiquette. To White segregationist society, the 
behavior of “Bad Negroes” was considered “uppity,” “sullen,” and “dangerous” to the 
security of the social order.”46 Umoja begins and stops his analysis of the “Bad Negro” 
from the perspective of the Southern white mindset. What Umoja and other historians 
omit is any alternative perspective by which to view such individuals. In the book, In Red 
and Black: Marxian Explorations in Southern and Afro-American History, Eugene 
Genovese claimed that the defiant African American as a rebel.  The former slave sought 
to empower themselves once they observed that the system in which they operate 
                                                          
45 Hattiesburg Daily Progress. 30 Sept. 1902.  http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87065165/1902-09-
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46 Akinyele Omowale Umoja. We Will Shoot Back: Armed Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom 
Movement (New York: NYU Press, 2013), 21.  
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provided no benefit to them. The rebel doubted the institutional foundation which guided 
everyday life.  The rebel realized he possessed the necessary skills to aid in his own 
upward mobility.47  
Afro-American actions signified a group that would not be intimidated or beat 
into submission either physically or mentally. Afro-Americans asserted their 
independence and autonomy. This indicated white society’s inability to control the 
former slave or preserve their dream social order. These results prompted whites to find 
legal and cultural ways to brand the Afro-American as biologically inferior and create 
mechanisms to control said inferiority.  
The Criminalization of Afro-Americans 
 Maintaining racial superiority over African Americans was central to socially 
constructing and politicizing black criminality. Victor Rios defined criminalization as, 
“the process by which styles and behaviors are rendered deviant and are treated with 
shame, exclusion, punishment, and incarceration.”48 In The Condemnation of Blackness: 
Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern Urban America, Khalil Muhammad makes the 
claim that linking blackness to criminalization was a concerted and deliberate effort made 
by social scientists with a racial agenda to legitimize the claim that blackness was 
inherently criminal, biologically and culturally. 
                                                          
47 Eugene Genovese. In Red and Black: Marxian Explorations in Southern and Afro-American History 
(Knoxville, The University of Tennessee Press, 1984), 107-108. 
 
48 Victor Rios, Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys (New York: New York University 
Press, 2011), 122-123. 
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The inherent criminality of blackness became the rationale on which racial 
inferiority could be justified. Muhammad claimed that social scientists manipulated crime 
data primarily to demonstrate the hereditary linkage between blackness and crime and 
how the entire race was therefore incapable of social reform.49 Muhammad claim is best 
supported by his noting that social scientists in the post-Reconstruction such as John 
Haller and Lee Baker attempted to finish the mission of antebellum racial scientists who 
sought to prove black inferiority.50 Muhammad established the conceptualized framework 
that black criminalization is not a naturally occurring phenomenon but a carefully 
designed and constructed mechanism. It is important to use Muhammad’s concept of the 
constructed black criminal and how that construction formed the foundation of how 
African Americans would be handled in American society. Black criminalization was 
used to reassert white supremacy at the expense of black liberty and freedom.  
The construction of the black criminal consisted of several actors. The collective 
of actors created an interwoven network by which the African American experience 
became dictated by racist elements of white society, for America needed to determine 
how to deal with African Americans.51 The first cases of black criminality in Attala 
County were recorded in The Weekly Clarion in 1877 the lack of power in law 
enforcement and the judiciary allowed whites to construct criminality based on the petty 
crimes. No county’s legal system was above resorting to this activity. In Attala County, 
                                                          
49 Khalil Gibran Muhammad. The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern 
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50 Ibid. 285. 
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Henry Cochran was sentenced to five years in prison for stealing a cow and a hog. 
Sylvanus Thompson was sentenced to three years in prison for pig theft. The presiding 
judge rendered these decisions as a means to end petty theft.52  
Muhammad provided a careful assessment of social scientists such as Frederick 
Hoffman to demonstrate how crime statistics were spun with a white supremacist 
ideology to portray blackness as criminal.53 African Americans did not willingly subject 
themselves to be criminalized based on the preconceived notions of others. The African 
American community found ways to challenge the criminal stigma by which they had 
been branded. Victor Rios explained that resistance identities were created as counter-
identities that stemmed from the societal oppression by which they were subjected.54 
Despite the atmosphere and environment of criminalization, the criminalized found ways 
to create their own agency.55  
 The post-Civil War convict represents an individual defeated by a racist system. 
The everyday convict challenged the prison system differently. They did not have the 
luxury to pontificate the system’s injustice or challenge the science behind their 
criminalization. On November 9, 1900, the idea of a county convict farm was reported in 
The Attala Ledger. Convict farms provided Mississippi substantial revenue; therefore, the 
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county convict farm was conceived as a means to bring the county additional revenues. 
The concept was further fueled by county contractors’ inability to keep convicts within 
their prisons.56 The type of prison system, convict farm or the county contractor did not 
deter African Americans from outright defying the prison system.  
On March 23, 1902, Bob Burt, Phillip Newell, Timothy Culberson, Amos 
Raiford, and James Jones attempted to escape from prison on Robert Campbell’s county 
farm. The men were in prison for charges that included attempted assault, assault and 
battery, robbing the mails, and escaping prison. The five men were housed in the 
stockade and set fire to the structure. Their plan was to burn the stockade and escape; 
however, the fire caused the structure to collapse before they men were able to escape. 
The men were burned alive.57 Two newspapers, The Evening-Times Republican (Iowa) 
and the Washington Post carried the story with headlines indicating that the escape was 
for the freedom’s sake.   
Based on the limited information regarding the prisoners, Amos Raiford was 24 
years old at the time of his death. He was the son of James and Jurusia Raiford. Amos 
and his siblings were educated and their parents were independent landowners. The 
likelihood these men were petty criminals is low using Amos Raiford’s background to 
speak on behalf of the other convicts. Their escape was most likely fueled by their 
understanding that their incarceration was unjust and unfair. Their actions demonstrated 
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an individual and collective desire for freedom. Although they perished, they death came 
at their own hands and not at the hands of their white captors.  
Afro-Americans rejected attempts for whites to arrest them based on white 
women’s allegations. White women shaped black criminality through their unearned 
womanhood status. The mere claim that an Afro-American man acted inappropriately 
towards a white woman resulted in either death or imprisonment. These accusations were 
rarely given due process and swift justice often resulted. On December 14, 1905, Rufus 
Ousley was accused by a white woman for writing her an “insulting note.” Lucius Love, 
relative of the woman in question, and two others sought to arrest Ousley at his 
residence.58 Ousley fired shots which killed Love. After the shooting, Ousley escaped. 
Ousley remained free for nearly three years prior to being arrested in September 1908 
which was likely prompted by Governor Edmond Noel 250 dollar bounty.59  Ida B. Wells 
exposed that the truth behind white women’s claim to Afro-American men sexually 
assaulting them as a reason for lynching. Ousley’s actions indicated that he was not 
contempt to be blamed for an act he did not commit or that the white women were not an 
active participant. Ousley defended his life by taking a white man’s life who was 
threatening his. Governor Noel’s reply symbolizes the need for whites to preserve the 
racial balance as well as defending white womanhood. While Ousley escaped his 
captures, Lee Harmon was not as fortunate.  
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On Monday night, March 10, 1913, 17-year-old Leander Harmon was shot and 
hung by a white mob after being accused of entering the home a widowed white woman 
and into the bedroom of her two daughters. On Tuesday morning, the sheriff, deputy, and 
constable cut down Harmon’s body, and took Ben Cole into custody whom Harmon 
implicated in the incident.60  Leander, son of Leroy Harmon and Savannah Carr, was 
born on December 16, 1895 in Attala County.61 Little information exists regarding his 
life. His grandparents, Jackson and Millie Carr were former slaves and landowners. Ben 
Cole was the son of Warren and Neely Cole. Ben’s father was a landowner and active 
voter. At the time of the incident, Ben was married with four children. Ben did not suffer 
the same fate as Leander. By all accounts, Ben faced no criminal charges nor was he 
lynched.   
The circumstances surrounding this case are sketchy at best. The two Afro-
Americans were twenty years apart in age. The newspaper account gave the impression 
that the white girls were alarmed by Harmon and Cole’s presence and that an alarm was 
given to bring attention to the situation.62 Given that this event occurred at night indicated 
that the parties involved knew each other and the widowed mother caught them. The 
same mob that lynched Harmon failed to reach Cole, and Cole lived another 16 years 
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without harm. This incident draws parallels to Rufus Ousley. The difference being that 
both men did not escape.  
At the same time Leander Harmon was hung, Afro-Americans were making 
appeals to the Mississippi justice system to release one of their own from prison. Lee 
Anderson was convicted of crimes against nature on March 12, 1908.63 Five years into 
his sentence on March 26, 1913, Lee Anderson and advocates asked for clemency on the 
grounds that Anderson, possessing not the highest intellect, had been a “faithful” prisoner 
and served his debt to society.64 Lee Anderson was born in 1887 in Mississippi.65 His 
background is unknown as by age 13, Lee was a servant living with the Farrell family. 
The actual crime against nature was not specified; however, Lee Anderson and his 
advocates provided some challenge to the justice system by openly petitioning the courts. 
Using the white press to advocate for justice was also utilized by other Afro-Americans.  
Afro-American women also demonstrated their willingness to challenge the 
power structure. In August 1912, First Baptist Church governing body members filed a 
lawsuit against their current minister, Thomas H. Allen. Allen had been accused of 
causing conflict within the church. J.C. Smythe defended First Baptist Church and T.P. 
Guyton defended Reverend Allen. Smythe explained in his testimony that this was his 
first case involving church matters. Within the context of the case, J.C. Smythe 
introduced Bettie Johnson, an Afro-American cook who attempted to rally other Afro-
                                                          
63 Ibid. “Every person who shall be convicted of the detestable and abominable crime against nature 
committed with mankind or with a beast, shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term 
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American women to deny whites their washing and cooking services. Allen was also 
accused of having a close relationship with Johnson and also advocating these labor 
boycotts. Allen’s inability or refusal to dismiss Johnson from the church became central 
to the court case.66  
Bettie Johnson was an educated woman who was once married and divorced. She 
worked as a cook and owned her own home, mortgage free. As late as 1910, Bettie 
worked as a cook for a private family. Bettie’s 1912 protest may have stemmed from an 
experience with her employers. The presence of county officials in a church dispute 
violated the separation of church and state but indicates that white involvement was 
rooted in finding information on a potential “troublemaker” and whether the church had 
become a radical institution.     
In May 1913, Ned Meredith, former slave, published in The Kosciusko Courier.  
His headline, Do Not Hire or Harbor My Boy, stated, “I hereby serve this notice on the 
public not to “hire or harbor” by boy, Gene Meredith, as he yet a minor.67  Ned Meredith 
did not direct his message toward other Afro-Americans while granting whites 
permission. Meredith’s declaration addressed anyone seeking to exploit his son’s labor. 
Meredith was a tenant farmer who possessed little education and rented his farm. 
Meredith lived in Winston County prior to relocating to Attala County. Meredith’s 
approach was atypical for the time in that he used the white press to place a demand on 
white people. Although Eugene was not caught in the confines of convict leasing, having 
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his labor exploited by whites posed equated to the leasing concept. Meredith’s action 
demonstrated an emboldened Afro-American going to great risk to protect his family 
from white economic exploitation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 2: Ned Meredith, 
(Public Domain-unknown ownership) 
 
Ned Meredith was the grandfather of James Meredith, first Afro-American to 
integrate the University of Mississippi. 
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Image 3: Don’t Hire My Boy 
Advertisement placed by Ned Meredith which ran in the May 23, 1913 issue of The 
Kosciusko Courier. 
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The Church 
In Attala County, larger scale organizing was present alongside the individual 
actions taken to secure personal autonomy. Afro-Americans created churches at a rapid 
pace beginning prior to their emancipation. The church was the most significant Afro-
American institution. Social institutions were the foundation for Afro-American growth 
during and after slavery. Institution building showcased how Afro-Americans took a 
unified approach to create the foundations to build a stable community. These institutions 
allowed Afro-Americans to care for themselves and not rely on whites for their survival 
and advancement.68 The commonly held belief regarding freed people was that without 
the slave institution, they would be unable to handle the responsibilities that freedom and 
citizenship required and would either destroy the fabric of Southern society or eventually 
become extinct. Both prognoses fueled the need to “control” Afro-American in the Post-
Emancipation era. Beyond white belief, Afro-American used social institutions to reclaim 
aspects of their cultural heritage that slavery compromised as well as claims to 
democratic participation.69  
                                                          
68 E.U. Essien-Udom stated in Black Nationalism: A Search for an American Identity, “the Negro church 
embodies the race’s desire for independence from white leadership and control and until the present 
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Religion served as the one noticeable link between former slaves and their 
African ancestry. Understanding this connection allows a better understanding as to why 
religion was the first institution to be rebuilt upon emancipation. Religion reconnected 
emancipated people to their original freedom origins. Religion on the African continent 
varied from region to region, tribe to tribe, and featured elements of monotheism, 
polytheism, or in combination.70  
Religion held a cultural, spiritual, and tribal significance. The transatlantic slave 
trade altered African religious practices; however, did not destroy them altogether. 
Religion in the Americas took various forms such as Brazilian Candomble, Trinidadian 
Shango, Haitian Vaudou, and Cuban Santeria.71 In “Early Black-Atlantic Christianity in 
the Middle Colonies: Social Mobility and Race in Moravian Bethlehem,” John Catron 
explained the adjustments Africans in the Caribbean and South America made to infuse 
Christianity with Africanisms. African slaves modified Christianity by incorporating 
African elements into the Christian practice. This allowed African slaves to use their 
African teachings as the guiding force that would eventually lead them to freedom.72 
African religious customs in American Christianity can be viewed as an early indicator of 
the “Black Atlantic.” Africans created continuity between the African mainland (more 
specifically their tribal origins) and the Diaspora. Religion represented an essential 
component of African individualism and self-identity. The quest for self-identity 
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conflicted with the European desire to assert their influence over African religion and 
religious practices.  
The Haitian Revolution impacted how African/Afro-American slaves on the 
North American mainland carried out their religious activities.73 W.E.B. Du Bois’ report 
on “The Negro Church” explained the impact of Haiti on North American slaves. South 
Carolina was the first state to ban non-white religious assembly Gabriel’s insurrection 
added further restrictions on slave religions practices as Virginia passed anti-assembly 
laws in 1804. Mississippi was the third state to pass similar laws.74 Mississippi’s law 
prohibited, “all assemblies of slaves, or free negroes or mulattoes, mixing and associating 
with such slaves above the number of five, at any place or public resort, or at a meeting 
house, in the night, or at any school, for teaching them reading or writing, either in the 
day or night, under whatsoever pretext.”75   
                                                          
73 C.L.R. James discussed how African slaves chanted African spirituals advocating for their enemy’s 
destruction. James provides an early example as how Africa survived and shaped slave thought in the 
Americas (Black Jacobins, p.18). Ivor Miller discussed in Voice of the Leopard: African Secrete Societies 
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oppressive societal institutions. The African connection proved pivotal in the early efforts to secure 
liberation.  
 
74 W.E.B. Du Bois. The Negro Church: Report of a Social Study Made Under the Direction of Atlanta 
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75 Alfred Holt Stone. The Early Slave Laws of Mississippi: Being Some Brief Observations Thereon in a 
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for educational purposes. Chapter 33, Article 51of the revised Mississippi code of 1856-1857 elaborated on 
slave assembly stating, “All meetings or assemblies of slaves, or free negroes or mulattoes mixing and 
associating with such slaves, above the number of five, including such free negroes and mulattoes, at any 
place of public resort, or at any meeting-house or houses in the night, or at any school for teaching them 
reading or writing, either in the day time or night, under whatsoever pretext, shall be deemed an unlawful 
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 Mississippi slaves found ways around the law and began organizing independent 
churches as early as 1834. Rose Hill Baptist Church in Natchez, Mississippi and Mt. 
Helm Baptist Church in Jackson, Mississippi were the earliest slave churches. Mt. Helm 
Baptist Church grew from the First Baptist Church; where slaves organized themselves in 
the church’s basement. Rose Hill and Mt. Helm were established between Nat Turner’s 
1831 slave rebellion and the 1835 Madison County slave rebellion scare.  
In 1856, Fancher Hill Baptist Church became Attala County’s earliest established 
slave church. Fancher Hill Baptist Church, located in Northeast Attala County, arose 
from the Bear Creek Baptist Church. Henry Fancher organized Bear Creek Baptist 
Church in 1851.76 Little is known about Fancher Hill’s history which would shine light 
on its church origins. The existence of antebellum slave churches raises the question were 
these churches the product of white benefaction, slave resistance to religious 
colonization, or mutual compromise? White masters held considerable power within the 
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master-slave relationship and would have had to possess considerable confidence that 
slave assembly in an independent church would disrupt the slave regime.  
Slaves also possessed bargaining power as their labor was the driving force 
behind planter production. The church could be seen as a concession between masters 
and their slaves. The third option hints towards a movement towards religious freedom. A 
separate church granted slaves greater autonomy to worship in their chosen manner. This 
autonomy afforded slaves to practice Christian theology that best served their spiritual 
needs.  As James H. Cone stated in A Black Theology of Liberation, “The goal of black 
theology is to interpret God’s activity as related to the oppressed black community.”77 
George Fredrickson reiterated this concept stating, “But for some churchmen 
independence provided an opportunity to express a distinct and particularistic black 
version of Christianity.”78 Without concrete evidence, these remain plausible 
possibilities. Independent churches represented a break from white psychological control 
and a necessity for Afro-Americans, whether free or enslaved, to mentally empower 
themselves to navigate through their current societal circumstances.79  
                                                          
77 James H. Cone. A Black Theology of Liberation 2nd ed. (New York: Orbis Books, 1986), 5. Cone’s work 
adds depth to Genovese’s analysis of slave religion centered on the white and black preacher and the role 
that each played either controlling or freeing the slavery mental shackles. The white preacher was the 
master’s key weapon to control slave religion by reinforcing obedience and subservience while keeping a 
watchful eye over slave worship. The black preacher was a dynamic individual who held the greatest 
appreciation in the slave community (which extended into the post-Civil War era) and was preferred by 
slaves. Slaves were determined to hear gospel preached by a black preacher in some capacity. Whites 
understood the black preacher’s significance and potential to disrupt the power currency within the master-
slave relationship; however, whites could not prevent slaves from hearing the gospel from the African 
perspective altogether (Roll Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made, pp.202-204, 258-261). 
 
78 George Fredrickson. Black Liberation: A Comparative History of Black Ideologies in the United States 
and South Africa (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 58. 
 
79 W.E.B. Du Bois. Some Efforts of American Negroes for Their Own Social Betterment: Report of 
Investigation Under the Direction of Atlanta University; Together with the Proceedings of the Third 
Conference for the Study of the Negro Problems, held at Atlanta University, May 25-26, 1898, p. 4. In 
W.E.B. Du Bois’ 1898 Atlanta Study, “Some Efforts of American Negroes for Their Own Social 
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Following the Civil War, freedmen and women exercised a greater desire to break 
from their former masters and the white population in general. They demonstrated this 
need through establishing their own churches. The church represents two significant 
shifts in the Afro-American psyche. First, Afro-Americans wanted aspects of society to 
be segregated, and the church was a space that allowed them to physically separate 
themselves from their white counterparts. Second, Afro-Americans stripped whites of 
their ability to surveillance and control their organization and communication. The 
church represented an early form of nationalism.80    
The church was more than a place for religious worship; the church represented a 
space where former slaves could assume greater control pertaining to the direction of 
their race. William E. Montgomery stated, “The churches assumed a prominent role in 
planning for and implementing programs of personal and racial uplift through education. 
As one of the few institutions that was able to provide organization and cohesion within 
the southern black population in the immediate postwar years, they were in a position to 
perform many useful functions on behalf of education… Church buildings functioned as 
                                                          
Betterment,” he addressed the question, “What is the Negro doing to help himself after a quarter century of 
outside aid?” Du Bois expressed that social institutions that served the betterment of the race should be the 
lens by which that question was answered. Du Bois’ study was an extension of his study of Afro-
Americans in Philadelphia. In The Philadelphia Negro, Du Bois provided a detailed history into social 
institutions such as the church. As Du Bois answered a question posed decades after the Civil War, another 
question is how did Afro-American utilize the church to help themselves in the aftermath of the Civil War?    
   
80 “Historians and sociologists of both the United States and South Africa have long debated the issue of 
whether black Christianity was an obstacle or a stimulus in the struggle for liberation. On one side are those 
who argue that religious independence and distinctiveness cradled black nationalism or liberationism and 
nurtured political resistance to white supremacy and racial inequality.” Black Liberation: A Comparative 
History of Black Ideologies in the United States and South Africa, p. 59.     
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schoolhouses; Congregations raised funds to pay teachers’ salaries, purchase books, or 
rent additional space for classrooms and to accommodate teachers.”81 
 Afro-Americans slowly began to organize churches in the Civil War’s aftermath. 
As George Fredrickson discussed, the independent church did not indicate a break from 
how scripture was preached in the white churches; however, the Afro-American church 
provided the chance to “express a distinct and particularistic black version of 
Christianity.”82 The church was not just a separate structure but an institution where 
Afro-Americans could free their minds of the former masters’ teachings of obedience and 
subservience. Afro-Americans used the church to build the foundations for their 
liberation aspirations. The Afro-American nation could not advance if built on white 
society’s notion that their nation was and would always be inferior. The Afro-American 
had to position themselves to ensure their incorporation into American society by taking 
the time to separate themselves from the same entity that spent centuries denying their 
inclusion. As Frederickson stated, “The very existence of an independent black 
Christianity showed that there was an embryonic cultural nationalism among the masses 
of blacks that would become a political nationalism as well if black people concluded that 
achieving their spiritual identity required them to govern themselves in secular matters as 
well.”83  
                                                          
81 William E. Montgomery. Under Their Own Vine and Fig Tree: The African-American Church in the 
South 1865-1900 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1993), 148. 
 
82 George M. Frederickson. Black Liberation: A Comparative History of Black Ideologies in the United 
States and South Africa (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 58.  
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The first churches to organize in Attala County during the 1860s were Baptist 
churches: First Baptist, Pleasant Grove, and Pleasant Hill. During the 1870s, ten more 
churches, Buffalo, New Hope, Silas Grove, Soul’s Chapel, Rocky Point, Smyrna, White 
Plain, Mount Zion, Wesley Chapel, and Palestine organized. Of these churches, five were 
Methodist. Seventeen churches organized during the 1880s namely: Mount Mariah, 
Mount Olive, New Garden, Hill Spring, Bunker Hill, Barlow, Ethel Presbyterian, 
Macedonia, Antioch, Mount Everette, Mount Pleasant, Pleasant Grove, Mount Pilgrim, 
Mount Vernon, New Banyan, Holy Grove, and Saint Mark. Presbyterian churches 
entered the denominational fold during this decade.  
The 1890s saw a decline in new Afro-American churches with only eight being 
organized: Abraham Chapel, Dismay, Mount Lebanon, Owen’s Chapel, Chapel Hill, 
Marble Rock, Bethlehem, and Cedar Grove. During the 20th century’s first decade eleven 
more church formed namely:  Christian Liberty, New Bethel, Plantation, Rock Hill, 
Stonehill Church of God, Friendship, Sweet Pilgrim, Mount Cana, Church of God and 
Christ, Saint John, and Alexander Memorial. The Church of God and Christ 
denomination began to appear during this time. Figure 1, Afro-American Churches by 
Denomination 1856-1910, provides a breakdown of Attala County church organization 
from 1856 to 1910 including total number established and denomination type. Afro-
Americans in Attala County took significant strides to create autonomous institutions that 
would serve both their secular and non-secular needs (see Appendix A: Attala County 
Afro-American Churches 1856-1910). 
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Figure 1: Afro-American Churches by Denomination 1856-1910 
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Illustration 1: Attala County Afro-American Church Establishment 1850-1869.
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Illustration 2: Attala County Afro-American Church Establishment 1870-1879.  
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Illustration 3: Attala County Afro-American Church Establishment 1880-1889.  
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Illustration 4: Attala County Afro-American Church Establishment 1890-1899.  
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Illustration 5: Attala County Afro-American Church Establishment 1900-1910.  
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Conclusion 
Afro-Americans demonstrated that fighting for freedom ran the spectrum from 
physical violence to intellectual violence. Afro-Americans constantly performed these 
defiant acts despite knowing what whites could do in retaliation. These fighting traditions 
are as African as they are Afro-American. The desire for freedom cannot be confined to 
the North American mainland because freedom is an African mentality that was recreated 
in the Americas time and time again. The individual and the collective strove to push 
towards freedom. In the case of the individual actions, they spoke for the larger Afro-
American voice that may have been fearful of white violence or were pursuing alternative 
measures to stake their claims to freedom. The collective actions speak to the individual 
mindset to understand that there was greater strength in numbers. The Afro-American 
image in the Afro-American mind is the African warrior who will defend him/herself 
against those who seek to confine them and destroy their way of life.  
The Afro-American fighting spirit did not die at the dawn of the 20th century. 
Segregation’s legalization, erosion of civil rights, disenfranchisement, lynching, and 
other cowardly actions were not enough to destroy their fighting spirit. Afro-Americans 
continued to fight the system to seize freedom for themselves and their families. 
Complacency was not the recipe for freedom. Former slaves insisted that whites treat 
them with a level of decency and respect. Whites witnessed the transition of the 
subservient slave to the empowered citizen. Historians note the Freedman’s Bureau, 
federal troops, and Radical Reconstruction as the principal reason for the freedmen and 
women’s gains. However, this perspective relegates the freed person as a beneficiary of 
white obligation. Whites did not drag former slaves into the post-Civil War era kicking 
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and screaming. Former slaves adopted the citizenship and equality status they knew they 
were entitled. The former slave had to demonstrate to his former master and anyone 
attempting to subdue his liberty that they possessed the courage to fight. Through the 
setbacks, Afro-Americans continued to push forward indicating that they understood that 
their progression would prompt white backlash. Pushing through the backlash would 
define their progress towards liberation.  
Afro-Americans did not view post-Civil War society with rose colored glasses. 
They possessed no grand illusions that the same society that both held them captive or 
allowed their captivity would openly embrace them. Afro-Americans had to chart their 
own destiny to lessen the stranglehold that whites sought to assert over them. The rebel 
represented a threat to the ideology that former slaves must be controlled. Genovese’s 
assessment indicates that former slaves understood their world around them on both a 
micro and macro level. They possessed the mental capability to position themselves to 
strategize ways in which to better operate or change the system. 
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CHAPTER 2 
JIM CROW’S CHILDREN:  
AFRO-AMERICAN WOMEN SHAPING THE COLOR LINE 
Introduction 
This chapter continues viewing Afro-American empowerment from a personal 
perspective. Although the everyday interactions between Afro-Americans and whites 
occurred under the racial spotlight that evolved into the rigid and suffocating system 
known as Jim Crow, the lived experiences were not uniform, nor were the consequences 
of violations to the socially constructed segregation system.     
 Jim Crow politics were an important part of the Southern redemption that defined 
the “New South.” Jim Crow, like any institution does not take shape overnight. The 
process of reaffirming power through a racial code that dictated the social interactions of 
everyday people was neither linear nor continuous. Afro-Americans played a role shaping 
the racial structure that would eventually define the Southern socio-economic and 
political landscape. W.E.B. Du Bois stated in The Souls of Black Folk in regard to our 
knowledge of the [Negro] condition, “We seldom study the condition of the Negro to-day 
honestly and carefully. It is so much easier to assume that we know it all. Or perhaps 
already reached conclusions in our own minds, we are loth to have them disturbed by 
facts. And yet how little we really know of these millions…”.1 If Afro-Americans were 
active participants in challenging slavery, the post-emancipation era can and should be 
viewed in the same regard. The same determination for freedom and autonomy were not 
halted upon emancipation. The historical narrative from 1865 to 1915 is generalized by as 
                                                          
1 W.E.B. Du Bois. The Souls of Black Folk (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1994), 84.  
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Reconstruction, Nadir, lynching, Jim Crow, and disenfranchisement. However, the 
personal and collective experiences are overshadowed. In doing so, individual and 
collective agency is lost as the focus subconsciously shifts to Afro-Americans being 
studied as objects.  
This chapter examines the ways in which Afro-American men and women 
utilized whites to construct their lives during the post-Civil War era. The occurrence of 
these interracial interactions challenged social norms and racial etiquette that carried over 
from slavery and were being re-established during the Reconstruction and Nadir periods. 
The first part of this chapter examines the Jim Crow System and its origins in Attala 
County. The second part of the chapter examines relationships between unmarried Afro-
American women and white men to gauge what role Afro-American women played in 
securing social and economic liberties for themselves and the children born from their 
interracial relationships. The chapter’s third section examines the only known recorded 
case where an Afro-American couple employed a live-in white housekeeper. The final 
part of the chapter looks at the consequences of these violations to the social and racial 
etiquette during the post-Reconstruction era.  
George Frederickson’s The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate on Afro-
American Character and Destiny, 1817-1914 explained how white society viewed how 
white should handle Afro-Americans.2 Joel Williamson’s, The Crucible of Race: Black-
White Relations in the American South Since Emancipation, elaborated on Frederickson’s 
explanation providing a more nuanced understanding of the origins of Southern white 
                                                          
2 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Afro-American Character 
and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 1. 
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racial prejudice. Williamson harkens back to the antebellum era to pinpoint such origins/ 
He discussed the concept that whites sought to control all aspects of slave life especially 
following Nat Turner’s insurrection. The need for Southern whites to further control 
slaves fueled the proslavery argument and strengthened the notion racial superiority.  
Many Southern whites viewed Afro-Americans as children, also referred to as 
sambo. The “sambo” would either be controlled or evolve into a threat to white society. 
By controlling Afro-Americans, they would remain obedient. 3 White socialization 
dictated that they maintain their supremacy through dictating Afro-American actions and 
movement. As Du Bois summarized in Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a 
History of the Part of Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy 
in America, 1860-1880, the color line may have been invented by whites to deny them 
their freedoms; however, Afro-Americans were not taken aback by their actions.4  
The post-Civil War era was the age of advancement and empowerment. Former 
slaves were building their lives in a manner that fit their definition of citizenship and 
freedom. The world in which this empowerment took place also included a white society 
that sought to restore the ways of slavery and complete eradication of Afro-American 
rights.5 The historical sociology framework is used to question social structures or the 
processes of those structures and how they change over a given period of time. This 
                                                          
3 Evan Howard Ashford. The Real or Imagined Ideological and Visionary Difference Between Booker T. 
Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois on Afro-American Uplift (Thesis, Jackson State University, 2013), 24-25. 
 
4 W.E.B. Du Bois. Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a History of the Part of Which Black 
Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt, 1935), 
399. 
 
5 Albert Kirwan. Revolt of the Rednecks: Mississippi Politics, 1876-1923 (New York: Harper & Row, 
1951), 163. 
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framework is also used to understand the impact that individuals actions within the 
structure have on potentially transforming the social structure.6 Although this framework 
is central throughout the previous and subsequent chapters, it is most prevalent within 
this chapter. 
Du Bois’ dedicate his early works such as The Philadelphia Negro and The 
Atlanta Studies demonstrating how white racism impacted Afro-American progression. 
Du Bois articulated at his 1904 Atlanta Conference, that the advancement of Afro-
Americans was a process by which society had a change in its attitudes towards the race. 
The Afro-American race was still at the mercy of white society, and the strength of its 
hatred and prejudice towards Afro-Americans must change as whites begin to accept 
facts over speculated theories about the Afro-American race that had been proven 
inaccurate.7  
Charles Johnson continued this train of thought in Patterns of Negro Segregation 
(1943). Johnson discussed that out of slavery grew the racial code that governed how 
Afro-Americans and whites interacted; the purpose of the racial code was to define and 
maintain social distance between the two races. The balance of power in the South was 
based on the observance of racial etiquette that makes one group superior and the other 
inferior.8 Johnson continued Du Bois thesis and elaborated the need for distance between 
                                                          
6 Anna Green and Kathleen Troup. The Houses of History: A Critical Reader in History and Theory (New 
York: New York University Press, 1999), 110, 112.  
 
7 W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, “The Atlanta Conferences,” Voice of the Negro 1, no. 3 (March 1904): 86 
  
8 Charles Johnson. The Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York: Harpers & Brothers Publishers, 1943), 
117. 
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the races prevented whites from seeking any type of understanding of the Afro-American 
race.   
C. Vann Woodward reiterated this concept in The Strange Career of Jim Crow in 
which he discussed that segregation grew from the mentality that whites must maintain 
dominance over Afro-Americans which would be done by a “compulsory separation of 
the races.”9  The era of Jim Crow established a system of caste that replaced the old 
institution of slavery. The purpose of Jim Crow was to reinforce the concept of white 
supremacy and Afro-American inferiority which had been eroded during the Civil War 
and the era of Reconstruction.  Throughout the process of permanent racial separation 
circumstances arose in which the racial code between Afro-Americans and whites was 
violated that resulted in social exchanges that contradicted one of the main purposes of 
Jim Crow.  
C. Vann Woodward provided evidence that the idea of a racial code was either 
not maintained by whites or obeyed by blacks. He described the color line as a non-
concrete entity which was not observed by either the white or black race. Interracial 
interactions extended to privately owned business such as saloons, public facilities, and 
traveling cars such as in South Carolina where blacks had access to first-class 
accommodations on trains and street cars as it was their right.10 It becomes important to 
understand to what degree African Americans formed their own codes of conduct within 
the same space as whites. In doing so, a better understanding the complexities of social 
                                                          
9 C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1966), 23. 
 
10 Ibid. 236. 
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equality is gained. As Leon Litwack discussed in Been in the Storm So Long: The 
Aftermath of Slavery, following the Civil War, African Americans were not content with 
whites referring to them in racial terms. African Americans disregarded the social norms 
and racial etiquette of the slave era.11  
C. Vann Woodward described the color line as a non-concrete entity which was 
not observed by either the white or Afro-American race.12 Edward Ayers’ explained in 
The Promise of a New South that the color line had not been firmly established during the 
decade of the 1880s, and that segregation as a term to describe the separation of race 
came into being during the early part of the twentieth century.13 The personal interactions 
between Afro-Americans and whites extended to privately owned business such as 
saloons which served both Afro-Americans and whites at the same bar, public facilities 
did not segregate based on race, and both races shared the same traveling cars such as in 
South Carolina where Afro-Americans had access to first-class accommodations on trains 
and street cars as it was their right.14 An interpretation of their account would be to look 
                                                          
11 Leon Litwack. Been in the Storm so Long: The Aftermath of Slavery (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 
252, 256. 
 
12 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 236. 
 
13 Michael Ayers. The Promise of a New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 136. 
 
14 Ibid. The time frame time that Woodward covers in his examples are from 1877 to 1891 focusing on 
South Carolina and Richmond, Virginia. Woodward also discussed that an 1891 bill that would had 
segregated railcars was defeated. It is important to note that Virginia and South Carolina were states in 
which Afro-Americans held an overall majority or near majority; therefore, that should be taken into 
consideration when reading Woodward’s assessment along with the state’s Afro-American representation 
in the state legislature. 
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at Jim Crow as a process that evolved into a sophisticated tool to control Afro-American 
social, economic, and political activity.  
C. Vann Woodward described a trajectory of Jim Crow that had gaps which 
revealed relationships between Afro-Americans and whites that generally would be  seen 
as unthinkable in Jim Crow era.15 Although Woodward was referencing southern cities 
and coastal areas, this chapter looks at situations in which violations to the racial code 
and social order occurred in rural Mississippi from 1870 to 1900 to ask the question, if 
the system of segregation was a process, how can historians interpret situations where 
whites and/or Afro-Americans played an explicit or implicit role violating racial and 
social etiquette?” If no consequence came of these violations, do historians write such 
incidents off as anomalies or reconsider the amount of leverage Afro-Americans had 
within interracial exchanges? This chapter will examine a number of incidents that do not 
fit with the segregation/Jim Crow model. These incidents include cohabitation, marriage, 
claiming illegitimate Afro-American children, and voluntary racial mixing.  The color 
line was not permanently fixated. As Afro-Americans asserted their citizenship, their 
interactions with whites shaped and molded the color line. 
Jim Crow Origins 
Jim Crow has no official birth date. Historians have struggled to locate Jim 
Crow’s origins. The most recognized time frames are 1877, 1890, and 1896. The 
Compromise of 1877 ushered in the Nadir. The Nadir, traditionally defined, is the 
                                                          
15 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Black Character and 
Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 202. 
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capitulation towards racism or the reestablishment of white supremacy.16 The Second 
Mississippi Plan of 1890 marked the disenfranchisement era. The Supreme Court 
decision, Plessy vs. Ferguson in 1896 legalized “separate but equal.” Although these 
events yield plausible justification for Jim Crow’s birth, it becomes important to 
understand its origins at the local level so that better analysis of its supposed impact can 
be made. In the aftermath of the Civil War, Afro-American Codes had been put into 
effect to return freedman to near replicated slave status. The loss of white control resulted 
in strong effort to restore and assert white supremacy.  
C. Vann Woodward examined the role that politics played in the emergence of 
segregation as a power system. Politicians who sought the vote of lower-class whites 
appeased them with promises to pass laws that would strictly define the color line. 
Mississippi’s color line was drawn in 1872 with the passage of the Social Equality Bill 
which granted citizens access to all public accommodations including parks, hotels, 
theaters.17 In Attala County, this marked the first openly stated calls for segregation 
mostly to protect white women from Afro-American men. The emergence of Afro-
Americans as social equals threatened white sensibility and fueled white paranoia 
                                                          
16 Leon F. Litwack. How Free is Free? The Long Death of Jim Crow (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2009), 5. This era is described as a time when black rights were restricted and their race was linked 
to inferiority, “It is the story of how white Southerners defended, tolerated, and rationalized the systemic 
abuse and exploitation of black men and women in the name of ensuring their own supremacy.” (Litwack, 
5). Ahmed Shawki. Black Liberation and Socialism  (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2006), 63. Saying that 
white supremacy was reestablished is too simplistic and ignores black activism and its impact.  
17 “Responding to our inquiry if Boyd represents the people of Attala in the Legislature, the Central Star 
says:” in The Weekly Clarion. 04 May 1871. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-05-
04/ed-1/seq-1/ 
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regarding “Negro” domination. They believed that segregation would be a means to limit 
their social mobility.18  
The Columbus Weekly Index reported on July 16, 1875 that Attala County 
political leaders publicly endorsed the color line.19 Jim Crow or the concept of racial 
separation predates Reconstruction’s fall. Within the heart of Reconstruction, white 
conservatives were calling for a system to segregate the races. By the time Democrats 
seized control of Mississippi’s state and federal political appointments, the color line was 
begin publicly supported. Democrats redeemed the South and the 1877 Compromise 
allowed for Southern Democrats to write laws segregating the races in schools, 
cemeteries, parks, theaters, courthouses, etc. The uncontrolled growth of segregation 
resulted from the North not taking measures to keep Southern politics in check.20 In the 
absence of federal oversight and intervention, home rule became the foundation on which 
Jim Crow sat. However, the South discovered that segregation would not be easily 
adhered or enforced.  
Michael Ayers elaborated on Woodward’s political perspective by discussing not 
only the impact that segregation laws had on the white ideology but also the impact on 
Afro-American ideology. Despite segregation laws being established, there was no 
                                                          
18 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South. 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 236-237. Woodward emphasizes economic competition as the key reason for segregation; 
however, Afro-Americans in many areas of the South had made significant economic strides prior to Social 
Equality Bill.  
 
19 Columbus Index. 16 July 1875 <http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85034311/1875-07-16/ed-
1/seq-2/> 
 
20 C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1966), 69. 
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unanimous agreement over segregation’s existence in the South amongst whites. Some 
whites did not want to risk the cordial relationships that had been established with “good” 
Afro-Americans. Segregation would require that funds be spent on separate facilities to 
accommodate both races.  
Segregation as law could result in Northern interference with Southern social and 
political affairs.21 Amongst Afro-Americans, there was a wider range of response. Some 
Afro-Americans rejected Jim Crow in its entirety; however, some did not want to fight 
segregation as it may diminish the socioeconomic and political relationships they had 
built with whites. Afro-Americans also saw no need to push for integrating spaces in 
which they were not welcomed.22 The gaps within system of Jim Crow segregation were 
not created as a result of legislation needing to take effect but rather individuals from 
both races not wanting to conform to a system that would not benefit them long-term.  
Jim Crow in Attala County 
 Legislating and passing the Social Equality Bill between 1871 and 1872 
introduced the color line concept in Attala County. The bill granted legal Afro-Americans 
legal and equal access to public spaces. White citizens believed the law threatened the 
racial hierarchy and paved the road for miscegenation.23 The color line became a reality 
in 1875 after the county’s Democratic Party, having seized political power, supported the 
                                                          
21 Michael Ayers. The Promise of a New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 136.  
 
22 Ibid. 136. Woodward’s analysis of the Afro-American reaction to “Jim Crowism” in The Strange Career 
of Jim Crow (1966) indicated that as early as 1867, Afro-American protested laws that segregated the races. 
The rejection of segregation was in response to the passage of the Reconstruction Act (p.27).  
 
23 “Mr. Rasselas Boyd” in The Weekly Clarion. 26 Oct. 1871. 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-10-26/ed-1/seq-1/ 
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color line.24 Edward C. Coleman Jr. provided an account of Attala County during the 
Reconstruction era in his work, “The Period of Reconstruction in Attala County”. 
Coleman Jr. did not describe to what degree segregation was imposed on Afro-
American’s everyday lives. Coleman Jr. mentioned that Afro-Americans were under 
“control”; however, it was mostly in reference to Afro-Americans as laborers on the 
farms of their former owners.25 Afro-Americans were not described as being bound to 
any particular rules of racial etiquette. During elections, both races stood in line together 
without racial designations.26  
Violations to etiquette stemmed from whites seeking to assist Afro-Americans in 
being more assertive of their rights. A Jewish merchant, Absalom Sternberger was exiled 
and later killed by the Ku Klux Klan for his role in encouraging Afro-Americans to be 
more active in advocating for their rights. Another Jewish merchant from St. Louis faced 
the same punishment for attempting to assist Afro-Americans.27 The color line appeared 
to be most rigid when it came to the economic and sociopolitical status of Afro-
Americans. The lack of a color line as it pertained to social interactions can be attributed 
                                                          
 
24 Columbus Index. 16 July 1875. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85034311/1875-07-16/ed-1/seq-
2/ 
 
25 Edward C. Coleman Jr. (1910). “The Period of Reconstruction in Attala County.” In Reconstruction in 
Northern Mississippi Counties. Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, University of 
Mississippi. 5.  
 
26 Ibid. 7, Coleman Jr. provided a picture of what is a mild form of segregation. Although Afro-Americans 
were not designated to the back of the line, in cases where voters stood side-by-side, Afro-Americans and 
whites did not stand abreast.  
 
27 Ibid. 14-15. 
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to the idea that Afro-Americans were under control. The following cases highlight 
situation that show they were not as controlled as Coleman suggested.   
Bypassing Unwritten Rules 
Charles Johnson contended that in southern rural areas, infractions to the racial 
etiquette were less likely to occur because the society and culture of the region were not 
conducive to change; however, Johnson countered his own argument as he stated that 
there was room within the framework of racial segregation for “personal intimacy” 
regarding spaces shared by Afro-Americans and whites as long both parties understood 
and accepted the social distances that were required to be maintained within those 
spaces.28 Jim Crow had no legal boundaries. Segregation went beyond eliminating Afro-
Americans as economic competitors; it also seeped into the most intimate parts of 
people’s lives.  
Segregation permeated the spheres of gender and sexuality. In spaces where there 
was a high likelihood that bodily contract between Afro-Americans and whites could 
occur, the more likely the space would be segregated which extended in the homes of 
private citizens.29 This form of segregation was the basis for the ban of interracial 
marriage and cohabitation between the races was prohibited in the South. Interracial 
relationships openly existed during this era that went beyond illicit affairs between white 
                                                          
28 Charles Spurgeon Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943), 118. 
By making a claim about the rural South, Johnson left himself vulnerable to research that could refute his 
claim about the rural south. The south is monotonous and racial relationships vary from area to area. 
Johnson also used situations where a white person was in the power position and the Afro-American person 
in an inferior position (traveling servant, mammy).  
 
29 Michael Ayers. The Promise of a New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 140. 
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man and Afro-American women. How would segregation impact interracial families that 
were constructed during slavery?  
Neil McMillen discussed in Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of Jim 
Crow, common-law and interracial marriages were recognized in Mississippi following 
ratification of its 1868 constitution. The state’s 1890 constitution deemed such acts 
unconstitutional; thereby, making them illegal.30 Within this twenty-two-year time period 
interracial relationships (personal and professional) were not illegal but socially frowned 
upon. Within the framework of Mississippi law, some Afro-Americans took advantage of 
the color line’s legal loophole to challenge the mental color line that many, if not, most 
whites wanted enforced.   
 Afro-American women were central to challenging Attala County’s color line. 
Their relationships with white men that occurred before, during, and after slavery created 
situations where white fathers of mixed children took steps to legally acknowledge their 
children or Afro-American women taking the necessary steps to ensure that their children 
legally obtained their white father’s surname. Although it may seem illogical that Afro-
American women could yield any power or control over a white man, believing such 
illogic undermines both the role and importance that Afro-American women played in the 
construction of American society.   
Extracting Afro-American women voices from the historical abyss is not simple. 
However, those voices can be heard through examining her relationships with white men. 
Although it is simply to say that white men explicitly violated racial etiquette rules 
                                                          
30 Neil R. McMillen. Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of Jim Crow (Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1989), 15.  
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because sexual relationships with Afro-American women were not uncommon and 
became culturally accepted within the white race relegates the Afro-American woman to 
the background. The mulatto’s presence indicates that Afro-American women also 
violated racial etiquette in a similar, if not same manner. The combination of these two 
entities could not blind white society of white men’s desire for Afro-American women 
nor Afro-American women’s role in complicating the Southern social and racial 
paradigm. Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne discussed in Sex, Power and Slavery 
that southern society categorized interracial relationships and unions as white lower-class 
actions; however, this phenomenon had no class barrier because it encompassed all 
classes of white men.31  
In the post-Civil War South, openly and legally claiming the children from these 
relationships was not a white cultural phenomenon. It would be simple to write this off as 
white male privilege, however, the mistake in doing so is not addressing the question, 
where does the Afro-American woman fit within the empowerment and liberation 
debate? Ceele Johnson/Alfred Carr, Sarah Jane McDougal/John McMichael, Jeanette 
Atkinson/Richard Bullock, and Artie Guyton/Aaron Whitaker Guyton were Afro-
American women and white men who exemplified this cultural, social, and racial break.  
Relationships that began prior to the Civil War or shortly following its end 
present a problem regarding the gender and sexuality component of Jim Crow because 
the home became a space which segregation could not always police. Ceele Johnson was 
born in April 1824 in Tennessee. Her parentage is not known; however, she was owned 
                                                          
31  Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne. Sex, Power, and Slavery (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
2014), 57. 
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by John Johnson, a white Tennessee farmer.32 By 1850, she worked on his farm in rural 
Attala County, Mississippi in the Ethel Township.33 Through the Johnson family, Ceele 
met Alfred Carr. Alfred was a white farm laborer who lived on the Johnson place. Alfred 
A. Carr was born in 1800 in North Carolina.34 Alfred’s parents were born in France, and 
he had no known spouse or children prior being employed by John Johnson. Speculating 
whether the nature of their relationship was that of love, convenience, or force was 
difficult to ascertain because of the lack of oral history pertaining to their relationship.  
Despite the nature of their relationship, Alfred and Ceele had five children: James 
Henry, Alexander Alfred, Franklin Anderson, William Erastus, and Elizabeth.35 The 1850 
and 1860 slave schedules showed some slaves of John Johnson and subsequently Andrew 
Johnson (John’s son) were mulatto.36 Following slavery, Alfred and Ceele continued to 
live as a family. In the 1870 federal census, Alfred was living with Ceele and their five 
children along with Ceele’s three children she had during the war years. Their five 
children were recorded as white. The 1880 federal census indicated a similar pattern as 
Alfred Carr and Ceele Johnson were living as husband and wife, whether legally married 
or common law although this record specially identifies Alfred as the husband in the 
                                                          
32 United States Federal Census, 1900, Attala County, MS, United States Federal Slave Schedule, 1850, 
Attala County, MS. 
 
33 Ibid. 
 
34 Diary of Jason Niles Volume 18, Page 64. 
 
35 The death records of James, Alexander, Franklin, and Elizabeth all indicate that Alfred was their father. 
The consistency of the records indicated that a long relationship between Alfred and Ceele existed. 
Although Alfred was their father, the children all had the Johnson last name as Ceele was still owned by the 
Johnson family during this time period.  
 
36 United States Federal Slave Schedules 1850 & 1860, Attala County, MS. 
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household; however, Alfred retained his white status and Ceele and their children racial 
status was mulatto. Alfred and Ceele’s relationship did not follow the patterns of 
segregation regarding intimate interracial interactions. Using Neil McMillen’s 1876 
historical reference point that correlated state Democratic control to prohibition of 
interracial marriage, the 1880 federal census clearly violates this prohibition as it 
recognizes Ceele and Alfred as husband and wife.37   
Although the relationship was that of a white man and Afro-American woman, 
Ceele does not fit the mold of being a “second wife” that Charles Johnson discussed. A 
“second wife” was an Afro-American woman who raised the children of white men and 
lived in the house in some domestic capacity. The “second wife” was also someone who 
kept the company of her white suitor whenever he was available.38 Ceele never belonged 
to Alfred, either during slavery or afterward. She is represented on records as an equal in 
the household.  She cannot be reduced to a mistress which not only challenges the racial 
code and the social order but also concepts of Afro-American women occupying the 
lowest position on the socioeconomic and political ladder.  
Alfred Carr acknowledged racial equality explicitly albeit in a private matter. In 
Fall 1870, Alfred Carr sold land to his four sons, James Henry, Alexander Alfred, 
Franklin Anderson, and William Erastus. Alfred stipulated that the transaction pended on 
his children legally adopting his last name.39 Throughout slavery and the early years of 
                                                          
37 The 1880 census also lists Alfred as Alfred Johnson, not Alfred Carr.  
 
38 Charles Spurgeon Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943), 148  
 
39 Attala County Record of Land Deeds, Book H, Page 379.  
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freedom, Alfred’s sons carried their mother’s last name, Johnson, as it was her master’s 
surname. It was not uncommon for children of white men not to carry their father’s last 
name. Mandating illegitimate children to use one’s surname was not common. Children 
maintaining their mother’s last name indicated and perpetuated their slave status. Alfred 
legally claimed his adult sons and in the process he acknowledged them as his equals 
despite their racial status.40 
Richard Bullock actions demonstrated a more overt contradiction unwritten 
customs and acts.  Richard Bullock was born in South Carolina in 1813. By 1841, he 
settled in Attala County.41 He owned thirteen slaves in 1840, eight slaves in 1850, and 
fourteen slaves in 1860.42 Following slavery, Richard entered a relationship with Jeanette 
Atkinson. Jeanette was born in August 1841 in Mississippi.43 She was formerly owned by 
Alsey Atkinson. Jeanette had four children during her enslavement: Emily, Richard, Lee 
Anna, and Mariah. In May 1868, their relationship produced its first child, Mary. Three 
more children, Mattie Sue in April 1872, Eliza on January 13, 1873, and James Edward 
on February 25, 1875 followed. Richard and Jeanette lived next door to each other; 
however, were never officially listed as living in the same household. In 1880, Richard 
Bullock registered Mary, Mattie, Eliza, and James in the Mallet school under the Bullock 
name. He listed himself as the father of said children. Jeanette registered her children in 
                                                          
40 The 1865 Mississippi Afro-American Codes specified that any individual with 1/32 African ancestry was 
classified as “colored.” The Carr children possessed more than the specified amount. 
 
41 Ancestry.com. Mississippi, State and Territorial Census Collection, 1792-1866 [database on-line]. 
Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2007. 
 
42 United States Federal Slave Schedules 1840, 1850, and 1860, www.ancestry.com.   
 
43United States Census, 1900. 
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the Mallet school under the Evans name.44 Richard Bullock integrated public records 
(Alfred Carr also claimed his illegitimate children). In doing so, he left a written record 
indicating that his children were his equals.  
Richard and Jeanette’s children benefited more than Jeanette’s children. The 
Bullock children became educated. The daughters married educated and politically active 
men. The Evans children did not possess the same quality education. Richard moved to 
Sunflower County, Mississippi and worked as a delta farmer. Lee Anna became a 
washerwoman and Mariah a servant. Richard’s presence provided his children the 
possibility to escape societal hardships and use the Bullock name to navigate through the 
changing political times. Whereas Richard Bullock asserted his presence in his children’s 
lives, Aaron Whitaker Guyton publicly acknowledged his illegitimate children and his 
mistress while legally incorporating them into his white family.  
Aaron Whitaker Guyton was born on November 22, 1808 in Pendleton, Anderson, 
South Carolina.45 Aaron owned two slaves, Sarah and Patsy. He had sexual relationships 
with his slaves and produced four children, Caroline, Pinckney, Elijah, and Adeline. 
Aaron was never married nor had children outside of the children born with Sarah and 
Patsy.46 Aaron began a relationship with Artie Guyton. Artie Rainey was born in January 
1848 in Attala County, Mississippi.47 She was the daughter of Lawson Guyton and Ellen 
                                                          
44 Attala County State Census Returns, 1818-1880; n.d. p.138. 
www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/46275/ Jeanette assumed the Evans last name 
following her marriage to George Evans. 
 
45 Guyton Family Research compiled by Ann Breedlove, Attala County Regional Library, Kosciusko, MS. 
 
46 Aaron’s children, Elijah and Pinckney, from the master-slave relationships carried his surname. They 
also lived in the same household as their father. 
 
47 United States Census, 1900. 
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Russell, and the property of Joseph Guyton, Aaron’s brother. Their relationship produced 
seven children namely: Andrew (1866), James (1868), Casey (1869), Maggie (1871), 
Anna Black (1872), Simon (1876), and Isaac (1878). Aaron did not claim his children in 
the same manner as Richard Bullock. The 1880 educable school records indicated Artie 
as the guardian/parent of the children. Unlike Alfred Carr and Richard Bullock, Aaron 
claimed the children via probate.  
On December 5, 1881, Aaron filed his last will and testament with the Attala 
County Chancery Court. The document’s first provision called for Artie Rainey’s 
“colored” children to receive land, two choice mules, one wagon, a year-long supply of 
corn, meat, and other supplies. The children were also provided with household furniture 
and farm tools for the continued operation of the farm.48 Manumissions and provisions 
for illegitimate children litter colonial and antebellum history. However, post-
Reconstruction provisions are not thoroughly discussed. Although Aaron does not 
explicitly claim the children as his own in the will, the likelihood that a white man would 
legally provide for children whom he had no connection was not likely. Aaron’s will 
gave Artie’s children legal recognition. Aaron’s final will and testament was upheld and 
administered by his nephew, J.W.S. Guyton.49  
Sarah Jane McDougal demonstrated that there were alternative ways to force the 
white man’s hand. Sarah Jane McDougal was born on June 16, 1842 in North Carolina.50 
                                                          
48 Attala County Chancery Court Docket, 8521/2.  
 
49 Attala County Chancery Court Docket, 852 and Attala County Chancery Court Docket, 8521/2 
 
50 Death Certificate, Mississippi State Board of Health, Certificate, 8027. 
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A majority of her life was spent in Neshoba County, Mississippi as Neil R. McDougal’s 
slave. During slavery, Jane gave birth to children, Josephine and Charles Edward, both 
fathered by John Matthew McMichael. Since Neil McDougal owned Jane, her children 
carried the McDougal surname. John McMichael was born in September 1824 in 
Georgia.51 He was the son of Ezekiel McMichael and Susan Obedience Hatcher. During 
the 1840s, John migrated to Neshoba County, Mississippi.52 Following slavery, Jane 
married John’s half-brother, Benjamin, to solidify her children’s security. Benjamin 
Marshall McMichael was born in March 1837 in Georgia.53 Benjamin and John had the 
same father, Ezekiel McMichael. Benjamin’s mother, Clarissa Hatcher, was owned and 
later willed to John’s mother. Benjamin and Jane had one daughter, Alice. By 1870, Jane 
and her children were sharing a homestead with John and his white family on the 
McMichael 1000 acre farm. 
Sarah’s relationship with Benjamin potentially impacted the family’s interracially 
recorded household. Her marriage provided Josephine and Charles legal access to the 
McMichael surname and its advantages.54 John could not easily deny children with his 
surname (as John was the only adult white male McMichael in the county at that time) as 
he could if the children continued to carry the McDougal surname. From this perspective 
one sees the possibility that Sarah knew what it would take for her children to carry their 
                                                          
51 United States Census, 1900. 
 
52 The McMichael family appears in the 1850 Neshoba County slave schedule and the mortality schedule.  
 
53 United States Census, 1900. 
 
54 Josephine and Charles continued to carry the McDougal name. The 1870 census listed them as 
McDougal which indicated that continued to carry their slave master’s name following slavery. They were 
the slave property of Neil McDougal and not John McMichael. John, being head of household, provided the 
information to the census taker. This allowed him to conceal his illegitimate children.  
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father’s surname. As a result, her children enjoyed similar advantages as their white half-
siblings. They received a quality education and some protections from discrimination. 
Charles Edward attended Haven College in Meridian, Mississippi in addition to 
becoming an accomplished musician learning to play the violin and organ.55  
Sarah’s actions in a sense dictated John’s next moves. Although John could have 
denied his mixed race children an education, doing so could have a larger impact on his 
image and status. John’s actions to provide his children an education beyond rudimentary 
schooling complicated the aims for increased marginalization of Afro-American liberties. 
Through educating Charles, John actively participated in the advancement of the Afro-
American race. As trivial one educated Afro-American man within the burgeoning Jim 
Crow world seems, it was one less illiterate individual disadvantageously positioned to 
battle white society. Inside John’s household, his children were viewed as equal 
(although he publicly sought to conceal). On the social level, Jane’s children were not 
relegated to second class citizenship. According to John McMichael’s great-great 
granddaughter, Josephine and her sister Elizabeth were known to “run around Neshoba 
County like mad women.” On December 25, 1878, Josephine married Dave Brookshire, a 
non-mulatto. Their marriage was recorded in the white marriage books.56 The McMichael 
example showed that Sarah’s decision impacted her children’s societal performance. 
                                                          
55 Writings of Lavonia Avery Holly, Charles Edward McMichael’s granddaughter. 
 
56 Neshoba County marriage books are racially mixed despite having books designated for separate races. It 
is not known exactly how non-white individuals were recorded in the white marriage book. This 
phenomenon began to fade towards the end of the 19th century.  
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Looking at the Afro-American woman only, romanticizes the concept of Afro-
American woman autonomy because it omits possible alternatives. In the examples 
presented, beyond the realm of white male privilege was the white political power itself. 
Although these men participated in defying social and racial etiquette, the political 
structure held the power to prevent their actions from holding legitimacy. The Chancery 
Court held the power to prevent Alfred Carr from mandating that his children to legally 
relinquish their slave name. The Neshoba County courthouse did not force Josephine to 
register her marriage in the “black” book. The Attala County education office possessed 
power to prevent Richard Bullock from claiming his mixed race children. The Guyton 
family held the power to delegitimize Aaron’s will and swindle Artie’s children. 
However none of these alternatives materialized.  
A key question that arises from these examples is how can one explain the role of 
Afro-American women in shaping these relationships to produce such outcomes?  This 
question can be gauged in multiple ways including examining the complex relationship 
shared between Afro-American women and white men. These relationships resembled a 
concubine relationship. According to Islamic law, Afro-American women participated in 
these relationships on that basis that the man accepts responsibility (including financial) 
for the children produced from their sexual relationship.57 These relationships signify the 
                                                          
57 Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne. Sex, Power, and Slavery (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
2014), 63. Afro-American women were not necessarily seeking a legal union with white men as marriage 
provided little to no security. An August 17, 1885 article in the Washington Post titled: MIXED 
MARRIAGES IN THE SOUTH: Less Intermixture of the White and Black Races Than Before the War 
stated, “In Mississippi it is still a crime for the two races to intermarry, but the crime is seldom punished. 
This week, for the first time in many years, a white man has been sent to the penitentiary for marrying a 
negress…” p.3. Giddings writes of African-American women wanting to be the wives of their white lovers 
(Paula Giddings. When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America, p.73) 
which demonstrates that Afro-American women approached their relationships with white men in different 
ways and held different expectations.   
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intersection between race, gender, and sexuality. White men had the power to refuse such 
an arrangement and resort to force and rape without consequence.58 However, in some 
situations, Afro-American women possessed leverage that demanded recognition.  
Afro-American women asserted themselves and to varying degrees, their power, 
to white men. These situations indicate the presence of another power source. The 
commonality between Ceele, Jeanette, and Artie is they produced Alfred, Richard, and 
Aaron’s only children. These men had no white spouse or legally recognized white 
offspring. The women possessed the only heirs who would carry forward their surname. 
Why is this point important? Afro-American women possessed what could not be bought 
or sold at auction; thereby, granting them leverage within the relationship.59  
Afro-American women were more than baby-making machines and disposable 
bodies for white men’s consumption. One must be willing to look past the cloak of white 
male privilege and white power to ascertain the ways in which Afro-American women 
complicated the social order via their interracial relationships.60 As Afro-American 
                                                          
58 Campbell and Elbourne stated, “Sexuality is as much an intellectual exercise as a physical one, and the 
mind is as important as the body.” Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne. Sex, Power, and Slavery 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2014), 70. What Campbell and Elbourne are alluding is that Afro-
American women utilized their sexuality to gain mental power over white men who sought physical sexual 
domination. White men believed they held complete power; however, Afro-American women created a 
pathway for their children to navigate through society with their white fathers pushing the color line ahead 
of them. This does not negate that rape existed in the post emancipation south. Hannah Rosen articulated 
that rape was underreported and occurred frequently following the Civil War (Hannah Rosen, Terror in the 
Heart of Freedom: Citizenship, Sexual Violence, and the Meaning of Race in the Post Emancipation South, 
p.202).  
 
59 To gain a better understanding into the world of these interracial relationships see Francis Harper’s Iola 
Leroy, Or Shadows Uplifted.  
 
60 “Indeed, the greater portion of the colored women, in the days of slavery, had no greater aspiration than 
that of becoming the finely dressed mistress of some white man.” (Paula Giddings. When and Where I 
Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America, p.61). William Wells Brown’s statement 
underscores the Afro-American women’s ability to recognize that her benefit from the relationship was 
fleeting at most; however, the children had most to gain. Whiteness cannot be seen as a benefit because 
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women in Attala County were reconfiguring gender boundaries in their associations with 
white men, they were also challenging labor norms which violated conditions of the 
social order. Segregation prohibited the cohabitation between Afro-Americans and 
whites. As indicated by Charles Johnson, cohabitation was more likely a long-term 
arrangement than short-term.61 The case of Bettie Howard, a white housekeeper, who 
lived in the home of an Afro-American family in Kosciusko, Mississippi in 1880, 
represented a rare occurrence of apparent defiance to racial and social norms. Mary Ann 
Eliza “Bettie” Howard was born on February 11, 1839 in Alabama.62 She was the 
daughter of William Howard and Martha Rebecca Malone. Bettie was raised primarily by 
her grandmother, Judith Malone.63 Bettie was a member of the Pilgrim’s Rest Church 
according to the church’s history. Her adult life after leaving her grandmother’s home 
was spent working as a housekeeper.  
In a letter written by Judge Samuel Young on March 23, 1871, he indicated 
Bettie’s employment with the family spanning the past three years In 1875, Samuel 
Young died. By 1880, Bettie was living as a housekeeper in the household of George and 
Harriet Adams, a married Afro-American couple, with their three children, Tallulah, 
                                                          
whiteness did not extend to the mistress, the privileges that whiteness carried for certain men had the 
possibility to crossover to the children of their relationship.  
 
61 Ibid. 148. Johnson provided an example of white men who would visit Afro-American women on 
periodic occasions such as a visit to town or for a sexual encounter. Johnson did not elaborate on whether 
there was a legal risk involved for doing so which can be interpreted as Afro-Americans and whites were 
not to cohabitate in the manner that resembled a relationship.  
 
62 Headstone, Sallis Cemetery, Sallis, MS; www.findagrave.com.  
 
63 The 1850 and 1860 Mississippi Federal Census indicated that Bettie was living with Judith Malone 
during these time periods.  
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David, and Kate, and servant, Andy Ashford.64 Bettie’s tenure with the Adams family is 
not known nor the exact terms of her employment with the Adams family. The idea of a 
white woman working and residing in an Afro-American home does not fit any narrative 
detailing rural South social and labor norms. One question to address is who were George 
and Harriet Adams?    
George W. Adams was born on February 12, 1848 in Mississippi.65 He was the 
son of Mariah Adams. Following slavery, George became a gainfully employed farmer. 
George married Harriet Rice. Harriet was born on July 15, 1853 in Attala County.66 She 
was the daughter of Frances Rice.67 Harriet was born quasi-free; however, that status 
changed in 1857 when Leonard Rice (her grandfather) died and his widow enslaved 
Harriet along with her mother and brother. Harriet’s environment did not mimic the 
traditional master-slave relationship. She was raised in an environment where she and her 
mother possessed equal standing to Leonard’s white family.  George and Harriet were 
                                                          
64 The 1880 Federal Census showed Bettie Howard living a housekeeper in the home of George and Harriet 
Adams. Bettie’s race was listed as white. In 1850, Bettie was living with her grandmother in Attala County, 
Mississippi along with her aunt, Ann Eliza, uncle, Benjamin Ford, and several cousins. The census records 
lists Bettie’s race as white. In 1860, Bettie was still living with her grandmother, Judith, in Attala County in 
township 13, range 5. Bettie’s race was listed as white. The 1870 census showed Bettie living in the 
household of Samuel Young and his family, and her race is indicated as white. Census records provide 
evidence that for thirty years prior to her appearance in the Adams’ household; Bettie’s race was recorded 
as white. If Bettie was Afro-American, she would not have appeared in the 1850 or 1860 census records but 
would have been relegated to the slave schedules only identified by number, race, and gender.  
 
65 Headstone, Buffalo Cemetery, Kosciusko, MS. 
 
66 Ibid.   
 
67 Harriet was owned by Leonard Rice, who was also her grandfather. Leonard not consider his mulatto 
offspring to be slaves as Frances was not counted as part of his slave inventory in the 1850 slave schedule. 
Upon Leonard’s death in 1857, Harriet was enslaved by Leonard’s wife, Elizabeth until eventual 
emancipation in 1865. 
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educated and sent their children to the Buffalo School. George and Harriet’s background 
indicates they occupied a respectable social standing.  
There is no clear-cut evidence that can answer the question as to what 
circumstances led Bettie to live and work in the Adams’ household and there is no 
evidence that described the working conditions or social interactions between Bettie and 
the family. Based on existing evidence, George and Harriet’s economic mobility 
positioned themselves to hire Bettie. The Adams employed a servant indicating economic 
prosperity. In the same neighborhood, Nicholas McLemore employed two Afro-
American servants, Clara Curtis and Jane Coleman. Wesley Adams employed a servant, 
Charley Bullock. Hiring domestic help was an alien practice within the Blackjack 
community. However, the other domestics mentioned were not white.  One may assess 
that Bettie was likely viewed as another employee despite her race.George may have 
hired Bettie to showcase his economic status. Beyond how the Adams employed Bettie, 
her relationship with both husband and wife need examining to understand the problem 
their associations presented to social order and racial etiquette.  
Afro-American men had been conditioned to avoid any possible interaction with a 
white woman, for any miscue whether real or imagined could result in death.68 The 
presence of a white woman in an Afro-American household could be seen a non-violation 
of Jim Crow if the woman had fallen from social grace. Samuel Young described Bettie 
Howard’s character in his 1871 letter, 
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I now sincerely pray for wisdom, and commit myself body and 
soul together with my sacred earthly charges my own and brother’s 
family, not forgetting Miss Bettie Howard who has been in my 
house as a member of my family for three years past. She is one of 
the best women I ever saw, amiable, kind affectionate and useful. 
She is a treasure in my household and my heart goes out to her as 
to one of my children, or as I imagine it would be to a sister.69 
 Bettie Howard’s character was vouched for by Samuel Young. The reputation and 
self-respect of a white woman was risked if she placed herself in a position where an 
Afro-American man was considered her equal70; therefore, why would Bettie risk her 
societal standing to live and work in the household of an Afro-American family? Bettie’s 
tenure with the Adams family is not known; therefore, there is a possibility that some 
event occurred that besmirched her reputation to the point that no white family would 
hire her. However, it would remain unlikely that a sullied reputation would create a 
pathway to permissible cohabitation. It was unlikely that Bettie fell from grace because 
upon her death in 1885, Judge Jason Niles noted her passing in his diary.  
Despite the reasoning, the working relationship and social intimacy constituted 
violations of Jim Crow.71 Bettie Howard not only positioned herself as equal to an Afro-
American man and woman but as the Adams’ employee, they were in a position of 
                                                          
69 Letter written by Sam Young on March 23, 1871. 
 
70 Michael Ayers. The Promise of a New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 140. 
 
71 Bettie not only lived with George Adams, she also shared a living space with George’s servant, Andy 
Ashford. In this instance, two Afro-American men cohabitated with a white woman. 
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authority over her. Their relationship represented a case in which the balance of power in 
this particular situation negated segregation’s purpose.  
The relationship between Harriet and Bettie warrants an in-depth look as it 
represented a moment where an Afro-American woman held authority over a white 
woman in a role that traditionally represented the opposite power dynamic. Thavolia 
Glymph discussed in Out of the House of Bondage: The Transformation of the Plantation 
Household the complicated relationship between white women and their slaves and white 
women and freed Afro-American women. Glymph stated, “In the antebellum period, 
white women were clearly subordinate in fundamental ways to men, but far from being 
victims of the slave system, they dominated slaves.”72 Following emancipation, this 
domination took a considerable hit. As Glymph explained, white women were a lost 
group, still clinging to the feelings that their former slave women betrayed them by not 
remaining following the war. White women refused to accept Afro-American women as 
independent agents who possessed a life outside of the white household. White women 
could not reconcile that they, meaning the white family, was not Afro-American 
women’s central focus.73 
Bettie’s residence with the Adams’ family allowed her to witness firsthand Afro-
American family life. Harriet was a married woman with three children and pregnant 
with her fifth. Her oldest son, James Howard Adams, died in 1871. Although Bettie’s job 
duties are not known, most likely she performed the same duties while employed for the 
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Young family. The working dynamic between the two women comes into question. Was 
there negotiation between the two women? How did Bettie respond to orders given by an 
Afro-American woman? Did Bettie address Harriet as “Mrs. Adams?” Did Harriet 
address Bettie by her first name or did she perform social etiquette by addressing her help 
as “Mrs. Howard?” Did Bettie perform reverse racial and social etiquette by entering 
through the back door or not looking her employers in the eye? Without primary source 
evidence these questions cannot be answered; however, one clue may provide insight into 
Harriet and Bettie’s relationship, skin color.   
Harriet Adams’ appearance resembled a white woman. She had no distinguishable 
features that society associated with “Negro.” When put in contrast to George, a darker 
skinned man, the Adams appeared to be an interracial couple. If Harriet possessed the 
same physical characteristics as a white woman, did Bettie view Harriet as Afro-
American? If not, does this explain Bettie’s presence in the home as a housekeeper for an 
Afro-American family? Bettie held the power to rationalize her decision to work in the 
household. Since domestics had more interactions with the wife than the husband, Bettie 
would essentially answer to a “white” woman and not an Afro-American man. This 
would keep social norms, racial etiquette, and labor norms intact. As the only example 
found of this particular situation, there are no other situations that can be compared. 
Bettie Howard’s story has not been discussed by gender historians or Southern historians. 
Its uniqueness leaves more questions than answers; however, remains an obvious 
violation to racial and social etiquette. 
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Image 4: Alfred Carr 
(Courtesy of Virginia Clark) 
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Image 5: Harriet (Rice) Adams, circa 1890s 
(Courtesy of Shedralyn Pullum) 
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Image 6: George W. Adams circa 1890s 
(Courtesy of Jerone Garland) 
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Image 7: Sarah Jane McDougal McMichael 
(Courtesy of Evan Howard Ashford) 
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Image 8: John Matthew McMichael 
(Courtesy of Tiffany Bass)  
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Image 9: Jeanette Atkinson Evans 
(Courtesy of Evan Howard Ashford)  
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Image 10: Artie (Guyton) Rainey  
(Public Domain-unknown ownership) 
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Interracial relationships between Afro-American women and white men date back 
to European contact on the African mainland. The creation of the African slave trade 
created the global exploitation of Afro-American women’s bodies as both sexual objects 
and later slave factories. Afro-American women’s bodies were valued more than the 
person. Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne discussed that white men perceived 
themselves to have complete domination over women. They controlled their lives in the 
public and private sphere and the scope of their mobility.74 Anna Julia Cooper discussed 
marginalization of Afro-American women as a socially constructed process that stemmed 
from the domination that men (in particular white men) had asserted over their lives.75 
Although this practice was strong during the slave era, it needs to be re-examined when 
looking at the lives of Afro-American women in the post-emancipation era. They utilized 
sexual relationships with white men to challenge the South’s social, economic, and 
political order. From this perspective, Afro-American women exploited white men’s 
lustful desires for them and empowered themselves by diverting the white man’s power 
to themselves and their children.  
White men held the vast amounts of power before and after emancipation; 
therefore, looking at these relationships as power grabs becomes important. Afro-
American women played an important role in the construction of the New South and the 
creation of the color line. They had the greatest insight on their position in society and 
how they were viewed by society. Sexuality was a key asset for Afro-American women. 
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75 Vivian M. May. "Writing the Self into Being: Anna Julia Cooper's Textual Politics." African American 
Review 43, no. 1 (2009): 23. 
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Deborah Gray White explained that prior to the slave trade white men crafted the myth of 
the sexual or immoral Afro-American women and crafted the idea of Afro-American 
women as hypersexual beings.76 By labeling Afro-American women as sexually immoral, 
white men shrouded their own deviancy. African/Afro-American women were scapegoat 
as the cause of white men’s moral lapses. Afro-American women were most vulnerable 
to sexual assault during the middle passage.77 However, Afro-American women saw that 
they could use their sexuality to their advantage. Enslaved women used sex to enhance 
their own lives. Sex became a tool to acquire freedom through manumission.78 Slave 
women saw the advantages of catching the eye of a wealth white man and used their 
bodies to attract them either at auction or other places.79 Campbell, Elbourne, and White 
foster a conversation that suggests that Afro-American women caught onto the concept 
that power had been bestowed onto their bodies.  
Colonial and antebellum laws seeped into the post-Civil War era. Afro-American 
women understood that society still determined the status of their children through the 
mother. They negotiated the ways in which their children could have an easier pathway to 
citizenship and equality by negotiating with white men to either claim or support the 
children they created. The interracial relationships discussed added another level to the 
typical interracial relationship that is defined as the white man possessing the power and 
                                                          
76 Deborah Gray White. Ar’n’t I a Woman: Female Slaves in the Plantation South (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1999), 29-30. 
 
77 Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne. Sex, Power, and Slavery, (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
2014), 65. 
 
78 Ibid. 14.  
 
79 Deborah Gray White. Ar’n’t I a Woman: Female Slaves in the Plantation South, (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1999), 35. 
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the Afro-American woman with no choice or voice. In each situation, the white man was 
not legally bound to provide for their children. The social code did not dictate that white 
men were not gentlemen or true southerners if such actions were not performed. Unless 
these white men were exceptions to the rule and performed great acts of generosity and 
humanity, the focus must shift to the Afro-American woman. Did they possess 
negotiating power that compelled their white partners to acknowledge and support their 
children? Afro-American women had the most to gain from their actions. They afforded 
her children the opportunity of upward economic and social mobility. Afro-American 
women also positioned themselves to live a life that is not dictated by the lack of 
economic opportunities available to Afro-American women during the time. They could 
incorporate more leisure into their lives as they directly benefited from their children’s 
gains.  
 Michael Ayers articulated that situations occurred where both races ignored racial 
etiquette because they could disrupt positive relationships that existed between the races. 
On the surface, each race has equal leverage, and no one race seeks power over the other. 
Despite the mutual feelings, these occurrences still violate etiquette when viewed 
broadly. The Canton Times reported an op-ed in the October 8, 1898 issue. The story told 
of an incident that occurred the previous week. On September 27, 1898, members of a 
white Methodist church in Camden, Mississippi visited an African American Methodist 
church in Kosciusko. The service was led by Albert B. Poston. Following the service, 
leaders from both churches decided that Rev. Poston should preach at the white 
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Methodist church the following night. Rev. Poston and members of his church traveled to 
Camden where both congregations participated in Rev. Poston’s sermon.80  
No evidence exists detailing the actual events; however, two key questions need 
addressing. What were Jim Crow’s limits and who established those limits? How did 
society deal with blatant violations? This case illustrates that segregation had limitations. 
Using Ayers assessment, the two churches had a cordial relationship that trumped racial 
lines. The fact the white congregation visited the Afro-American church first signaled 
that racial hierarchy was not necessarily present. The white response to invite the Afro-
American congregation to their town provides evidence that both races did not 
necessarily consider community reaction. One can speculate whether the churches were 
internally segregated at this event or whether Afro-American men sat near white women.  
What cannot be disputed is a white congregation turning over their church to an 
Afro-American minister and accepting his scripture. From the empowerment and 
liberation lens, Afro-Americans were treated as social and religious equals. The Afro-
American, for this one moment, had power in a white church. During slavery, the church 
represented the battle of between control and liberation. Slave owners went to great 
lengths to control slave worship and the message being preached. It becomes difficult to 
ascertain why a white church would relinquish their pulpit to an Afro-American pastor 
besides acknowledging that despite Poston’s race, his ability to preach gospel could break 
racial barriers. The overall psychological impact on the parishioners (both Afro-
                                                          
80 “An Imposition” in The Canton Times. 07 Oct. 
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American and white) is not known; however, the article’s author strongly objected to the 
interaction.  
The author (named disgruntled citizen) stated, “Now if this is not a bitter pill to be 
swallowed by the pure blooded Anglo-Saxon who prides himself upon the pedigree of his 
ancestry and wants to perpetuate it unsullied, tell me the reason why. If other places that 
boasts of the social standing that Camden does will just follow her example the race 
problem that has so long been discussed will soon be solved and race distinction sunk 
into oblivion.”81 At least one white citizen, possibly speaking on behalf of others, saw 
this incident as an affront to white supremacy. Social mixing threatened the balance of 
power, for miscegenation appeared to be the unspoken theme of this quote. Racial mixing 
was bound to be the demise of the white race. This incident leaves one lasting question, 
why were the white masses unable to stop these meetings from occurring? One possible 
explanation being that Jim Crow was a set of unwritten, unspoken rules and not actual 
law.  
Punishment 
Jim Crow historiography indicated that whites primarily utilized lynching or other 
forms of physical violence as the most pertinent form of punishment for violating the 
rules racial and social etiquette (especially in cases of alleged rape). Lynching was a 
product of white insecurity that Afro-Americans not thoroughly punished for crimes 
against whites would encourage greater acts of violence against whites which was used 
when Afro-Americans were thought to have disrespected a white man or acted 
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inappropriately towards a white woman.82 Afro-American women were also punished for 
racial misconduct. Hannah Rosen explained in the book, Terror in the Heart of Freedom: 
Citizenship, Sexual Violence, and the Meaning of Race in the Post Emancipation South 
that African American women cohabitating with white men in Noxubee County were 
punished via whipping.83 In cases discussed, if any repercussions for violating the racial 
code existed or none have been found on record. What is known is that these individuals 
continued to operate in society as normal functioning citizens. What were the 
circumstances that opened the door to break racial etiquette? 
On November 11, 1869, Alfred and his son, James Henry, acquired land from 
Minerva Peeler, Nancy Peeler and Elvira Brunt.84 Minerva, Nancy, and Elvira were white 
women. There were no white men representing them indicating that they were in close 
proximity with a Afro-American man and a white man who openly linked to a Afro-
American family. The presence of an Afro-American man did not trigger the need for 
white male protection regardless of the social stigma surrounding Afro-American men’s 
threat to white women.  
The transaction in itself could be viewed as a violation as an Afro-American man 
was doing business with white women in both a public and private space.85 Public 
                                                          
82 Charles Spurgeon Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943), 147 & 
Michael Ayers. The Promise of a New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 140. 
 
83 Hannah Rosen. Terror in the Heart of Freedom: Citizenship, Sexual Violence, and the Meaning of Race 
in the Post Emancipation South, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 197.   
 
84 Attala County Chancery Court Deed Book F, Page 671-672. 
 
85 Even in the presence of a white man (Alfred), James was not there as a non-active participant in the deal. 
White women put themselves in a position where a Afro-American man was on equal terms with them. 
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outrage was not noted nor was James Carr lynched for his close proximity to white 
women. Upon Alfred’s death in 1883, no backlash directed at his children as a form of 
retaliation has been found on record.86 Ceele’s children established themselves as pillars 
of their community.  In 1883, the Carr brothers established the Ethel Presbyterian Church 
on Hanna Road following their father’s death. Franklin and Erastus became Presbyterian 
Church ministers. Capitalizing on the land they purchased from their father, Alfred, some 
of Ceele’s children became expert farmers. A letter in “The Kosciusko Herald”, noted 
James and Alex Carr as outstanding farmers in Ethel, Mississippi.87  
Ceele is playing a significant role in providing opportunities for her children and 
herself. She positioned herself to live a comfortable life. Following Alfred’s death, she 
inherited the family homestead which she used to provide security for her three children: 
Dewitt, Leroy, and Louiza whom she bore during the Civil War years.88 Upon her death 
in 1903, Ceele was buried beside Alfred in the Carr family cemetery. Although racial 
etiquette forbade Afro-Americans and whites from being buried in the same section of a 
cemetery, this act represented yet another violation to the racial code stemming from their 
relationship that yielded no consequence.   
                                                          
Does segregation make allowances for such situations? What does this say about the white women’s 
agency to conduct business with a Afro-American man without the presence of a white male benefactor?   
 
86 Alfred left Ceele the homestead to share with her oldest son Mart, and the family established the Ethel 
Presbyterian Church in 1883. The Carr children were educated. Franklin became a Presbyterian minister. 
James and Alexander became noted farmers in their community. All of the Carr sons would become active 
voters during the decade of the 1890s.   
 
87 Kosciusko-Attala Historical Society, Kosciusko-Attala History (1984); 74.  
 
88 Katherine Carr Esters, Jay Bird Creek and My Recollections: A Memoir (Kosciusko, Solid Earth LLC, 
2005), 66. Alfred did not father Dewitt, Leroy, and Louiza. These children benefited from their mother’s 
relationship with Alfred. 
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The aftermath of Bettie Howard’s employment in the Adams’ household did not 
yield the expected outcome associated with interracial cohabitation. Neither George 
Adams nor Andy Ashford were lynched as a result cohabitating with a white woman. No 
records have been found to indicate that the situation created public outcry or that any 
punishment was levied. George’s life did not appear to suffer any setbacks. In 1881, 
George became a trustee of the Buffalo Colored Methodist Episcopal Church.89 
According to Attala County land records, George bought 100 acres of land from Henry J. 
Munson in 1882 for $800 cash-in-hand. George was a registered voter adding his name to 
the Kosciusko precinct poll books on January 11, 1896. George continued to work as a 
farmer and businessman. He and his wife, Harriet, opened the door for other Afro-
Americans to acquire land and build homes. George Adams, age 73, died October 9, 
1921. Harriet, age 86, died April 8, 1940.  
 White men who fathered and publicly claimed their illegitimate children also 
faced no recorded backlash. Richard Bullock became a leading member of Attala 
County’s conservative Democratic Party. His children continued to prosper following his 
death. Mattie Bullock married John Wesley Coulter, son of Isaac Coulter and Susan 
Perkins. John was an educated man. He was also politically active. At age 21, he 
registered to vote and voted in the 1893 election. Eliza married John Burt, son of Marion 
and Martha Burt. John was also educated and held a position at the feed mill. Mattie and 
Eliza worked as housewives and were not subjected to working in white households. 
Jeanette benefited in her later life as she lived with John and Mattie until her death. 
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  Adherence to the racial code was not always followed by Afro-Americans and 
whites. The motivations for these acts which violated racial etiquette and undermined the 
social order, whether directly defined then implicitly understood, are not known. 
However, the actions do speak to the broader narrative of Jim Crow and the 
unwillingness of some Afro-Americans not to conform to its rigid and marginalizing 
framework and Afro-Americans who worked used white men as a means to allow their 
children to circumvent the system shielded by their father’s last name.  
Attala County’s 19th century color line was not linear and at times seemed non-
existent. Jim Crow in whatever conception or incarnation was not the law of the land. 
Afro-Americans, whites, or in combination broke from the unwritten norms. Afro-
Americans partook in activities of their choosing. Their actions could have met quick and 
harsh backlash; however, the examples provided indicate a level of mutual understanding 
between the races.    
Conclusion 
The cases presented muddle the Jim Crow concept. Do the gaps in Jim Crow that 
Woodward addresses represent Afro-American resistance to the South’s informal laws? If 
segregation was designed to separate and control the Afro-American race, in reality its 
effectiveness must be reconsidered on a case-by-case basis. Jim Crow emerged as a 
response to whites wanting to replicate the system of slavery by creating a caste system 
that would mirror the master-slave relationship; however, Ceele Johnson maintained a 
household with Alfred Carr despite him being a white man. James Carr conducted 
business with white women despite being an Afro-American man. George Adams hired a 
white housekeeper who also lived in his home. Segregation, as a process, coincided with 
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liberation, as a process. Freedmen and freedwomen were building their lives as United 
States citizens. The everyday activities of Afro-Americans were not dictated by racial 
codes or notions of social order. For Afro-Americans, slavery was dead; they wanted to 
play no part in its resurrection.  
The interactions that Afro-Americans had with whites indicated a willingness to 
break from the norm in order to create a life that best suited their particular situation. In 
the absence of punishment for their actions, questions can be raised about Afro-American 
agency, empowerment, and power during Reconstruction and the Nadir. The intersection 
of these two processes creates the opportunity for historians to evaluate and interpret how 
the actions of Afro-Americans impacted the system of Jim Crow while as they 
empowered themselves to position themselves in better socio-economic positions.  
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CHAPTER 3 
PICK YO’ OWN DAMN COTTON: 
RURAL LANDOWNERSHIP AND LABOR DIVERSIFICATION 
Introduction 
The African American laborer in the post-Civil War South became nothing more 
than a landless sharecropper. This popular historical depiction has permeated the 
Southern historical narrative. Pete Daniel stated in Breaking the Land: The 
Transformation of Cotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures since 1880, “The old Cotton Belt 
stretching from Virginia to Texas has dominated southern agriculture as well as Southern 
history.”1 The Afro-American land and labor narrative has room to move away from 
cotton production, tenant farming, and the Cotton/Black Belt. Shifting the narrative may 
be difficult to understand because of the vast amounts of research and literature currently 
existing such as Barrington Moore Jr.’s Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: 
Lord and Peasant in the Making of the Modern World which views the South as a slave 
labor dependent society. Moore connects the South’s need for slave labor to their 
determination to restrict freed people land access.2  
Harold Woodman’s King Cotton & His Retainers: Financing & Marketing the 
Cotton Crop of the South, 1800-1925, opened the door for shifting the historical 
perspective when he explained that whites comprised the majority of 
renters/sharecroppers in the post-Civil War South.3 Afro-Americans were not 
                                                          
1 Pete Daniel. Breaking the Land: The Transformation of Cotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures since 1880 
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1985), xi. 
 
2 Barrington Moore Jr. Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the Making of 
the Modern World (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993), 119, 121-122.  
 
3 Harold Woodman. King Cotton & His Retainers: Financing & Marketing the Cotton Crop of the South, 
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automatically relegated to the bottom of the economic ladder. White planters could not 
dominate freedman labor in the same way as done during slavery; therefore, had to 
negotiate to their terms.4 John C. Willis stated in his book, Forgotten Times: The Yazoo-
Mississippi Delta after the Civil War relating to the Mississippi Delta, “Former slaves 
were able to work their way up the “agricultural ladder” toward property ownership. By 
1900 two-thirds of the region’s farm owners were black, not white. No other part of the 
South saw comparable black dominance of landowning.”5 The Post-Civil War era was 
not an era of landless peasants but rather a time in which former slaves seized the 
opportunity to acquire land and create autonomy for self and family.  
What historians have not asked or have sought to explore is what methods did 
former slaves use to become independent landowners? How did they transform their 
labor to benefit themselves and their race? To address these questions this chapter will 
look at Afro-American land and labor in Attala County. This chapter will analyze land 
and labor as distinct, connected, yet independent components for Afro-American 
empowerment and economic liberation. Beyond the white man’s fields was a world of 
Afro-American landownership and entrepreneurship that built the foundations for 
economic autonomy and an opportunity to create a foundation of economic power.  
Pathway to Landownership 
                                                          
4 Bradley G. Bond. Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi 1830-1900 (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1995), 143. Ira Berlin and Eugene Genovese discussed the 
dynamics of the master-slave relationship and the slave’s ability to negotiate within this relationship for 
their betterment.  
 
5 John C. Willis. Forgotten Times: The Yazoo-Mississippi Delta after the Civil War (Charlottesville: 
University Press of Virginia, 2000), 2. Willis’ analysis indicated that it took whites decades to transform 
the Mississippi Delta into the region that historians choose to emphasize. The 20th century Mississippi 
Delta does play into Barrington’s Moore Jr.’s discussion that black labor was the foundation of the 
plantation society on which the Old South was rooted.   
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In 1882, Alexander Crummell discussed in his essay, “A Defiance of the Negro 
Race in America from the Assaults and Charges of Rev. J.L. Tucker, D.D. of Jackson, 
Mississippi, ”African American earned the land they acquired. Nothing was handed to 
them and they had to build their infrastructure from the ground up. Crummell stated, “the 
freedmen of this country, on coming out of bondage, began at once all the laborious 
activities which their needs demanded, and which were required for securing a foothold 
in this land.”6 Crummell captured a racial consciousness that evoked an independent 
mindset. The former slave needed to possess this mindset to rise above the political 
attitudes towards freedmen landownership.  
Michael Perman in The Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 writes 
that African American landownership was not a political issue that interested the 
Republican Party throughout the South.7 Without federal intervention to redistribute land, 
Afro-Americans rebounded and secured land on their own accord. Working and 
purchasing the land they had once toiled or had been toiled by another member of their 
race symbolized a land seizure that was Afro-American driven. Historians stress the 
federal government’s inability or unwillingness to divide up form plantation lands and 
parcel them to former slaves. However, this perspective overlooks the idea that former 
slaves already understood landownership’s importance.  
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The former slave had no incentive or reason to believe that whites would do the 
“right” thing and redistribute land. To that point, whites had not given the former slave 
anything that resembled sufficient assistance to transition from slavery to emancipation. 
Emerging from slavery, whites left the former slave to fend for self without any moral 
conscious to atone for their wrongdoings.  Therefore, it would be irrational to believe that 
whites, even the Radical wing of the Republican Party would push for social upheaval. 
Now that the land fantasy has been discussed, the focus can shift back to the former slave 
and another important question. How were former slaves able to raise the capital to 
acquire land?  
To address this question, one must look at labor, not solely from the standpoint of 
occupation but from a capital perspective. Free labor allowed Afro-Americans to better 
negotiate their labor’s value and the methods by which they would utilize their labor. 
Afro-American labor was the United States’ most valuable and coveted commodity. The 
United States economy did not experience an instant weaning from Afro-American labor. 
In slavery’s aftermath, Afro- Americans utilized and negotiated their labor. Therefore, 
their ability to control their labor gives the best indication as how they raised capital.  
Purchasing land shortly after emancipation can be attributed to not signing 
restrictive or disadvantageous agricultural labor contracts or negotiating equitable 
contracts. According to a December 22, 1866 issue of The Daily Clarion, the following 
was stated regarding Attala County freedman labor, “Freedman are contracting for 
another year, but in most cases at higher rates than were paid last year. They say that the 
wages paid them last year, though customary, were inadequate to their necessities: that it 
takes more to do them now than when they were slaves, and they must have higher wages 
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or go elsewhere to labor.8 Freedmen possessed the understanding their labor’s value and 
demanded reasonable compensation.  
Labor contracts are the earliest records that provide evidence as to how freed 
people gained access to capital. On the surface, labor contracts can be read as one-sided 
agreements between merchants and farmers and vulnerable African Americans. It cannot 
be ignored that Afro-Americans were not given fair contracts or the terms of the contract 
did not match Afro-American labor output. These points have been raised by historians 
meticulously and have served as a strong framework for analyzing working class 
economic exploitation.  
The alternative perspective is to view how Afro-Americans took their earnings 
and translated them into monetary value which positioned them better economic 
positions. Afro-Americans were not always paid in cash; their labor was compensated 
with items such as corn, cotton, pork, clothing, molasses, wheat, etc. These items carried 
cash value. Cotton and corn were cash crops. Corn was Mississippi’s second largest cash 
crop.9 In Attala County, Indian corn production rivaled cotton production. Of the 
county’s 93,034 tilled acres, corn comprised 36.31 percent of the tilled acres compared to 
                                                          
8 The Daily Clarion, Jackson, Miss, December 22, 1866, p. 4. The article does not mention that contracting 
was limited to agriculture which can indicate that freedman contracted their labor in other fields such as 
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Reconstruction period.  
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percent of the agricultural crops grown. A majority of labor contracts indicated that freedmen/women were 
paid with bushels of corn. Cotton and cash were other payment forms.  
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38.64 percent for cotton production.10 Emphasis on corn production indicates its 
monetary value.  
Freedmen/women, paid with corn, had the ability to sell their surplus supply.  
Looking at labor contracts from this perspective allows for a different understanding as to 
how Afro-Americans created avenues for upward progression. Fair labor contracts gave 
them a greater sense of empowerment to hold bosses accountable for contract violations. 
Most contracts involved entire families with multiple family members being paid in 
different ways. The combination of cash and crops earned by multiple family members 
allowed them to secure economic and personal autonomy. This capitalist mindset was not 
uniquely post-slavery. As Schweninger stated, “the slaves saw liquid capital not only as a 
means to secure freedom, but also a means to attach their paternity—and hence, their 
identity as persons—to something even their masters would have to respect.”11  
The post-emancipation venture into capitalism was not a new phenomenon. 
Schweninger captured antebellum black capitalism through his discussion that slaves 
found value in self-sustainability. Being able to grow and sell crops as well as livestock 
afforded them income by which they could use to secure greater freedoms.12 
Freedmen/women embraced capitalism with the understanding that it was the only way to 
secure personal freedom. Capitalism allowed them access to landownership. They used 
their land to establish lines of credit providing them with the necessary capital for the 
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Illinois Press, 1990), 11. 
 
12 Ibid 14. 
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day-to-day operations of their farms and/or other endeavors. Land elevated Afro-
Americans from chattel to master. Those obtaining and retaining land were no longer the 
contractual property of their landlords but rather the master of their own land and 
subsequent labor.13  
The Southern Afro-American sought ways to gain possession of land by which 
they could create space between themselves and the restrictive society beyond their 
property lines. In doing so, they allowed themselves greater autonomy to conduct their 
daily affairs that were not monitored or dictated by a white boss or landlord. The Afro-
American landowning class that arose from these interracial land transactions laid the 
foundation for Afro-Americans to provide other Afro-Americans the opportunity to 
secure land that bypassed direct white interactions. 
Interracial Land Dealings 
Afro-American landownership was dependent on white sellers. Mississippi laws, 
which prevented Afro-American landowning in cities and unincorporated areas, hindered 
landownership. Many whites conspired to refuse land sales to their friends’ former 
slaves.14  Determination to keep former slaves landless could not prevent an entire race 
                                                          
13 “The ex-slave valued their ability to choose, bargain, and organize their labor as independently as 
possible, not only because it reduced the onerous aspects of plantation work and white supervision, but also 
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quest and strategizing for landownership was not a Southern phenomenon. Slavery’s abolition in the British 
Caribbean saw former slaves fight to gain access to land. Binding self to the land of the former master was 
not viewed as the best route to emancipation and liberation. Looking at landownership in the British 
Caribbean gives landowning not only a Diasporic perspective but also provides a look into Diasporic 
intellectualism. Afro-Caribbean peoples waited for the opportunity to exploit the economic weakness of 
their white counterparts to engage in land dealings that produced benefit rather than deficit. This same 
tactic can be seen in post-Civil War America as former slaves understood the value of owning good land 
and buying from whites during times of national economic downturn.   
 
14 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 145. 
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from obtaining land. Former slaves needed one white person to sell them land, not an 
entire race.  
Early Afro-American land dealings were interracial. Afro-Americans purchased 
their land from whites while some used the Homestead Act. In Presidential 
Reconstruction in Mississippi, William C. Harris provided insight into land availability in 
Attala County following the Civil War. Speculators purchased large tracts of property in 
Kosciusko under the assumption that a railroad connecting Canton to Kosciusko would 
bring economic prosperity to the region.15 Henry J. Munson and James Groves were two 
white men who were involved in early land dealings. Purchasing land from whites pushed 
Afro-Americans toward economic independence. Although many whites resented the 
idea of Afro-American landowners, the number of Afro-American landowners during and 
following Reconstruction warrants inquiry as to the nature of these dealings.   
Interracial land dealings demonstrated that Afro-Americans were no longer bound 
to white men or women’s property, his/her labor was no longer under their total control, 
and Afro-Americans as active capitalist agents. Purchasing land indicated the capability 
to raise the necessary capital as to meet the seller’s asking price. O. Nigel Bolland 
discussed in his essay, “The Politics of Freedom in the British Caribbean,” that 
interracial land transactions resulted from former slaves taking advantage of white 
economic misfortunes following abolition. He analyzed that the 1840s economic 
downturn in British Caribbean opened the door for these transactions to take place. 
                                                          
15 William C. Harris. Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1967), 219. According to Harris, the railroad did not bring the type of economic fortune that 
businessmen hoped.  
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Former slaves had the opportunity to buy good land because planters lost the option to 
sell less than optimal lands to former slaves.16  
In 1869, Attala County, Afro-Americans began engaging in land ownership. The 
earliest Afro-American landowners were James Henry Carr, Alexander Carr, Franklin 
Carr, Erastus Carr, and Vinson Terry. James Henry Carr purchased land with his father, 
Alfred Carr, a white man. The Carr brothers later purchased the land from their father. 
Vinson Terry purchased land from his white father-in-law, Aaron Whitaker Guyton. 
Before assumptions can be made concluding that the “mulatto” elite were the primary 
landowners, their cases were rare. Many Afro-American landowners were not mulatto 
nor purchased land from a white relative. 
Afro-Americans purchased large amounts between 1870 and 1880. Based on 
thirty-four Attala County land transactions Afro-Americans purchased 2261.9 acres of 
land paying $25,805. Despite the 1873 economic crisis that plagued the American 
economy for over a decade, Afro-Americans in Attala County managed to increase their 
landholdings. On average, they paid $11.41/acre.  Although land values dropped 
following the Civil War, economic hardships did not result in lower selling prices. Henry 
Huffman paid $2300 for 120 acres ($19.17/acre). Columbus Patterson paid $800 for 200 
acres ($4/acre). William Ashford paid $590 for 120 acres ($4.91/acre). Willie Jamison 
paid $578 for 130 acres ($4.44/acre) Jack Presley paid $1045 for combined 145 acres 
($7.20/acre). Records indicate that most transactions exceeded $100 and did not include 
                                                          
16 O. Nigel Bolland. “The Politics of Freedom in the British Caribbean,” in The Meaning of Freedom: 
Economics, Politics, and Culture after Slavery. Frank McGlynn and Seymour Drescher, Ed. (Pittsburg: 
University of Pittsburg Press, 1992), 128. Although Attala County land surplus can be attributed to land 
availability following an economic railroad bust, one must also look at the economic downturn that whites 
experienced following the war.  
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less than twenty acres (see Appendix D: Attala County Afro-American Land 
Transactions 1869-1913).  
The 1870s represented a buyers’ market. Although numbers tapered in the 
following decades, the amount of land purchased indicated a continued push for 
landownership. In the 1880s (based on 41 transactions), Afro-Americans purchased 
1467.35 acres of land paying $6,721.22. During the 1890s, Afro-Americans purchased 
1247.18 acres paying $5,670.50 (based on 60 transactions). Several factors can be cited 
for the land purchase decrease. The economic recession likely hit Attala County later than 
most areas prompting a slowdown in new land purchases. Another possible explanation is 
that Afro- Americans were not purchasing large acreages but rather lots within the city 
limits. The trend changed between 1900 and 1913. Afro-Americans (based on 66 
transactions) purchased 1541.02 acres of land paying $8,211.08. From 1865 to 1913, 
African Americans purchased 6517.45 acres paying $46,407.80 or approximately 
$7.12/acre.17 (see Figure 2, Afro-American Acres Purchased in Attala County and Figure 
3, Afro-American Land Expenditures in Attala County by Decade). Afro-Americans were 
building the foundations for economic autonomy. In doing so they were able to gain 
independence over their lives that they had not witnessed prior. As landowners, they 
could not be brushed aside as powerless and landless peasants. Landownership increased 
their presence in the day to day operations of social, economic, and political life.18 
                                                          
17 The number of acres is higher than reported as a significant number of land records do not indicate the 
number of acres purchased but rather the coordinates of the land bought. This number also does not include 
1043 acres of land indicated in civil court cases for which an exact year for the land purchase has not been 
determined. 
 
18 Land allowed for great economic opportunity which benefited African Americans politically. Land 
equated to wealth which correlated to being able to pay poll taxes. Poll taxes were used to fund education; 
therefore, African Americans were contributing directly to their own advancement via their own hands. 
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Figure 2: Afro-American Acres Purchased in Attala County 
 
Source: Numbers derived from the Attala County Chancery Court Land Deeds.  
The 1900s also include information from 1913.          
                                                          
Independent landownership was a Walter Rodney described, “did not occur in order to run away from 
plantation labor, but to strengthen the bargaining position of labor in dealing with planter capital by putting 
the laborer in position where one would be unafraid of the threat that one might be kicked out the house.” 
O. Nigel Bolland. “The Politics of Freedom in the British Caribbean,” in The Meaning of Freedom: 
Economics, Politics, and Culture after Slavery. Frank McGlynn and Seymour Drescher, Ed. (Pittsburg: 
University of Pittsburg Press, 1992), 127. Although Rodney was referencing former slaves in the British 
Caribbean, Rodney’s quote indicated that former slaves saw the importance of landownership as a means to 
prevent whites from exerting complete dominance over them.  
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Figure 3 Afro-American Land Expenditures in Attala County by Decade 
 
Source: Numbers derived from the Attala County Chancery Court Land Deeds.  
The 1900s also include information from 1913.  
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Afro-American active land acquisitions counter a point made by W.E.B. Du Bois 
and supported and solidified by Loren Schweninger. In regard to landownership after 
1870, Du Bois stated, “the ability of former slaves to become property owners depended 
on their character and…attending circumstances…Thrifty negroes in the hands of well-
disposed landowners and honest merchants early became independent landowners; 
shiftless, ignorant negroes in the power of unscrupulous landowners and merchants sank 
to a condition hardly better than slavery.”19 Schweninger supported, yet elaborated on Du 
Bois’ stated adding, “What Du Bois failed to add was that even the most diligent, 
persistent, frugal, and industrious blacks were often unable to overcome the iron like grip 
of whites on the land, or the low wages.”20 What both Du Bois and Schweninger 
overlook is the Afro-American mentality to own land despite barriers. The assumption is 
made that whites emerged from slavery in great economic condition or in a position to 
choose their buyers. This point should be revisited to include Afro-Americans as 
obtaining equal or higher economic status than some whites. 
Freedmen/women worked to acquire land for their families. This was 
accomplished despite attitudes towards them that prompted whites to refuse engaging in 
such business transactions. Former slaves maneuvered to find white property owners who 
would sell to them. This is evident in the fact that Afro- American landowners existed. 
What is less evident is the process Afro- Americans took to transition creating a 
landholding class organically.  
                                                          
19 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 161. 
 
20 Ibid. 162. 
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Intra-Racial Land Exchanges 
Building a landholding class was both organic and manufactured. Landownership 
allowed former slaves to shield their families and others from the economic hardships 
stemming from not owning land. Owning land did not always involve unscrupulous or 
generous white men and women. At a certain point, Afro- Americans were able to sell 
their land other Afro-Americans or leave the property to their children upon their death. 
Loren Schweninger did not discuss landownership from this perspective. Schweninger 
looked at landownership as an attempt for African Americans to become integrated into 
American society based on adoption of American values.21  
Land represented more than feelings of inclusiveness or a privileged status. 
Owning land lessened white impact and influence over Afro-American bodies. Land gave 
Afro-Americans a true sense of freedom, for they had transitioned chattel to master. Just 
as whites used land to enrich their lives and others, Afro-Americans employed the same 
mentality to assist their own. This has little to do with integration but rather survival and 
creating a liberated space. 
Afro-Americans utilized land ownership to build intra-racial networks. These 
networks allowed them to provide other Afro-Americans the opportunity to purchase land 
and bypass any obstacles associated with purchasing from white owners. Land 
transactions provide evidence that Afro-Americans controlled certain aspects of their 
                                                          
21 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 5. Schweninger does not discuss land as a characteristic of African peoples. Although 
individual landownership was not common within African culture, land itself was communal and central to 
community growth and survival. Individual landownership commonly practiced in Europe and in the 
Americas can be viewed as an attempt to recreate the communal practice as land was shared by immediate 
and extended family.  
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lives that was not dictated or predicated on white control or permission. Historians have 
given little analysis to how Afro-Americans used land as a means for personal, 
community, and racial empowerment and liberation. This type of land dealing provided 
next the generation a pathway to economic stability and prosperity. 
Afro-Americans sold land to other Afro-Americans or deeded land to their 
descendants. These actions, whether intended or unintended, created intra-racial 
sustainable economic mobility. The transfer of money from land transactions was not 
filtered through white hands or institutions. The parties of the first part received an influx 
in cash flow and the subsequent parties gained the opportunity to create their economic 
destinies. This was one of the earliest examples of Afro- Americans building an 
economic power base.22 Afro-American business transactions guaranteed that they would 
receive the greatest benefit. Records indicated at least thirty such transactions that took 
place from 1896 to 1910. Afro- Americans demonstrated the wherewithal to engage with 
each other to secure land for themselves and families.  
Land records from Attala County Township 14 Range 7 also show deeds of trusts 
executed between Afro-Americans. A deed of trust allowed a landowner to borrow 
money using their land as collateral. The overwhelmingly majority of these transactions 
were between Afro-American landowners and whites; however, situations arose where 
Afro-Americans entered into these agreements within their race. The ability for an Afro-
American to secure a loan to another Afro-American does provide indication of economic 
                                                          
22 In Stokley Carmichael’s speech, “Power and Racism,” he emphasized the importance of landownership. 
He discussed how the African American who owns land holds power over self and the ability to self-
govern. Stokley Carmichael. Stokley Speaks: From Black Power to Pan-Africanism (Chicago: Lawrence 
Hill Books, 2007), 19. 
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prosperity. For example, on January 20, 1906, Howard and Virginia McLemore entered 
in a deed of trust with their neighbor, Isaac Presley using their 20 acres of land as 
collateral. The terms of the loan were fulfilled on January 2, 1912. Such a transaction 
indicated a level of understanding that in case of default, whites would not take 
possession of said land. The movement of land would remain under Afro-American 
control.    
African Americans also acquired land through inheritance. Inheritance gave 
automatic passage of land from one generation to the next. The children and 
grandchildren of freedmen/women received land via this method. The earliest records 
documenting this pattern were Aaron Guyton. In 1883, his will left land, furniture, and 
food to his mixed-race children.23 His situation differed as he was a white man leaving 
inheritance to his mixed-race children, an act not commonly seen in the post-slavery era. 
One of the earliest known Afro-American wills to provide similar provisions were 
Vinson Terry, Columbus Patterson, and Benton Winters  
Vinson Terry was born in September 1836 in Alabama.24 In his March 29, 1899 
last will and testament 62-year-old Vinson Terry bequeathed his land and other property 
to his sons Green, Walter, and Jake Terry.25 Columbus Patterson was born on April 8, 
1841 in South Carolina to Caroline Patterson.26  On April 29, 1902, Columbus Patterson 
                                                          
23 Probate Records; Author: Mississippi. Probate Court (Attala County); Probate Place: Attala, Mississippi, 
Wills and Accounts, Vol B-C, 1861-1873, p.406. 
 
24 1900 United States Federal Census. 
 
25 Probate Records; Author: Mississippi. Probate Court (Attala County); Probate Place: Attala, Mississippi, 
Case number 1853, Wills, volume C-D, 1887-1904, p.365. 
 
26 Headstone, Patterson Cemetery, Attala County, Mississippi. 
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wrote his last will and testament. He bequeathed to his five minor children: Ethel, Bertha, 
Grover, Oscar, and Zola one-hundred sixty-nine acres of land to be administered by their 
mother, Clorinda. He provided his nine adult children: Martha Hoskins, Will Patterson, 
Emma Austin, Milton Patterson, Mariah Patterson, Arthur Luce, Anna Willis, Emma 
Hanna, and Lizzie Luce land to be sold and the proceeds equally divided.27 Benton 
Winters was born in April 1888 to Pearce and Harriet Winters.28 At age 22, on October 4, 
1910, Benton executed his last will and testament in which he left his property and 
insurance to his siblings, Matilda, Amos, and Bettie Winters.29  
Afro-American acquired and utilized land via different methods. These methods 
did not always involve white interaction. Their ability to participate in capitalism as 
subjects rather than objects afforded them the opportunity to build strong economic 
foundations that were Afro-American driven and centered. They demonstrated a keen 
understanding as how to buy, maintain, and preserve land for themselves, families, and 
future generations.  
Land and Racial Consciousness  
Although private landowning was a foreign concept to collective Diaspora, 
communal landholding was a basic tenant of African land philosophy. Land acquisition 
created a consciousness that connected Afro-Americans both to their land, themselves, 
                                                          
27 Probate Records; Author: Mississippi. Probate Court (Attala County); Probate Place: Attala, Mississippi, 
Wills, volume E-F, 1904-1917, p.131.  
 
28 1900 United States Federal Census. 
 
29 Probate Records; Author: Mississippi. Probate Court (Attala County); Probate Place: Attala, Mississippi, 
Case number 2812, Wills, volume E-F, 1904-1917, p.63. Benton Winters was the 2nd great uncle of Oprah 
Winfrey.   
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and their race. Rural landownership cannot be discussed solely from an agricultural lens. 
Land carried more depth than agricultural production. Land carried personal and racial 
consciousness. Landownership created the opportunity for Afro-Americans to create 
racially distinct communities and enclaves. These communities provided both physical 
and mental separation from the white world. 
 Nicholas McLemore purchased twenty acres of land from James A. Groves in an 
area that became known as Blackjack. Over the next decade, Charley Funches, Roland 
Hazley, and George Adams would simultaneously purchase a total of three hundred and 
twenty acres of land in the same area and solidified Blackjack as an Afro-American 
neighborhood. Blackjack was part of a larger Afro-American community called Buffalo. 
They purchased land in the area and retained its all Afro-American status until the county 
forced land to be sold for highway access. Land allowed Afro- Americans to create a 
permanent societal base and community legacy. 
Afro-Americans eliminated whites from the land equation through selling land 
within the race. This created an intra-racial business network that bypassed hurdles 
associated with buying from whites. These transactions represented how liberation could 
be achieved without white interference. Afro-American land dealings were a legally 
binding act that did not require white permission. The white presence appeared during the 
finalizing process. A look into this segment of Afro-American life provides insight into 
how this transaction type created empowerment. They were not forced to contend with 
rules of racial and social etiquette. All participants were on an equal level, and whites 
were powerless to prevent the deal’s final outcome. Land deals between Afro-Americas 
were not few and far between. Attala County land records indicate that the late 1890s 
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through the first decade of the twentieth century was a period of increased intra-racial 
land dealings. The older generation, who were able to buy large amounts of land, were 
now beginning to sell their land to “up and coming” Afro-Americans or selling/deeding 
to their children enabling them to get a head start.  
Afro-Americans understood the importance of keeping land under their control. 
They participated in land auctions as a way to preserve the land they had purchased by 
purchasing the surrounding lands. On December 21, 1898, John Wesley Bain attended 
the public auction on twenty acres of foreclosed land in the Blackjack neighborhood. 
John paid three-hundred and fifty dollars for the land and kept white bidders from 
potentially disrupting their neighborhood. Land was not a fleeting fancy. It became a way 
of life. Afro-Americans who were able to purchase land understood its value and its 
capability to provide them with varying liberating elements.   
 Landownership also allowed Afro-Americans to dictate how their land would 
continue in perpetuity. In some situations, families made oral agreements never to sell 
their land to whites. Pete Daniel, Harold Woodman, and Neil McMillan emphasized how 
whites united around the premise of keeping land away from Afro-Americans.  This was 
done by refusing to sell them land forcing them to remain under white control.  Historical 
research does not delve into the alternative perspective that Afro-Americans held a 
similar since of nationalism in their refusal to sell to whites.  
Howard McLemore stressed the importance of keeping land out of white hands. 
Born in April 1873, Howard’s father and aunt, Thomas Jefferson McLemore and Peggy 
Brinkley deeded him twenty acres of land in 1900. Thomas and Peggy acquired the land 
from their father, Nicholas McLemore. Following Howard’s death, his daughter, Mae 
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Evans, contemplated selling her land inheritance to a white man, who wanted to acquire 
the land because of its close proximity to a major state highway. Mae’s older sister, Alma 
McClurge, reminded Mae of their father’s instruction regarding selling to whites. Mae 
cancelled the deal that which would have resulted in a five-thousand-dollar profit.30 This 
example showed that landownership helped to build or enforce racial consciousness. 
Selling land ceded power and rendered Afro-American with little to no empowerment. 
Land was representative of the nation that Afro- American forefathers built and white 
forefathers stole. This consciousness reinforced African American racial consciousness.31  
 Afro-Americans prevented land from being legally partitioned and potentially 
being bought by white people. Following Charley Funches death on June 6, 1890, 
Cyrinthia Funches took control of her husband’s 120-acre estate. Cyrinthia and her son, 
James, operated the estates for 37 years. When James died intestate, his wife hired a 
lawyer to partition the land to secure rights to property owned by James. Cyrinthia settled 
for six-hundred dollars and prevented the land from being sold at auction. Whites coveted 
Cyrinthia’s land as it bordered a state highway. Upon her death, Cyrinthia’s daughter, 
Georgia Alice took possession of the land and refused to sell. Only by legal manipulation 
was the county able to force Georgia Alice to sell a portion of her land. The land was 
later developed into an all-white subdivision.  
Following the death of her parents, Amanda Bullock became entangled in a 
lengthy legal battle over 106 acres of land that once belonged to her father, Pierce 
Winters. C.W. Comfort entered into a deal with Amanda’s brother, Green Winters, who 
                                                          
30 Oral history recollection from Howard’s granddaughter, Linda Ashford.  
 
31 Mae later sold her land to an Afro-American couple.  
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did not have legal right to engage in the transaction. Amanda decided to battle C.W. 
Comfort despite the obstacles against her, Amanda kept fighting for what she believed 
was rightfully hers against a group of white businessmen, notably, C.W. Comfort. In the 
summer of 1921, Amanda assembled her husband, Charley Bullock, his cousin, George 
Bullock, and businessman, Howard McLemore to secure the legal fees allowing Amanda 
to continue using the courts to battle for her land.32 Amanda saw the case to its 
conclusion which ended on February 14, 1924. Although the court decided against her, 
Amanda and her party appealed to the Supreme Court of Mississippi.33 Amanda’s story 
exemplifies the correlation between land and racial consciousness and empowerment. As 
an African American woman, she refused to allow her birthright to be stolen. The battle 
for land empowered Amanda to defy social and racial expectation Jim Crow’s scrutiny in 
the white-capping era.  
William Holmes articulated land’s importance at the beginning of twentieth 
century in Mississippi. African American gains in landownership created anxiety that 
land scarcity would begin trending working-class and poor whites into a landless 
peasantry.34 Whites devised a plan to seize African American lands. In Mississippi, 
whites engaged in white-capping, which was “the attempt to force a person to abandon 
his home and property; it meant driving Negroes off land they owned or rented.”35 White-
capping was lynching’s first cousin. Lynching applied to murder based on violations of 
                                                          
32 Attala County Chancery Court Docket, 3973.  
 
33 Ibid. 
 
34 William F. Holmes, “Whitecapping: Agrarian Violence in Mississippi, 1902-1906”, The Journal of 
Southern History, vol. 35 no. 2, (May 1969), 165.  
 
35 Ibid. 166. 
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social and racial etiquette. White-capping was lynching in purest form, eliminating Afro-
Americans based on their economic threat to whites.36 The election of James Kimble 
Vardaman to the governorship in 1904 fueled white boldness to perpetuate their plan. 
Vardaman’s attitude towards keeping Afro-Americans an inferior people permitted and 
justified the white-capping phenomenon. Afro-Americans did not bow to this latest scare 
tactics and defended their law possession.  
In some instances, taking a stance did not yield positive results. Henry List and 
Eli Hilson were murdered by white-cappers for failing to abandon their farms.37 Amanda, 
like all landowners, was faced with this reality. Amanda’s open defiance locked up 106 
acres of farmland valued at fifteen hundred dollars.38 Although no violence was levied 
onto her, Amanda placed herself in a dangerous situation. Amanda’s story represented 
African American determination to hold onto their land and white attempts to gain more 
lands at African American expense. The early decades of the twentieth century 
represented working class white anxiety caused by a rising Afro-American landowning 
class.  Leo McGee and Robert Boone summarized land’s impact with the statement 
“Ownership of land affects one's psychological state, which may be more important, 
                                                          
36 Ida B. Wells exposed the truth to lynching in the late 1890s. She assessed that lynching was not a 
reaction to protecting white womanhood but rather protecting white manhood. The economically viable 
African American emasculated white men whose status in society was rooted in racial superiority, 
especially to African American men. Rather than admit that racial standing and white insecurity drove 
lynching, rape and miscegenation were used to scapegoat African American men.  
 
37 Ibid, 174-175. 
 
38 Attala County Chancery Court Docket, 3973.  
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particularly at a time when blacks are attempting to show greater signs of security and 
independence in determining their own destiny.”39  
Whereas land created and re-enforced racial consciousness, it also provided Afro-
Americans economic options. African American families utilized inherited lands to 
capitalize on their land’s value. Partitioning inherited land created instant capital as well 
as the potential for new Afro-Americans to enter the landholding class. To eliminate the 
risk of losing their land, mostly via non-payment of taxes, families with several heirs sold 
the inherited land and pocketed the difference. This decision allowed family members to 
profit from their land rather than lose the land without gaining benefit.40    
Intra-racial land exchanges exhibited economic-political empowerment. African 
American ability to own land was not a white dominated proposition. Land transactions 
between African Americans eliminated concerns whether whites would sell them land. 
Landownership from this perspective is necessary to investigate because this practice 
lessened white control over and invasion into African American labor and personal lives. 
Afro-Americans were creating a pathway for others within their race to increase their 
ability to benefit from their labor.  
This action opened the doors to participate in the capitalist system. African 
Americans could use their land as collateral to access capital for their business endeavors 
and ventures. Intra-racial land exchanges gave Afro-Americans the opportunity to pass 
lad down generationally which would allow those generations to begin with some 
                                                          
39 Leo McGee and Robert Boone, “Black Rural Land Decline in the South”, The Black Scholar, vol. 8 no. 7 
(May 1977), 11. 
 
40  In “Black Rural Land Decline in the South”, Leo McGee and Robert Boone categorized partitioning as a 
leading factor in African American land decline in rural areas. Partitioning occurred when large families 
could not decide how to manage land inheritances and decided to sell the land and split the proceeds, p.8.  
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economic standing. The described benefits helped shape the Afro-American economic 
profile. No longer were they landless chattel and peasants. The once peasant class 
usurped the former master’s ability to dictate his and/or her economic pace and 
progression. The lack of research and attention on this perspective indicates that most 
historians of Afro-American history and/or studies have chosen to focus on the Afro-
American peasantry and the systems that prevented their landowning ability. In doing so, 
what is lost is a rich narrative of landowning African Americans and their impact on 
intra-racial and interracial relationships and societal structures.   
   Land transactions at times blurred the lines between social acceptability and 
social violations. Such circumstances required whites to deal with African Americans as 
equals. In these situations, it would be difficult to follow all rules regarding social 
etiquette. African Americans and whites negotiated the terms of the deal. In some 
instances, white women sold to African American men which indicate close proximity 
between the two groups. For James Henry Carr and his white father Alfred, acquired land 
from Minerva Peeler, Nancy Peeler and Elvira Brunt.41 There were no white men 
representing the women. The presence of an Afro-American man did not trigger the need 
for white male protection regardless of the social stigma surrounding African American 
men’s threat to white women.  
 The situation paints James’ race at most, insignificant, in the business transaction.  
Once the transaction reached consensus, the parties finalized the deal with legal 
documentation. Land records do not indicate the race or phenotypes of the involved 
                                                          
41 Attala County Chancery Court Deed Book F, Page 671-672. 
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parties. Nor does the record describe the parties in a manner that delineated one party 
superior or inferior.    
Early 20th Century Landownership 
 The twentieth century’s first decade produced a different type of political 
landscape. This landscape centered on violent tactics to drive African Americans from 
their lands. Despite this growing trend, Afro-American landowning continued. This 
landholding class created the nucleus for empowerment and liberation. This class 
represented the literate, illiterate, wealth creating, educating, and the politically active 
and inactive (in varying combinations). By 1910, 13,219 Afro-Americans lived in Attala 
County. 5.089 constituted the adult population. There were 2,663 Afro-American 
households. 740 Afro-Americans owned land which constituted 14.54 percent of the 
adult Afro-American population and 27.78 percent of all Afro-American households.42  
Landownership in the rural South was not rare but occurred more frequently. 
Loren Schweninger’s study of Southern African American property owners provided a 
solid understanding and insight into property ownership. The correlation he drew 
between land and societal inclusion was significant. Whether the motivation behind 
owning land was to assimilate into American society or prevent segments of that society 
from further exploitation is not known on a case-by-case basis. What can be concluded is 
that owning land allowed a significant number of African Americans to have land access. 
Owning land had a ripple effect throughout the African American community. 
Buying land did not begin and end with the purchaser. The impact stemmed to spouses, 
                                                          
42 Data extracted from Attala County’s 1910 census information.  
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children, and other family members. African American land analysis often looks at acres, 
number of owners, value, etc. What is overlooked is the number of African Americans 
who benefit from these landowners. Land represented control. Either African Americans 
controlled their land and greater labor autonomy, or whites would possess substantial 
leverage. Using household data from the 1910 federal census, 3.132 African Americans 
possessed access to land as a result of the 740 landowners. They resided on the lands and 
reaped the same benefits as its owner.  
Overall approximately thirty percent of African Americans had access to land by 
1910.43 Former slaves born between 1810 and 1860 constituted forty percent of 
landowners and sixty percent belonged to the group of Afro-Americans born at the end of 
slavery or during the first decades of emancipation. How can these numbers be used to 
analyze land’s connection to empowerment and liberation? Land was tangible evidence 
that African Americans possessed greater control of their destinies. Land provided them 
with options and entry into capitalist ventures. African Americans secured greater 
personal protections such as safety. African Americans yielded greater control of their 
efforts to empower themselves to escape twentieth century Southern politics’ oppressive 
agenda.  
Labor Diversification 
Afro-American labor cannot be studied singularly. Their labor was multi-
dimensional and more complicated than what historians have presented. The Southern 
                                                          
43 This figure comes from the 1910 census record. The number of landowners and those within their 
households constitute this figure. This figure does not include kinship ties which increases the number 
significantly.  
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economy was agricultural; therefore, the primary occupation was agricultural related, 
primarily farming. Emphasizing farming has hindered the labor discussion more 
specifically Afro-American rural labor. Historians have not only generalized Afro-
American labor, but within those generalizations also paint a one-sided, victimized 
portrayal of the Afro-American laborer. Historians center exploitation and manipulation 
at the heart of African American labor history. This perspective rendered Afro-Americans 
not as controllers but rather prisoners of their labor in the post-Civil War South. As 
Bradley Bond stated regarding attitudes toward black labor, “Common knowledge among 
contemporaries held that the closer a white man stood to African Americans in matters of 
economics, the more jealous he defended his tenuous status as a free man.”44 Bond is 
describing a post-Civil War mentality; however, one that probably carried over from 
slavery.    
One has to look to pre-Civil War history to find Afro-American labor presented in 
an empowering fashion. Colonial and Antebellum historians such as Ira Berlin and 
Eugene Genovese explained in Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of 
Slavery in North America and Roll Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made that masters 
did not entirely own slave labor. These historians discussed slaves possessing the 
capability to capitalize on their own labor. Slaves understood that self-control of one’s 
labor equated to opportunities for freedom and independence. The slave discovered that 
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Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1995), 155. 
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his real power lay in his/her labor. The master’s fate rested in their ability to produce for 
his/her benefit.45  
Post-emancipation labor discussion has little connectivity to how historians wrote 
slave labor history. The focus shifted to the ways in which the white planter class sought 
to control and exploit freedmen/women’s labor. The freedmen/women became objects of 
a white capitalist machine where the freedmen/women have little to no voice or choice as 
to how they utilize and perform labor. The discussion centers on labor contracts, crop-
lien system, convict leasing, sharecropping, and the numerous form in which Afro-
American labor was exploited. The post-emancipation narrative leaves no room to 
discuss how Afro-Americans diversified their labor to empower themselves and push 
forward towards gaining greater levels of independence. The impression left is the 
landless peasant whose labor is controlled by their landlord. The peasant remains in a 
petulant state of oppression that has little to no positive solution.  
In order to have a more nuanced discussion of Afro-American labor, the 
discussion cannot center on cotton production or Black Belt agriculture. Pete Daniel 
discussed historian’s focus on the Black Belt led to its dominating the Southern history 
narrative. Daniel’s point reflects historian’s attention to study areas with the greatest 
African American density. Discussing Southern rural labor without centering cotton 
sounds farfetched. However, despite cotton’s dominance within the overall historical 
                                                          
45 Ira Berlin. Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of Slavery in North America (Cambridge: 
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1998), 34 & Eugene Genovese. Roll Jordan Roll: The 
World the Slaves Made (New York: First Vintage Books Press, 1972), 3, 5-6. Despite the paternalist 
reputation Genovese has garnered, his discussion of slave labor paints the slave master in a vulnerable 
situation where he/she has to negotiate with slaves who came to recognize that the true power was not in 
the whip but in the labor that bought the whip.  
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narrative, the discussion warrants attention. Shifting the spotlight from cotton production 
and the Black Belt allows for a better comprehension as how African Americans secured 
labor empowerment and liberation.  
Following slavery, Mississippi established itself as the leader cotton producing 
state in the United States. Mississippi produced 451,950 cotton bales. By 1879, 
Mississippi increased its cotton production to 963,111 cotton bales. During this twenty-
year span, the state produced eighteen and sixteen percent of the United States’ cotton.46 
Beyond the Black Belt, African American cotton production. Between 1870 and 1880, 
the Attala County white population maintained its sixty-forty population majority; 
however, African Americans did not supersede white cotton production. Attala County 
was the largest cotton producer in the short-leaf pine and oak upland region producing 
15,285 cotton bales.47  White laborers raised 8,613 cotton bales compared to 5,924 bales 
Afro-American laborers raised.48 Their production was less than one-hundredth a percent 
of the state’s total cotton production.49  
These numbers can be interpreted in different ways: white laborers were more 
efficient cotton producers/pickers than black laborers, there were less black laborers in 
the workforce than white laborers, or land ownership allowed Afro- Americans to move 
                                                          
46 Cotton Production in the South, pp.8-9. 
 
47 Eugene W. Hilgard. Report on the Cotton Production of the State of Mississippi with a Discussion of The 
General Agricultural Features of the State, p.205, 
https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/decennial/1880/vol-05-06-cotton/1880v5-03.pdf. There is a 
748 cotton bale discrepancy between Hilgard’s report and the Attala County State Census return. 
  
48 Series 100, State Census Returns, 1818-1880, n.d.,  
http://www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/46141  
 
49 Refer to Hilgard’s report summarizing total cotton production, p.205. 
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away from cotton production and resulted in the white business class having to rely more 
on white labor. Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch discussed in One Kind of Freedom: 
The Economic Consequences of Freedom that African American labor withdrawal 
following emancipation. African Americans decided to work less and find ways to enjoy 
their new-found freedom.50 Ransom and Sutch presented Afro-American as labor 
selective rather than labor coerced. This perspective is important because it provides a 
glimpse into how Afro-Americans envisioned their labor usage. Emancipation 
empowered freedmen/women to liberate their labor. No longer was it solely oppressed by 
whites but rather controlled by its original owner, the worker him/herself.  
Were Ransom and Sutch suggesting that Afro-Americans had the privilege to 
decide whether or not to engage in labor despite vagrancy law enforcement? According 
to Attala County 1867 labor contracts, less than ten percent of the Afro-American 
population entered into contracts. With fewer Afro- Americans working for solely for 
whites, white labor would become the alternative source. Pete Daniel described Yeomen 
farmers’ post-Civil War economic condition near that of freedmen as many yeomen 
farmers were reduced to sharecropping status.51  
Cotton was Mississippi’s major cash crop during slavery and that trend continued 
following emancipation. The increased focus on cotton reduces the discussion on other 
cash crops. What has been lost the conversation is discussion of other crops that were 
                                                          
50 Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch. One Kind of Freedom: The Economic Consequences of Slavery 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 5-6. 
 
51 Pete Daniel. Breaking the Land: The Transformation of Cotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures since 1880 
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1985), 4. 
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significant to Mississippi’s economy during the post-Civil War era. Second to cotton 
production was Indian corn.  
By 1880, Indian corn accounted for approximately 91 percent of Mississippi’s 
agricultural output at 21,340,800 bushels. Attala County produced the most Indian corn 
in the Short-leaf pine and oak region. The county produced 413,532 bushels. Other crops 
grown in the county included, 66,106 bushels of oats, 6,981 bushels of wheat, and 66,782 
bushels of sweet potatoes.52 Crop diversity also indicates a shift from cotton. As a 
Louisiana newspaper stated, “Southern farmers would never be prosperous so long as 
they concentrated their entire effort on cotton growing.”53 Although not known what 
every Afro-American Attala County farmer grew, one fact is known that cotton wasn’t 
their sole focal point. Elizabeth Bethel painted a similar portrayal of African American 
farmers in the Promised Land community of Abbeville, South Carolina. During the 
1870s, farmers in the community developed an economic strategy that centered on 
subsistence farming and less on cotton production. The rationale being that de-
emphasizing cotton cultivation correlated to economic independence.54 As Bethel stated, 
“Through this strategy man of them avoided the “economic nightmare” which fixated the 
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status of other small-scale cotton growers at a level of permanent peonage well into the 
twentieth century.”55    
The Afro-American farmer differs from the farm laborer (tenant farmer). For 
many freedmen/women, farming was the logical occupational choice. Most spent their 
lives connected to agricultural labor; therefore, it made sense to continue following their 
emancipation. Agriculture was as much African as it was African American or European. 
Amie Cesaire discussed in Discourse on Colonialism that Africa was the origin of 
agricultural development. Although agriculture was hijacked during slavery, the post-
emancipation period provided Afro-Americans the opportunity to reclaim a significant 
part of their African heritage. Their continued presence within the agricultural industry 
cannot be viewed solely as an extension of the slavery regime. They remained in an 
industry that their ancestors developed, and they perfected. The problems they faced 
centered on the fact that the planter class understood the power that Afro- American 
agricultural labor held. The obvious solution became to gain control of their labor before 
Afro-Americans were able to utilize their own labor.  
 The farming occupation cannot be viewed as an inferior occupation. Despite the 
national and global economy moving towards urbanization; agriculture remained central 
to the world economy. The Afro-American farmer played a vital role in sustaining local, 
state, national, and global economies. This notion gets lost in historical analysis because 
the focus is stagnated addressing the farm laborer and not the farmer. The intersection 
between land and labor can better be understood looking at the landowning farmer. This 
                                                          
55 Ibid. 28. Bethel highlighted the African American farmer as possessing the freedom to choose how he or 
she chose to diversify their labor. The African American farmer was not bound or destined to pick cotton. 
Some understood the necessity to use their land and labor to propel themselves beyond the status quo.  
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category is not reserved for whites or the few privileged African Americans. More 
African Americans comprised a larger section of this category than has been written. In 
Attala County, 566 Afro-Americans owned farms at the start of the 20th century.56  
Farming was an organic Southern occupation. It was the one occupation that most 
freedmen/women yielded the most expertise and skills. Ransom and Sutch alluded to 
farming as an occupation that African Americans sought escape rather than embrace. 
Their discussion of Afro-American Americans who “managed” to escape non-farming or 
labor occupations plays into stereotyping farming either typical or inferior.57 The notion 
that “Western” occupations held superiority emphasizes Eurocentric thought. Farming 
allowed Afro-Americans to remake Africa in the New South. To de-emphasize farming 
or agricultural labor completely detaches Afro-Americans from their African past; 
thereby, making farming and agriculture a Western phenomenon, not a Diasporic one. In 
labor’s grand scheme, the independent farmer represented the foil to white supremacy. 
Once this status was reached, white power was limited, and whites had to contend with a 
population not bound to their land.  
 Farmer’s independence grew throughout the latter 19th century. Between 1880 and 
1900 the number of farmers in Attala County grew from 693 to 1696. Although the 
number of Afro-American farm owners for 1880 is not known, by 1900, 509 Afro-
Americans farmers owned their farms which constituted thirty percent.58 In 1910, this 
                                                          
56 Data taken from the 1900 federal census of Attala County.  
 
57 Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch. One Kind of Freedom: The Economic Consequences of 
Emancipation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 31-35.  
 
58 1900 United States Federal Census. Figures consist of both African American and mulatto farm owners. 
Seventy percent of farmers rented. The rental status does not mean that they rented from whites only. If 
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number increased slightly to 538 African American owned farms.59 The continued 
increase in farm ownership indicates levels of continued success. As agriculture shifted 
toward mechanization within the increasingly urbanization national and global economy, 
Afro-American labor kept up with the changing times. Occupational diversity allowed 
them to remain economically relevant while securing greater independence in an 
increasingly segregating world.     
 Afro-Americans created a stratified rural economy that included occupations that 
were not farming and/or agricultural orientated. Former slaves took the skills learned 
from slavery and translated them into occupations. Others learned skills allowing them to 
choose their occupations. When looking at Afro- American occupations from a 
generalized perspective, an accurate picture of Afro- American Southern labor cannot be 
assessed. Ransom and Sutch post-emancipation labor analysis focuses mostly on 1870 
census data. They noted the small number of skilled craftsman which would be expected 
five years following emancipation. Schweninger also discussed that occupational shifts 
also contributed to Afro-Americans being able to earn capital and building a new life for 
themselves including drayman, porters, servants, etc.60   
Without extending this analysis to include 1880 and 1900 census data, voter 
registration records, or county census data, this analysis does not provide an in-depth 
                                                          
African Americans sold land to one another, then they possessed the ability to rent their farm land to other 
African Americans.  
 
59 1910 United States Federal Census.  
 
60 Loren Schweninger. Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915 (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1990), 149. 
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look into African American labor practices. Afro-Americans built labor empowerment 
throughout the post-slavery era. The question becomes what how did rural labor look 
beyond agriculture? Attala County’s 1880 county census returns indicated thirty-seven 
occupational categories.61 Figure 4, Attala County Occupations, reflects occupational 
types and number of people within each profession. Figure 5, Afro-American Registered 
Voters Non-Farming/Labor Occupations 1892-1899, reflects African American 
occupations. Voter registration records provide a look into what post-Civil War 
occupations.62  
                                                          
61 These numbers are misleading because wives are listed as farmhands and housekeepers which may not 
indicate working outside the home. A spouse could work on their own land in the capacity of a laborer or 
housekeeper. They may not have been separate outside-the-home occupations. Certain occupations listed in 
the federal census such as blacksmith do not appear in the county records.  
 
62 These records provided the clearest depiction of African American labor outside census records. The 
number of African Americans in these positions does not represent all African Americans. Some 
occupations such as butcher and teamster is not listed. The labor category may include specific occupations 
which were not specified.  
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Figure 4 1880 Attala County Occupations Afro-American/White 
 
Source: 1880 Attala County census returns.  
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Figure 5 Afro-American Registered Voters Non-Farming/Laborer Occupations 1892-1899  
 
Source: Attala County voter registration books. 
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The rural Afro-American labor spectrum contained occupational variety 
indicating that former slaves utilized their prior skills or developed new skills creating 
occupational and economic opportunities. Following emancipation, Southern whites 
depended on Afro-Americans to provide the same skills as freedmen as they did as 
slaves. As a result, freedmen positioned themselves for greater economic growth.63 
Slaves transformed their skills to gain greater degrees of freedom from their former 
masters. Using Eric Williams ‘framework that slavery was based on the exploitation of 
cheap and continuous labor,64 Africans/Afro-Americans learned to exploit their own 
labor for their benefit as opposed to creating wealth for their master without receiving 
any benefit in return.   
Tom Newell was born in November 1839 in Yazoo County, Mississippi. Tom 
was owned by Jimmie Newell who was a father figure for Tom. Tom was hired out by 
his master. He worked as a logger and an iron maker in Biloxi, Mississippi. Upon 
arriving in Attala County, Tom was hired out by his master to help create the 
Kosciusko’s infrastructure. Tom’s employment earned him a yearly salary 
approximately six hundred to seven hundred dollars.65 Tom Newell exemplified a slave 
who was able to use his skills to exert some financial and economic independence. 
                                                          
63 Booker T. Washington and W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Negro in the South: His Economic Progress in 
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64 Eric Williams. Capitalism and Slavery (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1944), 18-19. 
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Following emancipation, Tom became a brick layer and landowner.66 Although easy to 
assume farming as the dominant occupation, African Americans pushed beyond 
agriculture. In Attala County, non-farming occupations included blacksmithing, brick 
masonry, printers, painters, teachers, preachers, grocers, jewelers, merchants, newspaper 
editors, washer women, cooks, shoemakers, butchers, shoe repairmen, carpenters, 
pressmen, teamsters, delivery men, and barbers.67    
Afro-Americans recognized the social paradigm shift following Reconstruction. 
An in-depth look into these occupations show Afro-Americans building a society that 
mimicked whites but was African American operated. This was a form of separatist-
nationalism. The emerging color line pushed Afro-Americans into designated spaces. 
Within those spaces, Afro-Americans created an economy that served their community’s 
needs. Without this economic and business development, whites would control Afro-
American economic existence.  Labor independence reflected an understanding that 
wealth creation and self-sustainability correlated to social visibility. This understanding 
allowed Afro-Americans to lessen the probability of being returned to chattel status.  
Afro-American capitalists were not always relegated to “their” space. In some 
instances, they openly competed with their white counterparts. In most rural towns, the 
business hub is the town square. The town square consisted of the courthouse and 
business surrounding the courthouse on four sides. During the 1880s and 1890s, Afro-
Americans operated businesses amongst whites within this space. Alfred Frazier and 
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67 The occupations listed were gathered from census data as well as voter registration data. Registrants 
listed their occupations. These records indicate occupations not picked up by the census and show how 
occupations varied.  
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George Bullock owned a grocery store and barber shop respectively.  These businesses 
integrated the county’s physical environment and possibly its social environment if these 
businesses equally served both a white and Afro-American clientele. Economic 
empowerment pushed the boundaries of liberation.  Afro-American owned spaces could 
not be easily subjected to rules of racial etiquette. How could an African American 
owned business impose the color line on itself? With no county or state laws in place 
dictating the environment within these spaces, white patrons exposed themselves to 
abiding by African American rules.  
George Bullock’s barber shop serves as the best example to gauge racial etiquette 
within a business. George Bullock was born in October 1865. As a young man he 
assisted a white barber until he opened his own shop. George advertised his business in 
the Star Ledger. George’s barber shop gained steady patronage. According to the History 
of Kosciusko, his patrons kept their personal shaving mugs at the shop displaying their 
name and initials.68 There were no reports of any racial incidents involving the barber 
shop. Questions that arise, did George have separate chairs? Did he use separate 
equipment? Did white patrons wait while George assisted an Afro-American customer? 
Two possible outcomes stem from these questions. Either George upheld racial etiquette 
norms correlating to popularity among whites or George’s barbering skills were 
masterful to the point that white men co-existed with African American men to receive 
George’s services.  
  
                                                          
68 Kosciusko Historical Society. Kosciusko-Attala History (1984), 60.  
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In addition to Frazier and Bullock, Afro-American merchants were not a 
temporary phenomenon. Asa Simpson was Attala County’s first Afro-American grocer. 
His store’s location was adjacent to the town’s square where the city’s telephone office 
was later constructed. Asa Simpson was born in Mississippi in 1845. Census records 
indicate that Asa was mulatto and by 1870 his personal estate was valued at thirty-five 
dollars. Alexander Jones opened Attala County’s first Afro-American restaurant. 
Alexander, son of Ishmael and Martha Jones, was born in December 1866 in Aberdeen, 
Mississippi. Alexander may have been mulatto although some records indicate him as 
Afro-American. Alexander’s parents were from South Carolina and had been married 
since 1860. Alexander’s paternal grandfather was born in Africa. Between 1880 and the 
mid-1890s, Alexander and his parents came to Kosciusko. He married Laura Journey, 
daughter of Jackson Journey and Harriet Ayers, on February 27, 1898. Alexander was an 
educated man and by 1900 owned his own home, mortgage free. His first noted 
occupation was a garden laborer; however, transitioned into a merchant operating a 
grocery and confectionary store.69   
 Mary Alice Alston was born in January 1861 in Oktibbeha County, Mississippi. 
Her mother, Vina, died when in 1865. Her father, a white man, died when in 1867. Alice 
relocated to Attala where at age 10 she joined the First Baptist Church in Kosciusko. 
Alice earliest profession was a cook. She later obtained her education at Jackson 
College. In 1888, Alice became president of the Union District Society and was a 
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founding member of the Women’s General Baptist Missionary Society of Mississippi.70 
By 1900, Alice owned her home and took in boarders including Attala County’s only 
Afro-American practicing physician, Dr. Theodore James. Within the next ten years, 
Alice opened a grocery store. Her business savvy afforded her to live a life of leisure. On 
February 20, 1905 Alice visited New Orleans to observe Mardi Gras.71 Afro-American 
rural labor is not generally discussed as providing a lifestyle conducive to leisure. Alice 
Alston demonstrated that Afro-American entrepreneurs could thrive in Mississippi’s 
repressive economic system. Jim Mallett, Sol Jamison, and Thomas Griffin also entered 
the grocery business. With these many stores, it is not known whether they serviced 
white patrons. What is known is that Afro-Americans had access to their choice of 
businesses to meet their consumer needs. Afro-Americans positioned themselves to 
allow their dollars to be spent in business owned by their own.   
 Afro-Americans operated businesses such as bakeries from their domiciles. Afro-
American women utilized the home to create business ventures. These businesses often 
involved skills such as cooking and laundering that many Afro-American women 
acquired during slavery. Mary Ida McMichael ran a bakery from her home in the Zama 
Community. Mary, daughter of Port Wilson, was born in April 1872 in Neshoba County, 
Mississippi. Following her marriage to Charles Edward McMichael and move to Attala 
County, Mary began baking good such as cakes and selling them within the community. 
Her cliental included both Afro-American and white customers. Mary’s business was 
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atypical for the majority businesses started by Afro-American women. Laundering 
became a standard business practice.  
The laundering profession was one of the first recognized professions in 
Mississippi. In 1866, Afro-American women in Jackson, Mississippi organized their 
wage labor and formed the “first known collective action of free Black workingwomen 
in American history” and “the first labor organization of Black workers in Mississippi.72 
Afro-American women understood that their domestic skills allowed them greater labor 
negotiating power to both white men and women. The ability to set wages and demand 
that those wages be acknowledged by whites and other Afro-American washer women 
indicated that Afro-American women possessed a keen understanding of their labor 
power despite its “domestic” economic category. In Attala County, the profession grew 
between 1880 and 1900.  In 1880, seventeen Afro-American women listed washer as 
their occupation. By 1900, 104 Afro-American identified washer as their occupation.  
Beyond retail and service, Afro-Americans transformed their skills into 
businesses centered on their trade. Painting, bricklaying, shoemaking, carpentry, and 
cabinet-making were occupations entered into by Afro-Americans that afforded them the 
chance to increase their economic earning potential.  They expanded their economic 
prospects through labor mobility. They did not work solely in their town or county. 
Afro-Americans often traveled to other places to perform services.  Carroll County 
officials hired Charley Lovelady to paint its courthouse in 1905.73 Teachers remained 
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employed teaching in schools across the state. Howard McLemore laid building 
foundations throughout the state and other Southern locales. The number of blue and 
white-collar jobs in addition to independent farmers was the basis of a working class, 
rural bourgeois. The combination of economic and class status created an economic base 
that supported and protected parts of the Afro-American community from complete 
white rule. These individuals broke economic oppression and established an existence 
that limited white influence.  
Afro-Americans expanded their business ventures to include operating multiple 
businesses simultaneously. Howard and Carrie Huffman exemplified a sophisticated 
business mindset. Howard Huffman was born on May 26, 1883 in Kosciusko. His 
mother, Charlotte Thompson, died when he was young. Howard was raised by his uncle 
and aunt, Hanson and Amanda Huffman. Howard married Carrie Brooks. Carrie, 
daughter of Reverend Nathan Brooks and Octavia Jones, came from Noxubee County, 
Mississippi. After their marriage, they began operating a café. As their business thrived, 
they purchased land to expand their business which included a grocery store and meat 
market. They expanded their business portfolio after opening a barber and pressing 
shop.74  
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Image 11: George Bullock 
(Courtesy of Trenace Ford)  
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Image 12: Mary Alice Alston 
Patrick Henry Thompson, The History of Negro Baptists in Mississippi. 
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Image 13: Mary Ida McMichael 
(Courtesy of June McMichael Hall) 
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    Image 14: Howard Huffman and Family 
(Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne)  
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Conclusion 
Afro-Americans were to be a class bound to the land under the control of whites. 
Following emancipation, most African Americans were a people without land rights. The 
years of forced labor and production did not equate to immediate land access once 
emancipation arrived. Afro-Americans re-organized their labor and translated it to 
landownership. Acquiring land represented the best solution for them to seize greater 
control of their lives and livelihoods. The pathway to owning land began with earning 
capital. They worked to shape how their labor would translate to personal and community 
advancement. The landless peasant worked within and outside the system to raise him/her 
to heights that they dreamed. Land and labor liberation was not linear. It was met with 
hardship and resistance.  
As Ransom and Sutch concluded their chapter on the legacy of slavery, 
“Emancipation proved to be a cause of friction, not because blacks were incapable of 
establishing their independence, but because they asserted their independence and 
insisted upon institutional arrangements more their liking than those envisioned for them 
by whites.”75 A monolithic land and labor class could not translate to the varying levels 
of economic independence gained by several Attala County Afro-Americans. Examining 
life beyond tenant farming illustrated Afro-American labor as diverse and complex.   
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CHAPTER 4 
NO DUMB NIGGERS:  
EDUCATION, THE PATHWAY TO LIBERATION 
Introduction 
Education was the pathway for mental empowerment which paved the way to 
secure the necessary resources needed for an autonomous existence. African Americans 
desired education in order to overcome the physical and mental barriers established 
during slavery. Most states throughout the Confederacy prohibited slaves from obtaining 
literacy. The educated slave was a dangerous slave. Slaveholders understood that 
controlling the mind correlated to controlling the body. African Americans were aware 
that literacy held power. They sought all possible means to provide themselves with the 
necessary reading and writing skills to break their master’s shackles. In the post-Civil 
War era, African Americans made education a top priority. Their freedom depended on 
their ability to understand and negotiate their way through the evolving American 
society.  
This chapter analyzes African American education from Reconstruction to the 
first decade of the 20th century. It will examine the ways that African Americans obtained 
education, created educational institutions, and how those institutions transformed 
African Americans from a vulnerable to an empowered population. The chapter argues 
that education was the one area that yielded African Americans the highest levels of 
empowerment and represented the most potent weapon in the liberation arsenal. African 
Americans had the power to obtain education without permission from their opposition 
despite efforts to thwart said power. Analyzing education and its impact from the local 
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perspective provides contextualization with the broader state, national, and global 
narrative.  
The history of Afro-American education is not cut and dry. Their educational 
pursuits were driven by the urge to regain what had been taken. Education was not 
always taboo during slavery. In some cases, the master benefited from possessing an 
educated slave. The educated slave was a profitable slave who was not dependent upon 
his master. Education exposed slaves to arts, sciences, mathematics, business, etc.1Ira 
Berlin elaborated this point in Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of 
Slavery in North America, where he discussed the financial benefits that white slave 
owners reaped from allowing their slaves to obtain certain levels of autonomy. Although 
this represented a small percentage of the slave population, the slave masses found ways 
to obtain education using religion as their entry point.  For the slave masses, education 
was negotiated. Slaves and whites negotiated the extent that education was received and 
its usage. A few educated slaves represented no threat to the social order; however, mass 
education represented a Pandora’s Box that scared the white population.  
 Frank Lambert discussed in his work, “'I Saw the Book Talk': Slave Readings of 
the First Great Awakening,” that the First Great Awakening from 1740 to 1780 was one 
of the earliest periods in American history in which white society as a collective 
expressed fear of literate slaves. Anglican missionaries were reluctant to convert slaves to 
Christianity. Slaves saw conversion as a means to gain access to education. Reading was 
                                                          
1 Jay S. Stowell. Methodist Adventures in Negro Education (New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 
1922), xix. 
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a special focus because it was prohibited.2 Conversation motivated slaves, and they saw 
conversion as an educational pathway.  Whites feared that slaves would utilize literacy 
for their own purposes beyond their master’s control. Slave masters’ feared literacy 
would drive personal ambition and vanity.3 The master did not want slaves to become 
enlightened; therefore, wanted to speak for the slave and preserve the master-slave 
relationship.4 Knowledge represented power. Slave owners withheld as much knowledge 
possible to preserve their authority and superiority.  
 Christopher Hager explained in his work, Word by Word: Emancipation and the 
Act of Writing, the idea of literate slaves became a great fear amongst slaveholders. In the 
mind of the slaveholder, a literate slave was a liberated slave who would gain the 
capacity to think for his/herself, exchange ideas of freedom with other slaves, gain a 
broader understanding of their current situation by which plans and strategies for escape 
and rebellion could be formulated.5 Another fear associated with reading was writing. 
Whites saw writing as the last barrier preventing participation in voting and governance.6  
Despite white society’s overall objection to education, its presence was not 
nonexistent. Although masters forbade education, they could not avoid needing educated 
slaves. Slaves who took crops to market needed reading and counting abilities to ensure 
                                                          
2 Frank Lambert, “'I Saw the Book Talk': Slave Readings of the First Great Awakening,” The Journal of 
Negro History 77, no. 4 (Autumn 1992): 13-15. 
 
3 Ibid.  
 
4Heather Andrea Williams. Self-Taught: African American Education in Slavery and Freedom (Chapel 
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 7. 
 
5 Christopher Hager. Word By Word: Emancipation and the Act of Writing (Cambridge, Harvard University 
Press, 2013), 31.  
 
6 Ibid. 34. 
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proper payment. Some slaves possessed the ability to read and write. Slave children were 
exposed to education via the masters’ children whom they accompanied. Other slaves 
acquired materials and shared them amongst other slaves. Education represented a 
complex paradigm. Attempts to restrict its access only fueled attempts for its acquisition. 
Formerly oppressed peoples pushed towards acquiring education and making it available 
for the masses. This mission was undertaken against a white mentality determined to 
create the conditions of the Antebellum past.7   
In The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most 
Progressive Era, Douglas R. Egerton discussed that following slavery, African 
Americans were determined to educate themselves despite opposition.8 During the Civil 
War, African Americans showed their determination to read and acquire education. Both 
African American soldiers and African American refugees of war expressed a desire to 
acquire education. The American Freedman Inquiry Commission stated, “sufficient 
evidence is before the commission that colored refugees in general place a high value 
both on education for their children and religious instruction for themselves,”9  
African Americans understood that education was the difference between chattel 
slavery and freedom. African Americans knew that the acquisition of education was not 
some radical concept but one of common sense, survival, and racial progression. The 
power that whites held over African Americans stemmed from their understanding how 
                                                          
7 Christopher M. Span. From Cotton Field to Schoolhouse: African American Education in Mississippi, 
1862-1875 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 102.  
 
8 Douglas R. Egerton. The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most 
Progressive Era (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2014), 137.  
 
9 Heather Andrea Williams. Self-Taught: African American Education in Slavery and Freedom (Chapel 
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 36. 
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the system operated. If African Americans understood the same system and began to 
demand their equality within it, then the racial framework that espoused white superiority 
to black inferiority would be forever changed. Vernon Lane Wharton explained that prior 
to any legislation that established school systems in Mississippi that African Americans 
took the initiative to build their own educational system with community school 
establishment.10  
In Lafayette County, Mississippi, African Americans in the Borem Community 
pursued education to the point that they quit working.11 This example represented the 
attitudes towards education that freedmen exercised. Education trumped labor and 
indicated that African Americans viewed education as a break from their chattel past. Jay 
Stowell stated in his reference to education, “The "forbidden fruit" had become the one 
thing supremely to be desired. There was little or no attempt to take over the property of 
former masters; slight was the concern for material possessions so long as there was a rag 
to cover the body, a crust of bread to eat, or a shelter of any sort available; the supreme 
passion was the passion to learn. The school was the one thing needful, and the ability to 
read and write was the golden key to unlock the riches of the world.”12 This attitude 
defined the Afro-American Reconstruction era perspective and launched them to 
spearhead an educational movement.  
                                                          
10 Vernon Lane Wharton. The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1947), 243. 
 
11 Charles Arthur Williamson, Reconstruction in Lafayette County, In Reconstruction in Northern 
Mississippi Counties. Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, University of Mississippi, 
14-15. 
 
12 Jay S. Stowell. Methodist Adventures in Negro Education (New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 
1922), xxi. 
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African Americans pushed state-funded education into Reconstruction politics. 
James D. Anderson elaborated on the effects of African American determination for 
education when he discussed in his book, The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-
1935, that blacks were at the forefront of bringing state-funded education to the South. 
While African Americans sustained community schools, at the state-level, African 
American republicans proceeded to make the state financially responsible for the 
freedmen’s education.13 William Harris provided a well-rounded analysis of the African 
American educational agenda and their push to have it included in the 1868 Mississippi 
constitution. Other historians have written African American educational history focusing 
primarily on the unequal distribution of funds and supplies between African American 
and white schools. Historians have not discussed education as African American efforts 
to secure reparations.  
How can the reparations perspective be utilized to demonstrate empowerment and 
liberation? By 1866, a year after emancipation, half-a-million African Americans were 
acquiring literacy and education in some capacity regardless of their age.14 Two years 
after emancipation, African Americans had constructed approximately 1,200 schools that 
consisted of approximately 1,400 teachers, and nearly 78,000 pupils. By 1869, the 
number of schools and pupils doubled.15 Although African American had self-financed 
their educational pursuits, state-funded education would ensure that states bore partial 
                                                          
13 James D. Anderson. The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1988), 19. 
 
14 Douglas R. Egerton. The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most 
Progressive Era (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2014), 149. 
 
15 Ibid. 137.  
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financial burden. State-funded education was a re-distribution of wealth that would allow 
African Americans to obtain the necessary skills to understand employment contracts 
managing their own finances. Land and suffrage would be vulnerable if African 
Americans were educationally deprived.  
State-funded education would expedite educational acquisition without the added 
financial burden on African American communities. Former Confederate states and the 
federal government, who permitted Southern slavery, would indirectly provide African 
Americans the funding to enhance their livelihood and challenge the systems that 
hindered their upward mobility. African Americans manipulated whites into supplying 
resources to build their schools. William Harris noted that the construction of school 
buildings were part of an agreement in which blacks negotiated their labor to construct 
school buildings for both races in exchange for building materials at white citizen’s 
expense.16 In addition to state dollars being spent to educate African American students, 
African Americans used private dollars to further their educational agenda. Education 
allowed for an informed African American voter who could vote for whom would best 
serve their interests.17  
In Mississippi, African American republicans pushed and shaped education 
policy. Not only did they use their influence to ensure an educational system, but also led 
the fight to exclude racial hegemony. During the convention, George Stovall introduced 
amendment to the education article that would create a separate school system. The bill 
                                                          
16 William C. Harris. The Day of the Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 320. 
 
17 Ibid. 147-148. 
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sought to make integrated schools unconstitutional. The black delegation was against the 
amendment. They understood that creating an institution based on racial ideology would 
undermine the system. They used their influence and defeated the Stovall Bill preventing 
the race/education intersection until Congress discussed future legislation.18 Their efforts 
placed into law an education foundation based on the following, “uniform system of free 
public schools, by taxation or otherwise, for all children between ages of five and twenty-
one years.”19  
The implementation of an education platform in southern politics was essential 
for African Americans to break the race from the negative impact of slavery and create a 
group of people who were equipped with the necessary knowledge to compete within 
Mississippi’s restrictive society and transform African Americans to power players in 
various facets of everyday life. Education became how African Americans came to 
control both their bodies and their labor. Without education, they would have continued 
to be at the mercy of the planter class without any viable options to improve their 
conditions.  
African American leadership on the education issue was critical since outside 
parties had their own agenda for educating former slaves. While education was an 
important issue for African Americans, white Democrats and Republican did not make 
education a political priority. Southern Republicans were an extension of the national 
Republican Party. Northern republicans pushed education to maximize Southern labor as 
                                                          
18 William C. Harris. The Day of the Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 149-150. 
 
19 Ibid. 151. Harris described the shrewdness of black republicans. They did not attend the convention to 
stir racial tension with whites. They avoided topics that would play into the fears of whites.  
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part of Northern industrial expansion. Democrats saw little need for educating former 
slaves because it would negatively impact labor. The planter class also objected to 
African Americans obtaining education for different reasons than the challenge to the 
social order. The planter class needed African Americans in the fields; however, the 
growing commitment by African Americans to education meant that there would be less 
bodies in the fields and more in the classrooms.20 The federal government reneged on 
land re-distribution policy forcing African Americans to surrender recently occupied 
lands. African American politicians did not make land re-distribution part of their 
political agenda.       
Analyzing educable school records allow historians to access African American 
education utilization. These records provide evidence that African Americans enrolled in 
public schools which at this time required no mandatory attendance. The Mississippi 
educational system was created in 1871. The earliest educable school records for Attala 
County were sent to Hon. H. Musgrove, auditor of public accounts, on March 1, 1871 by 
J.H. Alexander, the first superintendent of public education.21 The Attala County school 
system was divided into ten sub-districts. The total number of students enrolled in 
schools was 6,303. African Americans comprised 39.81 percent of the student 
population.22 The education enrollment mirrored the 1866 county racial composition. The 
                                                          
20 Christopher M. Span. From Cotton Field to Schoolhouse: African American Education in Mississippi, 
1862-1875 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 11. 
 
21 "Mississippi Enumeration of Educable Children, 1850-1892; 1908-1957," www.familysearch.org. 
 
22 "Mississippi Enumeration of Educable Children, 1850-1892; 1908-1957," www.familysearch.org. 
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early enrollment numbers for both races were on par with the state average for that year.23 
Table 4.1, 1871 Central Mississippi School Enrollment, shows a broader view of Central 
Mississippi education. The chart demonstrates that Afro-Americans either outpaced or 
kept pace with whites in both African American majority and minority counties. Table 
4.2, 1871 Central Mississippi School Enrollment, presents 1872 school enrollment data 
and the enrollment shifts within one school year.  
Table 4.1: 1871 Central Mississippi School Enrollment 
County Afro-American  White  Total %Afro- American 
Attala   2,509   3,794  6,303  39.81 
Carroll   5,592   3,901  8,493  54.07 
Madison  1,985   1,609  3,594  55.23 
Montgomery  2,740   3,804  6,544  41.87  
Totals   12,816   13,108  25,934  49.46 
Source: data obtained from the Mississippi’s educable children records. Records for 
Choctaw, Holmes, Leake, and Winston were not available. 
 
  
                                                          
23 In 1871, the state average for African American enrollment was 40.68 percent, and white enrollment was 
59.32 percent, Harris p.329. 
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Table 4.2: 1872 Central Mississippi School Enrollment 
County African American White  Total %African American  
Attala  1,859   3,436  5,295  35.11  
Carroll  3,138   3,248  6,386  49.14 
Choctaw 1,170   3,861  5,131  22.28    
Holmes 5,221   2,770  7,991  65.34 
Leake  1,186   2,807  3,993  29.70 
Madison 2,751   2,196  4,947  55.61 
Montgomery 2,032   3,220  5,252  38.69 
Winston 1,328   2,342  3,667  36.13  
Totals  18,685   23,880  42,565  43.90 
Source: data obtained from the Mississippi’s educable children records. 
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 Early statistics indicate that Afro-Americans in Carroll County and Madison 
County comprised the majority of school students. Afro-Americans in Attala County and 
Montgomery County yielded respectable percentages. There was little difference between 
total student enrollments. Whites held a 1.08 percent advantage. By 1872, a complete 
picture appeared as all eight counties comprising Attala and its bordering counties had 
records for evaluation. The presence of white counties, Choctaw, Leake, and Winston 
increased both white enrollment indicated by the 10,772 student enrollment increase 
compared to the 5,869 African American enrollment increase. White increased their 
school majority by 5.56 percent. These numbers also indicate African Americans taking 
advantage of an educational system that their African American politics provided them. 
Sizeable white majorities would indicate African American hesitancy, fear, ignorance, or 
white intimidation; however, this does not appear to be the case. African Americans held 
their ground and participated in an institution despite any personal or governmental 
ideological disagreement.  
 The 1880 state census indicated an increase in Afro-American school enrollment. 
The increased enrollment can be attributed to the number of public schools accessible. 
Attala County operated one hundred public schools. African American public schools 
accounted for thirty-four percent of the public schools in the county. The number of 
African American schools can be interpreted as continued educational dedication. 
Educational efforts were not deterred by racial boundaries. In addition to the thirty-four 
African American schools, there were also six schools with African American and white 
students. Line School House, Berea, Shiloh, Rocky Point, Smyrna, Sallis, and Shrocks 
were schools where both African American and white students were recorded as 
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attending these schools simultaneously. Whether these schools were institutionally 
integrated or the location of these schools created a forced integration situation cannot be 
concluded solely from the state census return.24 Vernon Wharton noted that racially 
mixed grade schools had existed in Mississippi since the establishment of the public 
school system.25 William Harris stated that school affairs were under the direction of the 
county elders of both races.26 Harris’ statement provided insight into the potential role 
that African Americans played in securing educational opportunities for their race.  
James Anderson examination of the intersection between race and class can be 
used to provide an explanation for this educational shift. The white working class was not 
as invested in education and held a negative view of the education system. African 
Americans took advantage of the education system as a means of racial progression and 
advancement of the race past societal restrictions.27 Anderson’s assessment provides 
insight to the African American mindset. White attitudes towards education did not 
necessarily influence African American attitudes or their educational aspirations. The 
white majority in Mississippi objected to the idea of African Americans being educated 
                                                          
24 Series 100—State Census Returns, 1818-1880; n.d. Attala County, 
www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/46141 
  
25 Vernon Lane Wharton. The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1947), 246. 
 
26 William C. Harris. The Day of the Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 319. 
 
27 James D. Anderson. The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1988), 25, 27. 
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and wanted to control what was taught in African American schools as a means to 
maintain the white social order.28  
The planter class also objected to African Americans obtaining education for 
different reasons than the challenge to the social order. They needed African Americans 
in the fields; however, the growing commitment by African Americans to education 
meant that there would be fewer bodies in the fields and more in the classrooms.29 The 
planter class believed that education would “spoil the nigger for work,” so as a result they 
sought to modify the plantation system in a way that would replicate the slave system 
regarding the control of one’s labor.30 The broader south echoed the same sentiment. 
Middle and working-class whites objected to black public education. In Louisiana, a 
questionnaire revealed that the planter class believed that blacks should have no 
education whatsoever. White employers threatened to strip black families of their 
livelihoods if they enrolled their children in school in Virginia. In Alabama, a domestic 
worker could be fired if her employers learned her children were going to school.31   
Both the overall and monthly attendance records allow for further discussion 
regarding decolonization. Education represented mental decolonization. African 
Americans seized what former slave holders had aggressively withheld and what many 
post-Civil War whites objected or took for granted. Their attitudes represented a 
                                                          
28 Vernon Lane Wharton. The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890 (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
1947), 244. 
 
29 Christopher M. Span. From Cotton Field to Schoolhouse: African American Education in Mississippi, 
1862-1875 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 11. 
 
30 James D. Anderson. The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1988), 20-21. 
 
31 Ibid. 22-23. 
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continuation of revolutionary and antebellum attitudes. However, their objections did not 
equate to Afro-American cowering. Education provided the Afro-American masses the 
tools to think and better position themselves to deal with everyday society. According to 
the Report of the Commissioner of Education in 1880, the trend of Afro-American 
enrollment outnumbering white enrollment continued for the remainder of the decade 
with 1877 being the exception.32 Afro-American public school enrollment continued to 
outpace that of white enrollment during the early part of the 1880s. (See Figure 6: 
Mississippi Total School Enrollment 1875-1884). The available statistics from the Report 
of the Commissioner of Education published in 1883 and 1884 indicated that African 
American students in public schools had a higher monthly attendance than white 
students. (See Figure 7: Mississippi Monthly Attendance 1875-1884). 
  
                                                          
32 Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1880 (Washington, D.C. 1880), 179. 
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Figure 6 Mississippi Total School Enrollment 1875-1884 
 
Source: Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1880 and Report of the Commissioner of 
Education published in 1883 and 1884.  
 
 
Figure 7 Mississippi Monthly School Attendance 1875-1884 
 
Source: Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1880 and Report of the Commissioner of 
Education published in 1883 and 1884.  
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Attala County Education 
By 1880, Attala County operated one hundred schools. African American schools 
accounted forty percent of the total schools. The number of African American schools is 
reflective of increased African American enrollment and emphasis on institution building 
(see Appendix B: Attala County Afro-American Schools). The 1880 state census returns 
for the county indicated which race occupied each school and showed cases of integrated 
schools. Line School House, Berea, Shiloh, Rocky Point, Smyrna, Sallis, and Shrocks 
were schools where both African American and white students were recorded as 
attending these schools simultaneously (see Appendix C: 1880 Attala County Afro-
American School Roster). Whether these schools were institutionally integrated, or the 
location of these schools created a forced integration situation cannot be concluded solely 
from the state census return.33 African Americans had nearly the same amount of schools 
as their white counterparts. The African American educable student population was 
3,663. The number of schools combined with the number of students meant that teachers 
would be needed to meet the educational demand.  
According to the 1885 educable children record for Attala County, African 
American parents enrolled their children in county schools at a rate of three to one 
compared to whites. Of the 5,291 children between the ages of 5 and 21 in Attala County, 
3,892 were African American children which constituted 73.56 percent of the total 
educable children in the county compared to the 1,399 or 26.44 percent of white students. 
The 1872 and 1885 educable school records had identical number of children counted 
(5,295 to 5,291); however, a sizeable shift in the racial dynamics had taken place during 
                                                          
33 Series 100—State Census Returns, 1818-1880; n.d. Attala County, 
www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/46141 
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the thirteen-year span. African Americans flipped the racial composition that once 
favored white students by a three to one ratio. The earliest educable school records for 
Attala County were sent to Hon. H. Musgrove, auditor of public accounts, on March 1, 
1871 by J.H. Alexander, the first superintendent of public education.34 The Attala County 
school system was divided into ten sub-districts. The total number of students enrolled in 
schools was 6,303. African Americans comprised 39.81 percent of the student population 
and whites comprised 60.19 percent of the student population.35 The early enrollment 
numbers for both races were on par with the state average for that year.36 The state census 
returns indicated that Attala County developed a dual school system, one which served 
the city of Kosciusko and the other which served the county schools. The Kosciusko 
school system was a separate school system within Attala County.37 
 According to the 1885 educable children record for Attala County, African 
American parents enrolled their children in county schools at a rate of three to one 
compared to whites. Of the 5,291 children between the ages of 5 and 21 in Attala County, 
3,892 were African American children which constituted 73.56 percent of the total 
educable children in the county compared to the 1,399 or 26.44 percent of white students. 
The 1872 and 1885 educable school records had identical number of children counted 
(5,295 to 5,291); however, a sizeable shift in the racial dynamics had taken place during 
                                                          
34 "Mississippi Enumeration of Educable Children, 1850-1892; 1908-1957," www.familysearch.org. 
 
35 "Ibid. 
 
36 In 1871, the state average for African American enrollment was 40.68 percent, and white enrollment was 
59.32 percent, (Harris p.329).  
 
37 Series 100—State Census Returns, 1818-1880; n.d. Attala County, 
www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/46141 
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the thirteen-year span. African Americans flipped the racial composition that once 
favored white students in a nearly three to one ratio. The 1890s saw county enrollment 
number level and became reflective of the overall general population of the county. The 
trend continued throughout the early 20th century. (See Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8 Attala County School Enrollment 1892-1912 
 
Source: Attala County educable school records. 
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Afro-American Teachers 
Afro-American teachers were the foundational support that allowed for the 
continuing education of Afro-American children. Adam Fairclough stated in Teaching 
Equality: Black Schools in the Age of Jim Crow, “Teachers also played a wider role in the 
black community. Education has been one of the most important political battlefields in 
the South, and black teachers were at the center of that battlefield.38 Attala County played 
its role hiring teachers and to aid in both the micro and macro empowerment of the Afro-
American race.  
Compared to its eight bordering counties (Carroll, Choctaw, Holmes, Leake, 
Montgomery, and Winston), between 1870 and 1880, Attala’s teaching population ranked 
3rd. Over the next two decades, Attala’s teaching population increased to 46 teachers, 
ranking 1st in the area. By 1910, Attala County had 87 teachers ranking 3rd in the area 
behind Montgomery County and Holmes County.39 The numbers tell one thing regarding 
quantity but more information is warranted. Who were Attala County’s Afro-American 
teachers? Knowing both their personal and professional background provides 
understanding to the makeup of the individuals who led an important part of the 
empowerment and liberation struggle.   
Education historians such as James Anderson and Adam Fairclough provide 
detailed assessment to what education meant to African Americans and the routes taken 
to obtain said education; however, they do not provide information about the teachers 
                                                          
38 Adam Fairclough. Teaching Equality: Black Schools in the Age of Jim Crow (Athens: The University of 
Georgia Press, 2016), 1. 
 
39 The total number of known teachers in Attala County between 1870 and 1910 was 98. 
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themselves. Available information provided a closer look into the teacher background 
between 1870 and 1910, there were 98 known school teachers teaching in both public and 
private institutions. 71 teachers’ birthdates (at least a month and year) were available. 
Looking first at racial classification, 73 (74.49 percent) of the teachers classified as black 
whereas and 25 (25.51 percent) classified as mulatto.40 These figures provide evidence 
that teaching or higher status occupations were not reserved nor dominated by the 
mulatto elite. The next category looked at the era in which these teachers reached 
educable status. The idea of an educable child began in 1868 during the constitutional 
convention. A child became educable at age 5. This data reflects the historical era in 
which these teachers reached their 5th birth year. 18 teachers were born during the official 
slave era. However, 10 teachers spent five or more years as a slave.41 24 teachers were 
educable children during the Reconstruction Era,42  58 during the Nadir, and 5 during the 
Jim Crow era.43  
The Nadir, which Rayford Logan described as Southern white redemption and 
orchestrating Southern society to control the African American race.44 If this era 
produced the most teachers, what does it reveal about the African American psyche? As 
Leon Litwack described in his opening story in Trouble In Mind: Black Southerners in 
                                                          
40 The 1900 census for Attala does not specify mulatto as a race as it previously did in 1900 and later 1910 
and 1920. The mulatto classification is based on these individual’s known ancestry.  
 
41 Riley Allen, G.W. Beauchamp, Alfred Frazier, Ben James, Albert Poston, Charlotte Shepherd, Henry 
Thompson, Henrietta White, Wilson Wigley, and Isaac Williams. 
 
42 The 1868 Mississippi Constitution provided schooling for children beginning at 5 years of age.  
 
43 The Supreme Court case, Plessy v. Ferguson typically marks the beginning of the Jim Crow era; 
however, some historians such as Rayford Logan extended the Nadir through 1901.  
 
44 Rayford Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 (New York: The Dial 
Press, 1954), 11.  
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the Age of Jim Crow, former slaves came to know their place and understood the dangers 
once outside their prescribed space, and regretted providing their children with the ideals 
of freedom and equality that education created.45 These numbers potentially provide 
evidence that African Americans were not afraid of white backlash as Litwack indicates 
was the case with many former slaves and the freedom generation were willing to risk 
said backlash for their personal and racial advancement.   
 The third category looked at the school settings in which African American 
teachers taught. The three main categories were public schools, private schools, or non-
affiliated schooling. 54 (55.10 percent) teachers taught public schools, 15 (15.31 percent) 
taught private schools, 3 (3.06 percent) taught on their own account, and 26 (26.53 
percent) were not identified.46 The fourth category looked at teacher’s college 
backgrounds. WPA, church, school, and family records showed that most teachers 
received their education from Jackson College, Roger Williams, and Rust College 
produced the most professors with University of Chicago, Mary Holmes, and Rust 
College also producing graduates. 
The next data set examined family background to ascertain whether teachers were 
from certain family molds. Family background data indicated that status did not 
determine the teaching profession. From the 98 identified teachers, 53 possessed 
information regarding them parental background. 39 (73.58 percent) teachers had a 
parent that farmed. 5 (9.43 percent) teachers had a parent that worked as a domestic. 4 
                                                          
45 Leon Litwack. Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow (New York: Random House 
Inc., 1998), 5-6. 
 
46 Sarah Bunton, Pink Bullock, and Callie Cade taught music but were not associated with any one 
institution. Some individuals did not have public/private identification. Therefore, a classification could not 
be ascribed.  
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(7.54 percent) teachers had a parent who was an unskilled laborer. Teachers who came 
from middle class status backgrounds were less common. 3 (5.66) teachers had a parent 
that practiced skilled labor. 2 (3.77) teachers had a parent in the teaching and ministry 
profession. Parental literacy was not a determining factor in children becoming teaching 
professionals. Using the same 53 teachers who had parental data, 28 (52.83) teachers did 
not have a literate parent and 25 (47.17 percent) teachers had literate parents. Upon 
further breakdown, 14 (56 percent) teachers had one literate parent and 11 (44 percent) 
teachers had two literate parents.47 Teachers spanned the Afro-American class/status 
spectrum. One interpretation that can be made from the data being that the race educated 
whomever possessed the capability to teach. Another interpretation being that from this 
humbled origin developed a rural bourgeoisie.  
Afro-American teachers played an important role in shaping the educational 
landscape. Early teachers in the post-Civil War South were African American and white 
Northern missionaries. The number of former slaves desiring education outnumbered 
available teachers. Southern Afro-American teacher formation was both institutional and 
grassroots. Institutions such as Tugaloo College, Rust College, and Jackson College are 
the most notable Mississippi schools that helped to produce the state’s Afro-American 
teachers. Lesser known institutions such as Haven Institute were also critical in teacher 
development. The earliest recorded Afro-American school teachers in Attala County 
were Alfred Frazier and Ben James. They taught in Attala County prior to the creation of 
the Mississippi school system.  As Mississippi’s school system expanded, so did the 
number of Afro-American teachers.  
                                                          
47 The 1900 federal census was used to find parental literacy. It was the first census to specially identity 
literacy with yes/no classification.  
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The earliest Afro-American teachers of record, between 1870 and 1880, in Attala 
County were former slaves, David Austin, Esther Kimes, George Murff, Wilson Wigley, 
and Isaac Williams.48 At the grassroots level communities produced their teachers. On 
June 15, 1886, John Wesley Bain signed a teaching contract with Attala County School 
System. John Bain was born on January 1, 1871 in Attala County. He was the son of 
Joseph Henry Bain and Martha Mathis. John received his education in the Cook’s Mill 
school district and completed his education at Sam Young Public School. Following 
graduation, John was designated to teach in the Zion School District. At the time of his 
employment, John was 15 years old. It is one thing to for a teacher to appoint a student to 
assist in the classroom; however, it is another for a school system to employ an individual 
in a legal capacity. John’s employment came in the same year that Mississippi instituted 
teaching examination for certification. According to oral history accounts, John Bain 
possessed extraordinary mathematics skills. John’s skills indicate aptitude and teaching 
capability.49 John continued to teach in the public-school system throughout the 
remainder of the 19th century and into the 20th century. Whereas John Bain represented an 
individual who did not take a “tradition” path to teacher, he represented the few who did 
not possess a known college background.  
  
                                                          
48 The 1880 federal census indicated teaching as the occupation of these individuals.   
 
49 John’s mathematics skills were recalled through the oral history accounts of his son, John Henry Bain.  
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Image 15: John Wesley Bain 
(Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne)  
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Image 16: John Wesley Bain’s Teacher’s Contract 
(Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne) 
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John Bain’s brother, Henry Hopkins, was born on March 13, 1877 in Winston 
County, Mississippi to Joseph Henry Bain and Martha Hopkins. Henry graduated from 
Central Mississippi College and began his teaching career in Attala County before 
branching out to other areas where he sought to spread education throughout the state. 
The Neshoba Democrat reported on March 24, 1910 the Henry Hopkins proposed 
building an institute in Neshoba County to spread education to the county’s rural areas.50  
Henry relocated to Holmes County where he taught in the Goodman school system. 
Throughout his career, Henry traveled Mississippi creating new schools for his race. Prior 
to settling in Jackson, Mississippi, Henry taught school in Tallahatchie, Mississippi. 
Henry demonstrated the necessity and urgency for teaching the African American race. 
Hopkin’s venture into Neshoba County showed his courage and determination. Neshoba 
County had one known Afro-American teacher, Thad Barrie. By 1910, Neshoba had no 
Afro-American teachers. Hopkins was not proposing teaching in whatever school system 
was available for his race but rather creating independent institutions whose purpose was 
to educationally uplift the county’s African American population.51  
Henry took his education and spread it to the masses. He was also a member of 
the Baptist Young Peoples Union, serving as an organizational board member and 
corresponding secretary.52 Upon his death in 1940, he was noted as one of Mississippi’s 
most noted educators. Hopkins took his education and used it to advance the cause of his 
                                                          
50 The Neshoba Democrat. 24 March 1910. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87065535/1910-03-
24/ed-1/seq-5/ 
 
51 By 1920, Neshoba County had three African American teachers. Whether or not this was a direct impact 
of Hopkins’ actions cannot be measured; however, the correlation exists that a push for education was 
present before this small increase in teachers occurred.  
 
52 The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 11, No. 19, Ed. 1 Thursday, June 8, 1905, http://gateway.okhistory.org;  
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race beyond their current position.53 Teaching extended beyond white instruction and 
curriculum and included sheer determination, natural talent, and genius.  
Teaching began as a male dominated profession in Attala County and the central 
Mississippi region. Attala and its bordering counties (Carroll, Choctaw, Holmes, Leake, 
Madison, Montgomery, and Winston) had 23 female teachers compared to 50 male 
teachers between 1870 and 1880. By 1900, the trend shifted as more women entered the 
teaching profession. Available data indicated that African American women teachers 
outnumbered their male counterparts 111 to 87.54 How can this shift be explained? How 
did the teaching profession provide Afro-American women empowerment?  
In the book, What a Woman Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women 
Workers During the Jim Crow Era, Stephanie Shaw examined the African American 
community developing strategies centered on education. Education provided Afro-
Americans the psychological blueprint as how to raise their daughters in a society that 
expected little from them. Shaw stated, “The education process went beyond simple 
schooling—it imparted an orientation toward achievement. Family members 
supplemented formal schooling by encouraging these daughters to believe that regardless 
of the limitations others might impose on them because of their race, class, or sex, none 
of these conditions necessarily determined their abilities, and neither should race, class, 
                                                          
53 "Educator Dies at Mississippi Home." The Chicago Defender (National edition) (1921-1967): 8. Oct 19 
1940. ProQuest. Web. 31 Oct. 2017. 
 
54 This data is based on 1900 U.S. Federal Census data. The numbers for Attala County also include data 
from voter registration books. Men may have continued to outnumber women in this profession; however, 
county voting information is not available for these counties to support that claim. The Oklahoma 
Safeguard. Vol. 13, No. 3, Ed. 1 Thursday, February 15, 1906. 
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or sex inhibit their aspirations.”55 Shaw emphasized that women were not trained to 
believe that they should be obedient or oppressed but that they had the power to utilize 
their abilities to the best of their power.  
Families and communities took the lead role in driving this point home, knowing 
that society was not going to do it for them. The increase in women teachers can be 
viewed as Afro-Americans being both proactive and reactive to their changing social 
climate. In the rural South, teaching provided Afro-American women the opportunity to 
obtain a professional career. Teaching provided them with economic opportunities 
beyond the farm it also provided current and future generations the possibility of 
economic, social, and political mobility.56 Teaching not only elevated the race, but also 
elevated Afro-American women. Teaching provided a means for women to move beyond 
domestic work and position themselves to help other women do the same.  
The professional mobility of black women has historically been depicted as a 
choice between domestic or agricultural labor. These occupations left African American 
women in a vulnerable state. Teaching can be seen as an avenue to give women greater 
personal autonomy as the profession placed them in an environment free from 
exploitation and abuse. Teaching therefore became a response to Afro-American 
women’s professional limitations. Although teaching started as a male dominated field, 
women soon found themselves a significant portion of this professional population. 
                                                          
55 Stephanie J. Shaw. What a Woman Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women Workers During 
the Jim Crow Era, (Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 1. 
 
56 Fairclough, Adams. A Class of Their Own: Black Teachers in the Segregated South (Cambridge: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007), 8. 
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Teaching afforded them the opportunity to display their talents that may have otherwise 
been hidden.  
Volina Cooper, daughter of William Miller and Bettie McAfee, was born on 
December 31, 1889 in Kosciusko, Mississippi.57 Her father worked for the railroad depot 
and her mother was a homemaker. She married Will Cooper, a hotel waiter. She received 
her education from Sam Young Public school. Her earliest teaching position was working 
with Prof. G.W. Beauchamp in West Station, Mississippi.58 She was elected musical 
director of the Baptist Young People’s Union in 1906.59 She later taught at Sam Young 
Public School. Volina became Kosciusko’s liaison with the Chicago Defender. She 
collected news on Kosciusko citizens regarding educational and social events and gave a 
write-up for publication. Cooper’s writings revealed a robust social life in conjunction to 
the challenging socio-political and economic society surrounding them.60 Cooper held 
this position until her death.  
Lillian Tallulah Virginia Bain, daughter of George Adams and Harriet Rice, was 
born on April 8, 1873 in Kosciusko.61 Lillian’s father was politically and socially active 
member of the Buffalo Community, and her mother was a homemaker. Lillian received 
her education from the Buffalo School. The exact school(s) she taught is not 
                                                          
57 Standard Certificate of Death, State of Mississippi, Certificate Number, 6995, Mississippi Department of 
Archives and History, Jackson, MS.  
 
58 The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 13, No. 16, Ed. 1 Thursday, May 17, 1906, http://gateway.okhistory.org;  
 
59 The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 13, No. 3, Ed. 1 Thursday, February 15, 1906, 
http://gateway.okhistory.org;  
 
60 The earliest record of Volina’s involvement with the Chicago Defender began in the 1920s. Newspapers 
prior to 1919 have not been located to reveal whether or not Volina wrote prior to this earliest known time 
period.  
 
61 Headstone, Buffalo Cemetery, Kosciusko, MS.  
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determinable; however, she was gainfully employed year.62 Lillian was one of the few 
Afro-American women whose households were headed by school teachers (John Bain 
being her husband). In addition to teaching, she served as the secretary for her Eastern 
Star organization. Lillian’s life resembled the burgeoning Afro-American middle-class, 
one where status and economic stability afforded her a particular level of leisure. Lillian’s 
children continued in the teaching profession as well. Lillian’s youngest daughter, Viola, 
became a Jeanes Agent for Attala County.  
Sarah Bunton, daughter of Peyton and Ellen Watkins, was born in Louisiana. 
Sarah became a trained musician and vocalist. Sarah married Frederick H. Bunton, a 
Methodist Minister. When Frederick took a ministering position in Kosciusko, Sarah and 
their children joined him. Although Sarah was not affiliated with any school, she taught 
music. Sarah created Kosciusko first African American orchestra. A highpoint in Sarah’s 
music career came when she accompanied world renowned violinist, Joseph Douglass, 
during his concert at Central Mississippi College. Joseph Douglass was the grandson of 
famed abolitionists, Frederick Douglass. Joseph asked Sarah to accompany him when his 
regular accompanist was unable to perform due to illness. Douglass gave Bunton the 
highest mark of respect when he referred to her as, “the best he ever had.”63  
Adam Fairclough provided an insightful discussion regarding African Americans 
teaching African American children. African American parents had a conceptualized 
vision as to what their children would be taught. Education was not taken lightly, for it 
                                                          
62 This information comes from the United States Federal Census which indicated Lillian was unemployed 
four months of the year. Lillian most likely taught in the Buffalo School as their home was less than a mile 
from the school. Lillian may have taught in other rural schools as well.  
 
63 Works Progress Administration For Mississippi: Source Material For Mississippi Attala County, p.315.  
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was an opportunity for African Americans to reshape and control their minds and 
ideologies. African American teachers articulated the vision of their community. Former 
slaves wanted their children to be presented with an education that did not expose or 
impose their children to inferiority, racial stigmatization, or other mentally harmful 
concepts. Fairclough examined the extent that education represented autonomy. Although 
African American republicans at the state level fought against segregated schools, at the 
grassroots, African Americans believed that segregated schools provided the black 
community the opportunity to build their community with African American teachers 
who would have significant impact on their children.64 Afro-American teachers had better 
understanding of their students and would teach the social and racial consciousness that 
parents wanted passed to the next generation. Through Fairclough’s analysis the 
seriousness and importance of institutional control is further developed.  
  
                                                          
64 Fairclough, Adams. A Class of Their Own: Black Teachers in the Segregated South (Cambridge: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007), 67. 
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Image 17: Volina Cooper 
(Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne) 
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Image 18: Lillian Tallulah Virginia Bain 
 (Courtesy of LaShawn Speed)  
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Sam Young Public School 
 Afro-Americans translated their push for a public-school system into being active 
agents within their educational institutions. Christopher Span described the 1870s were 
critical for African American school development.65 On March 14, 1871, Judge Samuel 
Young in coordination with John Cottrell, Fred Jennings, and Dempsey Taylor (the latter 
three being African American) established Kosciusko’s colored school. Cottrell, 
Jennings, and Taylor served as the school’s trustees. Samuel Young was born on August 
2, 1832 in Allegany, Pennsylvania. Young’s parents died during the first few months of 
his life and he spent his early years in an orphanage. Samuel Young arrived in Kosciusko 
on September 1, 1850 with his brother William. Between 1855 and 1857, Young became 
a constable and lawyer. In 1870, he became Chancellor of Mississippi’s 13th district.66  
Young’s rationale behind his decision to donate property for the school is not 
known. His letter does not mention any personal or working relationships with African 
Americans. Young laid out the conditions to that Attala County’s Board of School 
Directors that the property that the trustees and those and their successors could use the 
Goodman Road property to construct buildings for educational and religious purposes. As 
trustees, Cottrell, Jennings, and Taylor were in direct communication with Attala 
County’s superintendent of education regarding educational matters. Cottrell, Jennings, 
and Taylor were Mississippi natives. These men were middle-aged working-class 
                                                          
65 Christopher M. Span. From Cotton Field to School House: African American Education in Mississippi 
1862-1975, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 9. Span assessed that African 
American interest in school development began as early as 1862. Although the earliest school of record was 
Sam Young Public school, the earliest school establishment in Attala County dates back to early years of 
Reconstruction as indicated by Edward C. Coleman’s description in his work Reconstruction in Attala 
County. Coleman described a northern teacher who taught freedmen soon after slavery. 
 
66 Sam Young’s letter written on March 23, 1871. 
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individuals. They served as the county’s earliest African American educational leaders. 
Alfred Frazier served as the school’s first principal. Alfred Frazier, born October 16, 
1852 in Mississippi, was one of Kosciusko’s earliest teachers prior to the Mississippi 
establishing a state-funded school system. Frazier was also a prominent business man 
who operated his own grocery store as well as served as one of the county’s two jewelers 
(the other jeweler also Afro-American). From its inception, the institution was operated 
by Afro-Americans. The school served as an example of Afro- Americans leading an 
institution that best served the interests of their race.  
Sam Young Public School represented what Afro-Americans envisioned for 
education during this time period, “schools established by and for them as a chief means 
of achieving independence, equality, political empowerment, and some degree of social 
and economic mobility—in essence, full citizenship.”67 Span captures Afro-American 
psychology as it pertained to what education meant to the race. Education served as 
gateway, which provided a roadmap to liberation. Afro-Americans were not naïve to 
believe their goals would equate to a quick turnaround. After Judge Samuel Young’s 
death, the School remained under Afro-American leadership. The number of principals 
succeeding Alfred Frazier is not known; however, school history indicated that William 
Wendell Phillips was elected principal in September 1904. Phillips received his education 
from Rust College and Hampton Institute. During his tenure, he grew the teaching faculty 
                                                          
67 Christopher M. Span. From Cotton Field to School House: African American Education in Mississippi 
1862-1975 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 9. 
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as well as initiated contact with Rosenwald Fund to build a larger school which was 
renamed Attala County Training School.68 
Image 19: Sam Young Public School 
 (Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne)  
                                                          
68 Attala County WPA History Chapter III, “The Negro,” p. 311-312. 
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Educational Backlash 
Whereas teachers were a pillar of Afro-American advancement, they were a threat 
to the white power structure especially African American male teachers. Whites sought to 
remedy the problem using intimidation and violence to remove African American white 
northern teachers from the South. The Condition of Affairs in the Late Insurrectionary 
States, a congressional report detailing Ku Klux Klan attacks, exposed the Ku Klux 
Klan’s dealings with teachers. On November 16, 1871, Peter Cooper provided 
congressional testimony regarding his encounter with the Ku Klux Klan.  
Peter was born in March 1840 in South Carolina.69 As a child, Peter relocated to 
Winston County, Mississippi. In March 1871, he became a school teacher. Peter taught 
school from Monday morning to Friday night. One Friday night around 1:00 a.m., Thirty-
seven members of the Ku Klux Klan arrived at his house. Upon learning he was not 
present; they broke into his home, burned his books, destroyed his shoemaking tools and 
clothes, and stole thirty-three dollars. Cooper did not state why he was targeted. He had 
not received any prior warning. However, the school was not burned. Peter Cooper quit 
teaching a week after the incident and relocated to Macon in Noxubee County.70   
By 1872, Afro-American schools in Winston, Noxubee, Monroe, Choctaw, 
Lowndes, Pontotoc, Lee, and Chickasaw were attacked and teachers were subjected to 
                                                          
69 United States Federal Census, 1900.  
 
70 Testimony Taken by the Joint Selection Committee to Inquire into the Condition of Affairs in the Late 
Insurrectionary States, Mississippi Volume I (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1872), 492-494. 
Peter Cooper later relocated to Kosciusko. He continued to work as a shoe repairman; however; it is not 
known whether he continued teaching.  
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heinous crimes such as murder, persecution, or expulsion from the county.71 The Ku Klux 
Klan played a significant role in dispelling black and northern teachers. In Columbus and 
Caledonia Mississippi, northern teachers were forced to leave their positions in black 
schools.72 In Neshoba County, Charles McMichael experienced the explicit violence the 
Ku Klux Klan levied toward Afro-American teachers.  
Charles Edward McMichael was born on August 11, 1862 in Neshoba County, 
Mississippi.73 He was the son of a white Georgia farmer, John Matthew McMichael and a 
enslaved Afro-American/Native American woman, Sarah Jane McDougal. Following 
emancipation, Charles attended Haven Institute in Meridian, Mississippi where he studied 
education and music. In 1891, following completion of his teaching examination, Charles 
along with his friend George Kirkland, were accosted by the Ku Klux Klan on allegation 
of openly associating with white women (one of the white women in question was 
Charles’ sister, Alice). The Klan voted 6-2 to let Charles live; however, not without a 
beating and orders to leave Neshoba County immediately.74 Charles relocated to the town 
of Zama in Attala County where he opened and taught school in the Ayers Community.75  
Afro-American male educators threatened the white superiority mindset. These 
men represented the evolution of the former slave to legitimate citizen. Intimidation and 
                                                          
71William C. Harris. The Day of the Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi, (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 245 & James Wilford Garner. Reconstruction in 
Mississippi (Independent Publishing Platform, 2013), 360-361.  
 
72 James Wilford Garner. Reconstruction in Mississippi (Independent Publishing Platform, 2013), 360-361. 
 
73 Death Certificate, Mississippi State Board of Health, Certificate, 9925. 
 
74 Journal of Lavonia Avery Holly, story was told to her by Charles’ son, Martin Luther McMichael.  
 
75 Ibid.  
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violence was neutralized when matched against individuals who possessed their own 
mindset. Evidence of violence towards Afro-American teachers or white teachers who 
taught in black schools in Attala County has not been found; however, one situation 
indicated that teachers were subject to criminal profiling. On February 12, 1898, The New 
South published a story regarding the arrest of George Beauchamp. Sheriff Thornton 
arrested Beauchamp for a murder that occurred five years prior in Alabama. Beauchamp 
was a school teacher and porter; however, his arrest stemmed from a description that the 
sheriff believed Beauchamp resembled.76  Beauchamp continued to teach following this 
false arrest incident.  
Afro-American teachers faced legislative setbacks in their continued pursuit to 
education their race. Mississippi curtailed Afro-American educational spending. White 
legislators emphasized promoting white education not Afro-American education. Horace 
Mann Bond discussed in Education of the Negro in the American Social Order the 
elaborate efforts Mississippi took to legally divert educational funds. The rise of poor 
whites as political power players set the stage for the state’s assault on Afro-American 
education. Politicians played to this new political base focusing educational policy to 
positively impact whites. The solution rendered was to create one adequate white school 
system rather than have two substandard school systems (one for each race).77  
  
                                                          
76 The New South. 12 Feb. 1898 http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87065071/1898-02-12/ed-1/seq-6/ 
 
77 Horace Mann Bond. Education of the Negro in the American Social Order (New York: Octagon Books, 
1970), 92. Constitutionally, Mississippi had to provide public education to all residents ages 5 to 21. 
Politicians sought ways to finagle educational funds to diminish financial obligations to African American 
schools while funding white schools.  
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Image 20: Charles Edward McMichael 
(Courtesy of June McMichael Hall)  
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In 1886, Mississippi implemented state-wide teaching examinations. The 
examinations were designed to assign pay grades; therefore, officials manipulated the 
system to assign African American teachers lower certifications resulting in lower pay. 
The state spent less money on African American teachers and placed and used those 
dollars for white educational use.78 The 1890 Mississippi constitution served as a vehicle 
to reduce state spending on African American education. Focus on the constitution’s 
disenfranchisement clauses overshadowed the state’s efforts to derail African American 
education. The constitution specified that schools with equal terms lengths were not 
required to be provided with an equal number of teachers or services. Mississippi 
increased its educational expenditures to match growing student enrollment. States 
granted local officials greater discretion regarding fund allocation.79 Bond’s analysis 
revealed the growing power of Mississippi’s yeoman class.  
Horace Mann Bonn discussed that following the Civil War, pragmatic whites saw 
value educating African Americans. Their motive was to provide education to prevent the 
Northern advocates from returning to the South pushing their education agenda.80 
Vardaman saw no need in Afro-American education and sought to eradicate its existence 
or provide the bare minimum regarding funds and supplies. Based on information from 
fifty of Mississippi’s seventy-nine counties in 1910, Mississippi spent an average of 
                                                          
78 Ibid. 94. 
 
79 Ibid. 98.  
 
80 Horace Mann Bond. Education of the Negro in the American Social Order (New York: Octagon Books, 
1970), 35. 
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$11.38 per white child compared to $2.56 per Afro-American child.81 In counties where 
the Afro-American population comprised greater than seventy-five percent, the spending 
ratio was a high as 20 times that of Afro-American children.82 In counties where the 
Afro-American population comprised less than twenty-five percent, the spending ratio 
ranged between 2 and 3 times that of Afro-American children.83 
Attala County Afro-American children received limited state funding. The county 
ranked 45th in expenditures for Afro-American children. The county spent $1.52 per child 
compared to $4.55 per white child. Attala ranked last amongst counties in Central 
Mississippi (in comparison to its neighboring counties). The disparity in spending was 
not justified by school enrollment. Between 1900 and 1908, Afro-American school 
enrollment increased every other year keeping pace with white enrollment. By 1908, the 
gap between white and Afro-American school enrollment was 292 which was an 
improvement of the 566 gap in 1900.84 Figures 9 and 10, Mississippi Educational 
Spending on Afro-American Children in 1910 and Mississippi Educational Spending on 
White Children in 1910, shows the amount each county spent on Afro-American and 
white children in 1910 respectively.   
  
                                                          
81 Numbers averaged based on dollar values provided by the Department of the Interior Bureau of 
Education. Negro Education: A Study of the Private and Higher Schools for Colored People in the United 
States, Volume II, p. 334.  
 
82 Counties included Bolivar, De Soto, Holmes, Jefferson, Sharkey, Tunica, Washington, and Wilkinson. 
Tunica was the only county within this demographic where expenditures on Afro-American children was 
more than white children ($2.11 to $2.06).  
 
83 Counties included Alcorn, Neshoba, Pontotoc, and Prentiss. Neshoba County had the closest expenditure 
margin between the races ($5.13 to $3.48).  
 
84 James K. Vardaman’s election 1911 election campaign included a campaign stop in Kosciusko.  
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Figure 9: Mississippi Educational Spending on Afro-American Children in 1910. 
 
Source: Department of the Interior Bureau of Education. Negro Education: A Study of the Private and 
Higher Schools for Colored People in the United States, Volume II, p.334. 
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Figure 10: Mississippi Educational Spending on White Children in 1910. 
 
Source: Department of the Interior Bureau of Education. Negro Education: A Study of the Private and 
Higher Schools for Colored People in the United States, Volume II, p.334. 
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Conclusion 
Literacy and education represented two extremes. Afro-Americans understood 
obtaining literacy and education was the pathway to truly liberating the mind and 
ultimately the body. White knew the power behind literacy and education and sought to 
keep it reserved for an elite class. Afro-Americans defied master’s order and state laws 
and obtained literacy and education. Emancipation opened education’s flood gates as 
African Americans desperately gravitated towards education and building institutions that 
would lead them to progression. Afro-Americans laid the foundation for state schools 
which forced the state to repay freedmen for their centuries of free labor.  
Poor white farmers flexed their political muscle to eliminate African Americans 
as societal rivals. As E. Franklin Frazier explained, poor whites were socialized primarily 
through propaganda to believe that African Americans were their natural competitors and 
not the white capitalist who dictated local, state, and national economies.85 Education was 
one area where white politicians won political favor with poor whites by advocating for 
their upward advancement at African American expense. James K. Vardaman embodied 
this mindset as African American education eradication became a staple of his campaign 
and administration.   
Mississippi late nineteenth and early twentieth century educational politics sought 
to strip Afro-Americans of their educational rights and opportunities. James K. Vardaman 
made a personal attack on Afro-American education. He believed that education 
represented a contradiction to the white agenda. If whites sought to maintain their racial, 
social, economic, and political dominance, why spend funds educating African 
                                                          
85 E. Franklin Frazier. On Race Relations (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1968), 6-7. 
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Americans to empower themselves to pursue societal equality.86 Vardaman along with 
South Carolina Governor, Samuel Tillman, ushered a new school of political thought 
pertaining to Afro-American education.  
The lack of money spent on Afro-American school did not deter Afro- Americans 
from obtaining education and advancing themselves. Limiting expenditures represented 
another method that whites interfered with Afro-American public schooling. Whites 
manipulating funds to benefit white children began with the 1886 state teaching 
examinations. Monies diverted from paying Afro-American teachers were spent on white 
children. The era of Vardaman solidified racism into the state’s educational system. Afro-
Americans did not sit idly while these efforts were being undertaken. Afro-American 
demonstrated their ability to push past educational restrictions via creating their own 
educational institutions free from white money, influence, and control. 
 
 
 
                                                          
86 Kirwan, Albert D. Revolt of the Rednecks - Mississippi Politics, 1876-1925 (New York: Harper  
& Row, Publishers, 1951), 150. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EDUCATED WE RISE: ATTALA COUNTY’S INDEPENDENT HIGHER 
LERNING INSTITUTIONS 
 
Introduction 
Education was not limited to the boundaries set by a state’s superintendent of 
education. Although state government and local government-controlled resource 
allocation and text book selection, this power was not impenetrable. Afro-Americans 
found ways to control their educational agenda. Mississippi’s Afro-American 
independent institutions predate the establishment of the public-school system. Through 
these institutions, Afro-Americans embodied a greater sense of empowerment through 
their continued efforts for mental liberation.  
In Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth 
Century, Kevin Gaines explained the uplift concept in its 19th century context as African 
Americans rising from their previous state of oppression to the status of freedom.1 Uplift 
was an ideology whose meaning has varied throughout the course of history. Initially, 
uplift was a philosophy held by upper-class African Americans who wanted to 
distinguish themselves from the African American masses who were considered 
uncivilized. The route to achieving uplift was through self-help, racial unity, morality, 
and wealth.2 In the post-Reconstruction South, uplift took a different meaning, elevating 
                                                          
1 Kevin K. Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century 
(Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 1. 
 
2 Ibid, 2. 
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the African American lower-class to the status of their middle- and upper-class 
counterparts.3 Education was most important aspect of the uplift philosophy.4   
Afro-Americans with assistance from their white allies, most notably the 
American Missionary Association and the Baptist State Convention, created institutions 
that served the race’s greater needs.  Rust College (1866) was the first African American 
college created in the post-Civil War era. Moses Adams, a former slave, opened Haven 
Institute (1868) in Meridian, Mississippi. The institute had the distinction being the only 
school to have “colored” leadership from its inception.5  Tougaloo College (1869) 
followed. Alcorn University (1871) was Mississippi’s first state-funded Afro-American 
public institution. Rust and Tougaloo institutions were part of the American Missionary 
Association. Natchez Seminary (1877), was designed for the “for the moral, religious, 
and intellectual improvement of Christian leaders of the colored people of Mississippi 
and the neighboring states.”6 Mary Holmes Seminary (1892), built on lands donated by 
Afro-American, and Mount Herman Female Seminary were the first Afro-American 
women state institutions. These institutions helped elevate the African American masses. 
The historically black college and university demonstrated Afro-American understanding 
that higher education was necessary for continued advancement. Figure 11, Mississippi 
Afro-American High Schools and Colleges 1865-1910 indicates the number of Afro-
American high schools and colleges within each county.  
                                                          
3 Ibid. 22. 
 
4 Ibid. 1.  
 
5 Jay S. Stowell. Methodist Adventures in Negro Education (New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 
1922), 129.  
 
6 www.jsums.edu/ourhistory  
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Figure 11: Mississippi Afro-American High Schools and College 1865-1910 
Source: Department of the Interior Bureau of Education. Negro Education: A Study of the Private and 
Higher Schools for Colored People in the United States, Volume II, p.377. 
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Central Mississippi College 
Attala County became Central Mississippi’s higher education hub when Charles 
A. Buchanan spearheaded the campaign to build Mississippi’s first public high school. 
Charles Buchanan was born on February 22, 1860 near Brooksville in Noxubee County, 
Mississippi. His parents were John and Ann Buchanan. Charles’ did not have consistent 
education. He attended school when the opportunity presented itself. By age 18, he was 
became the head of his own school. Charles later taught in Winston County, Mississippi. 
While teaching, Buchanan received his call to ministry. He received his ordainment in 
Mt. Calvary Baptist Church which led him to Attala County, Mississippi where he 
became minister of the New Garden Baptist Church and later the Baptist Church. 
Described as enthusiastic, he believed that African Americans should secure higher 
education.7  
Charles A. Buchannan sought to expand the number of colleges serving African 
Americans, create a college that was geographically friendly, and provide education 
beyond the state’s borders. In 1893, Buchannan in coordination with the Baptist State 
Convention erected Central Mississippi College in Kosciusko, Mississippi. Charles 
Buchannan served as the institution’s first president. Central Mississippi College was 
dedicated to training and producing teachers. The college offered both high school and 
college courses with the following departments: college, normal, college preparatory, 
training school, and music.8 In 1898, Prof. W.A. Singleton, Prof. Silas Lynch, and Mrs. 
                                                          
7 Patrick Henry Thompson. The History of Negro Baptist in Mississippi (Jackson: The R.W. Bailey Printing 
Co., 1898), 566-567.  
 
8 Susie V. Powell, Works Progress Administration For Mississippi: Source Material For Mississippi Attala 
County Vol. IV Part One, Chapter III, “The Negro,” p. 308. 
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Lillie Singleton served as the college assistants. In addition to the 120 current scholars 3 
normal students and 6 academic students were graduates of the college.9  
During the institution’s first incarnation, several college graduates served as 
principal/dean. Jeff Anderson, graduate of Roger Williams and Silas Lynch, graduate of 
Jackson College and Morehouse, presided after Buchanan. Central Mississippi College 
operated for twelve years before burning on January 9, 1905.10 Fireworks were cited as 
the official cause. This explanation seems unlikely since the fire occurred during a time 
where fireworks would not be in use. The more probably cause for the fire was criminal 
arson; however, no further investigation was conducted.11 The college’s destruction 
resulted did not demoralize Afro-Americans but rather galvanized them to rebuild their 
institution.  
On May 10, 1905, the college’s trustees decided to immediately rebuild the 
institution. The trustees described the new college in the following, “a four-story building 
this time instead of three as before. A nine-foot brick basement will be built; composed of 
an engine room, coal-room kitchen, dining room, and a store room. The second floor will 
consist of a large well lighted and heated chapel, president’s office, and four classrooms. 
The petitions will be moveable so that on special occasions you lift them up, turning all 
the rooms into one, making the largest assembly room in the city. The two other floors 
will be used for dormitories. The plan will be steam heated, electric lighted and plenty of 
                                                          
9 Patrick Henry Thompson. The History of Negro Baptist in Mississippi (Jackson: The R.W. Bailey Printing 
Co., 1898), 322. 
 
10 “C.M. College Nearly Completed” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 13, No. 12, Ed. 1 Thursday, April 
19, 1906 http://gateway.okhistory.org;  
 
11 History of Central Mississippi College.  
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water on every floor.”12 The trustees decided to build a larger and stronger structure that 
established the college’s presence in the city.  The price for the new building was set at 
five thousand dollars, three thousand which was to be raised for a completion November 
1, 1906 completion date.13  
Whether or not the college’s destruction was accidental or intentional, the trustees 
wasted no time seeking self-pity. An extensive campaign was launched to raise the 
necessary capital. During the Fall 1905, Charles Buchannan (who now resided in Guthrie, 
Oklahoma) embarked on a fundraising mission throughout Mississippi making stops in 
Vaiden, Meridian, Kosciusko, Jackson, Macon, Durant, Pickens, West Station, and West 
Point. The Mount Hope Association raised $500. While in Kosciusko, $800 more dollars 
were raised. The Second New Hope and Meridian Association donated $41.50. During 
his 1905 trip, Buchannan raised $1341.50.14 No county or state funds were used which 
allowed Central Mississippi College to maintain its autonomy.  
Construction began in February 1906 and the cornerstone was laid in May 1906. 
The college’s trustees turned the cornerstone milestone into a statewide event. Dr. E.W. 
Lampton, Grand Master of the Mississippi Masonic Grand Lodge laid the cornerstone 
which was followed a barbeque on the campus grounds. Rev. A.M. Johnson, president of 
                                                          
12 “Central Mississippi College” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 11, No. 17, Ed. 1 Thursday, May 25, 
1905 https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
 
13 “Conditions South” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 11, No. 16, Ed. 1 Thursday, May 18, 1905 
https://gateway.okhistory.org. The August 9, 1906 issue stated the final cost was $6000, meaning that 
$4000 was raised by the trustees and other individuals, social and religious organizations.  
 
14 “The South” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 12, No. 45, Ed. 1 Thursday, December 7, 1905 
https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
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the General Baptist State Convention and Rev. E.B. Topp, editor of the Baptist Reporter 
severed as guest speakers.15  
The college served a larger purpose than education. There was a sense of racial 
unity and pride displayed during the college’s reconstruction. Rev. J.A. Marshall stated in 
the Vicksburg Evening Press regarding Central Mississippi College, “that there was no 
School in the state for Negroes that was doing more to lift up the race and train the boys 
and girls for useful work.”16  
The new Central Mississippi College capitalized on its momentum. The school 
expanded its curriculum to include courses in typesetting, music, and photography. The 
Central Mississippi College Publishing Company was created which published its 
educational journal, the Central Mississippi College Gazette. Lee Ashford was hired as 
foreman for the Gazette. 17 Nine new teaching hires were advertised, including a 
president, matron, and seven teachers (2 men and 5 women).18 The college created jobs 
within the Afro-American community. Central Mississippi College imitated their 
counterpart’s hiring practices. Bogue Chitto Industrial College and Ministerial Industrial 
College placed teaching advertisements. Bogue Chitto specifically asked for mechanical, 
musical, and photography teachers. Ministerial, run by former Attala County native, John 
                                                          
15 “C.M. College Nearly Completed” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 13, No. 12, Ed. 1 Thursday, April 
19, 1906, https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
 
16 “Work of Negro Colleges” in The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 12, No. 27, Ed. 1 Thursday, August 3, 
1905, https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
 
17 The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 11, No. 1, Ed. 1 Thursday, February 2, 1905, 
https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
 
18 “Teachers Wanted” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 13, No. 14, Ed. 1 Thursday, May 3, 1906, 
https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
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D. Zuber, sought mechanical and musical teacher in addition to kindergarten and 
preparatory teachers.19  
H.M. Thompson was hired as the college’s new principal. His wife, Mary, 
became the college’s matron. H.M. Thompson began his teaching career in Savannah, 
Tennessee. After he graduated from Roger Williams University, he taught school in 
Okolona, Aberdeen, and Brooksville. Prior to taking the president position at Central 
Mississippi College, he was the principal at West Point’s Ministerial Institute and High 
School.20  Lee Boston Turner was one of Attala County’s more noted college professors. 
Lee B. Turner, son Lewis and Anna Turner, was born on February 14, 1877 in Choctaw 
County, Mississippi.21 Orphaned as a child, Turner came to Attala County and lived with 
relatives. He graduated Central Mississippi College and became an insurance agent. He 
earned his bachelor’s degree in commercial business from the University of Chicago.22 
He taught mathematics at Bogue Chitto Industrial College before he returned to 
Kosciusko becoming a professor at Central Mississippi College.23 He served as the 
college’s Dean of Boys and head of the science department.24 Lee Boston’s wife, Dovie 
was hired and taught English and Education. Dovie Turner (nee Quinn) was born in 
                                                          
19 Ibid. 
 
20 Patrick Henry Thompson. The History of Negro Baptist in Mississippi (Jackson: The R.W. Bailey 
Printing Co., 1898), 652. 
 
21 Draft Registration, World War I Draft Registration Card 1917-1918,  
 
22 Patrick H. Thompson and Isaac W. Crawford. Multum in Parvo (Jackson: Consumers Printing Co., 
1912), 313. 
 
23 “He Has Gone to Never Return” in The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 11, No. 19, Ed. 1 Thursday, June 8, 
1905, https://gateway.okhistory.org. 
 
24 History of the Mt. Hope Women’s District Convention, p.3. Lee Boston Turner was also principal at Sam 
Young Public School.  
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Webster County, Mississippi. Her early educational background is not known; however, 
her first known teaching position came at Sam Young Public School prior to joining the 
Central Mississippi College faculty.25  
A notable hire was music teacher, Jennie Daniel Ballentyne. Jennie was born on 
May 5, 1866 in Nashville, Tennessee to John Work and Samuella Boyd. By age 15, she 
taught music professionally.  In 1909, Jennie Daniel Ballentyne joined the faculty 
following her resignation from the Topeka Industrial Institute to run Central Mississippi 
College’s musical department.26 Sarah Bunton took over following Ballentyne’s 
departure. Sarah Bunton, a Louisiana native, was born to Peyton and Ellen Watkins. 
Sarah married professor and Methodist minister, Dr. Fred H. Bunton. During Sarah’s 
tenure with the school, she accompanied Joseph Douglass, grandson of Frederick 
Douglass, during his visit to Central Mississippi College.27  
  
                                                          
25 History of Sam Young Public School, n.p.  
 
26 The Nashville Globe. 03 Sept. 1909. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1909-09-03/ed-
1/seq-3/. Following her tenure with Central Mississippi College, Jennie took a position at Selma University 
as music department director, The Nashville globe. 03 Oct. 
1913. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1913-10-03/ed-1/seq-5/ 
 
27Attala County WPA History Chapter III, “The Negro,” p. 315. Joseph Douglass made it a priority to 
perform at all black colleges.  
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Image 21: Charles A. Buchanan 
Founder of Central Mississippi College 
Patrick Thompson, History of Negro Baptists in Mississippi. 
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Image 22: 1906 Rebuilt Central Mississippi College  
Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo. 
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Image 23: Professor Jeff Anderson 
Second President of Central Mississippi College 
Patrick Henry Thompson, History of Negro Baptists in Mississippi 
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Image 24: Professor H.M. Thompson 
President of Central Mississippi College 
Patrick Thompson, History of Negro Baptists in Mississippi. 
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Kosciusko Industrial College 
 The Vardaman administration wanted to eradicate Afro-American education. 
Democratic control of state government afforded him the power to accomplish his 
campaign pledge. Several Afro-Americans left Mississippi during the early 1900s 
because of Vardaman’s educational views which he believed, “this is not meant for 
Negroes but white people only.” A lack of educational opportunities prompted an exodus 
to the areas in the North, West, and some to immigrate to Mexico.28  Afro-Americans 
countered Vardaman by creating more institutions that would reach more African 
American children and young adults.  
Booker T. Washington explained in his 1903 letter to Oswald Garrison Villard 
that Vardaman’s election signified white Mississippians support to diminish educational 
opportunities in the same manner that Mississippi was the first state to diminish voting 
capabilities. Washington called for strong action in response to Vardaman’s election.29 In 
June 1905, the Convention of Baptist churches and preachers met in Vicksburg, 
Mississippi. Natchez College president, S.C.H. Owens, spoke on the correlation between 
education and the necessity of colleges. From this conversation grew the birth of an 
educational movement to unite the conventions and Central Mississippi College’s efforts 
and create an industrial school in Kosciusko. The industrial school would serve the entire 
state.30   
                                                          
28 The Oklahoma Safeguard, (Guthrie, Okla.), Vol. 11, No. 1, Ed. 1 Thursday, February 2, 1905, 
https://gateway.okhistory.org 
  
29 “To Oswald Garrison Villard” (August, 1903), p. 273. Harlan, Louis R., and Raymond W. Smock, 
eds. Booker T. Washington Papers Volume 7: 1903-4. University of Illinois Press, 1977.  
 
30  “The Convention” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, July 27, 1905, vol. 12, no. 26, p.1. 
https://gateway.okhistory.org.  
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Rev. Patrick Henry Thompson spearheaded the project to elevate his race to new 
heights. Patrick H. Thompson, son of Milton and Ellen Thompson, was born on March 
15, 1864 in Oklalona, Chickasaw, Mississippi. Professor J.H. Henderson served as 
Thompson’s earliest known school teacher in the Oklalona city schools. In 1883, he was 
elected principal of an Oklalona school with 150 students and 3 teachers under his 
charge. In October 1885, he entered Jackson College and graduated with high honors in 
1887. For one year, he taught at Jackson College before attending Virginia Union 
University in Richmond, Virginia in Fall 1888. In Spring 1892, Thompson received his 
Bachelor of Divinity. From 1892 to 1898, he taught at Jackson College before taking a 
position at Central Mississippi College.31 In July 1905, Kosciusko Industrial College’s 21 
board member committee, headed by Thompson, and the General Baptist Educational 
Convention entered into partnership.32 The Kosciusko Industrial College began 
operations in late 1905. Thompson, inspired by Booker T. Washington, wanted to 
transform the Kosciusko Industrial College into Mississippi’s own Tuskegee.33  
Washington’s influence can be assumed as the model for the many normal 
schools and colleges that arose in the final two decades of the 19th century. Thompson’s 
biography in the Mt. Helm Church history indicates that he did not was a Tuskegee 
imitation but one that would complement Washington’s institution for Mississippi Afro-
American citizens.34 Thompson’s industrial college coincided with an international effort 
                                                          
31 Dr. Lee E. Williams Sr. Mt. Helm Baptist Church 1935-1988: The Parade of Pastors 1864-1988, p.19.  
 
32 “New Charters” in The Port Gibson Reveille. 06 July 
1905. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86090233/1905-07-06/ed-1/seq-4/ 
 
33 Dr. Lee E. Williams Sr. Mt. Helm Baptist Church 1935-1988: The Parade of Pastors 1864-1988, p.20. 
 
34 The Booker T. Washington papers do not indicate any correspondence between Washington and 
Thompson.  
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to promote industrial education to the African American masses that arose during 
American imperialism during the 20th century’s first decade. Booker T. Washington’s 
arrival on the national political stage elevated education and its importance to a broader 
black global audience.  
Washington’s stance and promotion of industrial education not only galvanized 
African Americans domestically but also internationally. Washington advocated an 
industrial-based education for Afro-Americans. Industrial education would help Afro-
Americans become independent as a race and allow them to obtain wealth needed to 
compete in society and would be the foundation for upward advancement.35 Washington 
stated, “I plead for industrial education and development for the Negro not because I 
want to cramp him, but because I want to free him. I want to see him enter the all-
powerful business and commercial world.”36 Washington’s push for the South to adopt 
industrial education caught the attention of Afro-Cubans after the Spanish translated 
release of Up From Slavery. The book inspired Afro-Cubans that education was the route 
to freedom and equality in the recently U.S. occupied Cuba.37 Afro-Cubans saw 
Tuskegee and educational acquirement as the ability to obtain the necessary skills needed 
                                                          
 
35 Booker T. Washington, W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Charles W. Chesnutt, & others 
The Negro Problem: A Series of Articles by Representative Negroes of Today (New York: J Pott & 
Company, 1903), 19. 
 
36 Ibid. 
 
37 Frank Andre Guridy. Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans and African Americans in a World of Empire and 
Jim Crow (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 34-35. 
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in order to aid in their upward mobility and the advancement of the Afro-Cuban peoples 
as a whole.38  
In the middle of imperial transition, Afro-Cuban peoples used education to 
reconstruct their lives following the end of Spanish colonial rule. In an era of Cuban 
Reconstruction, Afro-Cubans sought to reconstruct their lives which included a greater 
obtainment of education for the purposes of greater freedom under the upcoming 
American imperial regime. Frank Guridy explained in Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans 
and African Americans in a World of Empire and Jim Crow that Afro-Cubans took their 
Tuskegee experience and created a similar institution in Havana that served the 
educational needs of the Afro-Cuban community.39  
 Just as Afro-Cubans used industrial education as a response to United States 
imperialism, Afro-Americans undertook the same strategy as a response to Southern 
imperialism. The former confederacy, although redeemed, was also reconstructing its 
social structure. Southern redeemers had yet to fully establish complete control over the 
Afro-American population in the vital areas of landownership, voting, education, and 
social control. Thompson sought to develop, “the head, hands, and heart”40 of the people 
who attended his school. As a result of this goal, “the eyes of the State of Mississippi 
then turned towards this great school and anxiously awaited its development.”41 By 
February 1906, Kosciusko Industrial College hit its stride attracting a high number of 
                                                          
38 Ibid. 35.  
 
39 Ibid. 56. 
 
40 Dr. Lee E. Williams Sr. Mt. Helm Baptist Church 1935-1988: The Parade of Pastors 1864-1988, p.20 
 
41 Ibid.  
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students. The industrial college joined a growing list of state industrial colleges including 
Bogue Chitto Industrial College in Lincoln County and Mound Bayou Industrial College 
in Bolivar County. The known faculty included Florence Newell of Kosciusko and 
business teacher, Emma Shorter of Nashville, Tennessee.42  
The institute showed a promising start and its first graduating class in 1906 
included Rev. O.C. Thomas.43 Kosciusko Industrial College operated for twelve years. 
Thompson found difficulty raising the necessary capital. His efforts to merge to his 
industrial college with the Central Mississippi College failed prompted the school to 
cease operations in 1917.44 Patrick Thompson’s education empowered him to dream of 
an institution that would aid in Afro-American’s attempts to secure greater liberation.  
Afro-Americans took pride in their efforts. Their boasting was not necessarily 
predicated on anticipating white response. Although Afro-Americans questioned what 
feelings whites held toward their school; they found that many prominent white citizens 
expressed support for the college and praised the college for the work it had done to that 
point.45 How can historians interpret independent institutions such as Central Mississippi 
College and Kosciusko Industrial College? One interpretation is a point is reached where 
some whites resign themselves to accept that Afro-Americans are going to do as they 
wish. The Afro-American community demonstrated its capability to live, think, and 
                                                          
42 The Nashville Globe. 14 May 1909. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1909-05-14/ed-
1/seq-1/ 
 
43 The Oklahoma Safeguard. Vol. 13, No. 16, Ed. 1 Thursday, May 17, 1906, https://gateway.okhistory.org.  
 
44 Dr. Lee E. Williams Sr. Mt. Helm Baptist Church 1935-1988: The Parade of Pastors 1864-1988, p.21.  
 
45 “C.M. College” in The Oklahoma Safeguard, Vol. 12, No. 24, Ed. 1 Thursday, July 13, 1905, 
https://gateway.okhistory.This report came during the early rebuilding stages. White sentiment could be 
based on the thought that African American efforts would fall short. There was no further reporting 
regarding white sentiment during rebuilding and after re-opening.  
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succeed without white input, influence, or control. The creation of independent 
institutions indicated that Afro-Americans were determined to obtain a brighter future for 
their race in both name and action.  
Attala County served Mississippi’s interior which had no major higher 
educational institution at the time. Central Mississippi College central purpose was 
training teachers. Afro-Americans wanted to yield greater if not complete control of their 
educational institutions and educational future. Since education was the foundation to 
economic and political liberation, limiting white influence equated to greater 
empowerment. 
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Image 25: Patrick Henry Thompson 
  Patrick Thompson, History of Negro Baptists in Mississippi. 
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Image 26: 1908 Kosciusko Industrial College   
Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo.   
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Image 27: Kosciusko Industrial College Building 
Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo. 
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Image 28: Kosciusko Industrial College Marching Band 
    Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo.   
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       Image 29: Kosciusko Industrial College Faculty 
 Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo.   
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Empowering Future Generations 
 What impact, if any, did these institutions have on their students? Without direct 
acknowledgement from the individuals themselves, one can draw a correlation between 
the presence of an educational institution and their ability to obtain professional success. 
The Attala County public schools served as the foundation for future doctors. Robert 
Tecumseh Burt (1871-1955), son of Robert Burt and Sylvia Sanders, attended Sam 
Young Public school. After completing courses at Jackson College, Burt attended 
Walden University in Nashville, Tennessee and Central Mississippi College before 
graduating with honors from Meharry Medical College in 1897. In 1902, Burt opened his 
first medical office in McMinnville, Tennessee. In 1904, he moved to Clarksville, 
Tennessee where he opened an office downtown. On March 6, 1906, Robert Burt opened 
Clarksville’s first hospital, Home Infirmary. As the hospital grew, it rivaled all hospitals 
except the South’s largest hospitals.46  
Although the hospital’s purpose was to serve the African American community, 
Burt also practiced medicine on white patients. On July 15, 1908, he was elected 
president of the Colored State Medical Association.47  Burt was not a lowly country 
doctor. He honed his craft at Harvard, A.E. Printy School, Michael Reese, Mt. Sinai, 
Bellevue, Boston City Hospital, the Mayo Clinic, and Cuba.48 Noted surgeon, Daniel H. 
Williams came to Clarksville to perform an operation with Burt on January 30, 1910.49 
                                                          
46 Linda T. Wynn. Robert T. Burt (1873-1955), http://ww2.tnstate.edu/library/digital/Burt.htm.  
 
47 The Nashville Globe. 17 July 1908. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1908-07-17/ed-
1/seq-4/ 
 
48 Linda T. Wynn. Robert T. Burt (1873-1955), http://ww2.tnstate.edu/library/digital/Burt.htm.  
 
49 The Nashville Globe. 21 Jan. 1910. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1910-01-21/ed-
1/seq-6/ 
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Burt returned to Kosciusko in 1911 to give the commencement address to Central 
Mississippi College’s graduating class.50 Robert Burt provided his community and race 
medical uplift. His outreach spanned to Afro-Americans in central Tennessee and 
southern Kentucky. He also provided medical care to Afro-American miners and soldiers. 
Robert Burt’s hospital received mainstream medical recognition from the National 
Medical Hospital Association and the American Medical Association.51 Central 
Mississippi College produced a handful of doctors in addition to Robert Burt including 
Anderson Byas (physician), Arthur Byas, John Byas (physician), Thomas Byas 
(physician), Harry Baccus (druggist), Leroy Dabbs (child specialist), Jacob Clinton 
Tadley (surgeon), Thomas Luther Zuber (physician), and Walter A. Zuber (physician).  
Jacob Clinton Tadley was born on January 27, 1879 in Kosciusko, Mississippi.52 
He was the son of Mary Rimmer Tadley. He received his early education at Sam Young 
Public School. At a young age, Jacob wished to become a physician. According to oral 
accounts, Mary dressed Jacob in dresses so that he would remain at home. Jacob took the 
initiative and ran away so that he could fulfill his dreams. Life on his own proved 
difficult has he struggled to find food and shelter. Jacob made his way to Nashville, 
Tennessee where he enrolled in Meharry Medical College.53 On Friday, March 29, 1907, 
                                                          
50 https://www.fisk.edu/assets/files/b2/burt-robertt.collection1893-1972microfilm.pdf 
 
51 Linda T. Wynn. Robert T. Burt (1873-1955), http://ww2.tnstate.edu/library/digital/Burt.htm. 
 
52 Draft Registration, World War I Draft Registration Card 1917-1918, https://www.familysearch.org 
 
53 Attala County WPA History Chapter III, “The Negro,” p. 314. 
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Tadley graduated from Meharry Medical College.54 By 1910, Tadley became one of 
Nashville’s leading physicians and surgeons.55 
 Kosciusko Industrial College produced one of the United States most preeminent 
scholars, Charles Henry Thompson. Charles came to Kosciusko following his father’s 
decision to teach at Central Mississippi College. Thompson attended Central Mississippi 
College and completed his high school courses at Wayland College. He earned his 
bachelor’s degree from Virginia Union University and later attended Chicago University 
becoming the first African American to earn doctorate in educational psychology. After 
teaching in Alabama and Missouri, he found a teaching position at Howard University in 
1926. Thompson created the Journal of Negro Education in 1932 which he served as 
editor-in-chief.  
  
                                                          
54 “Twenty-First Commencement of MeHarry Medical College Took Place at Ryman Auditorium” in The 
Nashville Globe. 05 April 1907. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1907-04-05/ed-1/seq-
1/. Tadley graduated in the college’s largest graduating class to that point. Booker T. Washington gave the 
commencement address.  
 
55 “Dr. J.C. Tadley” in The Nashville Globe. 24 June 
1910. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86064259/1910-06-24/ed-1/seq-10/. By 1920, Tadley 
retained his leading physician status.   
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        Image 30: Dr. Robert Tecumseh Burt 
The Nashville Globe, September 23, 1910, page 5, Image 5 
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    Image 31:Dr. Jacob Clinton Tadley 
   The Nashville Globe, June 24, 1910 
      PART TWO, Page 10, Image 10.     
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   Image 32: Charles Henry Thompson 
         Kosciusko Industrial College 
Isaac Crawford and Patrick Thompson, Multum in Parvo. 
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Conclusion 
Afro-Americans developed colleges and institutes for higher normal and 
academic learning. Teachers elevated the race to new heights as institutions grew in 
various parts of the state. Attala County joined in this educational movement and 
spearheaded two colleges, Central Mississippi College and Kosciusko Industrial College. 
These institutions paved the way for African Americans to further their race in other parts 
of the South including Tennessee, Oklahoma, and Washington D.C. Education had a 
clear impact on the African American mentality. Education was obtained for the sake of 
empowerment and pushing the race towards freedom. The freedmen/woman generation 
and the first generation of freed people embodied a mindset that positioned themselves to 
be active players in the ever-changing state, national, and global society.   
Former slaves established the educational framework for themselves and their 
children. This gives an indication that a mental shift occurred in which former slaves 
were no longer accepting the mentality that former masters spent generations instilling. 
Fairclough lends credence that breaks occurred in post-war periods where emancipation 
followed. Afro-Americans taking the steps ensuring their children have Afro-American 
teachers showed their wanting to rid their children and themselves of white influence. 
Mental oppression limited their ability to empower themselves and find pathways to 
liberation. White society’s power was rooted in indoctrinating oppressed peoples to 
accept and not challenge their authority. Afro-American empowerment was rooted in 
rejecting the perceived authority and re-shaping the mind to adopt a freedom mentality.  
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CHAPTER 6 
THE POWER AND PRIVILEGE OF CITIZENSHIP: 
AFRO-AMERICAN DEMOCRACY IN ATTALA COUNTY 
 
Introduction 
In July 1868, Mississippi was on the verge of re-admittance to the Union. 
Ratifying the constitution crafted during the convention was the last step. The vote 
presented Afro-Americans with the opportunity to be constitutionally recognized as 
citizens. Fear of “Negro” domination prompted white rally to defeat ratification. With the 
conservative coalition in full force, ratification was defeated by a 7,629-vote margin.1 
The final vote tally indicated that black counties voted in favor of ratification while white 
counties opposed ratification.  
The one outlier was Attala County, which was the only white county to favor 
ratification.2 Afro-Americans in the county played a role in the county’s ratification On 
July 22, 1868; the New York Times reported that Attala County voted 989 to 976 favoring 
ratification.3 The Attala County 1866 census indicated that there were 879 African 
American men and 1,424 white men of or near the age of voter eligibility.4 The total 
number of registered voters at the time of the election was approximately 2,377.5 The 
                                                          
1 Washington: Congress Declares the 14th Amendment Adopted New York Times (1857-1922); Jul 22, 
1868.  
 
2 Ibid. 
  
3 Ibid. 
  
4 Series 100, State Census Returns, 1818-1880, n.d. 
http://www.mdah.ms.gov/arrec/digital_archives/series/100/detail/42930 
 
5 Washington: Congress Declares the 14th Amendment Adopted in New York Times (1857-1922); Jul 22, 
1868.  
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slim margin of victory indicated that a majority, if not all, Afro-American voters favored 
constitutional passage. One can infer that Afro-Americans possessed the ability to be 
political players and act in their best interest. As Timothy B. Smith uncovered in The 
Mississippi Secession Convention: Delegates and Deliberations in Politics and War, 
1861-1865, Attala County was one of 14 pro-union counties prior to the Civil War and 
the only pro-union Central Mississippi County.6 The slim margin favoring ratification 
indicates that Attala County whites were less pro-union following the Civil War which 
further highlights the Afro-American vote importance.     
Emancipation did not create a sense of security but rather a sense of urgency. 
Afro-Americans acted quickly to guarantee that they were recognized and protected in 
the newly unified United States and more specially the reconstructed New South. African 
Americans demonstrated that their wanting to be viewed and treated as citizens trumped 
resistance from those wanting a return to the status quo.   
 Southern politics following the Civil War has typically been separated into two 
distinct periods, Reconstruction and Redemption. These terms generally emphasize the 
dueling ideologies within white American politics with the freedmen/woman becoming 
objectified rather than active agents. As historian Bradley Bond explained, white politics 
were rooted in the ideology that slavery was the foundation for white liberty. Bond stated, 
“In 1861, white Mississippians occupied a twilight zone in their history, willing neither to 
surrender their mythological past nor to reject firmly the modern world they strove to 
                                                          
6 Timothy B. Smith. The Mississippi Secession Convention: Delegates and Deliberation in Politics and 
War, 1861-1865 (Jackson, University Press of Mississippi, 2014), 35. 
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invent.”7  This chapter looks at how Afro-Americans both constructed and redeemed their 
status as American citizens within the complex Mississippi political system. The first part 
of the chapter examines Afro-American citizenship as part of the broader Mississippi 
political system following the Civil War. The chapter looks at the role Afro-American 
republicans played to establish Afro-American citizenry as part Mississippi’s post-Civil 
War identity. The chapter’s second part examines citizenship in the era of 
disenfranchisement. This section looks specifically at Attala County’s Afro-American 
political class to analyze disenfranchisement’s impact. Afro-Americans fought to 
reconstruct their lives in slavery’s aftermath. As a result, the redeemed African American 
challenged the white power structure.   
Citizenship represented the most crucial element to Afro-American empowerment 
as it represented equality’s final frontier. Citizenship transformed the former slave into 
American citizen. The status entitled them to the same rights and privileges afforded to 
their white counterparts. White society was not forced to acknowledge the tenant farmer, 
the convict, the vagrant, or any individual who was under white control. White society 
could not ignore the African American who possessed autonomy and independence. 
Education, land, labor, and interracial social interactions in one or multiple combinations 
produced the Afro-American citizen. Although the 14th amendment granted Afro-
American citizenship, they pursued obtaining the necessary societal components needed 
to make them socially visible and recognized.8 Afro-American determination to play a 
                                                          
7 Bradley G. Bond. Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi 1830-1900 (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1995), 13. 
8 Afro-Mississippian citizenship conflict with white Mississippian post-Civil War political agenda, “After 
1848, with their political culture purged of divisive issues, white Mississippians refocused their energies on 
fostering cultural homogeneity, at the heart of which lay efforts to define black residents—free and 
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role in creating a new socio-economic and political order following the Civil War was 
met with resistance from whites within both major political parties and various third 
parties who sought to marginalize the Afro- American political voice and create a new 
post-war society that continued to relegate the newly incorporated four million freed 
people to the abyss of the post-war republic.  
Historians have extensively discussed African American gains during 
Reconstruction and their losses during the Nadir. Their perspective limited African 
American citizenship to beneficiary rather than equal to their white counterparts. The 
prominent role they played has not been fully examined in the context to Afro-American 
efforts for individual and group empowerment and liberation. African Americans did not 
wait to begin exercising their citizenship. As Lee surrender at Appomattox on April 9, 
1865, African Americans were organizing themselves in order to secure their rights. In 
Mississippi, republican journals and newspapers were being established in black majority 
counties to disseminate to other areas of the state.9 Congressional Reconstruction aided 
African Americans in their attempts to cement their citizenship. General Edward Otho 
Cresap Ord (E.O.C.) headed the fourth military district which included Arkansas and 
Mississippi. One of his primary responsibilities was to construct a new voting electorate 
                                                          
enslaved—and undeserving whites as a submissive underclass.” (Bond, 82). Citizenship carried two 
different meanings to two different groups, inherited vs. permitted.  
 
9 William C. Harris. The Day of the Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 96-97. Harris noted that African Americans in Leake 
County held a great enthusiasm to become registered voters. Harris included examples of African American 
political participation outside of majority black counties.  
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that included the freedmen. African Americans utilized the opportunity and became part 
of the new voting electorate.10 
African American citizenship centered on them being part of the decision making 
processes that impacted their societal standing. Mississippi’s re-admission into the union 
rested on certain provisions including passage of a new state constitution Ratification 
provided citizenship to a population of freed people who were formerly categorized as 
chattel and three-fifths of a human being. William Harris’ Day of the Carpetbagger: 
Radical Republicanism in Mississippi provided a political analysis detailing freedmen’s 
seamlessly chattel to citizen transition. Freedmen organized political leagues immediately 
after the war to prepare themselves for political participation. In Mississippi, African 
Americans constituted fifty-seven percent of registered voters. The first post-
emancipation voter registration saw 79,176 African Americans became registered voters 
compared to 58,385 whites.11 Afro-Americans capitalized on their enthusiasm and voting 
potential and positioned their race to assert their influence in the new state government.  
On November 5, 1867, Mississippi residents voted whether to hold a state 
constitutional convention in 1868. With eighty percent African American turnout, the 
state convention was approved.12 The convention was the last step towards statehood and 
the federal protections it carried. It was also a step towards personal and racial liberation 
at the county, state, and federal level. William Harris explained that whites opted to skip 
                                                          
10 Ibid. 1. 
 
11 Ibid. 108. 
 
12 Ibid. 108-109.  
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the election in hopes their non-participation would nullify the vote. Whites also didn’t 
expect African Americans participation.13  White underestimated Afro-American urgency 
while demonstrating their political shortcomings. Committing to political participation 
paved the way towards true citizenship. Afro-Americans ensured their physical presence 
in the political process. Utilization of their majority signified a level of racial 
empowerment that was rooted in collective individual consciousness. This marked the 
first time Afro-Americans, as a collective, transformed their empowerment into tangible 
power. This momentum allowed them to pursue their political agenda while remaining 
united against political pressure.   
Suffrage gave Afro-Americans leveraging power. By remaining politically active, 
they could not be dismissed. Afro-Americans not only battled Southern Democrats but 
were embroiled in the Republican Party inter-party battle. Afro-Americans were an 
essential voting bloc that gave Republicans power during Reconstruction; however, party 
leaders wanted to appeal to a broader white political base. Michael Perman discussed in 
The Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879, that Republican power in the 
South was not the result of an organized effort but a trio of actors which included the 
Reconstruction Acts passed by congress, military intervention in the South, and 
government protection and support. Republicans acted with a sense of urgency to 
transform the South while they held power because they were the minority party.14 
Democrats built a solid coalition by melding white class differences around anti-African 
                                                          
13 Ibid. 
 
14 Michael Perman. The Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1985), 23. 
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American sentiments. This lily-white strategy prompted Republicans to create a white 
appeal. The Republican Party sought to become a lily-white party built on an African 
American base. Republicans wanted the Afro-American vote while pushing a Southern 
white agenda. Afro-Americans were in a dual political battle for empowerment and 
liberation. Their ballot served as the last protection against the forces working against 
them.    
Afro-Americans carried their momentum into the constitutional convention. The 
1868 Mississippi Constitutional Convention, referred to as the “Black and Tan 
Convention” took place on January 7, 1868. They held eighteen delegate slots: seventeen 
republicans, one conservative, and one radical republican.15 Black republicans 
maneuvered within their party and the larger convention in order to accomplish their 
goals. Education and civil rights were top priorities. These issues directly impacted their 
ability to advance their citizenship. The pathway to bring these issues to the forefront was 
challenged. They were first forced to contend proscription. Proscription was a radical 
measure that would disenfranchise former Confederate soldiers. Black republicans saw 
this issue as a potential threat to their agenda. They believed that disenfranchising whites 
would eventually harm them. Therefore, they voted against proscription. Their vote 
earned skepticism as white Republicans concluded that African Americans were 
politically illiterate.16   
                                                          
15 Ibid. 115. 
 
16 Michael Perman. Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1984), 36. 
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What white Republicans failed to understand or chose not to understand was 
African American reality. Black republicans believed that their advancement would be 
stagnated if its path included the persistent white community’s wrath. James Lynch 
defended the decision by stating that they did not want to disenfranchise whites because 
they understood that African American progression could not be achieved if the races 
were in continuous conflict.17 Black republicans broke from their party on this issue. 
They were not pawns of the Radical Republicans but a delegation that had a duty to the 
broader race.  
 Black republicans were not political pawns to a larger party. They understood that 
their upward mobility could not be achieved by taking sides in white political and class 
conflicts. How can the proscription issue be analyzed as empowerment or even 
liberation? Lynch and fellow black republicans concluded that the issues they wanted 
addressed would be hindered if they supported a measure that would invite animosity 
towards them and risk passage of their legislative agenda.18 Politics did not exist within a 
vacuum and Afro-Americans were not blind to the white animosity that existed. Afro-
Americans would have been blamed if proscription had passed, and it would have further 
fueled white fears of “Negro” domination and widespread backlash. Paul Lewinson 
described “Negro” domination as the by-product of citizenship and suffrage. Southern 
states such as Mississippi and South Carolina possess African American majorities. 
These majorities held the capability of subjecting whites to an African American 
                                                          
17 Ibid. 37.  
 
18 Ibid. 
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dominated political landscape.19  Panic was the biggest threat to the African American 
political agenda. Supporting policies that would ignite and expedite said fear would serve 
African Americans no benefit. Black republicans wanted to keep whites at a distance long 
enough to ensure that their race benefited the most from the convention. African 
Americans left the convention with a constitution that positioned them to become chart 
their continued path to full societal inclusion.   
 Afro-American aspirations were delayed following the constitutional defeat at the 
ballot box in 1868. The 1868 constitutional defeat demonstrated white political 
nationalism. Twenty-two counties favored ratification and forty-four counties rejected 
ratification. Jones County was the one county that posted no returns. Attala County was 
the only county with a white majority to favor ratification. Ratification was supported in 
African American majority counties. These counties were Mississippi River counties and 
counties that comprised what became the Mississippi Delta region. Afro-American 
majority counties were also found along Mississippi’s eastern border. Why Jones County 
returned zero ballots is not known. The counties rejecting ratification comprised 
Mississippi’s interior, northern, and coastal borders. These counties did not have a 
significant slave population. The final vote was 63,860 against ratification and 56,231 for 
ratification (see Appendix E: Mississippi 1868 Constitutional Convention Results).  
  
                                                          
19 Paul Lewinson. Race, Class, & Party: A History of Negro Suffrage and White Politics in the South (New 
York: Grosset & Dunlap: The University Library, 1965), 41. 
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Illustration 6: 1868 Mississippi Constitutional Ratification  
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In the wake of the constitutional defeat, Afro-Americans re-grouped and worked 
alongside their white counterparts to ensure Mississippi’s re-entry into the union. On July 
31, 1869 the National Union Republican Party of Attala County convened. The interracial 
gathering led by E.H. Sanders, Richard Bullock, W.B. Sanders, Mr. Blackwell, and Rev. 
John Thomas (the latter two being Afro-American) pledged the following: 
That we, the National Union Republican Party of Attala County, in mass 
meeting assembled, most earnestly desire early restoration of the State of 
Mississippi to union upon an equality with her sister States, and on such 
terms, as will effectually secure the civil and political rights of all men.20  
 Rev. Thomas addressed the audience urging a break from Radical Republicans 
and adopting a belief in equality and justice for all men.21 White men were 
acknowledging the need for equality and justice across racial lines. The statement was not 
made within an all-white space but within the Afro-American presence. Afro-Americans 
witnessed first-hand whites conceding to the notion that Afro-Americans were no longer 
an inferior people but rather an equal counterpart.  
 In 1870, Mississippi was re-admitted to the union. The 1868 constitution was 
retroactively ratified despite being defeated two years prior. Afro-Americans continued to 
solidify their freedmen to citizen transition. Between 1871 and 1874 black republicans in 
Mississippi seized control of the Republican Party revisited past defeated legislation in 
                                                          
20 “MISSISSIPPI” in The Weekly Clarion. 19 Aug. 1869, 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1869-08-19/ed-1/seq-5/ 
 
21 Ibid. Thomas was noted as speaking to the African American attendees; however, his words drew 
applause from white attendees as well.  
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attempts to get them signed into law.22 In addition to education, civil rights was 
Mississippi’s most controversial political issue. Congress introduced the Social Equality 
Bill, which granted citizens access to all public accommodations including parks, hotels, 
theaters. This issue created statewide backlash. Attala County conservatives believed the 
bill violated all white sensibilities.23 This marked the point where Afro-American 
citizenship became a true threat to whites. White believed that African Americans were 
dictating the legislative agenda and believed they had no real representation in the state 
legislature.24 On March 16, 1872, Black republicans and their allies successfully passed 
the Social Equality Bill.25  
 Mississippi’s Social Equality Bill marked a liberating moment. The once 
colonized gained political equality and greater societal independence. In seven years, 
Mississippi Afro-Americans redeemed their personhood. Without holding the 
governorship, majorities in the state legislature, judicial appointments, or significant 
governmental positions, Afro-Americans utilized their political allies and secured a level 
                                                          
22 Michael Perman. Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1984), 39-40, 139. 
 
23 “Mr. Rasselas Boyd” in The Weekly Clarion. 26 Oct. 1871. 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-10-26/ed-1/seq-1/. Miscegenation makes its first 
appearance in Attala County politics. The main concern that white men had was African American men 
having free will to invade their daughter’s space. 
 
24 “Responding to our enquiry if Boyd represents the people of Attala in the Legislature, the Central Star 
says” in The Weekly Clarion. 04 May 1871. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-05-
04/ed-1/seq-1/. In his speech to the United State Senate on May 20, 1872, Ames stated, “the carpet-baggers 
and the colored men are the controlling element of the Republican party” of Mississippi. “They controlled 
it when [Alcorn] was nominated and when he was elected to the Senate,” Ames contended, “and they 
control it now, as the actions of the late [party] convention [which demanded a state civil rights bill] 
shows.” Michael Perman. Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1984), 54-55.  
 
25 “Social Equality in Mississippi” in The Athens Post. 22 March 
1872. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84024443/1872-03-22/ed-1/seq-2/ 
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of power that many, if all, believed was impossible. Historians focus on cosmetic politics, 
cloud their ability to see what Afro-Americans achieved and how it unfolded.  
 One group’s liberation is another group’s oppression. 1872 marked the turning 
point in Mississippi Reconstruction politics. White conservatism re-grouped and 
challenged Republican rule. In 1876, Mississippi was the last former Confederate state to 
lose Republican governorship. Mississippi’s downfall began four years prior when Attala 
County fell under Democratic control. State republicans used its power to protect Attala 
from Democratic control. This was accomplished by redistricting the state’s map so that 
Attala County was paired with Leake County as to protect political balance.26 By late 
1871, Attala’s political climate shifted towards resistance.  
On October 10, 1871, Attala County conservatives held a convention. The 
convention’s purpose was to regroup and nominate viable candidates to win 
congressional seats in the next election. The convention’s first declaration stated, “That 
sinking all minor differences and petty jealousies about party names, we hereby declare 
ourselves to be the opponents of Radicalism in every shape and form.”27 The resolution 
indicated a unified white conservative effort where one had not been prior. Conservative 
                                                          
26 “The Apportionment Infamy” in The Weekly Clarion. 18 May 1871. 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-05-18/ed-1/seq-2/. The article also indicates that 
black counties were paired with white counties with smaller populations as to negate the impact of their 
vote; thereby, preserving Republican rule.  
 
27 “Conservative Meeting in Attala” in The Weekly Clarion. 10 Aug. 1871, 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1871-08-10/ed-1/seq-1/. 
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efforts were realized during the 1873 state elections. Attala County democrats gained 
control of both house seats and the senate seat in the state legislature.28  
Within the next three years, Mississippi lost its Congressional Republican 
Congressman, Jason Niles (of Attala County) in 1875 and in 1876, its Radical Republican 
governor, Adelbert Ames. The white-line strategy ended Republican rule and restored 
power to the Democrats.29 Restoring power did not equate to ceding power. The 
Redeemers would be faced dealing with African Americans who embodied citizenship 
and expected the privileges it carried which whites resented as indicated by Senator 
William Windom of Minnesota statement, “the black man does not excite antagonism 
because he is black, but because he is a citizen, and as such may control an election.”30 
The statements indicated that the social order had to be maintained by ensuring that the 
old order of slavery be re-established.31 
The Nadir represents the South’s turn to socially orchestrate society in a way that 
Reconstruction had done prior.32 As part of the Compromise of 1877, the South was 
treated as a separate entity of the United States.33 The “let alone” policy indicated that the 
                                                          
28 “MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE” in The Weekly Clarion. 20 Nov. 1873. 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83016926/1873-11-20/ed-1/seq-1/. 
 
29 Michael Perman. Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1984), 258. 
 
30 Rayford W. Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901(New York: The 
Dial Press Inc., 1954), 7. 
 
31 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Afro-American Character 
and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 58-59. 
 
32 Rayford W. Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 (New York: The 
Dial Press Inc., 1954), 11. 
 
33 Ibid. 13. 
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North was willing to sacrifice Afro-Americans in order to keep political and economic 
union with the South. Afro-Americans are discussed less frequently in the history as 
active players but more so pawns of both the Republican and Democratic Parties. C. 
Vann Woodward’s, Origin of the New South 1877-1914 restored African Americans as 
political agents during the Nadir. Through Woodward, African Americans are written as 
a non-monolithic voting entity that sought different avenues to restore themselves to 
political relevance. 
Afro-Americans participation in the political arena triggered the strongest 
opposition from whites. Rayford Logan explained in, The Negro in American Life and 
Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 the role that preconceived ideas about African Americans 
based on race and culture played in white unification as well as eliminating African 
Americans from the political arena.34 George Fredrickson elaborated on this concept in 
The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate on Afro-American Character and 
Destiny, 1817-1914 by broadening the scope to extend to larger society. In the early 
nineteenth century, white America had determined that Negroes were not native to the 
population but rather an alien group that could not or would not be integrated within 
broader society.35  
The language of white nationalism spread throughout Reconstruction. Afro- 
American suffrage fueled the contempt that whites held towards African Americans. 
Future president James A. Garfield said “a strong feeling of repugnance when I think of 
                                                          
34 Ibid. 6. 
 
35 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Afro-American Character 
and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 1. 
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the negro being made our political equal and I would be glad if they could be colonized, 
sent to heaven, or got rid of in any decent way…But colonization has proved a hopeless 
failure everywhere.”36  Thomas Dew made the following statement, “The blacks have 
now all the habits and feelings of slaves, the whites have those of masters; the prejudices 
are formed, and mere legislation cannot improve them.” 37 As African American 
demanded and seized a greater presence in politics, the stronger the tide of white 
opposition grew to undermine their political advancement.  
The Compromise of 1877, overturning of the Civil Rights Act, and shift in 
Republican interests to protecting big business created distrust. The result being that 
some blacks supported the elements of the Democratic Party that did not support the 
more extreme politics of lower-class or upland whites.38 As Afro- Americans shifted 
from the Republican Party, Republican interest in Southern blacks was driven by 
Republican’s desire to return blacks to the party that had bolted to either the Democratic 
Party or thought of creating an independent party. The slogan of Republican Party during 
Benjamin Harrison’s presidential run stated, “to the supreme and sovereign right of every 
lawful citizen, rich or poor, native or foreign born, white or black, to cast one free ballot 
in public elections and to have that ballot duly counted.”39  
                                                          
36 Michael Perman. The Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1985), 185. 
 
37 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate On Afro-American Character 
and Destiny, 1817-1914 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1971), 47. 
 
38 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 218. 
 
39 Rayford W. Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 (New York: The 
Dial Press Inc., 1954), 53. 
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Harrison’s stance to protect the black ballot launched the Second Mississippi Plan 
which began with altering the 1868 constitution to ensure black disenfranchisement. In 
the minds of Mississippi Democrats, eliminating the black vote would halt any federal 
intervention since the state was not violating its own constitution.40 African Americans 
could not warrant federal government protection of the ballot since the law legally 
disenfranchised them. Passage of the Force Bill led to the Mississippi Constitutional 
Convention on August 12, 1890.  
The new constitution disenfranchised 123,000 blacks and only 12,000 whites. 
Isiah Montgomery (the lone African American delegate) voted in favor of the constitution 
in hopes that the more blacks acquired education and property they would be allowed to 
vote; however, Wharton asserted that the purpose of the convention was to eliminate the 
vote regardless of qualification.41 Although Montgomery’s actions at the convention have 
not been viewed in the most positive light, his position held merit. Despite Wharton’s 
belief that whites were not going to allow blacks to vote regardless if they were qualified, 
the education that African Americans obtained following the Civil War proved to be 
invaluable in their long struggle for political autonomy.  
Afro-Americans demonstrated their willingness to pursue constitutional equality 
via the voting arena. Their actions indicate a tangible effort to break from political 
constraints imposed by both parties. The unpredictability of the Afro-American vote 
forced both parties to pledge concessions from which Afro-Americans benefited. What 
Afro-Americans lacked was the ability to change the Southern white mindset. Their 
                                                          
40 Ibid. 56. 
 
41 Ibid. 65. 
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political efforts clashed with an ideology that cemented disenfranchisement into the 
Southern socio-political culture. African Americans created organizations to remain 
politically viable such as the Brooklyn Literary Society, the National Colored Tariff 
Association, and the National Negro Democratic League. In addition to supporting the 
Populist Party, these were organizations that they believed would resuscitate the black 
political agenda.42  
Disenfranchisement 
Disenfranchisement was undertaken for several reasons. Historians, C. Vann 
Woodward, Rayford Logan, and Paul Lewinson discussed two varying reasons Southern 
whites sought to remove African Americans from the political arena. The first was 
federal intervention in elections and the second was the fear of social equality. The 
disenfranchisement discussion has primarily focused on the white rationale. The problem 
this creates is the idea that Afro-Americans were idle during this process and a less than 
in-depth understanding how disenfranchisement would not prevent social equality. To 
address the first reason the question that needs to be addressed is how did African 
Americans impact disenfranchisement? The Compromise of 1877, overturning of the 
Civil Rights Act, and shift in Republican interests to protecting big business strained 
African American party loyalty. The result being a shift to the Democratic Party and 
                                                          
42 Bess Beatty. A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 (New 
York: Praeger, 1987), 99, 122, 127. 
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supporting candidates that did not support the more extreme politics of lower-class and 
upland whites.43  
Rayford Logan discussed in The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 
1877-1901 that the shift from the Republican Party sparked renewed interest in Southern 
blacks. The attempt was driven by Republican’s desire to return them to the party as well 
as prevent possibility of an independent African American third party.44 Attala County 
represented a scenario where third-party politics was possible. By 1871, the same year 
that Black republicans contemplated leaving the state party, Attala County had 1,013 
registered African American voters and 1,632 white registered voters.45 Radical and 
scalawag support created the possibility that Afro-American could gain political power. It 
remains unclear whether such possibilities spearheaded the disenfranchisement campaign 
at the local level. Historians have focused on federal intervention as the major cause.  
Paul Lewinson discussed in Race, Class, & Party: A History of Negro Suffrage 
and White Politics in the South that poor Southern whites feared political equality would 
lead to miscegenation. Political equality was the last step towards social equality. Poor 
whites resented the progress that African Americans had made since slavery. They 
represented a social, political, and economic threat to their upward mobility. The 
emergence of blacks as economic competitors threatened the socioeconomic standing of 
                                                          
43 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 218. 
 
44 Rayford W. Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901 (New York: The 
Dial Press Inc., 1954), 53. 
 
45 “Bear in Mind” in The Weekly Clarion, October 2, 1871.  
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working class whites.46 The miscegenation argument was effective in that reaffirmed 
fears of “Negro” domination that extended beyond the voting booth. The African 
American who could now vote with the white man would now want to marry the white 
man’s daughter.47  
Southern whites had no basis for their beliefs; however, they understood and 
exploited their beliefs to benefit their agenda. Politicians appeased poor Southern whites 
because their voting bloc constituted the majority in several white counties and some 
politicians held similar beliefs. Politicians who sought the vote of lower-class whites 
promised to pass laws that would strictly define the color line. They believed that 
segregation would be a means to limit their ability to compete economically.48 The 1888 
presidential election fueled Southern states’ efforts to eliminate the African American 
vote  
The 1888 presidential campaign re-invigorated interest in the Afro-American 
vote. Republican efforts to secure the African American voting bloc meant that the 
federal government would have to protect their ballot. The Republican Party slogan 
during Benjamin Harrison’s presidential run stated, “to the supreme and sovereign right 
of every lawful citizen, rich or poor, native or foreign born, white or black, to cast one 
                                                          
46 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South. 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 236-237. 
 
47 Paul Lewinson, Race, Class, & Party: A History of Negro Suffrage and White Politics in the South (New 
York: The Universal Library, 1965), 87. 
 
48 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South. 1877-1913(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1951), 236-237. 
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free ballot in public elections and to have that ballot duly counted.”49 Republicans evoked 
the spirit of freedom and constitutionalism that once bonded African Americans and the 
party. Harrison’s stance to protect the African American ballot launched the Second 
Mississippi Plan. The plan’s objecting being to alter the 1868 state constitution and 
disenfranchise the African American vote. Mississippi legislators wanted to out-
maneuver the federal government. Legislatively removing African Americans from the 
voter rolls would diminish the federal government’s capacity to enforce the fifteenth 
amendment since the state was not violating its own constitution.50  
African Americans could not warrant federal government protection because the 
disenfranchisement had been legally legislated and enforced. Congress passed the Force 
Bill which allowed for federal intervention in state elections. Passage of the Force Bill 
led to the 1890 Mississippi Constitutional Convention.  For the first time since 
Reconstruction’s end, the federal government planned to send federal agents into the 
South. The possibility of federal intervention laid disenfranchisement’s foundation.51 
Disenfranchisement would establish a political color line ensuring that voting primarily 
for “whites only.” White men would be charged for setting the rules that would define 
African Americans’ societal position. 
                                                          
49 Rayford W. Logan. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir 1877-1901(New York: The 
Dial Press Inc., 1954), 53. 
 
50 Ibid. 56. 
 
51 Ibid. 65.  
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Article 12-The Franchise of the 1890 Mississippi Constitution placed heavy 
emphasis on two required voting qualifications: poll tax and literacy. Section 243 and 
Section 244 stated,  
A uniform poll tax of two dollars, to be used in aid of the common 
schools, and for no other purpose, is hereby imposed on every 
male inhabitant of this State between the ages of twenty-one and 
sixty years, except persons who are deaf and dumb or blind, or 
who are maimed by loss of hand or foot; said tax to be a lien only 
upon taxable property. The board of supervisors of any county 
may, for the purpose of aiding the common schools in that county 
increases the poll tax in said county, but in no case shall the entire 
poll tax exceed in any one year three dollars on each poll. No 
criminal proceedings shall be allowed to enforce the collection of 
the poll tax. 
On and after the first day of January, A. D., 1892, every elector 
shall, in addition to the foregoing qualifications, be able to read 
any section of the constitution of this State; or he shall be able to 
understand the same when read to him, or give a reasonable 
interpretation thereof. A new registration shall be made before the 
next ensuing election after January the first, A.D., 1892.52  
                                                          
52 Mississippi State Constitution of 1890.  
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 Qualifications changed drastically for the 1892 registration than the state posed 
during Reconstruction. In 1875, qualifications required the individual had to be 21 years 
of age, resident of the state for six months and resided county for one month, possess 
mental capability (not being an idiot or untaxed Indian), and possesses no felonies.53 
Literacy and poll tax additions spoke to the politician’s assumptions regarding the Afro- 
American electorate. White politicians assumed that most Afro-Americans did not 
possess the disposable income for poll taxes or had not acquired enough, if any, 
education to meet literacy requirements. Residency requirements and criminal history 
were equally important restrictions although not as historically discussed. The era of 
convict leasing guaranteed that many Afro-American men and women could not establish 
permanent residence and the likelihood of possessing a criminal record was increased. 
Registration 
What impact did the Second Mississippi plan have on African American suffrage? 
Registration represented one form of empowerment. Afro-Americans were ensuring that 
the Democratic Party’s efforts to eliminate them from the political sphere would not 
succeed. Every African American registrant was staunch resistance to the white power 
structure. The new voting regulations were put into effect in 1892. In Attala County that 
year, 182 Afro-Americans add their names to the new voter registration rolls. For 1893, 
Afro-American registration dropped. Afro-Americans added 48 new registrants. The 
downward trend continued in 1894 when 25 new registrants were added. 1895 
represented a sizeable increase in new voter registrants. 122 Afro-Americans registered to 
                                                          
53 “Registration” in The Daily Clarion. 06 Oct. 1875. 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045232/1875-10-06/ed-1/seq-3/. 
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vote. Numbers held steady for 1896 when 90 new registrants were added. The year 1897 
marked the lowest voter registration point. Only 6 new registrants were added. The final 
two years of the 1890s saw increases in the Afro-American voter turnout with 23 and 84 
new registrants being added in 1898 and 1899 respectively. 583 Afro-Americans re-
registered between 1892 and 1899. The number in itself signified that a significant 
number of African Americans met the voting qualifications (see Appendix F: Attala 
County Afro-American Registered Voters 1892-1915).  
To address this question, sufficient voting data needs to be analyzed. Attala 
County’s registration and poll books remained in-tact allowing for a thorough analysis of 
its Afro-American voting population following the 1890 state constitution ratification.54   
The constitution’s wording hindered Afro-American voters. Safeguards such as the 
grandfather clause protected ineligible white citizens.  Attala County residents 
demonstrated that no legal language could thwart their advancement. They exercised their 
constitutional voting rights during the decade’s latter years. They remain enfranchised 
utilizing their education and economic position. Attala County had fifteen voting 
precincts: Ayers, Ethel, Jerusalem, Kosciusko, Liberty Chapel, McCool, Peeler’s Mill, 
Providence, Rochester, Rocky Point, Sallis, Shrock, Thompson School House, and 
Zilpha. From 1892 to 1899, the county registered 4,572 voters. 583 African Americans 
and 3,991 whites comprised the county’s registrants.  
Afro-Americans comprised 12.72 percent of the voting population. With 20.09 
percent, the Kosciusko precinct had the highest percentage of Afro-American registered 
                                                          
54 Surrounding counties such as Holmes, Neshoba, Carroll, Winston, Choctaw, and Madison do not have 
complete records if any. Some counties have data from select precincts; however, such data is not sufficient 
enough for analysis and interpretation.   
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voters.55 Within the overall Afro-American registered voter population, 38.28 percent 
were former slaves born prior to 1860.56 The average age was 33.19 years (excluding one 
unknown). The voting age ranged from 77 to 20.57  506 or 87.24 percent of registered 
voters who possessed complete literacy (being to read and write). 39 or 6.72 percent 
possessed partial literacy (reading only). 32 or 5.51 percent were illiterate (understands). 
Those in the understood category signed a special bond rather than a general bond.   
The small percentage of Afro-Americans who were illiterate complicates the 
argument that the Afro-American voter was easily manipulated by white voters because 
of their inability to read and write. In Attala County, the voting Afro-American was an 
educated Afro-American indicating that they yielded control over their ballot and 
possessed some political literacy. Afro-Americans positioned themselves to remain 
politically active and competent in the wake of the constitutional changes that were 
coming down the pike to legally remove them from the ballot box. Based on information 
from precinct registration books, Table 5.1, 1892-1915 Afro-American Voter Precinct 
Registration, shows Afro-American literary rates by precinct. The chart also breaks down 
the number of Afro-Americans born prior and after the Civil War.  
 
  
                                                          
55 The voting statistics derived from calculating African American registered voters in various voting 
precincts in Attala County from 1892-1899 in the original poll books from the Attala County Circuit Court.  
 
56 1861 is an arbitrary cutoff point. The rationale is that children under a certain age may have no 
recollection of their previous conditions of servitude or its impact on their psychological development.   
57 The legal voting age was 21. In some instances, any registered voter at age 20 was not permitted to vote 
despite being registered.  
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Table 5.1: 1892-1915 Afro-American Voter Precinct Registration 
Precinct   Voters  Literacy %** Born Pre-1860     Born Post-1860 
Ayers     46    83.67  18    28 
Ethel       7  100.00    2      5 
Jerusalem    83    95.18  29    54 
Kosciusko  201    98.01  70   131  
Liberty Chapel   19    95.00    3     16 
McCool    47  100.00  18     29 
Newport    13  100.00*   3     10 
Peeler’s Mill    15    86.67    4     11  
Providence    10  100.00    6       4 
Rochester    17    76.47    9       8 
Rocky Point    57    91.23  22     35 
Sallis     42  100.00  10     32 
Shrock     19     89.47    9     10 
Thompson       6  100.00    2       4 
Zilpha       1      0.00    0       1 
Totals   583    87.71           205   378 
*Two individuals had no literacy status. No subsequent information could be found to verify their literacy 
capacity. 
**Literacy percentages include both complete and partial literacy. Literacy tests required reading a passage 
from the state’s constitution. Writing abilities do not impact literacy test outcome.  
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Lewinson questioned the impact that whites had on Afro-American 
disenfranchisement and questioned whether disenfranchisement resulted from African 
American politically indifference and/or apathy. Lewinson based this question and 
assumption on available voting data which indicated a non-existent African American 
voting presence, African Americans economic standing, illiteracy, rise in lynching, 
voting geography, and cynicism.58 Lewinson did not ask what impact African Americans 
had on disenfranchisement efforts. If white men held absolute suffrage authority and 
power, how did African Americans challenge that authority and power beyond the 
tenants that state constitutions specified? One perspective that historians have not 
approached is small scale organization.  
Suffrage (whether registering or casing a ballot) has generally been depicted as 
isolated events that pit one African American against multiple white men. Registration 
and voting were not leisurely events. For both races, the risks were high. Whites were 
fighting against their own mental fears of “Negro” domination; Afro-Americans were 
fighting for their constitutional rights as well as their political relevancy. Afro-Americans 
understood the dangers associated with voting. Attala County registration and poll books 
provide evidence that pre-registration organization occurred. A close analysis of the 
registration books indicates days where Afro-Americans registered in sizeable numbers. 
For the year 1892, forty-eight percent registered on July 2nd through July 6th. Eighty-nine 
of the 182 total registrants voted during this week span. The numbers illustrate Afro-
American understanding potential dangers. These numbers may explain one reason why 
                                                          
58 Paul Lewinson, Race, Class, & Party: A History of Negro Suffrage and White Politics in the South (New 
York: The Universal Library, 1965), 107-108. 
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disenfranchisement was not a uniform process. Preventing one or two Afro-American 
registration attempts would be easier to execute rather than twenty or thirty.59  
Afro-American organizing efforts lessened the probability that whites could 
inflict violence. Violence was a proven tactic to maintain psychological advantage. 
Beatings and lynching were effective tools to keep Afro-Americans and outsiders in their 
respective place. Although white citizens had resorted to violence to intimidate Afro- 
Americans, no evidence exists that indicates that violent efforts were used to prevent 
African Americans from voting during the decade. If whites thought to use violence to 
prevent African American registration and voting, a race conflict was the likely outcome. 
White citizens did not have a good track record using violence against Afro-Americans. 
The 1887 and 1891 incidents involving Jordan Teague and Dan Gladney resulted in 
criminal trials and public outcry against the white aggressors and may have played a role 
in violence being an ineffective measure. Coupled with organizational efforts, Afro- 
Americans found ways to handicap white efforts to impede on their constitutional rights.  
Prior to 1892, Afro-Americans made significant strides in education and 
landownership. How then could so many become disenfranchised? As discussed, 
individual efforts were easily defeated in the absence of large group registration efforts 
which some Afro-American partook. Another reason being Afro-Americans chose to 
withdraw themselves from political activity because they did not want to deal with on-
going white foolishness.  Prior to the new registration, Attala County poll books listed 
                                                          
59 Shawn Leigh Alexander’s discussion of the Afro-American League did not mention a branch in 
Mississippi. Although no records exists that indicate Afro-Americans in Attala County were part of any 
organizational efforts, local or national, the possibility remains that their efforts may have some connection 
to the Afro-American League.  
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587 Afro-Americans registered voters.60 303 did not re-register.61 Within this group, 82 
were literate, 94 owned their home or farm, and 38 were both literate and owned their 
home or farm. These individuals possessed the capability to meet literacy requirements, 
poll tax requirements, or both.62 Their decision not to register cannot be viewed solely as 
white prevention. Afro-Americans had the choice whether to voluntarily continue their 
political participation.  Former slaves represented the overwhelming majority of this 
political class, many whom were born in the colonial and early antebellum years. It is 
plausible to assess that these individuals grew weary of the on-going battle and refused to 
give whites their time and energy. Another alternative being that the families of these 
individuals may have influenced their decisions.  
When the race is viewed collectively, disenfranchisement takes a different 
meaning. Disenfranchisement cannot be painted in such a broad scope. 
Disenfranchisement was not uniform. It took eleven years for all former confederate 
states to adopt disenfranchising constitutions. Thus the impact cannot be generalized 
across state lines without attempting to discuss the impact on the local level.63 Afro-
                                                          
60 This number exceeds 600; however, the Sallis precinct book was not available for analysis. These figures 
precede the 1892 re-registration. This number is a sizeable drop from the reported 1,013 registered voters in 
1871 (The Weekly Clarion, October 2, 1871).  
 
61 This number includes deceased individual, but does not include those who could not be found in the 1900 
census but a death status could not be applied.  
 
62 Assuming that property ownership equated to some level of economic independence.  
 
63 Lewinson focused on states that adopted state constitutions in the mid-1890s and discussing their impact 
after 1900. He does not discuss MS which was the first to adopt such measures.  
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American participation in education, landownership, and labor independence served as a 
shield against the state’s disenfranchising measures.   
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Image 33: Moses Phillips Sr. 
Registered Voter 
(Courtesy of Annis Harris) 
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Image 34: Isom Kern 
Registered Voter 
(Courtesy of Teonne Day) 
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Voting 
Voting went a step beyond registration. Registration was the potential to vote; 
however, casting the ballot allowed Afro-Americans to preserve the liberation they had 
secured for themselves and further their advancement. The voting class differed from the 
registered voter class. There was no noticeable voting pattern other than presidential 
elections produced larger voter turnout. The following is a numerical description of 
Attala County Afro-American voting history.  
In the 1892 presidential campaign, 1331 votes were cast. Forty-seven Afro- 
Americans cast their ballots equating to a 25.8 percent voter turnout and 3.6 percent of 
the overall vote. There was an increase in the number of votes cast during the 1893 
election. 1007 votes were counted in the 1893 election. Afro-Americans cast fifty-eight 
ballots. They had a 27.49 percent voter turnout and constituted 5.7 percent of the overall 
vote total. In 1894, 1345 votes were cast. There was a significant decrease in voter 
turnout. Afro-Americans cast forty-one ballots which equated to a 17.2 voter turnout and 
3 percent of the overall vote total.64 The 1895 election was both local and state wide. 112 
Afro-Americans voted in the election, the largest turnout since re-registration three years 
prior. The overall vote total is unknown. The 1896 presidential election produced the 
highest Afro-American voter turnout during the decade. 155 Afro-Americans voted 
which equated to 33.19 percent voter turnout and 11.88 percent of the overall vote.65 
Afro-American desire for education during and after slavery proved to be vital during the 
                                                          
64 The Kosciusko Star. 05 July 1895, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87065300/1895-07-05/ed-
1/seq-8/ 
 
65 The Kosciusko Farmer, November 5, 1896 vol. 12, no. 5, The article indicates 1305 votes tallied.  
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disenfranchisement era. Table 5.2, “Attala County Afro-American Registration and 
Voting,” shows Afro-American voting statistics during the seven-year period following 
the constitutional ratification.  
Table 5.2: Attala County Afro-American Registrations and Voting 
Year  New Registrants Vote Total Total Vote  Turnout    POV 
1892  182  1331    48  26.37% 3.61% 
1893  48  1007    59  46.52  5.86% 
1894  25  1345    43  16.86  3.20% 
1895  122  NA  112  29.71  NA 
1896  90  1303  155  33.19  11.90% 
1897  6  NA   NA  NA  NA 
1898  23  NA  6  1.21  NA 
1899   84  NA  28  4.83  NA 
580    451 
Source: 1892-1895 vote total from the Kosciusko Star July 5, 1895. Total vote derived from precinct poll 
books.  
 
The data also indicates that Afro-Americans held a greater capacity to understand 
the implications of their vote. Claims of race-wide illiteracy must be re-assessed. The 
generalization that the race possessed little to no educational abilities skews the African 
American reality.  Education served to give Afro-Americans the ability to be free from 
white manipulation. Education represented knowledge and the power to make decisions 
for one’s self and family. Paul Lewinson and Charles Payne are among a number of 
historians who diminish African American voting to an exercise in white manipulation 
and charity. This generalization erodes the importance of education within the African 
American community and its political impact.  
The year 1896 represented the decade’s largest voter turnout. Bess Beatty 
discussed in A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 
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1876-1896 that 1896 marked a watershed year. She noted that this year represented the 
“final battle of the revolution for black equality that began in 1860.”66 In the wake of 
Plessy v. Ferguson which was passed in May; African Americans increased their political 
intensity. African Americans organized and drafted a list of grievances which they 
presented at the Republican Party Convention. The Colored National Convention pledged 
their support for the Republican Party. The key issues that propelled their agenda were 
economics and lynching.67 On Thursday, October 29, 1896, Afro-American and white 
Republicans gathered at the Kosciusko court house for a political rally to pledge support 
for Judge Everett, the republican congressional candidate. The event highlighted Afro-
American political agency.  
W.A. Singleton, president of the Central Mississippi College, addressed the 
crowd. Attala County had never witnessed an African American deliver a political 
address. Singleton’s speech urged African Americans to maintain their moral character, 
be current in their taxes, and vote their best interests. His speech also demanded African 
                                                          
66 Bess Beatty. A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 (New 
York: Praeger, 1987), 161. Kosciusko Star Herald, November 6, 1896. Mississippi overwhelmingly 
supported Democratic candidate William Jennings Bryan. Bryan garnered 63,000 votes. Republican 
candidate, William McKinley garnered 4,601. These numbers appear to indicate that disenfranchisement 
impacted the African American vote given that African Americans voted majority republican. Voting 
records from Attala County’s poll books reported 467 registered African Americans. 155 African 
Americans voted in the 1896 election, a thirty-three percent voter turnout. There were 145 Republican 
voters compared to 961 Democratic and 392 Populist voters. There is no clear evidence that indicates party 
affiliation; however, given that the African American majority supported the national Republican ticket, the 
145 Republican voters in Attala County included a significant African American presence. The Republican 
vote did not impact the Electoral College; however, their vote allowed McKinley to win the popular vote. 
The African American vote continued to play a role in national politics. A federal republican presence 
ensured that the African American political agenda remained relevant. Had African Americans surrendered 
their vote in entirety, they risked Democratic rule at all levels of government which would have furthered 
threatened their constitutional rights. 
 
67 Bess Beatty. A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 (New 
York: Praeger, 1987), 162. 
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Americans to command respect from their own race as well as whites. On Monday, 
November 2, 1896, former Mississippi congressman, James Roy Lynch spoke at the 
Kosciusko courthouse. Lynch spoke on the McKinley tariff and the debate between the 
gold and silver standard. He also spoke urged African Americans to be current in their 
taxes and to acquire and maintain property. White citizens praised both speeches for their 
message to African Americans. They regarded the Singleton speech as one of the greatest 
speeches they had heard.68  
Both speeches delivered followed similar themes to Booker T. Washington’s 
Atlanta Exposition address. Both focused on enfranchisement measures such as paying 
taxes and owning land. These tenants were important to clear the now legal voting 
obstacles. The speeches were not reported to have mentioned social equality and 
produced the same acclaim from the white audience as Washington speech accomplished. 
Charles Silberman’s, Crisis in Black and White can be examined to understand why 
African Americans took this approach and the white response. Silberman assessed that 
white people are not concerned with the racial society that they have created but are 
concerned when black people rebel against that construction and the rebellion disrupts the 
lives and businesses of white people.69  
Afro-Americans rebelled against the white construction but phrased it in a manner 
that gave the allusion that they were complying with socio-political norms. In Attala 
County, A total of 155 Afro-American men voted in the November election that year (see 
                                                          
68 “Republicans Speak” in The Kosciusko Farmer, November 5, 1896 vol. 12, no. 5. The critical acclaim is 
similar to universal white praise for Washington’s speech.  
 
69 Kwame Ture and Charles V. Hamilton. Black Power: the Politics of Liberation in America (New York: 
Vintage, 1992), 5. 
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chart above). The voting activity of Afro-American men in the county was evidence that 
Afro-Americans had no intention of reverting or retarding their progress. The road to 
liberation began with individuals being empowered to tackle the system that has 
designated them to a particular spot within its construction.  
Voting privileges were not reserved for the elite and middle class. Afro- 
American voting was an inter-class phenomenon. Inter-class refers to the Afro- American 
dual class strata which designates between economic status and social status. What role 
did class occupy in African American disenfranchisement? To address this question, 
occupational analysis needs to be undertaken to profile the African American voter from 
an economic perspective. Historians have generally profiled the Afro-American male 
worker as a menial laborer or tenant farmer. These descriptions typically describe African 
Americans living in black belt regions (domestic worker when discussing African 
American women). Although this profile fits a sizeable portion of African Americans 
living in the South, its acceptance as general knowledge limits disenfranchisement 
discussions.  
Analyzing a non-black belt county provides a more nuanced class assessment. 
Attala County’s Afro-American voting population fits the general worker description. 
Farmer and laborers comprised the African American working-class base.  Farmers 
comprised two-thirds of the voting population and laborers comprised nearly one-fifth. 
Despite their working-class status, they were no more distinguishable from their middle-
class counterparts (referring to those in non-farming occupations). Ninety-four percent of 
farmers and ninety-five percent of laborers were fully or partially literate. The middle 
class comprised thirteen percent of the voting population. Occupations included barbers, 
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blacksmiths, painters, printers, teachers, ministers, messengers, merchants, brick masons, 
carpenters, jewelers, porters, pressmen, railroad workers, and clerks. These occupations 
carry a social status that is not commonly associated with manual/agricultural labor. 
Middle class Afro- Americans possessed a one-hundred percent literacy rate. These 
individuals also owned their own land. Disenfranchisement did not affect one class of 
people. What is generally regarded as the working class maintained their voting rights 
and aided the middle class to ensure racial advancement and equality. 
C. Vann Woodward’s, Origins of the New South 1877-1914 restored African 
Americans as political agents. They crafted a strategy by which they would use their 
influence to push for legislation that would push the momentum for greater civil and 
political equality forward.70 Afro-Americans, at the local level, realized Republican Party 
ineffectiveness and sought different avenues to restore their political relevance. Their 
vote became a catalyst for which they used both parties to enhance their own socio-
economic and political position. This strategy impacted national politics and changed 
enfranchisement politics.71  
                                                          
70 Michael Perman. Road to Redemption: Southern Politics, 1869-1879 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1984), 39-40, 139. 
 
71 Bess Beatty’s, A Revolution Gone Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 
provides an alternative view to Woodward. She examined psychological disenfranchisement. 
Disenfranchisement tested African American political morale. Disenfranchisement existed prior to its 1890 
historical start date. The disenfranchisement era beginning in 1890 represented a concerted and literal 
disenfranchisement effort. However, prior to the Second Mississippi Plan, African Americans were 
covertly disenfranchised. Republican Party refusal to fully engage and support African American issues 
coupled with the rise of Democratic Party power diminished the African American vote. They were casting 
their votes for anyone or group whose platform included equality and justice. For example, the Mahone 
Movement in Virginia garnered black support because it advocated for black civil and political rights; 
however, black representation within the parties was non-existent (Bess Beatty. A Revolution Gone 
Backward: The Black Response to National Politics, 1876-1896 (New York: Praeger, 1987), 47. 
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The two events showcased Afro-American political awareness six years into the 
Mississippi disenfranchisement era. In Attala County, Afro-Americans made asserting 
their political voice. W.A. Singleton’s speech gives an indication that African Americans 
fought disenfranchisement by showing their political significance to their own causes. 
Disenfranchisement efforts did not banish Afro-Americans to the political periphery. 
They were not holding private political meetings in fear of white retaliation. They 
publicly displayed their right to assembly and speech despite their racialized environment 
or the possible socio-economic and political consequences. It can be surmised that Afro- 
American political empowerment followed Washington’s political model. By shifting the 
spotlight from racial organization to individual empowerment, Afro-Americans created a 
smarter more deceptive way to manage Jim Crow society.72  
If Southern Afro-Americans did not possess the numbers to sway elections or 
elect representatives who supported their issues, what did their political participation 
represent? This question has been overlooked by historians who simplify and generalize 
Afro-American voting as acts of white benevolence. This view marginalizes attempts to 
                                                          
72 Washington’s speech both challenged disenfranchisement policies and appealed to the fragile white 
mentality. Mainstream white society ordained Washington as “leader of the black race.” The proclamation 
allowed African Americans to have a political voice on the national stage. Washington’s speech had 
widespread impact. Other political figures, both known and obscure, used Washington as a template to 
organize and rally African American political support. Failure of the Afro-American League and National 
Negro Council was not representative of African American organizational efforts. Booker T. Washington’s 
Atlanta Exposition Speech in 1895 presented a new alternative for organizing that was politically 
subversive. Upon closer reading, Washington’s address alluded to ways to defeat disenfranchisement. The 
constitution granted unabridged voting rights; therefore; African Americans did not have to fight for a right 
that was constitutionally provided. However, federal law did not prevent states from creating requirements 
for voting (with exception of race or previous condition of servitude). Washington focused on 
enfranchisement. He urged African Americans to acquire the needed enfranchisement components. 
Education provided literacy which allowed passage of the literacy test. Land fulfilled property value 
requirements. Wealth (presumably the by-product of education and land obtainment) allowed for poll tax 
payment. Washington made a concerted effort to diminish white fear regarding social equality and 
miscegenation calling for a segregated society except to protect both races’ common interests.  
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delve into alternative understandings regarding Afro-American suffrage. Unlike their 
white counterparts, Afro- Americans could not take lightly their voting rights. Southern 
whites had long opposed the 15th amendment which they saw as a stepping stone to 
societal equality. Dismantling Afro-American suffrage became Southern democrat’s 
main political mission. Afro-Americans voted to demonstrate not only their citizenship 
but also to prevent the 15th amendment’s complete destruction. They protected their 
suffrage through their continual push towards the ballot box. The idea that the same 
Southern Democrats who wanted to eradicate Afro-Americans suffrage would then allow 
them to vote now deserves further scrutiny. Disenfranchisement was designed to render 
the 15th amendment impotent from which it could then be attacked as constitutionally 
irrelevant. Allowing Afro-Americans suffrage countered disenfranchisement’s purpose. 
The focus needs viewing and analysis from the Afro-American perspective.  
 W.E.B. Du Bois declared that the color line would be the 20th century’s most 
significant societal issue. The 1890s ushered in the official Jim Crow era. Political 
disenfranchisement, launched by the Second Mississippi Plan, stifled African American 
voting activity. Hard-line segregation practices re-enforced and re-affirmed white 
supremacist thinking that dominated the antebellum period. Some historians label this 
time period, 1890-1915, as “the Nadir.” The Nadir represented the rise of white Southern 
rule and domination of Afro-American life. The problem that arises is the notion that 
Afro-Americans were completely subjugated to white ignorance. Afro-Americans had 
long been in conflict with white society, not limited to Southern whites, for control of 
their rights, liberties, land, movement, leisure, etc. since their emancipation. Efforts to 
create a racialized society were the product of white fear that they would be dominated or 
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ruled by a group they deemed inferior and non-human. Afro-Americans proved 
continuously that white irrationality would and could not deter them from sharing in the 
rights of citizenship.  
In May 1900, two Afro-American men, D.M.P. Hazley and W.W. Phillips were 
appointed as Attala County’s census enumerators by President William McKinley. 
Hazley and Phillips were active Mississippi Republicans. D.M.P. Hazley was born in 
April 1863 in Kosciusko, Mississippi. He was the son of Frances Rice. His father was a 
white man, whom he did not know. D.M.P. later adopted his step-father’s last name 
(Hazley) to erase his slave past.73 He was ordained as a Methodist minister. He entered 
the educational field and worked as a private school teacher.74 William Wendell Philips 
(W.W.) was born on June 13, 1872 in Leake County, Mississippi. He was the oldest son 
born to Moses Phillips Sr. and Annis Lacy. William’s parents were strong advocates for 
education and sent him to school when he was young. Hazley and Phillips’ profile 
indicate education’s empowering impact.  
The appointment drew immediate backlash. The New York Times reported on 
May 6, 1900 that white citizens in Kosciusko, Attala, Mississippi became outraged by the 
appointment.75 The appointment represented white fear at its greatest physical and mental 
manifestation. African Americans held leadership and authority over whites.76 A letter in 
                                                          
73 Personal account retold by D.M.P. Hazley’s niece, Mae (McLemore) Evans.  
 
74 The 1900 federal census listed occupation as private school teacher.  
 
75 "Oppose Negro Census Enumerators." In New York Times (1857-1922), May 06, 1900, 
http://silk.library.umass.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/96016444?accountid=14572 
76 “Behind statements of revulsions at African-American liberty lay a long-standing fear: if blacks, 
purportedly incapable of assuming a place in the social order, gained equal access to markets and to civil 
and political liberty, the social order itself was doomed… But white Mississippians feared to a revolution 
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the Kosciusko Herald on May 7, 1900 noted that the white citizens refused to accept the 
appointment because they believed “this is a white man’s land”.77 Citizens threatened to 
lynch both Hazley and Phillips as well as destroy the county unless the appointment was 
recalled. Both Hazley and Phillips resisted the threats and affirmed that they would be 
able to fulfill the duties entrusted to them.78  
The white citizens believed that Afro-Americans could not carry out the duties of 
the jobs and protested the decision. White citizens in the county’s beat 3 and beat 4 areas 
wrote a letter to Senator Money and Senator Sullivan to protest McKinley’s appointment. 
The white citizens claimed “THE WHITE PEOPLE OF THE SOUTH WILL RULE THE 
SOUTH.79 Hazley and Phillips faced certain lynching, and the county faced a possible 
                                                          
against the social order sponsored by those engaged in drudgery, including yeoman whites suddenly 
indistinguishable from ex-slaves by their poverty. African-American political independence, an illogical 
and dangerous fallacy under the assumptions of white southerners, not only promised to destroy the social 
ethic but threatened the laws of nature. In the postbellum period whites’ concepts of liberty and virtue still 
depended upon the presence of an underclass without full access to the market or the electoral process.” 
Bradley G. Bond. Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi 1830-1900, (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1995), 154. 
 
77 “Letter to the Citizens” in Kosciusko Herald (1900), May 7, 1900.   
 
78 "NEGROES LOSE POSITIONS." in New York Times (1857-1922), May 09, 1900, 
http://silk.library.umass.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/96047081?accountid=14572 
 
79 “The Indignation Meeting Called” in, Kosciusko Herald May 11, 1900 stated the following, “The good 
people of Beats 3 and 4 owe a debt of gratitude to Col. Brooke at this end of the line and also to Senator 
Sullivan, whose influence with the administration secured such prompt action in the matter. That they feel 
deeply grateful and will display it when occasion arrives, goes without saying. We are truly glad that the 
matter has ended this way, violence in any form is to be deprecated; and the temper of the people of 
Attala county is so well defined in matters of this nature that there was no telling where the matter would 
have ended, had they persisted in an attempt to discharge the functions of the office. It would be much 
better for all parties if the aspiring darkies could be made to realize perfectly that THE WHITE PEOPLE 
OF THE SOUTH WILL RULE THE SOUTH. This principle is as firmly implanted within the minds and 
consciences of the white people, as is the law of self preservation, and no argument, logic, or sophistry can 
shake its adamantine foundation. So jealously do they guard this priceless heritage that the slightest 
infraction means trouble and it is not a species of trouble that is hard to find, either. But nothing further 
need be said. The incident is closed so far as these particular coons and the census are concerned and we 
feel thankful that no serious trouble has arisen.”   
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race riot. Hazley and Phillips asserted that they were qualified to carry out their duties 
and refused to step down from their position. The outrage reached a point where federal 
intervention became necessary.80  On May 9, 1900, the federal appointment was 
withdrawn to satisfy the white citizens.81  
The 1900 incident represented the on-going struggle between the races and the 
role the color line would play for the decade to follow. Attala County witnessed both its 
peak and decline of political empowerment. What would have been the impact of the 
federal appointment? One can surmise different outcomes. Attala County would have had 
more representation in higher levels of government. The census data may have given a 
different depiction of Afro- American life including educational aptitude and land 
ownership status. Afro- American census takers may be hired to record data eliciting 
different responses from African American residents. The mounting tensions between the 
races may have prompted Afro-Americans to not disclose their ability to read or write or 
whether or not they owned land. Hazley and Phillips’s appointment had the potential to 
elevate African American empowerment to varying types of African American power 
within the county and perhaps to other areas of the state.  
D.M.P. Hazley and William Wendell Phillips were both school teachers and 
Republicans. They represented white society’s fears of Negro domination. This situation 
                                                          
80 "NEGROES LOSE POSITIONS." In New York Times (1857-1922), May 09, 1900, 
http://silk.library.umass.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/96047081?accountid=14572 
 
81Ibid. A January 16, 1900 edition of The Stark County Democrat reported that W.E. Mollison in 
cooperation with the Republican Party and Mississippi Senators would choose census enumerators from 
both the Democratic and Republican Party (http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84028490/1900-
01-16/ed-1/seq-8/). Mollison was also Afro-African.   
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saw Afro-Americans positioned in a role of political power that had reserved for white 
citizens. The incident represented the continuous struggle between the races. White 
citizens claimed to have no ill will or feelings towards African Americans. Their 
contentment relied on Afro-Americans remaining in their social and political place. Afro-
Americans were expected to remain within the boundaries that the white citizens created. 
White citizens made it clear that blurring or crossing those boundaries could result in 
actions that would not be to Afro-American’s benefit.82  
Education and suffrage positioned these men to rise above the post-war shackles 
that Southern whites sought to replicate. Their social and political efforts earned them the 
power to oversee census data collection. The response to their appointment represented 
the white man’s inability to control Afro- Americans. One can look at Hazley and 
Phillips as empowered Afro-Americans based on their upward mobility at the time of 
their appointment. Their brief appointment indicated the potential for long-term political 
liberation as the appointment granted a level of power that had been held by their white 
counterparts. The power that accompanied the position was the ability to hire census 
takers who would gather the appropriate census information resulting in accurate 
information pertaining to African American education, land, and employment data.83 
Afro-American census enumerators were not an alien concept. Afro-American 
men received several census enumerator appointments across the South including 
                                                          
82 “AS TO SOME CENSUS APPOINTMENTS” in The Kosciusko Herald, May 18, 1900. 
 
83 Despite African Americans and whites having a near equal educable school children population, the 
percentage of whites educated surpassed African Americans. The question arises whether African 
Americans were reluctant to reveal their educational capabilities to whites? Another question is whether 
white census takers took it upon themselves to determine educational capabilities based on third-party 
information? The same questions apply to owning land and employment history.  
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Mississippi, Georgia, Virginia, Louisiana, and Arkansas. White backlash to Hazley and 
Phillips’ appointment and other across the South represented a microcosm of the color 
line’s burgeoning existence into American society. Oliver Campbell and Albert Ballus of 
Lowndes County, Mississippi resigned their position following a mass meeting of white 
citizens protesting their appointment.84 Three Afro-American census enumerators in 
Montgomery County resigned their positions. The Pascagoula Democrat-Star referenced 
the Attala County incident related to the Montgomery County situation.85 White citizens 
in Atlanta, Georgia objected to Afro-American census enumerators.86  The Rock Island 
Argus reported that in Little Rock, Arkansas, an Afro-American census enumerator was 
forced to vacate the property of a citizen at gunpoint.87  
The color line existed prior to the 1896 landmark Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme 
Court decision. Segregation existed in varying degrees throughout the post-Civil War era. 
The color line was maintained by local communities with the backing of local 
governments and law enforcement. Hazley and Phillips’ appointment threatened the color 
line’s validity and white society’s ability to control its existence. As census enumerators, 
their roles would break the racial and social etiquette rules that had grown into normality 
since Reconstruction’s demise.  
                                                          
84 “NEGROES RESIGNED” in The St. Louis Republic. 23 May 
1900. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020274/1900-05-23/ed-1/seq-9/ 
 
85 “ASKED TO RESIGN” in The Pascagoula Democrat-Star. 25 May 
1900. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87065532/1900-05-25/ed-1/seq-1/ 
 
86 “SAME OLD STORY” in The Daily Morning Journal and Courier. 14 May 
1900, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020358/1900-05-14/ed-1/seq-4/ 
 
87 “He Bounced the Negro” in Rock Island Argus. 15 June 
1900, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn92053934/1900-06-15/ed-1/seq-1/ 
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The Daily Morning Journal and Courier provided deeper insight into the root of 
the backlash to Afro-American census enumerators. The paper stated, “The Atlanta 
Constitution objects to their selection, because, it is says, "it is unwritten law, but law as 
effective as if engraved ten thousand times upon statute books, that negroes shall not go 
into white houses to Question the women there about any sort of business whatsoever."88 
The paper indicates that whites feared the position opened the possibility to racial and 
social equality that would stem beyond white women. 
Afro-Americans and whites would have equal status. This status including having 
access to white homes in a non-domestic role (front door access), contact with white 
women (those in single parent or non-male households), professional addressing, (“Sir, 
Mr.” not “Boy, Uncle, Nigger, etc.”), and obtaining and possessing information 
pertaining to the white community. These social norms were central to the ideology that 
whites were the superior race. In a May issue of the State Ledged title, “Coon Census 
Taker,” whites expressed their definitive position regarding African American political 
aspirations. The New South was Southern white’s new domain which was to be ruled on 
their accord. Their domain had to be protected from “Negro rule.” Southern whites 
convinced themselves that they were friends of Afro-Americans. Afro-Americans were 
welcomed in Southern society pending their obedience to white rule.89  
                                                          
88 “SAME OLD STORY” in The Daily Morning Journal and Courier. 14 May 
1900, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020358/1900-05-14/ed-1/seq-4/ 
 
89 “Coon Census Taker” in The Star Ledger, May 11, 1900.  
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White citizens prepared for 1910 by publicly stating their resistance to Afro-
American census enumerators. The Hartford Courant published the following in its July 
5, 1909 edition,  
 Concerned about what they supposed to be the possibility that negroes will 
  be sent into the homes of white residents in the South as enumerators to  
  gather information for the thirteenth federal census, democratic members  
  of Congress will urge President Taft to give instructions that only white  
  enumerators shall be employed in districts south of “Mason and Dixon’s  
  Line.” Representatives of the southern states in Congress say they have  
  little hope of preventing the employment of negroes unless the President  
  interferes.90  
  
                                                          
90 “SOUTH OBJECTS TO NEGRO ENUMERATORS” in The Hartford Courant (1887-1922); Jul 5, 
1909; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Hartford Courant Pg. 1,  
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Image 35: D.M.P. Hazley 
Census Enumerator 
(Courtesy of Marion Scruggs) 
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Image 36: William Wendell Phillips 
Census Enumerator 
(Courtesy of Cheryl Bayne)  
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Political Colonization 
Although violence or threats of violence existed long before this incident, the 
collective resistance demonstrates the emergence of political colonization. In The 
Shaping of Black America: The Struggles and Triumphs of African-Americans, 1619 to 
the 1990s, Lerone Bennett Jr., explained that colonization was not merely the relationship 
between the metropole and its distant colony but included the “sociopolitical relationship 
between a colonial center and the indigenous or transplanted people forcibly brought 
within the orbit of the colonizer’s influence.”91 The violent backlash, whether real or 
threatened, to Afro-American census enumerators represented a sociopolitical battle 
between colonizers and colonized. The United States was itself a double colony. The 
Union itself represented the nation. Within the Union, the former Confederacy operated 
as a nation-state within a larger nation. Within the former Confederacy/New South were 
Afro-Americans who constituted their own nation within Southern codified and unwritten 
law. The circumstance regarding Afro-American political appointments exposed the 
tensions between two nations, the federal government and the South, and the tensions 
between the South and its Afro-American inhabitants. From Mississippi’s perspective, in 
order to preserve the nation-state, the colony had to remain in check.  
In order to keep this ideology a reality, whites reserved violence as a viable 
second option. Violence represented the white default. It was the one weapon in their 
arsenal that possessed the greatest impact. Attala County’s white citizens expressed this 
sentiment with their willingness to inflict physical harm. White society possessed a 
                                                          
91 Lerone Bennett Jr. The Shaping of Black America: The Struggles and Triumphs of African Americans, 
1619 to the 1990s (New York: Penguin Books, 1993), 209. 
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fragile mentality. The cracks in that mentality exposed a temperamental and childlike 
response to situations that went against their liking. The federal government supported 
the Southern white infantile mindset preserving peace between the nation and the nation-
state. The persistent threats of violence and destruction prompted the federal government 
to withdraw their own appointment. White citizens were appeased and no evidence of on-
going racial tensions was reported regarding the matter. The federal government’s role 
withdrawing appointments represented what Oliver Cromwell Cox described as 
“situations in which there are large proportions of both colored and white persons seeking 
to live in the same area, and whites insisting that the society is a “white man’s country,” 
as in the United States and South Africa—the bipartite situation.”92 
Stifling Liberation 
The census incident marked a dynamic shift in Attala County politics. The 
substantial decline in African American voting cannot be ignored and historians have 
vigorously discussed disenfranchisement’s impact on African American suffrage. What 
precipitated the decline? How did the decline impact other areas of empowerment? These 
are question not asked regarding disenfranchisement. This question cannot be answered 
from a national or state perspective. Since each county differs, the answer can be found in 
the county’s political history. The 1900 census enumeration incident triggered the decline 
in African American voting activity.  
                                                          
92 Ibid. 210. The political arena was shared by both Afro-Americans and whites whereas education and 
landownership was most segregated spheres. Although whites used violence in these areas, education and 
landownership were less stable. Politics was one area in which whites had the clear advantage and could 
use their power to control Afro-American activity.  
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Plessy v. Ferguson has been cited as the fatal blow to 19th century Afro-American 
political involvement; however, a national court case cannot be used to broadly calculate 
the political motivations of an entire race within a vast region. Although Afro-Americans 
continued to vote, albeit in smaller numbers, the number of new registrants diminished. 
Attala County’s voting data from 1900-1906 indicate Afro-American’s non-existent 
political presence. Between 1900 and 1915, Afro-Americans registered 52 new voters 
compared to 3989 white registrants. 431 less Afro-Americans registered compared to 2 
less white registrants. Table 5.3, 1892-1915 Afro-American Voter Registration Shifts, 
shows Afro-American voter registration changes by precinct. 
Table 5.3: 1892-1915 Afro-American Voter Registration Shifts 
Precinct   1892-1899  1900-1915  Difference   
Ayers   46   2   -44    
Ethel   7   0   -7    
Jerusalem  83   7   -76   
Kosciusko  201   15   -196    
Liberty Chapel 19   6   -13   
McCool  47   3   -44   
Newport  13   0   -13   
Peeler’s Mill  15   4   -11   
Providence  10   0   -10   
Rochester  17   1   -16   
Rocky Point  57   6   -51   
Sallis   42   10   -32   
Shrock   19   2   -17   
Zilpha   1   0   -1   
   583   52   -431 
Source: Attala County Registration Books 1892-1915 
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White registration decreased less than 1 percent. In four precincts, Afro-
Americans failed to register any new voters. Kosciusko and Sallis were the only precincts 
that saw double digit registration. White voter registration remained as declines were 
offset by significant increases in other precincts. Attala County disenfranchisement was 
not uniform or the result of illiterate and poor Afro-Americans. Chart 5.4, 1892-1915 
White Voter Registration Shifts, shows the shifts in white registration during the same 
period as Afro-American registration decline.  
Table 5.4: 1892-1915 White Voter Registration Shifts 
Precinct   1892-1899  1900-1915  Difference   
Ayers   210   181   -29    
Ethel   102   158   +56   
Jerusalem  324   273   -51   
Kosciusko  752   925   +173   
Liberty Chapel 305   188   -117 
McCool  305   400   +95 
Newport  181   150   -31 
Peeler’s Mill  104   128   +24 
Providence  344   245   -99 
Rochester  222   215   -7 
Rocky Point  341   272   -126 
Sallis   332   329   -3 
Shrock   115   151   +36 
Zilpha   195   157   -38 
   3991   3989   -2 
Source: Attala County Registration Books 1892-1915 
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These shifts indicate two plausible scenarios. First, the federal government’s 
decision demoralized African American voters. Decades of political participation and 
progress produced a positive political result. However, their rights as citizens were 
trumped by ignorance and paranoia resulting in their withdrawal. Second, whites realized 
how close they came to “Negro domination” and increased their disenfranchising efforts. 
They understood that politics was the gateway to legal equality and sought to 
permanently stamp out African Americans ability to chart their own progress. These 
scenarios may have played out individually or occurred in some combination.  
Echoing Leon Litwack’s overall assessment in Trouble in Mind: Black 
Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow, whites had to find a way to break the spirit of the 
first generation African Americans who came of age in freedom. This group, especially 
in places like Attala, had not encountered wide-scale white backlash. The precipitous 
drop in registration and voting indicates 1900 being a watershed year that shook the Afro-
American mentality. What was evident was the shifted focus towards education and 
landownership, areas which permitted them greater autonomy.93  
  
                                                          
93 Trouble in Mind, p.365-366. Leon Litwack doesn’t portray political withdrawal as weakness but rather 
than a natural reaction to the trauma that broken political promises created. What Litwack provides is the 
psychological wear and tear on the human mind. He does not diminish African American voting efforts. 
Nor does he give whites absolute power in the matter. He discussed the impact that African American 
determination had on white politics and in turn the impact that white politics had on African Americans.  
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Conclusion 
The 20th century bought with it a new mindset as to how African American could 
empower themselves to fight for equality and liberation. National organizing began to 
challenge the individual collective. National organizing broadly promoted and impacted 
Afro-American politics. In An Army of Lions: The Civil Rights Struggle Before the 
NAACP, Shawn Leigh Alexander examined how the Afro-American League and the 
National Afro-American Council advocated for the rights of the African American 
masses prior to the Niagara Movement and the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People.94 African American efforts to nationally organize gave 
them a greater presence at the federal level which would then correlate to change at the 
state and local levels.   
The political fight stagnated in Attala County. However, D.M.P. Hazley and 
William W. Phillips remained in state and national politics. They successfully 
transitioned into the political arena and became a political presence in the state 
Republican Party. Working alongside notable Afro-American republicans, Perry Wilson 
Howard, Benjamin Lacey, John Roy Lynch, and Sidney Dillon Redmond, William 
Phillips served as delegate to the Republican National Convention in 1908 and 1912. 
Although Attala County suffered local level defeat, the county had a continued presence 
at the state and federal level. Phillips’ presence represented the continuing fight for 
equality and liberation.  
                                                          
94 Shawn Leigh Alexander. An Army of Lions: The Civil Rights Struggle Before the NAACP (Philadelphia: 
The University of Philadelphia Press, 2012), 7. 
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Afro-Americans were political agents during and after Reconstruction. In 
Mississippi, they asserted their influence to shape state politics, despite never holding 
state legislature majorities. Citizenship paved the way for Afro- Americans to be a 
political factor. Attala County’s Afro-American population set the tone for inclusion in 
the state’s post-Civil War society. They efforts for constitutional ratification 
demonstrated their wanting to define themselves as citizens. Afro-American republicans 
demonstrated their ability to yield influence to pursue issues that would benefit their race. 
At the local level, African Americans worked with their white allies to ensure that the 
laws were fair and just for all citizens. At the state level, Afro-Americans shaped 
educational and civil rights legislation. Reconstruction’s end did not end their efforts to 
remain politically viable amid conservative redemption efforts.   
Disenfranchisement did not deter African American from evoking their 15th 
amendment rights. Their educational and land owning efforts allowed them to push 
through the barriers the 1890 state constitution created. African Americans demonstrated 
that racial antipathy alone could not prevent them from utilizing their constitutional 
privileges. The Afro-American political presence in Attala County made their white 
political allies and enemies take notice. Their public demonstrations showed no intentions 
to wither in the midst of state and regional political upheaval and violence. The dawn of 
the 20th century bought great promise as their efforts paid off with national recognition. 
Hazley and Philips political appointments solidified the race’s efforts since emancipation. 
Attala County African Americans reached their political pinnacle. Citizenship 
empowered them to break the political boundaries that Southern whites set during the 
twenty three years of conservative domination. No victory was permanent. Whites 
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responded with threats of lynching and destruction. The lack of federal support ushered a 
wave of political repression aided by Afro-American disillusionment. Although the 
political gateway closed, Afro-Americans continued their pursuit for equality and 
liberation through avenues in which they yielded greater control and influence. For thirty-
five years, African Americans in Attala County were political players. During this time, 
they forced whites to contend with them as their constitutional equals. Citizenship 
allowed African Americans to assert their presence in Mississippi local and state politics 
despite weak Republican support, rise of Democratic rule, and the prevalence of the 
political color line.  
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EPILOGUE 
Reshaping the Liberation Fight 
In Stokley Carmichael’s Berkeley Speech, he posed the question, “what are the 
ways that black people can clear the obstacles placed before them so that society treats 
them as humans?”95 Carmichael asked question that had already been answered. Walter 
Rodney believed that the Reconstruction era was the one time in America’s history that 
African Americans utilized their newly found voting freedom to start the process of 
building institutions that reflected their needs and not so much the white minority.96 The 
post-Civil War era, not limited to Reconstruction showcased how former slaves stumbled 
over and cleared societal hurdles. Afro-American optimism permeated the post-Civil War 
atmosphere. With 250 years of involuntary servitude behind them, the freedman and 
freedwoman possessed the space to create opportunities to solidify their place in 
American society as humans, not chattel and citizens, not slave. Against the backdrop of 
the American and Southern racial hierarchy, the fight for liberation shaped 19th century 
social, political, and economic landscape and forecasted 20th century politics.    
Afro-American independence from 1865 to 1915 rested heavily on individual 
effort. Afro-Americans sought to make the Constitution and Declaration of Independence 
work for them by performing acts that demonstrated and promoted Afro-American 
human and civil rights. In the wake of the Freedman’s Bureau failure which Du Bois 
elaborated its importance in Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a History of the 
                                                          
95 Stokley Carmichael. “Berkley Speech” in Stokley Speaks: From Black Power to Pan-Africanism 
(Chicago: Lawrence Hill Books, 2007), 46. 
 
96 Walter Rodney. The Groundings with my Brothers (Bogle-L’Ouverture Publications, Chicago: 1969), 20. 
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Part of Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 
1860-1880, as assisting former slaves in the post-Civil War society providing protection 
in legal disputes, establishing schools and universities, hospitals, appropriating food and 
supplies for those in economic peril, etc.97 When the bureau became defunct, Afro- 
Americans did not seek to replace it with an organization of their own making which 
would provide economic relief and social and political advocacy for the masses. 
Although this could be attributed to the invisible hand of protection that African 
Americans were receiving from military occupation, Afro-Americans displayed their 
distrust of society including the federal government and decided that they had to chart 
their pathway to empowerment and liberation.  
When Booker T. Washington stated, “pull yourself up by your book straps,” he 
was not evoking an insensitive or blind view to the Afro-American reality. He was 
reiterating what many Afro-Americans already knew. Waiting on white society to atone 
for their wrongs and cede power that rested on an ideology of privilege and oppression 
would equate to nothing. If the Afro-American wanted liberation, they would have to 
empower themselves to take institutional power from their former masters and the current 
forces attempting to entrap them in permanent subservient state.98 
                                                          
97 W.E.B. Du Bois. Black Reconstruction in America: Toward a History of the Part of Which Black Folk 
Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Hardcourt, 1935), 
201.  
 
98 This is an ideology that Carmichael evoked in his speech, “Toward Black Liberation” when he stated, 
“Negroes are defined by two forces: their blackness and their powerlessness. There have been, traditionally, 
two communities in America: the white community, which controlled and defined the forms that all 
institutions within the society would take, and the Negro community, which has been excluded from 
participation in the power decisions that shaped the society, and has traditionally been dependent upon and 
subservient to the white community.” (Stokley Speaks, Chicago-Lawrence: Hill Books, 2007), 35-36. 
Stokley surmised that liberation could not be achieved because blacks would have still been dependent on 
an institution controlled by whites. Afro-Americans in the 19th and early 20th century controlled institutions 
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Attala County may be an atypical county based on history’s interpretation of the 
Southern and American Afro-American experience, or it may be one of several locations 
where the fight for liberation forced society to use the full force of whiteness to 
temporarily halt their progression such as Promiseland, South Carolina. This study aimed 
to demonstrate that everyday actions whether viewed from the macro-perspective or the 
micro-perspective empowered Afro-Americans to secure their rightful place in their 
town, county, state, and nation. Using the banner of citizenship, Afro-Americans 
displayed their humanity and exercised the privileges being a human being entitled. Their 
actions were indicative of Afro-descended peoples across the western diaspora. Africa (as 
we know it today), was a land of many tribes that were both distinctive and similar. The 
physical freedom the people within these tribes possessed was stripped via the slave 
trade.99 The content within this research demonstrates that despite physical bondage, 
Africans and their descendants maintained a freedom mentality that translated to a 
liberation mentality in their new colonial lands. Beneath the power of the colonizer was 
the unseen power of the colonized. It is this unseen power that propelled the continuous 
push for empowerment and liberation which provoked the colonizer to respond to 
maintain their real and imagined powers. 
                                                          
including churches, schools, business, land, etc. The control afforded them the room to maneuver and 
create avenues for upward progression. In the same speech, “Toward Black Liberation,” Stokley stated, 
“The fact is that what must be abolished is not the black community but the dependent colonial status that 
has been inflicted upon it. The racial and cultural personality of the black community must be preserved 
and the community must win its freedom while preserving its cultural integrity. This is the essential 
difference between integration as it is currently practiced and the concept of Black Power.” 39. The church 
and school represent two institutions that existed prior to European and Arabian slave trade and represent 
remaking Africa in America. These institutions represent African practices modified within the North 
American context which indicates a preservation of culture and institutional independence.  
 
99 The slave trade was not limited to the European slave trade. The Arabian slave trade created an eastern 
Diaspora that must be acknowledged. 
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The Attala County Afro-American was not a passive being but rather an active 
agent in their upward progression following the Civil War. They created churches and 
schools to accommodate both their population and their geography. These institutions 
served a base for racial upward progression as Afro-Americans were not confined to one 
church or one school but created opportunity for the race to progress evenly while 
creating cultural and social foundations. Attala County’s independent educational 
institutions namely Central Mississippi College and Kosciusko Industrial College paved 
the way for Afro-Americans to pursue careers in medicine, law, education, academia, etc. 
in areas such as Nashville, St. Louis, Chicago, and various areas within Mississippi.  
Attala County Afro-Americans created economic power bases through their 
consistent land purchases and diversifying their labor. With the race reaching as high as 
thirty-three percent owning or having access to land, Afro-Americans were not destined 
to be a landless peasantry and yielded greater control of their labor which extended 
beyond the farm. By 1900, Attala County Afro-American’s occupational spectrum 
consisted of teachers, doctors, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, ministers, carpenters, barbers, 
printers, grocers, newspaper editors, restaurateurs, etc. The Afro-American economy 
resembled that of its white counterparts which indicated a level of economic 
independence free from dependency on white business.        
 Attala County Afro-Americans reconstructed their lives and challenged prevailing 
attitudes towards their race by acting in a manner that did not take mainstream societal 
thinking into consideration. There was not time for Afro-Americans to contemplate white 
feelings or reactions. In Attala County, Afro-Americans acted in the manner that best 
suited their particular needs both individually and collectively. Their actions varied from 
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standing eye to eye with whites and asserted their independence, building religious 
institutions to deprogram their minds and souls of the white Christian principles that 
linked their salvation to obeying and serving their white master, fighting against the 
efforts for society to brand them as biologically and culturally inferior, demonstrating 
that their freedom could not be confined and risked life to showcase their unwillingness 
to yield to white social control, building schools to educate current and future generation, 
actively participating in politics, and utilizing whites to advance personal and political 
causes.  
 Afro-American everyday actions define their empowerment. Broader social and 
political structures did not entirely dictate how all Afro-Americans operated day-to-day 
nor did the prevailing dynamics among whites working and planter class.100 The quest for 
autonomy was not uniform and varied person to person. Each individual experienced 
different successes and failures which must be observed through an individual and 
collective lens. 
 As individuals, as collectives, and as an individual collective, Afro-Americans in 
Attala County demonstrated that their empowerment rested in their willingness to 
actively pursue and acquire the same tools that their former masters used to enslave them 
and that the new American society intended to use to relegate them as an untouchable 
racial caste. It would be too naïve to say that Afro-Americans obtained these tools for 
                                                          
100 Eric Foner stated “the black experience cannot be understood without considering how the status of 
white planters, merchants, and yeomen, and their relations with one another, changed over time,” (Foner, 
xxiii). Foner completely negates that understanding the changes in the former slave status as determined by 
the former slave is need to understanding the white experience. Foner’s perspective in Reconstruction: 
America’s Unfinished Revolution 1863-1877, is blind to the fact that the former slave did not emerge from 
slavery as hopeless figure. Beyond the political figures, Afro-Americans changed the Southern landscape 
with or without white permission and regardless of whether whites were ready for such change.  
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merriment sake. The power that whites possessed stemmed beyond their constructed race. 
Their power rested in education, landownership, suffrage, and most importantly the belief 
that they were inherently entitled to them and their right to fight those who threatened 
their civil liberties. Afro-Americans could not threaten the white power structure without 
first empowering themselves to eventually liberate themselves from the overall physical 
and mental barriers that American society possessed.  
 Afro-Americans in Attala County were like Afro-Americans in other counties and 
like Afro-Americans in other states. Their push for empowerment and liberation was one 
that was captured on record and investigated and presented in this perspective. When 
W.E.B. Du Bois said “the problem of the 20th century is the color line,” how much he 
knew of Afro-Americans role in shaping that color line was not known. The color line 
was not a figment of white imagination, but a reaction to the upward progression Afro-
Americans made in the three decades following slavery. Afro-Americans’ struggle for 
liberation created a mechanism that made their efforts more challenging. The color line 
did more than separate the two races, it also tied them together.   Afro-Americans 
demonstrated their autonomy and freedom through separatism. Although integration 
existed in many areas following the Civil War and well into the Reconstruction and Nadir 
era, integration was not a focal point of Afro-American thought and politics.     
Afro-Americans spent thirty-five years empowering themselves and ensuring the 
constitution’s enforcement. The statement is not limited only to Attala County Afro-
Americans but also Afro-Americans in communities such as Promiseland in South 
Carolina. The two states with the largest Afro-American populations held areas where 
black constitutionalism was on full display. During the 19th century’s final decade, 
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national organization such as The Afro-American League and that National Afro-
American Council developed an organized platform which advocated for constitutional 
enforcement at the national level. These organizations sought to become the defenders of 
Afro-American freedom.101  
From a macro-perspective, it took twenty-five years after emancipation for Afro- 
Americans to attempt to create a national organization. During that time span, Afro-
Americans as a whole became reliant on external assistance such as the various political 
parties and the federal government to assist their upward mobility. W.E.B. Du Bois’ 
Niagara Movement in 1906 and later the multiracial National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People overshadowed the voice of the common man and 
women. Afro-American trajectory was more so measured by courtroom decisions rather 
than individual efforts.  
 While national organizing became the emphasis of the intellectual class, 
individual empowering efforts did not subside. Afro-Americans kept challenging whites, 
they continued buying land, and they pursued educating themselves. Suffering defeat in 
the political arena, Attala County Afro-Americans shifted their focus primarily to 
education. Central Mississippi College remained a mainstay in Afro-American education 
for another sixty years. Afro-Americans utilized the educational institutions that were 
                                                          
101 Ibid. 27, 76. As stated, Afro-Americans were already fighting for and achieving these goals. One cannot 
assume that Afro-Americans needed a group to become empowered or liberated. The idea of black people 
as one group that could be governed by one body is troubling because it sends the message that blacks were 
not doing anything without a national organization to guide them. Alexander puts too much emphasis on 
the League’s importance to the conditions of the Afro-American community. It is difficult to gauge the 
outlook of an entire community of people without assessing communities within the broader community.  
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established in the post-Civil War era. Mary Holmes Seminary, Piney Woods, Alcorn 
A&M, and Tougaloo were some of the state institutions that produced the next generation 
of Attala County teachers. Afro-American women led the next wave of Afro-American 
teachers within the county and various parts of the state. As Stephanie Shaw contended, 
Mothers and fathers alike understood the type of exploitation that black women faced in 
domestic and labor work; therefore, the parents that had the opportunity strove to provide 
their daughters with enough formal education to allow them to escape those conditions.102 
The success of black women was not an individual accomplishment in itself. It took the 
collective effort of family, community, and the individual to understand the correlation 
between hard work and the expectation of success from that hard work. Afro-Americans 
utilized education to build familial networks and strong community foundations. 
Despite the shift to national organizing, which flourished following Booker T. 
Washington’s 1915 death, Afro-Americans at the local level continued to empower 
themselves utilizing the same measures their ancestors employed years prior. In Attala 
County, Afro-Americans utilized education as one measure to create a socioeconomic 
foundation on which community life revolved. This class of educators created a network 
that ensured the continued push for liberation that stemmed into the Modern Civil Rights 
Movement culminating with James Meredith’s integration of the University of 
Mississippi.   
                                                          
102 Stephanie J. Shaw. What a Woman Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women Workers During 
the Jim Crow Era, (Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 13-14. 
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Howard and Virginia McLemore sent their four daughters to schools. Two 
daughters, Mae and Eva completed their education and entered the teaching profession. 
Mae McLemore received her early education at the Marble Rock schools, where her 
father also preached. She graduated high school from Mary Holmes Seminary and 
attended junior college at the seminary before receiving her Bachelor of Science Degree 
from Tougaloo Southern Christian College. Mae obtained additional education from 
Jackson State University. Mae earned her teaching certificate in 1938 and taught school 
in Arkansas and Mississippi including Bunker Hill, Marble Rock, Buffalo Rosenwald, 
and Northside Elementary. Eva McLemore’s early education mirrored her sister. Eva 
moved to Carroll County, Mississippi where she became a “Jeanes Agent.” 103 Following 
the death of her husband, Eva married Professor Laplace F. Turner. Laplace Turner was 
the son of educators, Professor Lee Boston Turner and Dovie (Quinn) Turner. Laplace 
obtained his college education from Tougaloo Southern Christian College and taught in 
Missouri. Dovie Quinn’s first cousin, Governor Vernon Quinn was a teacher and 
principal in East St. Louis, Illinois and her first cousin, Alma Quinn Dunlap was a teacher 
in Oklahoma.  
                                                          
103 Harlan, Louis R., Raymond W. Smock, and Geraldine McTigue, eds. “From Anna T. Jeanes” in Booker 
T. Washington Papers Volume 8: 1904-6, (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1979), 202-203. Jeanes 
Agents were the product of Booker T. Washington’s association with northern philanthropist; Anna T. 
Jeanes who established a one-million dollar fund for the betterment of black education. Jeanes supervising 
teachers oversaw implementation of the Hampton-Tuskegee education model in the county rural schools. In 
some cases, Jeanes supervising teachers served as superintendents and worked with white county 
superintendents to report conditions of African American county schools. Jeanes supervising teachers laid 
the foundation for improving rural schools which the Julius Rosenwald Fund (spearheaded by Washington) 
eventually provided funds for school improvements. 
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Eva’s brother-in-law was Professor William Wendell Phillips, noted educator and 
political figure. Eva’s sister-in-law was noted school teacher, Louella McLemore. 
Louella came from a distinguished teaching family that included her brothers, William 
Wendell and Christopher Columbus Phillips and sister, Mary Phillips. Louella married 
James Madison Benjamin, son of Freeman Benjamin. James was born in Monroe County, 
Mississippi and raised in Holmes County. Both James and Louella became school 
teachers. Two of their children, Thelma and Wendell became educators with Wendell 
earning his degree from the University of Iowa. Following James death, Louella married 
Grandison McLemore (brother of Howard McLemore). Grandison and his late wife Della 
(Munson) McLemore had three daughters, Della Kate, Alice, and Iley who became 
school teachers. Alice McLemore became a Jeanes Agent for Carroll County. Iley 
McLemore completed her high school and junior college education at Mary Holmes 
Seminary. She earned her Bachelor’s degree from Rust College and undertook additional 
studies at Jackson State, Mississippi State, and Kentucky State University. Iley taught 
school in both Attala and Carroll Counties. Grandison and Louella collectively raised five 
teachers within one household. As Volina Cooper’s Chicago Defender entries would 
detail, these individuals became the focal point of Kosciusko news showcasing a vibrant 
educational, cultural, and social society.  These individual became Attala County’s 20th 
century Afro-American bourgeois.104  
                                                          
104 E. Franklin Frazier’s striking critique in Black Bourgeoisie: The Rise of a New Middle Class in the 
United States that “Negro higher education has become devoted chiefly to the task of educating the black 
bourgeois” (E. Franklin Frazier. Black Bourgeoisie: The Rise of a New Middle Class in the United States 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957), 76, missed the true mark of Afro-American education from 
both the 19th and 20th century perspective. Afro-American teachers returned to rural or semi-rural areas and 
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 The Afro-American experience is a diverse experience that both mirrors and 
contradicts how historians traditionally explain Afro-American life in the United States, 
in particular the Deep South. Afro-Americans in Attala County were not without their 
setbacks, tragedies, or disappoints; however, the negatives cannot overshadow what 
Afro-Americans in Attala County accomplished in the first fifty years of emancipation. 
As Kwame Ture and Charles Hamilton explained, the foundations of freedom lay in 
forcing the greater society to accept the identity of peoples that society seeks to 
oppress.105 These individuals showed that Afro-Americans had only begun to fight for 
liberation that would one day translate into the freedom that their African ancestors once 
knew and lived.106 
  
                                                          
continued to spread their college education to the masses. Their role as the bourgeois’ foundation stemmed 
from their status and importance rather than their economic output.  
105 Kwame Ture and Charles V. Hamilton. Black Power: the Politics of Liberation in America.  
Vintage ed., (New York: Vintage, 1992), 34-35. 
 
106 John Edgar Wideman stated in the introduction in Ready for Revolution: The Life and Struggles of 
Stokley Carmichael {Kwame Ture} “Freedom is an attitude, a principle that operates perhaps most visibly 
in spite of resistance. Without resistance, without the restraint of physical or metaphysical shackles, without 
the tyranny of our passions, without the necessity of unwavering discipline to negotiate difficult tasks, 
without the body’s decay, the mind’s fallibility, how would any of us discover our capacities, our freedom, 
in spite of those obstacles, in spite of slavery, colonialism, the social pressure to conform?” p.5. 
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APPENDIX A 
ATTALA COUNTY AFRO-AMERICAN CHURCHES 1865-1910 
Church   Established  Denomination  
Fancher Hill    1856   Baptist 
First Baptist     1865   Baptist 
Pleasant Grove   1865   Baptist 
Pleasant Hill    1869   Baptist 
Buffalo    1870   Methodist 
New Hope    1870   Baptist 
Silas Grove     1870   Baptist 
Soul’s Chapel    1871   Methodist 
Rocky Point    1875   Methodist 
Smyrna    1875    Baptist   
White Plain    1875   Baptist 
Mount Zion    1876   Methodist 
Wesley Chapel   1876   Methodist 
Palestine    1879   Baptist 
Mount Mariah    1880   Baptist 
Mount Olive    1880   Baptist 
New Garden    1880   Baptist 
Hill Spring    1882   Baptist 
Bunker Hill    1882   Baptist 
Barlow    1883   Methodist 
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Ethel Presbyterian   1883   Presbyterian 
Macedonia    1886   Baptist 
Antioch    1887   Methodist 
Mount Everette    1887   Methodist 
Mount Pleasant    1887   Methodist 
Pleasant Grove   1887   Baptist 
Mount Pilgrim   1888   Baptist 
Mount Vernon   1888   Methodist 
New Banyan    1888   Baptist  
Holy Grove    1889   Methodist 
Saint Mark    1889   Baptist 
Abraham Chapel   1890   Baptist 
Dismay    1890   Methodist 
Mount Lebanon   1890   Methodist 
Owens Chapel    1890   Methodist 
Chapel Hill    1892   Baptist 
Marble Rock    1895   Baptist  
Bethlehem    1896   Baptist 
Cedar Grove    1896   Baptist 
Christian Liberty   1900   Baptist 
New Bethel    1900   Baptist 
Plantation    1900   Baptist 
Rock Hill    1900   Church of God and Christ 
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Stonehill Church of God   1900   Church of God 
Friendship    1904   Baptist 
Sweet Pilgrim    1904   Baptist 
Mount Cana     1905   Baptist 
Church of God and Christ  1906   Church of God and Crist 
Saint John    1906   Baptist 
Alexander Memorial    1910   Presbyterian  
Source: Guide to Vital Statistics Records in Mississippi, Volume II Church Archives: 
Prepared by The Mississippi Historical Records Survey Service Division, Work Projects 
Administration. 
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APPENDIX B 
ATTALA COUNTY AFRO-AMERICAN SCHOOLS 
Images from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History 
Buffalo: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1686 
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Mallett: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1700 
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Pleasant Hill: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1707 
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Bethlehem: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1684 
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Bunker Hill: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1689 
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Spring Ridge: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1717 
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Little Hill: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1699 
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Patterson: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1706 
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Carter: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1690 
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Moody Springs: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1702 
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Ayers: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1683 
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New Garden: Series 1513 - School Photograph Scrapbooks  
Item: 1705 
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APPENDIX C 
1880 ATTALA COUNTY AFRO-AMERICAN SCHOOL ROSTER 
First Last Age School 
James Adams 10 Soul Chapel 
Eva Adams 8 Buffalo 
Charlotte Adams 14 Buffalo 
Cresey Adams 12 Buffalo 
Emmett Adams 10 Buffalo 
Lizzie Adams 8 Buffalo 
Tallulah Adams 6 Buffalo 
Sarah Adams 19 Mount Zion 
Ella Adams 16 Mount Zion 
Albert Adams 15 Mount Zion 
Jane Adams 13 Mount Zion 
Lucy Adams 11 Mount Zion 
Adeline Adams 9 Mount Zion 
Sophia Adams 6 Mount Zion 
Marshall Adams 14 Mount Zion 
Josephine Adams 9 Mount Zion 
Ollin Adams 7 Mount Zion 
Albert Adams 20 Shiloh 
Harriet Adams 16 Rocky Point 
Missouri Adams 12 Rocky Point 
Cornelia Adams 10 Rocky Point 
John Adams 9 Rocky Point 
Frank Alexander 13 Kosciusko 
Edward Allen 12 Soul Chapel 
Ella Allen 8 Soul Chapel 
Emma Allen 6 Soul Chapel 
Samuel Allen 6 Smith 
Joseph Allen 8 Smith 
Seymour Alston 12 White Plaines 
Handy Alston 16 White Plaines 
Bowlin Alston 6 White Plaines 
Francis Alston 18 White Plaines 
Lucy Alston 16 White Plaines 
Tina Alston 10 White Plaines 
Cynthia Alston 8 White Plaines 
Lila Alston 7 White Plaines 
King Alston 14 White Plaines 
Chloe Alston 13 White Plaines 
Texana Alston 12 White Plaines 
Alice Alston 11 White Plaines 
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Charlotte Alston 8 White Plaines 
Mitchell Alston 7 White Plaines 
Spencer Alston 5 White Plaines 
Rufus Anderson 14 Kosciusko 
Larry Anderson 20 Kosciusko 
Fanny Anderson 18 Kosciusko 
Frank Anderson 16 Kosciusko 
Lee Anderson 14 Kosciusko 
Joseph Anderson 8 Kosciusko 
Laura Anderson 7 Kosciusko 
Harriet Anderson 11 Kosciusko 
Albert Anderson 12 Kosciusko 
Mary Anderson 6 Buffalo 
Albert Anderson 10 Kosciusko 
William Arms 10 Bunker Hill 
Isabella Ashford 17 Buffalo 
Isaac Ashford 14 Buffalo 
Mary Ashford 13 Buffalo 
Wade Ashford 10 Buffalo 
Charles Ashford 11 White Plaines 
Netty Ashford 8 White Plaines 
Mattie Ashford 6 White Plaines 
Howard Ashford 10 White Plaines 
Rosetta Ashford 8 White Plaines 
Savannah Ashford 6 White Plaines 
Frank Ashford 14 White Plaines 
Pheby Ashford 13 White Plaines 
Jerry Ashford 11 White Plaines 
William Ashford 7 White Plaines 
Mariah Ashford 11 White Plaines 
Mattie Ashford 9 White Plaines 
Fanny Ashford 8 White Plaines 
Thomas Ashford 7 White Plaines 
Hays Ashford 5 White Plaines 
Maggie Ashford 4 White Plaines 
Ellen Ashley 13 Mount Pleasant 
Morgan Atwood 9 Kosciusko 
Samuel Atwood 6 Kosciusko 
Baltimore Atwood 5 Kosciusko 
Leonidas Atwood 13 Kosciusko 
Pinkney Atwood 16 Mount Zion 
William Austin 11 White Plaines 
Lottie Austin 5 White Plaines 
Benjamin Austin 8 White Plaines 
Ann Baccus 11 Kosciusko 
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Monroe Baccus 8 Kosciusko 
Ed Bailey 8 Spring Ridge 
Matilda Bailey 5 Spring Ridge 
Josie Bailey 16 Spring Ridge 
J. Banks 10 Barlow 
T. Banks 15 Barlow 
M. Banks 10 Barlow 
G. Barksdale 9 Barlow 
Isaac Bates 8 Bolatusha 
Sheppard Bates 6 Bolatusha 
Chanie Beamon 16 Pleasant Hill 
Frank Beamon 14 Pleasant Hill 
Edmond Beamon 11 Pleasant Hill 
Sarah Beaucham 16 Kosciusko 
Brag Bell 18 Spring Ridge 
K. Bent 7 Barlow 
Alice Bent 7 Barlow 
M. Bent 14 Barlow 
Ann Bentley 14 Bethlehem 
Catherine Bentley 13 Bethlehem 
George Bentley 10 Bethlehem 
Martha Bentley 6 Bethlehem 
Adams Bentley 5 Bethlehem 
William Bentley 4 Bethlehem 
E. Bishop 7 Barlow 
Ella Bishop 5 Barlow 
Mary Black 18 Smyrna (Col) 
Dolly Black 16 Smyrna (Col) 
James Black 15 Smyrna (Col) 
Aleck Black 11 Smyrna (Col) 
Ann Black 14 Bethlehem 
John Black 13 Bethlehem 
Samuel Black 19 Bethlehem 
Charlie Black 8 Bethlehem 
I. Black 17 Kosciusko 
Alice Bloominburg 14 White Plaines 
Ernest Bloominburg 12 White Plaines 
Sherman Bloominburg 9 White Plaines 
Grant Bloominburg 8 White Plaines 
Joseph Bloominburg 6 White Plaines 
Sid Bloominburg 10 White Plaines 
Silvester Bloominburg 7 White Plaines 
Frank Bloominburg 4 White Plaines 
Rachel Bloominburg 10 White Plaines 
William Bloominburg 13 White Plaines 
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Malicy Bloominburg 11 White Plaines 
Anna Bloominburg 9 White Plaines 
Lillie Boyd 12 Kosciusko 
Alma Boyd 10 Kosciusko 
Amzi Boyd 6 Kosciusko 
Amanda Boyd 18 White Plaines 
Simpson Boyd 16 White Plaines 
March Boyd 12 White Plaines 
Harriet Boyd 7 White Plaines 
Thomas Bridges 10 New Salem 
Mary Bridges 9 New Salem 
William Bridges 6 New Salem 
Francis Bridges 14 White Plaines 
Andy Bridges 11 White Plaines 
Henry Bridges 7 White Plaines 
Henry Bridges 16 Mount Zion 
Harriet Bridges 13 Mount Zion 
Emmett Bridges 7 Mount Zion 
Hester Bridges 6 Mount Zion 
Amanda Bridges 20 Mount Zion 
Grayson Bridges 16 Mount Zion 
John Bridges 14 Mount Zion 
Wiley Brooks 16 Mallett 
Susan Brooks 14 Mallett 
Ella Brooks 13 Mallett 
Leva Brooks 11 Mallett 
R. Brooks 17 Mount Pleasant 
B. Brooks 13 Mount Pleasant 
Vina Brooks 17 Spring Ridge 
Laura Brooks 15 Spring Ridge 
Nancy Brooks 13 Spring Ridge 
John Jr. Brooks 9 Spring Ridge 
Sol Brooks 6 Spring Ridge 
Darling Brown 6 Kosciusko 
Ann Brown 18 Kosciusko 
Cicero Brown 14 Kosciusko 
George Brown 8 Smith 
Robert Brown 7 Smith 
Isaac Brown 6 Smith 
L. Brown 10 Sallis 
M. Brown 13 Barlow 
D. Brown 11 Barlow 
Jane Brown 15 Barlow 
Charlie Brown 14 Barlow 
Lou Brown 10 Barlow 
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Willie Brown 9 Barlow 
Rose Brown 20 Barlow 
Lotty Brown 17 Barlow 
Evan Brown 16 Barlow 
Fannie Brown 13 Barlow 
Ed Brown 11 Pleasant Grove 
Aaron Bryant 13 Soul Chapel 
Milton Buford 12 Barlow 
Rubin Buford 11 Barlow 
Willis Buford 9 Barlow 
Oscar Buford 7 Barlow 
Mary Bullock 9 Mallett 
Mattie Bullock 8 Mallett 
Liza Bullock 6 Mallett 
Mattie Burell 8 Spring Ridge 
Wade Jr. Burt 17 Mallett 
Samuel Burt 10 Mallett 
Martha Burt 7 Mallett 
Alex Burt 19 Palestine 
Mary Burt 16 Palestine 
Emma Burt 13 Palestine 
Louis Burt 10 Palestine 
Edward Burt 7 Palestine 
John Burt 12 Palestine 
Julia Burt 9 Palestine 
Mollie Burt 5 Palestine 
Frank Burt 13 Palestine 
Hattie Burt 11 Palestine 
Robert Jr. Burt 8 Palestine 
Eugenia Burt 6 Palestine 
Robert Burt 15 RockyPoint 
Georgie Burt 12 RockyPoint 
Julia Burt 10 RockyPoint 
Harriet Burt 8 RockyPoint 
Thomas Burt 8 RockyPoint 
Sprout Cade 10 RockyPoint 
Anna Cade 7 RockyPoint 
Nelson Cain 12 Bannon 
Nancy Cain 6 Bannon 
Jenny Camback 10 Mitchell 
John Canady 13 White Plaines 
Hannah Canady 10 White Plaines 
Mary Canady 8 White Plaines 
Amanda Canady 6 White Plaines 
Clifton Carpenter 7 Kosciusko 
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Dewitt Carr 19 Mount Zion 
Leroy Carr 17 Mount Zion 
Jane Carr 14 Mount Zion 
Walter Carson 7 Mitchell 
E.A.F. Carter 14 White Plaines 
Alice Carter 15 White Plaines 
America Carter 11 White Plaines 
Dan Carter 7 White Plaines 
Mary Catchings 12 McWillie 
William Chestnut 7 Pleasant Hill 
Ada Chestnut 6 Pleasant Hill 
Katie Childers 16 Mount Pleasant 
Susan Childers 15 Mount Pleasant 
Martha Childers 11 Mount Pleasant 
Irene Childers 9 Mount Pleasant 
Willie Childers 8 Mount Pleasant 
Malissa Clark 19 Soul Chapel 
Charlie Clark 12 Soul Chapel 
Marshall Clark 11 Soul Chapel 
Sarah Clark 8 Soul Chapel 
Isiah Clark 7 Soul Chapel 
Henrietta Clark 13 Soul Chapel 
George Clark 12 Soul Chapel 
Clinton Clark 9 Soul Chapel 
Ida Clark 8 Soul Chapel 
Julia Clark 13 Barlow 
John Clark 11 Barlow 
Lytha Clark 9 Barlow 
Hattie Clark 8 Barlow 
Lula Clark 6 Barlow 
Major Clark 15 Barlow 
John Clark 8 Barlow 
Matilda Clark 5 Barlow 
Elijah Clark 15 Barlow 
Eli Clark 14 Barlow 
Pink Clark 12 Barlow 
Muxie Clark 6 Barlow 
Augustus Clark 7 Bunker Hill 
Haden Clark 4 Bunker Hill 
J. Clark 11 Bunker Hill 
Mary Clark 9 Mount Pleasant 
Charlie Clark 13 Barlow 
E. Clark 7 Barlow 
Fred Clark 12 Barlow 
Oliver Clark 16 Barlow 
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Charlie Clark 14 Barlow 
Nellie Clark 12 Barlow 
A. Clark 15 Barlow 
M. Clark 13 Carter 
C.A. Clark 8 Mitchell 
W. Clark 6 Moody 
Jordan Clark 15 Bannon 
Cericara Clark 13 Bannon 
Della Clemmons 9 Kosciusko 
Emma Clemmons 6 Kosciusko 
D. Cockroft 9 Pleasant Ridge 
Lee Cockroft 16 Pleasant Ridge 
J. Cockroft 7 Pleasant Ridge 
L. Cockroft 4 Pleasant Ridge 
L. Cockroft 21 Pleasant Ridge 
John Coffey 11 Bethlehem 
Willis Coffey 17 Bethlehem 
Willie Coffey 13 Bethlehem 
Joe Coffey 11 Bethlehem 
Marshall Coffey 7 Bethlehem 
Flowers Coffey 6 Bethlehem 
Pink Coffey 4 Bethlehem 
Emmett Coleman 8 Mount Pleasant 
Queen Cone 16 Soul Chapel 
Andrew Cone 12 Soul Chapel 
James Cone 10 Soul Chapel 
Henrietta Cone 7 Soul Chapel 
Miller Conner 11 Soul Chapel 
Ellen Conner 6 Soul Chapel 
Isabella Conner 5 Soul Chapel 
Henry Cook 16 Kosciusko 
Zella Cook 13 Kosciusko 
Georgia Cook 9 Kosciusko 
Tamzie Cook 17 Soul Chapel 
Sarah Cook 17 Barlow 
Robert Cook 16 Barlow 
Mariah Cook 14 Barlow 
Sevana Cook 8 Barlow 
Ed Coon 18 Mount Pleasant 
William Coon 18 Mount Pleasant 
Laura Coon 16 Mount Pleasant 
Wesley Coon 14 Mount Pleasant 
Sam Coon 13 Mount Pleasant 
John Coon 12 Mount Pleasant 
Booker Coon 11 Mount Pleasant 
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Abraham Coon 10 Mount Pleasant 
James Coon 7 Mount Pleasant 
Jack Coon 6 Mount Pleasant 
Nobe Cooper 20 Pleasant Grove 
Willie Cooper 7 Pleasant Grove 
Mary Cottrell 19 Palestine 
Betsy Cottrell 15 Palestine 
Susie Cottrell 13 Palestine 
Allen Cottrell 8 Palestine 
Jenny Cottrell 19 Kosciusko 
Charles Cottrell 18 Kosciusko 
Jackson Cottrell 17 Kosciusko 
Louisa Cottrell 11 Kosciusko 
James Cottrell 9 Kosciusko 
William Cottrell 8 Kosciusko 
Martha Cottrell 7 Kosciusko 
Jim Cottrell 15 Mount Zion 
Mat Cottrell 13 Mount Zion 
Jane Cottrell 11 Mount Zion 
Malissa Cottrell 10 Mount Zion 
Addie Cottrell 5 Mount Zion 
John Coulter 8 Kosciusko 
Sarah Curtis 8 Kosciusko 
Carrie Curtis 7 Kosciusko 
Clara Curtis 5 Kosciusko 
Nancy Davis 16 Kosciusko 
Simon Davis 14 Kosciusko 
Job Davis 9 Kosciusko 
Love Lilly Davis 5 Kosciusko 
Martha Davis 14 Pleasant Hill 
Lewis Davis 13 Pleasant Hill 
Sarah Davis 11 Pleasant Hill 
John Davis 8 Pleasant Hill 
Simon Davis 7 Pleasant Hill 
Lisa Davis 5 Pleasant Hill 
Loony Davis 15 Mount Pleasant 
Richard Davis 12 Mount Pleasant 
Ella Davis 10 Mount Pleasant 
A. Davis 12 Mount Pleasant 
Daniel Davis 9 Mount Pleasant 
Sarah Davis 6 Mount Pleasant 
Fanny Davis 10 Bolatusha 
Tom Davis 6 Bolatusha 
Ella Dear 16 Galilee 
Oscar Dear 14 Galilee 
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Lizzie Dear 12 Galilee 
Jane Dear 10 Galilee 
Emma Dear 8 Galilee 
Molly Derrick 15 Carter 
Louisa Derrick 11 Carter 
Pat Derrick 8 Carter 
Robert Dickens 15 Galilee 
Aaron Dickens 13 Galilee 
Willie Dickens 12 Galilee 
Lisa Dickens 8 Galilee 
J. Dickens  Bunker Hill 
Evaline Dilahunt 8 Bunker Hill 
James Dobbs 16 White Plaines 
Brister Dobbs 13 White Plaines 
John Dobbs 10 White Plaines 
Sam Dodd 12 Little Hill 
Dave Dodd 9 Little Hill 
Niles Dodd 7 Little Hill 
Mahala Dodd 16 Little Hill 
William Dodd 15 Little Hill 
John Dodd 13 Little Hill 
Janie Dodd 10 Little Hill 
Sophia Dodd 8 Little Hill 
Nancy Dodd 20 Pleasant Hill 
Wiley Dodd 7 Pleasant Hill 
E. Donald 9 Bolatusha 
John Donald 19 Moody 
Manerva Donald 16 Moody 
Henderson Donald 7 Moody 
Louisa Donald 5 Moody 
Silas Dotson 19 Mount Zion 
Nathan Dotson 16 Mount Zion 
Andy Dotson 14 Mount Zion 
Harriet Dotson 11 Mount Zion 
Mary Dotson 6 White Plaines 
Andrew Dotson 16 Bethlehem 
Mary Dotson 14 Bethlehem 
Wash Jr. Dotson 10 Bethlehem 
Mille Doty 8 Kosciusko 
John Durant 13 Barlow 
Joe Durant 13 Barlow 
Susan Durant 12 Barlow 
Cato Durant 10 Barlow 
Walter Durham 15 Mouunt Pleasant 
Lucy Durham 20 Mouunt Pleasant 
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Quincy Durham 19 Mouunt Pleasant 
Alice Durham 11 Mouunt Pleasant 
O. Durham 6 Mouunt Pleasant 
Celia Easley 9 Soul Chapel 
Sophia Ellington 16 Smith 
John Ellington 14 Smith 
Mag Ellington 12 Smith 
Ella Ellington 10 Smith 
Emma Ellington 9 Smith 
Lula Ellington 7 Smith 
Viola Ellington 8 Barlow 
Jake Ellington 12 Little Hill 
Arthur Ellington 5 Little Hill 
Ella Ellis 9 Bunker Hill 
Joe Ellis 16 Bunker Hill 
Isabel Ellis 14 Bunker Hill 
Charlotte Ellis 12 Bunker Hill 
George Ellis 8 Bunker Hill 
Jennie Ellis 15 Barlow 
Joe Ellis 10 Barlow 
James Ellis 8 Barlow 
Fielding Ellis 6 Barlow 
Price Ellis 19 Bunker Hill 
Priscilla Ellis 16 Bunker Hill 
Florence Epps 13 Kosciusko 
Frank Eubanks 13 Mallett 
Livion Eubanks 9 Mallett 
Charlie Eubanks 6 Mallett 
Empress Eubanks 5 Mallett 
Frank Evans 17 Palestine 
Ella Evans 15 Palestine 
Tennie Evans 13 Palestine 
Lewis Evans 10 Palestine 
Jackson Evans 15 Mallett 
Lucy Evans 13 Mallett 
Tennessee Evans 11 Mallett 
Lugenia Evans 7 Mallett 
Emily Evans 19 Mallett 
Richard Evans 17 Mallett 
Theanna Evans 15 Mallett 
Mariah Evans 14 Mallett 
T. Faundon 15 Bunker Hill 
Jackson Flannagan 9 Mount Pleasant 
Joanna Fletcher 9 Pleasant Hill 
John Fletcher 15 Pleasant Hill 
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Lela Fletcher 9 Pleasant Hill 
James Fletcher 15 Pleasant Hill 
Ben Fletcher 11 Pleasant Hill 
Sam Fletcher 9 Pleasant Hill 
Willie Fletcher 8 Pleasant Hill 
Lorenzo Fletcher 6 Pleasant Hill 
Mary Fletcher 12 Pleasant Hill 
Hattie Fletcher 5 Pleasant Hill 
Charley Flora 10 RockyPoint 
Harriet Fondren 12 Buffalo 
Mary Fondren 10 Buffalo 
Amanda Fondren 8 Buffalo 
John Fondren 13 Mount Zion 
Richard Fondren 15 Mount Zion 
Francis Fondren 11 Mount Zion 
Charlie Fondren 8 Mount Zion 
Silas Fondren 6 Mount Zion 
Eliza Ford 9 Soul Chapel 
John Ford 7 Soul Chapel 
Wesley Ford 12 Mount Pleasant 
William Ford 9 Mount Pleasant 
Isabella Ford 18 Barlow 
Tena Ford 16 Barlow 
Wesley Ford 13 Barlow 
Joe Ford 10 Barlow 
Martha Foster 9 Mount Pleasant 
Belle Foster 8 Mount Pleasant 
Lilly Foster 6 Mount Pleasant 
Matilda Foster 12 Mount Pleasant 
Melinda Fuller 12 Mallett 
Tennie Fuller 9 Mallett 
Turner Fuller 6 Mallett 
Mollie Fullilove 10 Mount Pleasant 
Emily Fullilove 8 Mount Pleasant 
Laura Fullilove 17 Mount Pleasant 
Elizabeth Fullilove 15 Mount Pleasant 
Noah Fullilove 11 Mount Pleasant 
Nannie Fullilove 7 Mount Pleasant 
Henrietta Fullilove 5 Mount Pleasant 
Henry Gamble 16 Pleasant Ridge 
Buna Gamble 14 Pleasant Ridge 
Daniel Gaston 13 Mount Zion 
John Gaston 10 Mount Zion 
Mary Gaston 11 White Plaines 
Alice Gaston 7 White Plaines 
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Willie Gaston 6 White Plaines 
Lector Ann Gaston 17 Mount Zion 
William Gaston 14 Mount Zion 
Francis Gaston 11 Mount Zion 
Hester Gaston 10 Mount Zion 
John Gaston 8 Mount Zion 
Celie Gaston 6 Mount Zion 
Maggie Gilliland 12 Pleasant Hill 
Green Gilliland 10 Pleasant Hill 
Fletcher Gilliland 6 Pleasant Hill 
Martha Gilliland 5 Pleasant Hill 
George Gilliland 9 Pleasant Hill 
Ella Gilliland 7 Pleasant Hill 
Judy Golding 15 McWillie 
Eliza Gordon 17 Fancher Hill 
Henry Gordon 16 Fancher Hill 
Harriet Gordon 15 Fancher Hill 
Jerry Gordon 13 Fancher Hill 
George Gordon 10 Fancher Hill 
Albert Gordon 9 Fancher Hill 
Nancy Gordon 8 Fancher Hill 
Jim Gordon 6 Fancher Hill 
Willie Graham 20 Barlow 
Henry Graham 18 Barlow 
Jud Graham 17 Barlow 
Fielding Graham 16 Barlow 
Jane Graham 13 Barlow 
Ella Graham 10 Barlow 
Green Graham 9 Barlow 
Mary Graham 7 Barlow 
Mariah Grantham 13 Mallett 
Lewis Grantham 10 Mallett 
Rena Grantham 7 Mallett 
Sam Green 9 Bethlehem 
Mary Greer 14 Mallett 
Dock Greer 12 Mallett 
Collins Greer 10 Mallett 
Wesley Greer 6 Mallett 
Silas Greer 5 Mallett 
Cate Greer 15 Fancher Hill 
Benjamin Greer 14 Bethlehem 
Emma Greer 8 Bethlehem 
Mattie Greer 8 Bolatusha 
Thomas Griffin 7 Patterson 
John Griffin 6 Patterson 
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James Gary 8 Smith 
Andrew Guyton 14 Mallett 
James Guyton 12 Mallett 
Maggie Guyton 10 Mallett 
Annie Guyton 9 Mallett 
Susan Guyton 7 Mallett 
Case Guyton 11 Mallett 
Clarissa Hamblin 15 Pleasant Ridge 
James Hammond 9 Mallett 
Lou Hammond 7 Mallett 
J.L. Hammond 5 Mallett 
Luiza Hannah 11 Mount Zion 
Mary Hannah 9 Mount Zion 
Georgia Hannah 7 Mount Zion 
Li Hannah 12 White Plaines 
Ruben Hannah 10 White Plaines 
M. Hannah 9 White Plaines 
Virginia Hannah 8 White Plaines 
Edwin Hannah 7 White Plaines 
Lelia Hannah 10 White Plaines 
Emma Hannah 10 Little Hill 
Nancy Hardin 10 Kosciusko 
Alice Harman 14 Carter 
Minnie Harman 6 Carter 
Rebecca Harman 6 Carter 
J. Harman 11 Pleasant Grove 
P. Harman 8 Pleasant Grove 
L. Harman 8 Pleasant Grove 
Calvin Harman 17 Bolatusha 
Pickens Harman 14 Bolatusha 
Olivia Harman 11 Carter 
Ida Harman 8 Carter 
G.A. Harman 15 Carter 
C. Harman 12 Carter 
Charles Harman 10 Carter 
Fanny Harman 13 Barlow 
Harriet Harman 13 Barlow 
Walter Harper 16 Kosciusko 
Eddie Harper 13 Kosciusko 
Dempsey Harper 10 Kosciusko 
Estelle Harper 6 Kosciusko 
Neely Harper 16 Kosciusko 
Ella Harper 12 Kosciusko 
Willie Harper 9 Kosciusko 
Grant Harrison 17 Berea 
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Teanes Harrison 15 Berea 
Judy Harrison 12 Berea 
Susan Harrison 9 Berea 
Luiza Harrison 7 Berea 
Elmira Harrison 15 RockyPoint 
Abram Harrison 7 RockyPoint 
Letha Harrison 5 RockyPoint 
Will Harrison 10 Mount Pleasant 
Harriet Hart 20 Bethlehem 
Etta Harvey 11 Kosciusko 
James Harvey 7 Kosciusko 
Nellie Haynes 8 Mitchell 
Jennie Haynes 12 Mitchell 
Solomon Haynes 10 Mitchell 
Hester Haynes 8 Mitchell 
Martha Hays 10 Soul Chapel 
Robert Hays 10 Soul Chapel 
Amos Hays 8 Soul Chapel 
Mingo Hazlelet 18 Buffalo 
Jack Hazlelet 15 Buffalo 
George Hazlelet 7 Buffalo 
Dicey Henry 8 Bunker Hill 
Nathan Henry 9 Bunker Hill 
Willie Henry 7 Bunker Hill 
Georgia Herring 12 White Plaines 
John Herring 10 White Plaines 
Jeff Herring 7 White Plaines 
Will Herring 5 White Plaines 
Nancy Hill 15 Kosciusko 
Emma Hill 16 Kosciusko 
John Hill 10 Kosciusko 
Lemmie Hill 8 Kosciusko 
Toney Hill 6 Kosciusko 
Malinda Hill 4 Kosciusko 
Marshall Hill 7 Mount Olive 
Green Hill 16 Antioch 
Sophronia Hill 10 Antioch 
John Hill 9 Antioch 
James Hill 7 Antioch 
George Hines 9 Kosciusko 
Martha Hines 14 Kosciusko 
Ella Hines 12 Kosciusko 
Laura Hines 9 Kosciusko 
James Hines 8 Kosciusko 
Robert Hines 6 Kosciusko 
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Ella Hines 12 Soul Chapel 
Laura Hines 9 Soul Chapel 
James Hines 8 Soul Chapel 
Robert Hines 6 Soul Chapel 
Julius Hines 15 McWillie 
William Hines 13 McWillie 
Clara Hollingsworth 18 Pleasant Hill 
Fannie Hollingsworth 15 Pleasant Hill 
Mary Hooper 14 Kosciusko 
Isaac Howard 11 Burns 
Lillie Howard 9 Burns 
Willie Howard 8 Burns 
Mary Howell 18 Smyrna (Col) 
Laura Howell 17 Smyrna (Col) 
Abby Howell 16 Smyrna (Col) 
Phillis Howell 15 Smyrna (Col) 
Arnold Howell 13 Smyrna (Col) 
James Howell 11 Smyrna (Col) 
Gus Howell 7 Smyrna (Col) 
Mattie Huffman 10 Kosciusko 
James Huffman 8 Kosciusko 
Burrell Hull 14 Soul Chapel 
Maria Hull 11 Soul Chapel 
Martha Hull 9 Soul Chapel 
Rosa Hunt 12 Spring Hill 
George Hunt 10 Spring Hill 
Hestine Hunt 8 Spring Hill 
Florence Hunt 6 Spring Hill 
Joseph Irish 14 Carter 
William Irish 12 Carter 
Timothy Irish 11 Carter 
Richard Irish 10 Bunker Hill 
Less Irish 9 Bunker Hill 
George Irving 10 Kosciusko 
Anna Irving 8 Kosciusko 
Clara Irving 4 Kosciusko 
Henrietta Irving 12 Kosciusko 
Mary Irving 10 Kosciusko 
Frances Irving 8 Kosciusko 
Emma Irving 6 Kosciusko 
Elizabeth Irving 14 Fancher Hill 
Sealy Irving 10 Fancher Hill 
Will Ivens 13 White Plaines 
George Ivens 10 White Plaines 
Fannie Ivens 8 White Plaines 
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Emma Ivens 7 White Plaines 
Henry Jackson 6 Barlow 
Nora James 15 Pleasant Grove 
Rich James 12 Pleasant Grove 
Napoleon James 9 Pleasant Grove 
Roxie James 8 Pleasant Grove 
Margaret James  10 Mount Pleasant 
Magnora Jennings 15 Kosciusko 
George Jennings 16 Kosciusko 
Jackson Jennings 9 Kosciusko 
Anna Jennings 19 Kosciusko 
Charlotte Jennings 15 Kosciusko 
Peyton Jennings 16 Kosciusko 
Mary Jennings 9 Kosciusko 
Peggy Jennings 8 Kosciusko 
Willie Johnson 5 Kosciusko 
Emily Johnson 16 Carter 
Martha Johnson 13 Carter 
Missouri Johnson 12 Carter 
Etta Johnson 7 Carter 
Mary Johnson 9 Pleasant Grove 
Robert Johnson 7 Pleasant Grove 
George Jones 13 Kosciusko 
Mason Jones 13 Kosciusko 
George Jones 12 Kosciusko 
William Jones 12 Kosciusko 
Alice Jones 10 Kosciusko 
Lottie Jones 9 Kosciusko 
Amanda Jones 8 Kosciusko 
Sallie Jones 7 Kosciusko 
Joe Jones 9 Kosciusko 
Charlie Jones 8 Kosciusko 
Alice Jones 10 Kosciusko 
Louvenia Jones 6 Kosciusko 
Lydia Jones 12 Mount Olive 
John Jones 10 Mount Olive 
Robert Jones 8 Mount Olive 
Anna Jones 10 Bethlehem 
William Jones 7 Bethlehem 
Ilsa Joyce 18 Mount Pleasant 
James Joyce 15 Mount Pleasant 
Daniel Joyce 10 Mount Pleasant 
Eliza Kelly 16 Bethlehem 
Clara Kelly 8 Bethlehem 
John Kennedy 13 Little Hill 
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Ed Kern 18 Antioch 
Rachel Kern 6 Antioch 
James Kimbrough 13 Buffalo 
Sallie Kimbrough 9 Buffalo 
Bethany Kimbrough 14 Mount Zion 
John Kimbrough 12 Mount Zion 
Everett Kimbrough 9 Mount Zion 
Judge Kimbrough 14 Mount Zion 
John Kimbrough 11 Mount Zion 
Martha Kimbrough 9 Mount Zion 
Adeline Kimbrough 6 Mount Zion 
Caroline Kimbrough 5 Mount Zion 
Lena Kimbrough 12 McWillie 
Maria Kimbrough 13 McWillie 
William Kimbrough 9 McWillie 
Caroline Kimes 18 Howard 
Emma Kimes 12 Howard 
Ella Kimes 10 Howard 
Mary Kirkwood 12 Fancher Hill 
Lewis Kirkwood 9 Fancher Hill 
Will Kirkwood 8 Fancher Hill 
Dewitt Kirkwood 6 Fancher Hill 
Henry Kirkwood 13 Fancher Hill 
Mary Kirkwood 8 Fancher Hill 
Nora Kirkwood 7 Fancher Hill 
Anna Lee 8 Bannon 
Mary Lee 15 Bannon 
Phillip Lee 9 Bannon 
Laura Lee 6 Oak Grove 
John Lee 4 Oak Grove 
Mary Lee 8 Antioch 
Prince Levy 8 Bolatusha 
Sam Lewis 13 Bunker Hill 
Ora Lisbon 10 Line School 
Luella Lisbon 8 Line School 
Martin Lisbon 5 Line School 
Rich Little 13 Smith 
Eugene Little 8 Smith 
Peachie Little 6 Smith 
Warren Lloyd 16 Bunker Hill 
Allen Lloyd 18 Bunker Hill 
Julia Lloyd 9 Bunker Hill 
Augustus Lloyd 16 Mount Pleasant 
Sydney Loggins 9 Pleasant Ridge 
Lewis Loggins 18 Senacha 
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C. Loggins 17 Moody 
Anna Love 9 Howard 
William Love 7 Howard 
Bettie Love 6 Howard 
Lucy Love 9 Howard 
Helden Love 10 Howard 
Betty Love 12 Bunker Hill 
John Love 18 Mount Pleasant 
Calvin Love 15 Mount Pleasant 
Mattie Love 9 Mount Pleasant 
Judy Love 12 Mount Pleasant 
Hattie Love 13 Smith 
Frank Love 10 Smith 
John Love 9 Smith 
Daniel Love 9 Bethlehem 
Ada Love 15 Mount Zion 
Thomas Love 13 Mount Zion 
Amie Love 6 Mount Pleasant 
Nancy Lowery 8 RockyPoint 
Georgia Lucas 4 Soul Chapel 
Letha Lucas 7 Soul Chapel 
Bettie Lucas 16 Soul Chapel 
Mary Lucas 14 Soul Chapel 
Martha Mallet 12 Mallett 
Ada Mallet 10 Mallett 
Carrie Mallet 9 Mallett 
James Mallet 16 Mallett 
Caldonia Mallet 12 Mallett 
Lurannie Mallet 10 Mallett 
John Mallet 9 Mallett 
Mary Mallet 8 Mallett 
Ella Mallet 6 Mallett 
Mittie Mallet 12 Mallett 
Livia Mallet 9 Mallett 
Carrie Mallet 6 Mallett 
Tennie Mallet 5 Mallett 
Mose Mallet 16 Mallett 
William Mallet 14 Mallett 
Lewis Mallet 12 Mallett 
Susan Mallet 10 Mallett 
James Mallet 10 Mallett 
George Mallet 6 Mallett 
Isadora Mallet 10 Mallett 
Della Mallet 20 Mallett 
Empress Mallet 6 Mallett 
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Albert Mallet 15 Mallett 
Eliza Mallet 8 Mallett 
James Mallet 6 Mallett 
Matilda Mallet 4 Mallett 
R. Mallet 11 Mount Pleasant 
John Mallet 10 Pleasant Hill 
Ella Mallett 12 Mallett 
George Mallett 10 Mallett 
Jerry Mallett 9 Mallett 
Mary Mallett 7 Mallett 
Perry Mallett 13 Mallett 
Perry Mallett 9 Mallett 
John Malone 8 Bannon 
Lucy Martin 14 Mount Pleasant 
Harriet Mayo 20 Kosciusko (W) 
Eliza Mayo 8 Kosciusko (W) 
James McAdory 8 Kosciusko 
Austin McAdory 12 Rocky Point 
James McAdory 10 Rocky Point 
Fawn McAdory 6 Rocky Point 
Patsey McAfee 18 Soul Chapel 
Frank McAfee 12 Mount Zion 
William McAfee 10 Mount Zion 
Lula McAfee 8 Mount Zion 
Clinton McAfee 14 Mount Zion 
Marshall McAfee 12 Mount Zion 
John McAfee 10 Mount Zion 
Margaret McAfee 10 Soul Chapel 
James McAfee 10 Soul Chapel 
Hilliard McAtee 15 Moody 
Wesley McAtee 12 Moody 
Francis McAtee 11 Moody 
Josie McAtee 10 Moody 
Wyatt McAtee 9 Pleasant Grove 
Minnie McAtee 20 Moody 
Clarinda McAtee 18 Bannon 
Francis McAtee 18 Moody 
Eliza McAtee 14 Moody 
Emma McAtee 13 Moody 
Stephen McAtee 10 Moody 
Roxie McAtee 7 Moody 
Roxy McCain 15 White Plaines 
Hilliard McCain 11 White Plaines 
Nancy McCain 10 White Plaines 
Matthew McCain 18 Fancher Hill 
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Mack McCain 16 Fancher Hill 
Will McCain 13 Fancher Hill 
Albert McCain 10 Fancher Hill 
Ida McKay 13 Mount Pleasant 
Doug McKay 12 Mount Pleasant 
Della McKay 13 Mount Pleasant 
Alice McKay 12 Mount Pleasant 
John McKay 9 Mount Pleasant 
James McKay 15 Mount Pleasant 
Jack McKee 14 McWillie 
Richard McMillan 20 Mount Zion 
Henry McMillan 17 Mount Zion 
Bettie McMillan 12 Mount Zion 
Alek McMillan 15 Soul Chapel 
Frank McMillan 13 Soul Chapel 
Richard McMillan 12 Soul Chapel 
Robert McMillan 10 Soul Chapel 
Mary McMillan 8 Soul Chapel 
Katie McMillan 6 Soul Chapel 
Emma McShea 21 Pleasant Grove 
Sarah McWillie 10 McWillie 
Boley Medley 11 Shady Grove 
John Medley 11 Shady Grove 
Minthia Meek 18 Palestine 
Cyrinthia Meek 17 Palestine 
Elam Meek 14 Palestine 
Anna Meek 13 Palestine 
William Meek 11 Palestine 
Maggie Meek 6 Palestine 
Lucy Meek 13 Moody 
Benjamin Meek 15 Moody 
Edward Meek 10 Moody 
James Meek 8 Moody 
Wash Meek 7 Moody 
Charles Meek 7 Moody 
Thomas Meek 6 Moody 
Silas Miles 12 Pleasant Grove 
Nerva Miles 8 Pleasant Grove 
Phillis Miles 7 Pleasant Grove 
Mifore Miles 18 Pleasant Grove 
Jane Miles 15 Pleasant Grove 
George Miles 12 Pleasant Grove 
Napoleon Miles 9 Pleasant Grove 
Mittie Miller 16 Fancher Hill 
Thomas Miller 14 Fancher Hill 
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Simon Miller 12 Fancher Hill 
Sallie Miller 10 Fancher Hill 
Violet Miller 8 Fancher Hill 
James Miller 12 Pleasant Grove 
Zelly Mitchell 11 Bethlehem 
Laura Mitchell 7 Bethlehem 
John Mitchell 5 Bethlehem 
Simon Mitchell 5 Bethlehem 
Orange Mitchell 16 Bethlehem 
William Mitchell 8 Bethlehem 
John Mitchell 9 Bethlehem 
Easter Mitchell 11 Bethlehem 
Sarah Mitchell 7 Bethlehem 
Simon Mitchell 15 Mount Pleasant 
Donna Mitchell 12 Mount Pleasant 
Fannie Montgomery 13 Fancher Hill 
Mary Montgomery 11 Fancher Hill 
Criss Montgomery 8 Fancher Hill 
Charlie Moore 6 Kosciusko 
Lizzie Moore 12 Soul Chapel 
Dan Moore 10 Bethlehem 
Martha Moore 20 Smyrna (Col) 
Jennie Moore 18 Smyrna (Col) 
Lucy Moore 14 Smyrna (Col) 
Pink Moore 12 Smyrna (Col) 
Thomas Moore 10 Smyrna (Col) 
Robert Moore 8 Smyrna (Col) 
Peter Moore 6 Smyrna (Col) 
Mary Moore 16 Bethlehem 
Laura Moore 10 Bethlehem 
Captain Moore 8 Bethlehem 
William Munson 11 Kosciusko 
Susanna Munson 20 Buffalo 
Mahala Munson 19 Buffalo 
Freddie Munson 17 Buffalo 
Albert Munson 14 Buffalo 
Antionette Munson 11 Buffalo 
Disha Munson 7 Buffalo 
William Munson 12 Kosciusko 
Sarah Munson 8 Kosciusko 
Jennie Munson 6 Kosciusko 
Bill Murff 17 Rocky Point 
George Murff 13 Rocky Point 
John Murff 10 Rocky Point 
Martha Murff 19 Rocky Point 
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Louis Murff 17 RockyPoint 
Mandy Murff 14 RockyPoint 
Henry Murphy 20 Bethlehem 
James Nash 12 Mount Zion 
Adam Nash 9 Mount Zion 
Henrietta Nash 7 Mount Zion 
Holland Nash 6 Mount Zion 
Minvera Newell 20 Kosciusko 
Matilda Newell 18 Kosciusko 
Nancy Oldham 16 Kosciusko 
Brilee Olive 19 Mount Zion 
Jerry Olive 7 Mount Zion 
Clinton Olive 15 Mount Zion 
Willie Olive 11 Mount Zion 
Simon Olive 5 Mount Zion 
Houston Ousley 8 Pleasant Grove 
Sina Ousley 15 Carter 
Nixon Ousley 7 Pleasant Ridge 
Mallissa Ousley 6 Pleasant Ridge 
Maggie Ousley 8 Pleasant Ridge 
Livy Ousley 12 Moody 
James Ousley 10 Moody 
Mitchell Owens 14 Mount Pleasant 
Josie Owens 10 Mount Pleasant 
Anna Palmer 11 RockyPoint 
Casey Palmer 10 RockyPoint 
Lula Palmer 8 RockyPoint 
Tom Palmer 15 RockyPoint 
Josephine Palmer 7 RockyPoint 
Eliza Patterson 18 Antioch 
Henderson Patterson 13 Antioch 
Martha Patterson 11 Antioch 
William Patterson 10 Antioch 
Julia Pearce 15 Bethlehem 
Thomas Pearce 15 Bethlehem 
Anderson Pearce 9 Bethlehem 
Howard Peeler 10 Mount Zion 
Jackson Peeler 7 Mount Zion 
Narcis Peeler 6 Mount Zion 
Henrietta Peeler 3 Mount Zion 
Laura Perkins 17 McWillie 
Jess Perkins 15 McWillie 
Joseph Perkins 11 McWillie 
Ellis Perkins 7 McWillie 
Mary Perkins 18 McWillie 
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Ailsy Perkins 13 McWillie 
Mary Peteat 7 Barlow 
Benjamin Pitchford 17 Bunker Hill 
Marshall Pointer 9 Mount Pleasant 
Cate Pool 16 Fancher Hill 
Rachel Pool 14 Fancher Hill 
Wiley Pool 13 Fancher Hill 
Will Pool 12 Fancher Hill 
Andy Pool 11 Fancher Hill 
Whit Potts 11 Fancher Hill 
Will Potts 9 Fancher Hill 
Clemmon Potts 8 Fancher Hill 
Aaron Potts 6 Fancher Hill 
Rutha Potts 12 Fancher Hill 
Archie Powell 9 Pleasant Ridge 
Bettie Presley 15 Mitchell 
Nelson Prewit 16 White Plaines 
Sarah Prewit 13 White Plaines 
Wash Prewit 11 White Plaines 
Fred Prewit 8 White Plaines 
Nancy Prince 8 RockyPoint 
Clay Prince 6 RockyPoint 
Thomas Quals 15 Fancher Hill 
Mary Quals 6 Fancher Hill 
James Quals 6 Fancher Hill 
Bettie Raiford 13 Little Hill 
Willie Raiford 11 Little Hill 
Eliza Raiford 7 Little Hill 
Henry Rayford 10 Kosciusko 
Eddie Riley 19 Mount Zion 
Missouri Riley 11 Mount Zion 
Hattie Riley 10 Mount Zion 
Willie Ann Riley 8 Mount Zion 
Susan Riley 18 White Plaines 
Mary Riley 14 White Plaines 
July Riley 11 White Plaines 
James Riley 9 White Plaines 
Mary Riley 11 Mount Zion 
Stanford Riley 9 Mount Zion 
Orthar Riley 8 Mount Zion 
Lula Riley 18 Bolatusha 
Willie Riley 12 Bolatusha 
Eliza Riley 11 Bolatusha 
Lina Riley 10 Bolatusha 
Jane Riley 16 Pleasant Grove 
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Mary Riley 14 Pleasant Grove 
Clinton Riley 12 Pleasant Grove 
Levi Riley 10 Pleasant Grove 
William Riley 9 Bolatusha 
Celie Rimmer 17 Little Hill 
Robert Rimmer 6 Little Hill 
Livie Rimmie 8 Kosciusko 
Clark Roby 10 Soul Chapel 
Priscilla Roby 15 Pleasant Grove 
Millege Roby 13 Pleasant Grove 
Eugenia Roby 10 Pleasant Grove 
Walter Roby 14 Pleasant Grove 
Willie Roby 12 Pleasant Grove 
Indiana Roby 13 Barlow 
Roxana Roby 10 Barlow 
Bennie Roby 8 Barlow 
Grant Roby 12 Moody 
John Roby 11 Mount Pleasant 
Bettie Roby 8 Mount Pleasant 
Arthur Roby 4 Mount Pleasant 
Isiah Roby 20 Barlow 
Josephine Roby 19 Barlow 
Nancy Rosental 9 White Plaines 
Whit Rosental 6 White Plaines 
Sophia Ross 18 Bunker Hill 
Clary Roundtree 11 Bunker Hill 
Curtis Roundtree 9 Bunker Hill 
Hester Roundtree 5 Bunker Hill 
Eliza Sallis 10 Bunker Hill 
Alonzo Sallis 8 Bunker Hill 
Alias Sallis 12 Bunker Hill 
Missouri Sallis 10 Bunker Hill 
Mollie Sallis 9 Bunker Hill 
Frank Sallis 8 Bunker Hill 
Kiah Sallis 11 Carter 
Dick Sallis 7 Carter 
Ida Sallis 5 Bunker Hill 
Horace Sallis 10 Smith 
Mary Sallis 9 Smith 
Henry Sallis 7 Smith 
Willie Sallis 6 Smith 
Francis Sallis 12 Barlow 
Ida Sallis 11 Barlow 
Virgie Sallis 9 Barlow 
Callie Sallis 7 Barlow 
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Floyd Sallis 12 Pleasant Grove 
Mattie Sanders 12 Palestine 
Callie Sanders 9 Palestine 
Adella Sanders 7 Palestine 
John Sanders 9 Palestine 
Lessie Sanders 5 Palestine 
John Sanders 13 Palestine 
Emma Sanders 18 Mount Pleasant 
Rose Sanders 17 Mount Pleasant 
John Sanders 12 Mount Pleasant 
Tilda Sanders 12 Mount Pleasant 
Kate Sanders 14 Mount Pleasant 
Henrietta Scarborough 19 Mount Pleasant 
Jim Scarborough 10 Mount Pleasant 
Willie Scarborough 14 Mount Pleasant 
Emmett Seawood 12 White Plaines 
Benny Seawood 16 White Plaines 
David Seawood 15 White Plaines 
Louis Seawood 14 White Plaines 
Fred Seawood 18 White Plaines 
Bobby Segur 10 Barlow 
Henrietta Segur 7 Barlow 
Montgomery Segur 5 Barlow 
William Segur 11 Barlow 
Milton Segur 7 Barlow 
John Shuler 8 Bethlehem 
Amanda Shuler 17 Barlow 
Georgia Simpson 10 Kosciusko 
Henry Simpson 8 Kosciusko 
Ella Simpson 12 Barlow 
Cornelia Simpson 15 Mitchell 
Ella Simpson 12 Barlow 
Frank Singleton 7 Kosciusko 
Vina Skinner 12 Galilee 
Ellage Skinner 5 Galilee 
Charles Skinner 19 Bolatusha 
Cora Skinner 16 Bolatusha 
Francis Skinner 14 Bolatusha 
Mollie Skinner 12 Bolatusha 
John Skinner 10 Bolatusha 
Ada Skinner 8 Bolatusha 
Jessie Skinner 6 Bolatusha 
Bettie Skinner 5 Bolatusha 
Ransom Smith 9 Kosciusko 
Lucy Smith 7 Pleasant Ridge 
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Joseph Smith 12 Pleasant Ridge 
Stella Smith 17 Bunker Hill 
Alice Smith 14 Barlow 
Wesley Smith 13 Barlow 
Harriet Smith 9 Barlow 
Lou Smith 7 Barlow 
Matilda Smith 15 Mount Pleasant 
Minnie Snow 15 Kosciusko 
Sallie Snow 14 Kosciusko 
Mariah Spivey 16 Kosciusko 
Rena Spivey 14 Kosciusko 
Grant Spivey 6 Kosciusko 
Jennie Steele 16 Kosciusko 
Roxie Steward 16 Kosciusko 
Cornelia Stewart 20 Mount Pleasant 
Agnes Stewart 17 Mount Pleasant 
John Stewart 16 Mount Pleasant 
Samuel Stewart 15 Mount Pleasant 
Lazarus Stewart 9 Mount Pleasant 
Matthew Stewart 8 Mount Pleasant 
Magdalena Stewart 6 Mount Pleasant 
Rachel Stingley 13 Bunker Hill 
John Stingley 11 Bunker Hill 
M. Stingley 10 Bunker Hill 
Hattie Stingley 19 Mount Pleasant 
Frank Stingley 18 Mount Pleasant 
R.A. Stingley 15 Mount Pleasant 
John Stingley 9 Mount Pleasant 
Louisa Stingley 8 Mount Pleasant 
Mary Stingley 12 Mount Pleasant 
Livia Stingley 9 Mount Pleasant 
Ella Stingley 14 Bolatusha 
Will Stingley 10 Bolatusha 
Thomas Stingley 14 Barlow 
Sukey Stingley 7 Barlow 
John Stingley 11 Barlow 
Willie Stingley 7 Plesant Grove 
Georgia Stingley 9 Barlow 
Ella Stingley 9 Barlow 
Fannie Stingley 16 Barlow 
Girty Stingley 8 Barlow 
Walter Stingley 10 Barlow 
Emma Stuckey 20 Mount Zion 
Joseph Stuckey 18 Mount Zion 
John Stuckey 16 Mount Zion 
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Robert Stuckey 14 Mount Zion 
Betsey Stuckey 9 Mount Zion 
Maggie Stuckey 9 Mount Zion 
Lula Stuckey 6 Mount Zion 
Amzi Stuckey 19 Soul Chapel 
Catherine Stuckey 9 Soul Chapel 
Mary Stuckey 5 Soul Chapel 
Joana Stuckey 16 Mount Zion 
Robert Sudduth 16 Mallett 
Fannie Sudduth 14 Mallett 
Ella Sudduth 10 Mallett 
Willie Sudduth 8 Mallett 
J.H. Sudduth 6 Mallett 
Eliza Sudduth 18 Mallett 
Sallie Suggs 11 Bunker Hill 
James Suggs 8 Bannon 
Lum Suggs 16 Bannon 
Belle Suggs 12 Bannon 
Milton Tanner 13 Rocky Point 
Bettie Tanner 9 Rocky Point 
Ned Tanner 7 Rocky Point 
James Tarrence 5 Bethlehem 
Angeline Tarrence 20 Bethlehem 
Mary Taylor 20 Soul Chapel 
Julia Taylor 12 Soul Chapel 
Alice Taylor 13 Soul Chapel 
Jack Taylor 4 Mount Pleasant 
Robert Teague 9 Mount Pleasant 
Thomas Teague 10 Soul Chapel 
Sammy Teague 6 Smith 
James Teague 5 Smith 
Bettie Teague 13 Smith 
Noah Teague 9 Smith 
Josie Teague 12 Bethlehem 
Riley Teague 10 Bethlehem 
Andy Teague 9 Bethlehem 
Samuel Teague 7 Bethlehem 
Mary Teague 9 Barlow 
David Teague 8 Barlow 
Tilda Teague 8 Smith 
George Teague 12 Bethlehem 
Joseph Terry 12 Mallett 
Sallie Terry 10 Mallett 
Mary Terry 8 Mallett 
John Terry 5 Mallett 
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William Terry 13 Mallett 
Margaret Terry 11 Mallett 
Isabella Terry 8 Mallett 
William Terry 14 Mallett 
Mary Thomas 9 Mitchell 
Henry Thomas 8 Mitchell 
Tobe Thompson 16 Soul Chapel 
Mary Thompson 16 Soul Chapel 
Maggie Thompson 13 Soul Chapel 
Mattie Thompson 13 Soul Chapel 
Emma Thompson 12 Soul Chapel 
Ed Thompson 13 Pleasant Hill 
J.T. Thompson 10 Pleasant Hill 
Adams Thompson 5 Pleasant Hill 
Henry Thompson 19 Little Hill 
Irene Thompson 17 Little Hill 
Anna Thornton 12 Rocky Point 
Cassie Thornton 11 Rocky Point 
Lula Thornton 8 Rocky Point 
Luvina Thornton 6 Rocky Point 
Leanna Thornton 9 Rocky Point 
William Thornton 7 Rocky Point 
Lizzie Thornton 10 Rocky Point 
William Thornton 8 Rocky Point 
Martha Thornton 7 Rocky Point 
Sydney Thornton 12 Rocky Point 
Bobby Thornton 10 Rocky Point 
Rastus Thornton 9 Rocky Point 
Will Thornton 6 Rocky Point 
James Thurman 13 Pleasant Grove 
Lee Thurman 8 Pleasant Grove 
Georgeann Tines 13 Mitchell 
Henrietta Tines 11 Mitchell 
Peter Tines 9 Mitchell 
Laura Tines 8 Mitchell 
Henrietta Towers 20 Mount Zion 
Thomas Traywick 18 Mount Pleasant 
Angie Tubbs 9 Bunker Hill 
Martha Turnbo 10 Mount Zion 
James Turnbo 8 Mount Zion 
Permelia Turnbo 6 Mount Zion 
Virgil Turner 18 Mount Zion 
Flora Turner 20 Mount Zion 
Ella Turner 17 Mount Zion 
Samuel Turner 14 Mount Zion 
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Thomas Turner 11 Mount Zion 
Sarah Tyler 11 Burns 
William Tyler 9 Burns 
Louisa Tyler 8 Burns 
Robert Unger 10 Carter 
Willie Unger 7 Carter 
Nettie Unger 11 Carter 
Mary Unger 12 Carter 
Hattie Unger 9 Carter 
Ann Unger 6 Carter 
Sanford Veazey 18 White Plaines 
Ras Veazey 10 White Plaines 
Kattie Veazey 8 White Plaines 
Ida Veazey 13 White Plaines 
Ola Veazey 11 White Plaines 
Primus Veazey 5 White Plaines 
Jeff Veazey 11 Mount Zion 
Jane Veazey 9 Mount Zion 
Cornelia Veazey 8 Mount Zion 
Captain Veazey 6 Mount Zion 
Bettie Vick 14 Kosciusko 
Martha Vick 10 Kosciusko 
Henry Vick 16 Bolatusha 
Ella Walker 18 Moody 
Thomas Wallace 18 Mount Pleasant 
Harry Wallace 17 Mount Pleasant 
Isolear Wallace 6 Mount Pleasant 
Joseph Walters 8 Spring Ridge 
Willie Ware 10 Bannon 
Jane Ware 8 Bannon 
Matilda Ware 6 Bannon 
William Warren 15 Kosciusko 
John Warren 13 Kosciusko 
Isaac Warren 10 Kosciusko 
George Warren 5 Kosciusko 
Molly Warren 18 Fancher Hill 
Susan Warren 14 Fancher Hill 
Sam Warren 7 Fancher Hill 
Irene Warren 6 Fancher Hill 
Ida Waugh 11 Pleasant Grove 
Scrap Waugh 9 Pleasant Grove 
Manerva Waugh 7 Pleasant Grove 
M. Weatherly 16 Mount Pleasant 
Millie Webb 13 Smith 
Isiah Weeks 9 Kosciusko 
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Oliver Weeks 8 Kosciusko 
Mary Wells 13 Kosciusko 
Emma Wells 9 Kosciusko 
William Wells 6 Kosciusko 
James Wells 5 Kosciusko 
Allen Wells 14 Barlow 
Will Wheeler 8 Bolatusha 
Joseph White 12 Smith 
May White 8 Mount Pleasant 
Joseph White 10 Mount Pleasant 
Eddie White 5 Mount Pleasant 
Grace White 14 Antioch 
William White 13 Antioch 
Caroline White 11 Antioch 
Columbus White 8 Antioch 
Scott White 6 Antioch 
Anna White 11 Little Hill 
Lula White 9 Little Hill 
Ida White 7 Little Hill 
Catherine White 6 Little Hill 
Dora Wilder 9 Bolatusha 
Jeff Wilder 7 Bolatusha 
Hannah Williams 18 Bunker Hill 
William Williams 16 Bunker Hill 
Rachel Williams 12 Bunker Hill 
Sallie Williams 11 Bunker Hill 
Marcellus Williams 8 Bunker Hill 
Lela Williams 18 Barlow 
Frank Williams 16 Barlow 
Hattie Williams 6 Barlow 
W. Williams 11 Bunker Hill 
Georgia Williams 14 Bunker Hill 
Willie Williams 13 Bunker Hill 
John Williams 13 Bunker Hill 
Fannie Williams 7 Bunker Hill 
James  Williams 11 Bunker Hill 
Nancy Williams 12 Mitchell 
Susie Williams 16 Mount Zion 
Faro Williams 17 Barlow 
Mary Williams 15 Barlow 
Lula Wilson 11 Mount Pleasant 
Fannie Wilson 13 Bannon 
Ida Wilson 11 Bannon 
John Wilson 12 Bannon 
Wesley Wilson 7 Bannon 
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John Wingard 11 Mount Pleasant 
Shelton Wingard 8 Mount Pleasant 
Ella Wingard 7 Bethlehem 
Ford Wingard 12 Bethlehem 
Anderson Wingo 15 Bethlehem 
Frances Wingo 12 Bethlehem 
George Wingo 11 Bethlehem 
Lem Wingo 8 Bethlehem 
Samuel Wingo 9 Bethlehem 
Henry Winnick 16 Little Hill 
Anderson Winters 10 Soul Chapel 
Walter Winters 7 Soul Chapel 
Liza Winters 6 Soul Chapel 
Henrietta Winters 10 Soul Chapel 
Georgia Winters 8 Soul Chapel 
Edward Winters 6 Soul Chapel 
Thomas Winters 16 Soul Chapel 
John Winters 14 Soul Chapel 
Sallie Winters 12 Soul Chapel 
Francis Winters 10 Soul Chapel 
Elijah Winters 8 Soul Chapel 
Susan Winters 6 Soul Chapel 
Emma Winters 4 Soul Chapel 
Thomas Winters 13 Soul Chapel 
Nancy Winters 12 Soul Chapel 
Wiley Winters 10 Soul Chapel 
John Winters 8 Soul Chapel 
Phillip Winters 16 Soul Chapel 
Maggie Winters 12 Soul Chapel 
Lula Winters 9 Soul Chapel 
John Winters 12 White Plaines 
Mary Winters 11 White Plaines 
Arthur Winters 9 White Plaines 
Joseph Winters 6 White Plaines 
Angelina Winters 11 Fancher Hill 
Nathan Winters 7 Fancher Hill 
Nancy Winters 17 Fancher Hill 
Ella Winters 14 Fancher Hill 
Ivery Winters 9 Mount Zion 
Susan Winters 13 Bethlehem 
Willie Winters 12 Bethlehem 
Mary Winters 8 Mount Zion 
Richard Woodard 6 White Plaines 
Andy Woodward 16 White Plaines 
Sarah Wright 8 Bolatusha 
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Angenette Wright 13 Pleasant Grove 
Florence Wright 7 Pleasant Grove 
Alice Wright 5 Pleasant Grove 
Major Wright 10 Bethlehem 
Alex Wynn 16 Mount Pleasant 
Elizabeth Wynn 14 Mount Pleasant 
Sarah Wynn 18 Mount Pleasant 
Pat Wyse 10 Carter 
Rachel Wyse 7 Carter 
Rosetta Wyse 17 Carter 
Eliza Wyse 8 Carter 
Andrew Wyse 18 Carter 
Gus Wyse 16 Carter 
Loren Zollicoffer 15 Bolatusha 
Tennessee Zollicoffer 11 Bolatusha 
Mollie Zollicoffer 8 Bolatusha 
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APPENDIX D 
ATTALA COUNTY AFRO-AMERICAN LAND TRANSACTIONS 1869-1913 
First Last Month Day Year Acres Price 
James Carr 11 2 1869 300 $ 1,000.00 
Vinson Terry 2 25 1870 40.05 $    100.00 
James Carr 10 25 1870 300 $ 1,500.00 
Isaac Coulter 12 14 1871   $    320.00 
Isom Kern     1871 200  
Edmond 
and Willis Jamison 12 15 1871 20 $    422.00 
Columbus Patterson 12 1 1871 200 $    800.00 
Isom Kern 12 1 1871    
Willis Jamison 12 15 1871 20 $    422.00 
Columbus Patterson 12 1 1871 40 $    800.00 
Nicholas McLemore 4 18 1872 20 $    160.00 
Nicholas McLemore 3 11 1872 20  
William Ashford 2 13 1873 120 $    590.00 
Jack Presley 1 10 1874 120 $    800.00 
Henry Huffman 12 7 1874 120 $ 2,300.00 
George Munson 12 7 1874 160 $    800.00 
Grandison Thompson 5 12 1874   $ 1,100.00 
Robert Burt 11 24 1874   $    250.00 
Willis Jamison 3 31 1874 130 $    578.00 
Jack Presley 3 8 1875 40  
Willis Jamison 4 12 1875 20 $    578.00 
Harrison Wells 2 25 1876 1 $      15.00 
Leonard Hammond 2 1 1876 45.85  
Willis Jamison 1 3 1876 10  
Thomas Jamison 7 22 1876 10 $    835.00 
Lewis Jamison 6 22 1877 120 $ 7,500.00 
William Spivey 12 10 1877 320 $    640.00 
Robert Vanlandingham 2 7 1877 200 $ 1,000.00 
Jack Presley 11 4 1878 5 $      35.00 
Nicholas McLemore 1 18 1878 20 $      75.00 
Nicholas McLemore 1 18 1878 20  
Claiborne Knowles 3 15 1878   $    800.00 
Straughter Nash 1 24 1878   $    550.00 
Straughter Nash 1 24 1878   $    550.00 
Robert Vanlandingham 2 28 1878   $ 2,200.00 
Columbus Sallis 1 25 1879   $    100.00 
G.W. Beaucham 1 3 1880 4.5  
Antionette Huffman 1 1 1881   $      75.00 
Antionette Huffman     1881   $      30.00 
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Jack Presley     1881   $      30.00 
Willis Jamison 2 10 1881 50 $      50.00 
Sam Dodd 2 5 1881   $      14.00 
Caroline Patterson 8 1 1881   $ 1,000.00 
Charlie Funches 11 21 1882 130 $    750.00 
Roland Hazlett 11 21 1882 130 $    750.00 
George Adams 11 21 1882 100 $    550.00 
Bazzil Griffin 5 13 1882 74.93  
Levi Huffman 8 3 1882 43.09  
Henry White     1882 100  
Henry & 
Ann Mims 12 5 1883 1  
Henry & 
Ann Mims 12 6 1883 1.5  
Nelson Terry 4 13 1883 81.53  
Samuel Dodd 5 25 1883 80.07  
Willis Jamison 3 9 1883 10 $      50.00 
Henry Funches 10 10 1884 34 $      85.00 
George Kern 11 21 1884   $      75.00 
Isaac Hannah 7 25 1885 79.85  
Robert Burt Jr. 1 8 1885   $    320.00 
Ishmael Alston 11 30 1885   $      40.50 
Fred Presley 9 26 1885   $    400.00 
Bob Munson 3 1 1886 60 $    200.00 
Anthony Wilson 12 4 1886 20 $    146.72 
Andrew McCoy 12 23 1886 40 $      75.00 
Charlie Bullock 2 24 1887 30 $      50.00 
Fred & 
Sherman Munson 2 24 1887 10 $    100.00 
Scott Gant 12 15 1887   $      40.00 
Scott Gant 3 17 1888   $      80.00 
Marshall Patterson 11 10 1888 20 $    180.00 
Charlie Bullock 11 14 1888   $    500.00 
Alford Fondren 11 15 1888    
Alice Alston 12 1 1888   $      35.00 
Robert Gladney 11 1 1888   $    150.00 
Straughter Nash Jr. 11 20 1888   $    145.00 
Malissa Dotson 1 5 1889 80.88  
Wright Gregory 11 3 1889   $    600.00 
Pierce Winters 2 4 1889 106  
Scott Patterson 1 28 1889 80 $    200.00 
Reed Cooper 12 10 1890   $    220.00 
Della Munson 12 20 1890    
Fred Munson 12 20 1890    
Tempie Carter 5 16 1890    
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PD Presley 1 8 1890   $    300.00 
Hall Isom 9 29 1890 88  
Henry Funches 1 5 1891   $    100.00 
Harrison Love 1 2 1891   $    600.00 
Jessie Winters 6 13 1891 75.03  
Charles McMichael 12 4 1891 80.04  
George Rushing 11 25 1891 159 $    400.00 
Gill Adams 5 12 1892    
Hall Isom 2 13 1892 10 $    750.00 
Hall Isom 2 3 1892 78.5 $      90.00 
Perry McCoy 3 9 1892   $    646.00 
William E. Carr     1892 40 $    200.00 
George Hazley 2 8 1893 7  
Hall Isom 8 11 1893 10  
Hall Isom 8 11 1893 78.5  
Georgia Hazlett 8 8 1894 7  
Ike Presley 8 8 1894    
Isaac Dodd 3 12 1894 84.75  
William S. Patterson 11 25 1894    
Columbus Sallis 7 25 1895    
Ike Presley 2 9 1895 37  
Thomas Patterson 2 21 1895 37.47  
George Peeler 6 27 1895 40.09  
Jeff McCoy 11 12 1895   $    150.00 
Henry Funches 10 27 1896   $    100.00 
Henry Funches 10 27 1896 12 $    250.00 
Grant McLemore 11 10 1896 20 $    122.50 
Ike Presley 9 10 1896 5.7 $      75.00 
Ike Presley 9 10 1896 3  
Dennis Fondren 6 24 1896 1 $      25.00 
Austin Kilpatrick 1 21 1896 1 $      60.00 
Eliza Riley 1 27 1896 5 $      75.00 
Sip Lee 8 26 1896 37.45  
Sol Jamison 10 29 1896 3 $    100.00 
W.W. Phillips 8 3 1897    
W.W. Phillips 2 13 1897 20 $    100.00 
Ann Alexander 8 2 1897 1  
Jordan Thompson 12 20 1897 
65.5 
Fronting $    250.00 
Ben Wilkes 8 17 1897 
10x40, 
38L $      20.00 
Pharo Wilson 1 19 1897 0.5 $      30.00 
B.A. Ashford 1 16 1897 80 $    350.00 
Zack Lee 9 9 1897 80.15  
William S. Patterson 10 7 1897   $    185.00 
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George Adams 8 4 1898    
George Adams 8 4 1898 10  
Grant McLemore 8 4 1898 20  
S.S. Lynch 8 4 1898    
Jordan Thompson 8 4 1898 0.5  
Daniel Perkins 8 31 1898 0.5 $    112.00 
John Bayne 1 2 1899 20 $    350.00 
Ben Wilkes 3 1 1899 2  
Jennie Coleman 11 2 1899 1  
Jennie Coleman 11 2 1899 1 $      10.00 
Adeline Harper 11 2 1899 2  
Priscilla Simpson 3 2 1899 10  
Priscilla Simpson 3 2 1899 38  
Amanda Jamison 3 2 1899 40  
Scott Gant 3 26 1900   $    125.00 
Howard McLemore 4 30 1900 20 $        1.00 
Coach Hathorn 1 1 1900 40 $      60.00 
Lee Spivey 5 2 1900 0.25  
John Rimmer 3 20 1900 40 $    100.00 
Green Young 1 1 1900 40 $    100.00 
C.E. McMichael 12 10 1900    
Marion Burt 2 9 1901 Lot  
W.W. Phillips 11 11 1901 60  
William Patterson 12 4 1901    
T.J. Kern 12 4 1901 80 $    225.00 
William Patterson 12 4 1901    
Henry Fondren 1 12 1902 1  
Charlotte Shepherd 2 27 1902 Lot  
Charlotte Shepherd 2 27 1902 Lot  
Emma Bloomingberg 5 19 1903 0.66  
Lee Spivey 5 24 1903 0.5  
Classy Thompson 1 21 1903 Lot  
Emma Bloomingberg 6 10 1903 0.5  
Priscilla Simpson 8 8 1903 35  
Ed McMichael 3 20 1903 10  
A.B. Simmons 12 14 1903    
A.B. Simmons 12 14 1903    
Ben Cole 10 16 1903    
Ben Cole 11 21 1903    
W.H. Kerr 2 5 1904 Lot  
Fannie Hammons 3 16 1904 0.25  
Roxie Carter 8 4 1904    
C.E. McMichael 8 5 1904 17  
Hillard Spivey 12 8 1904 120 $    400.00 
Green Young 12 21 1904 80.25 $    225.00 
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Dan Brookshire 1 12 1904    
Millie Carr 2 13 1905 39.86  
Charlotte Shepherd 3 30 1905 Lot  
Joe Burnside 3 31 1905 0.5  
Joe Burnside 3 31 1905 0.25  
Sol Moore 9 16 1905 0.75  
John Jamison 8 10 1905    
John Jamison 8 10 1905    
Wiley Spivey 11 18 1905 120 $ 1,000.00 
Arthur Luse 12 1 1905 117 $    600.00 
Chlorenda Patterson 12 23 1905 14 $      75.00 
Adolphus Adams 1 6 1906 Lot  
Josephine Gaston 1 30 1906 Lot  
John Gaston 5 29 1906 Lot  
Hillard Burnside 6 6 1906 0.25  
Sumpter Atwood 7 30 1906 0.5  
Agnes Bell 9 29 1906 2  
Peter Cooper 10 2 1906 Lot  
Nelson Gladney 1 6 1906 40 $    110.00 
Sam Atwood 8 31 1907 Lot  
Giles Ashford 12 21 1907   $    550.00 
J.A. Winfrey 1 2 1908 1  
Pharo Wilson 3 24 1908 Lot  
Alice Alston 8 24 1908 9  
T.M. Guice 9 24 1908 Lot  
Isaac Presley 3 2 1909 0.5  
Sam Atwood 3 29 1909 Lot  
Giles Ashford 1 11 1909   $   300.00 
A.J. McMichael 8 12 1909 50 $1,388.08 
Pharo Wilson 2 21 1910 Lot  
Eddie Nash 10 21 1910 40 $    300.00 
Sam Andy Hickman 12 6 1910 40 $    350.00 
Albert McMichael 10 4 1913 100 $ 1,000.00 
Ed McMichael 10 4 1913 60 $    600.00 
William Brookshire 10 4 1913 60 $    600.00 
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APPENDIX E 
MISSISSIPPI 1868 CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION RESULTS 
County Registered Voters Ratification  Non-Ratification 
Adams   4,624   2,986   834 
Amite   1,703   228   1,093 
Attala   2,377   989   973 
Bolivar  1,880   1,072   57 
Calhoun  1,542   103   997 
Carroll   4,037   276   2,727 
Chickasaw  3,725   971   1,799 
Coahoma  1,354   864   114 
Choctaw  2,039   277   1,381 
Claiborne  2,866   1,696   665 
Clarke   2,188   993   835 
Covington  688   93   440 
Copiah   3,688   556   2,524 
Davis   475   132   235 
Desoto   4,706   418   2,167 
Franklin  1,329   197   756 
Greene   330   59   122 
Hancock  857   143   404 
Harrison  940   251   433 
Hinds   5,924   2,869   2,044 
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Holmes  3,711   1,793   1,207 
Issaquena  1,809   1,057   104 
Itawamba  1,390   207   683 
Jackson  828   123   383 
Jasper   1,882   453   1,003 
Jefferson  2,731   1,672   653 
Kemper  2,313   1,021   953 
Lafayette  2,839   298   1,895 
Lauderdale  1,282   1,323   1,361 
Lawrence  2,085   503   965 
Leake   1,451   473   722 
Lee   3,015   114   1,933 
Lowndes  6,135   3,229   2,004 
Madison  3,930   2,055   1,190 
Marion  755   273   319 
Marshall  4,707   1,587   2,279 
Monroe  4,754   2,067   1,759 
Neshoba  949   172   540  
Newton  1,789   115   1,182 
Noxubee  4,968   2,978   1,301 
Oktibbeha  2,642   1,255   999 
Panola   3,805   1,503   1,568 
Perry   416   58   228 
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Pontotoc  2,043   698   929 
Pike   2,191   511   1,196 
Rankin   2,455   161   1,864 
Scott   1,545   291   911   
Simpson  972   49   682 
Smith   1,078   3   827 
Sunflower  1,064   374   301 
Tallahatchie  1,675   196   1,031 
Tippah   2,797   190   1,621 
Tishomingo  3,504   479   1,860 
Tunica   1,130   499   109 
Wayne   941   394   219 
Warren  7,630   4,851   1,316 
Washington  3,885   2,733   251 
Wilkinson  3,282   2,186   627 
Winston  1,512   440   729 
Yalobusha   3,640   932   1,963 
Yazoo   4,219   1,816   1,490 
   155,351  56,231   63,860 
Source: New York Times, July 22, 1868.  
 .   
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APPENDIX F 
ATTALA COUNTY AFRO-AMERICAN VOTERS 1892-1915 
Year Name Age Occupation Literacy Precinct 
1892 George Bullock 27 Barber Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 J Thompson 
29 Blacksmith 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 JT McLemore 
46 Brick Mason 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Quitman Cotton 
 41 Carpenter 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 Joe Simpson 
 27 Clerk 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
J.M. Baccus 22 Clerk 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
DT Beard 26 Coston Sampler 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Jack Hill 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 Sip Lee 38 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1892 
T.H. Moore 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
Louis Shumaker 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
Jordan Winters 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
R.C. Campbell 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1892 
J.S. Gaston 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1892 
Andrew McCoy 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Chas Beamon 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Henry Rayford 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Lewis Ellington 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 Scott Fletcher 44 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1892 Irving Gilliland 
Jr. 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Nelson Gladney 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
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1892 SM Dodd 57 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1892 
JJ Cotton 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
TR Ross 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
JR Rimmer 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
JV Dodd 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 Charlie Jamison 34 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1892 
TH Nash 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Isaac Shuler 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
WM Carter 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
WH Jamison 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Isaac Hanna 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Green Gilliland 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Enoch Hannah 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Frank Beamon 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
GW Nash 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
JH Winnick 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 Shepherd 
Scurlock 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Jeff Rayford 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
James Pool 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
JS Gilliland 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
WS Patterson 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
HM Clark 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
RB Clark 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
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1892 
HT Thompson 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
RG Gladney 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
John W. Clark 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
WT Newell 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Mose Dodd 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Wade Fletcher 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
John Holsey 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
I.J.Coulter 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WS Riley 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Aaron Bryant 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Washington 
Collier 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Walter Bryant 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Wiley Gage 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Jim Riley 57 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
RC Roby 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Robert Lampley 52 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Judge 
Yelvington 47 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Alex Dodd 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WP Winters 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Henry Mallett 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Ed Veazey 30 Farmer Read Only Kosciusko 
1892 
Jordan Winters 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
CW Stewart 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1892 
RB Clark 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Nelson Terry 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Tom Atwood 68 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Miles McAdory 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
GW Burt 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
FA Carr 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
FA Tipton 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WM Miller 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Robert Dickens 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
FK Eubanks 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
FW Winters 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Rice Dodd 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
James H Tipton 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Alec Gowan 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
JC Terry 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
D.B. Gaston 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
D.C. Johnson 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
G.L. Johnson 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 John H.L. 
Kimbrough 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
A.D. Nash 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
Howard Peeler 21 Farmer Read Only 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
D.D. Alston 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
J.R. Ashford 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
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1892 
W.W. Ashford 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
A.J. Dotson 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
J.L. Dotson 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
J.N. Dotson 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
Geet Hemphill 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
P.P. Knox 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
E. Shumaker  Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
B.F. Sisson 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
Joe Barr 41 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1892 
George Rimmer 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1892 
T.R. Rimmer 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1892 
T.R. Ross 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1892 
James Ratliff 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1892 
Joe B. Harvey 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1892 
Haywood Love 43 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1892 
Thomas Olive 41 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1892 
Price Ellis 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 
RC Dickens 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 
RR Rimmer 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 Virgil 
McPherson 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 
George W. Sallis 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 
Richard Teague 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1892 
S.S. Spikes 41 Jeweler 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1892 
Alfred Fraizer 39 Jeweler 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
J.M. Gregory 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 Marshall 
Gregory 23 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
Green Hill 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
John Hill 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
S.L. Jamison 33 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
S.N. Jamison 32 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
A.H. Patterson 25 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
Pete Patterson 41 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
W.H. Patterson 36 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
W.R. Spivey 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
Wiley Spivey 28 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1892 
B.F. Washington 32 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1892 
Henry Young 38 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1892 
Allen Ross 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
William Fletcher 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Henry Ryals 29 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
John Mallett 22 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
David Fletcher 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Allen Fletcher 32 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1892 
Johnson Nash 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Sylvester Dobbs 30 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Isaac Godwell 65 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1892 
LS Newell 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Jael Jones 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
A Hammond 37 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Dawson Hardy 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Seymore 
Singlton 37 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
LOUIS BURT 22 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Jackson 
Blumeburg 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Robert Comfort 30 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Anthony Adams 28 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Willis Hazley 22 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Gil Adams 41 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
A Kerr 40 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WH Kerr 22 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Dempsey Harper 24 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
John Hazley 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WET Gaston 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 Joe Johnson 77 Laborer Understands Kosciusko 
1892 
Marshall Hill 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
W.M. Hallum 25 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
Willie Potts 22 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
Henry White 52 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1892 Charles 
Crawford 33 Laborer Read Only Sallis 
1892 
LC Lowery 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
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1892 
Joe D Douglass 34 Mechanic 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
WL Gerren 36 Mechanic 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
MV Baccus 27 Mechanic 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
RL Shepherd 40 Mechanic 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
C.A. Buchannan 32 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
CB Keaton 65 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
JC Leonard 32 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Fred H Bunton 31 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
L Hammond 44 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
JM Nevils 42 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
AR Rimmer 26 NA 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Sank Moore 38 NA 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
Allen Smith 46 Painter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
William Miller 24 Porter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
F.A. Alston 42 Railroad 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1892 
Peter Cooper 49 Shoemaker 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
DMP Hazley 28 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
J.E. Smith 30 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
AB Poston 37 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
W.T. Burnside 28 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1892 
James Adams 36 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1892 
R.R. Duckett 25 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1892 
W.T. Dodd 23 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
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1893 
TL Thompson 21 Barber 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 RB Dodd 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1893 George Collins 21 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1893 GW Wilkes 40 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1893 JP Moore 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Henry Murff 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Joe Riddle 51 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Simon Davis 60 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 JH Fortune 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Jordan Simpson 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Fred Munson 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 JW Simmons 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Charlie Cottrell 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 RL Watkins 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 B.A. Ashford 25 Farmer Read Only Providence 
1893 Solomon Moore 49 Farmer Understands Rochester 
1893 William Lucas 71 Farmer Read Only Rochester 
1893 Jim McMillan 50 Farmer Understands Rochester 
1893 Matteson Guess 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1893 M.J. Weaver 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1893 Robert Wyse 72 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 Johnny Johnson 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 Randall Dickens 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 
William 
Culpepper 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 James Golden 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
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1893 
Richard 
Culpepper 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 Buck Harmon 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 J. Fullilove 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 A.P. Magrone 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1893 JD Rimmer 23 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1893 RG Moore 24 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 
Howard 
McLemore 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 SW Fortune 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Burton Cade 25 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 James Huffman 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 JW Coulter 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Moses Hazley 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 Robert Burt Jr. 49 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 G.C. Bridges 32 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1893 E.D. Hanna 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1893 Willis Connor 47 Laborer Understands Rochester 
1893 W.A. Moore 33 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1893 H.F. Moore 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1893 Abe Eubanks 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 Buster Ware 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1893 JW Coleman 34 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1893 C.E. McMichael 31 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1893 AM McGlown 32 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1894 
George R. 
Tucker 21 Barber 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Charles Garrett 41 Blacksmith 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 JG Wilkes 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1894 AS Munson 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Bias Fulton 75 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Lige Ellis 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1894 B. Greer 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1894 James Jones 42 Farmer Read Only Rochester 
1894 Henry Beaty 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 J.C. Cook 53 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 Alex Dodd 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 Henry Palmer 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 William Perry 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 Jack Towers 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1894 Wilson Dickens 49 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1894 John Kimbrough 26 Laboer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1894 Clinton Olive 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Simon Olive 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 John Fondren 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 JH Hopkins 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Alex Jones 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 Edmond Hanna 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1894 William Black 38 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1894 
Emmett 
Kimbrough 24 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1894 JL Wheeler 62 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 LW Wall 32 Blacksmith 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 J.H. Bain 45 Blacksmith 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Dave Brookshire 43 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1895 G.W. Cole 34 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1895 B. Griffin 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 J.A. Griffin 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 Jim Hill 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 Levi Huffman 49 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1895 T.J. Kern 44 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 Andy Lee 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 J.H. Medley 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 W.S. Patterson 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 H. Sallis 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 W.A. Simmons 45 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1895 J.W. Winters 21 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1895 Morris Winters 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1895 T.W. Winters 25 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1895 W.H. Winters 27 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1895 Jordan Tucker 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1895 CG Ashford 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 CW Wilson 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 John Cole 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 EA Rayford 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
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1895 H. Wilson 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 MW Sudduth 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 WW Ashford 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 Charley Jamison 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 TR Ross 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 TJ Wilson 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 JL Wheeler Jr. 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 RC Cross 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 Warren Cole 60 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 S.N. Gilliland 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 
WM Porter 
Ashford 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 Willie Chestnut 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1895 Tom Thompson 55 Farmer Understands Jerusalem 
1895 GW Winters 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 GL Sanders 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 HenryJackson 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 PR Sanders 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 AD Fondren 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 Cicero Adams 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 Will Dickens 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 Nelson Presley 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 Wade Ashford 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 HC Lewis 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1895 Isaac Presley 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 W.A. Carr 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1895 E.J. Kimbrough 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1895 A.J. Winters 65 Farmer Understands 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1895 King Alston 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Richard Bailey 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Elbert Dobbs 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 W.T. Garrett 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 J.M. Knox 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 H.M. Miller 45 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Charlie Rhodes 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Louis Seward 62 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 William Smith 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Simon Turnbo 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Peter Williams 58 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 H.J. Winters 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 Lou Winters 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1895 
Lincoln 
McMillan 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1895 G.L. Roby 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1895 Jesse Skinner 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1895 R.S. Riley 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1895 Wiliam Riley 21 Farmer NA Newport 
1895 L.W. Ferguson 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
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1895 A.J. Ferguson 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1895 J.L. Rimmer 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1895 George Burt 62 Farmer Understands Rochester 
1895 
Anthony 
Thompson 67 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1895 W.A. Adams 45 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 S.P. Bell 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 W.S. Campbell 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 A.J. Cottrell 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 H.C. Harrison 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 George Hill 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Frank Kimes 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 William Love 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 J.C. Lowery 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Perry Mallet 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 G.W. Murff 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  
Rocky 
Point 
1895 J.M. Murff 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Wiley Olive 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Isom Rodger 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 J.C. Shanks 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 John Short 50 Farmer Understands 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Wm Short 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 
William 
Thornton 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 Buster Ware 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
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1895 T.E. Wigley 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 T.S. Wigley 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 M.W. Williams 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1895 GB Brown 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 
william M. 
Mallet 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 David Eubanks 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 James Culpepper 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 Joe Allen 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 William Brown 76 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 
Charles 
McDonald 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 ML Roby 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 BR Siggers 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1895 James Campbell 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 L. Campbell 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Robert Campbell 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Eddy Campbell 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Charlie Carson 47 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Robert Carson 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 William Lee 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Ike Lusk 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Henry Ousley 45 Farmer Understands Shrock 
1895 Nixon Ousley 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 William Rockett 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
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1895 
Greene 
Thompson 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1895 Lee Smith 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1895 Joe Winters 51 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1895 GW Beauchamp 25 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 WA Singleton 30 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 SS Lynch 27 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1895 W.M. Jones 22 Teacher/Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1896 JR Mallett 21 Barber 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
JH Edwards 33 Blacksmith 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Dennis Fondren 25 Carpenter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
A Ruff 23 Carpenter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
JW Smith 28 Carpenter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Bill Clark 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1896 C.H. Hathorn 43 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1896 
Thomas Holton 63 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1896 Anthony Kern 43 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1896 Isom Kern 50 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1896 
Abraham Miller 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1896 Calvin Winters 35 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1896 
A.W. Wilks 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1896 Jim Presley 52 Farmer Read Only Jerusalem 
1896 D.N. Gladney 69 Farmer Understands Jerusalem 
1896 
Edmond Sanders 60 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
James Bias 56 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1896 
Robert Bell 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Charles Bullock 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Elix Burt 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Geo Adams 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 Frank Evans 34 Farmer Read Only Kosciusko 
1896 
Mallett 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Louis Burt 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 Mose Dickens 43 Farmer Read Only Kosciusko 
1896 Austin Kilpatrick 48 Farmer Understands Kosciusko 
1896 
Price Hughes 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1896 
P.S. Adams 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
Alex Alston 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
A.G. Greenlee 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
A.M. Kimbrough 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
Willie Simpson 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
G.W. Smith 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
Henry Smith 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
S.A. Veazey 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 George 
Campbell 37 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1896 
George Murff 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  
Rocky 
Point 
1896 
R.B. Murff 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1896 
Henry Ross 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
WH Roby 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
Nelson Brown 52 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
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1896 
JC Clark 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
AD Byas 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
Ely Hambling 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1896 Warren Russell 73 Farmer Understands Shrock 
 
 
1896 Robert Alston 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
 
 
1896 J.W. Smith 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
 
 
1896 J.H. Alston 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1896 Wilson Booker 56 Laborer Read Only Jerusalem 
1896 
H.W. Williams 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1896 
J.W. Winnick 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1896 
L.F. Cross 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1896 
Jerry Ashford 52 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Sam Snow 38 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 Henry Clark 64 Laborer Understands Kosciusko 
1896 
T.C. Carter 58 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 Adolphus 
Journey 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Will Williams 31 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 George Crawford 63 Laborer Understands Kosciusko 
1896 
Grant McLemore 26 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Ernest Mallett 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
C.A. Lovelady 37 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Amos McAdory 38 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Albert Bell 36 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1896 Alexander 
Ashford 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Coleman Watson 66 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
John Owen 24 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Henry Raiford 25 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Ned Owens 23 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Limas Watson 42 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Arthur Newell 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Dan Davis 24 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 Benton 
Flannigan 48 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
E.R. Smith 33 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1896 
W.S. Sisson 27 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1896 
Wiley Hanna 40 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1896 
LT Brown 28 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
CL Mitchell 23 Merchant 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
MH Wilkins 22 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
AW Wright 48 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
J.J. Olive 23 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
G.T. Thomas 53 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
H. Westbrooks 43 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
Edmond Story 44 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1896 
Charlie Hemphill 24 Porter 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
York Bennett 21 Pressman 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
J.H. Brown 25 Printer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1896 
J.H. Turnbo 24 Section Hand 
Reads and 
Writes Ethel 
1896 
T.J. Griffin 22 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1896 
W.M. Wigley 22 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1897 
J.W. Ellington 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1897 
Alex Gilliland 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1897 
Verge Rimmer 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1897 Rafe Jones 37 Farmer Understands Zilpha 
1897 
Gennie Newell 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1897 Adam Morton 52 Laborer Read Only Kosciusko 
1898 J.A. Simpson 21 Barber 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 A.J. McMichael 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1898 A.R. Williamson 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1898 Green Hill 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1898 A.B. Miller 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1898 Will Poole 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1898 Eddie Sanders 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 
Hilliard 
Kimbrough 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 John Grant 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1898 John W. Adams 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1898 Daniel Hays 66 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1898 W.P. Lowery 20 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1898 
Delmore 
McAdory 67 Farmer Understands 
Rocky 
Point 
1898 James Brooks 25 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1898 Charley Weeks 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 TOM Allen 62 Laborer Understands Kosciusko 
1898 RB Rimmer 21 Laborer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 C.C.Rollins 31 Messenger 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 W.M. Roberts 29 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 C.O.H. Thomas 42 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 C.L.Walls 49 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 Lee Ashford 25 Printer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1898 T.B.Wheeler 26 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 David Docher 24 Carpenter 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Henry Hathorn 60 Farmer Read Only Ayers 
1899 
N.E. 
Landingham 21 Farmer Understands Ayers 
1899 Willie Reeves 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1899 Hilliard Spivey 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1899 Louis Winnick 52 Farmer Understands Jerusalem 
1899 Harrison Segur 65 Farmer Understands Jerusalem 
1899 Dave Thompson 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1899 Elam Meek 54 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1899 Isaac Warren 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 W.H. Harmon 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 Hugh Simmons 44 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 Joh White 62 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 E.C. Hazley 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 Lewis Estes 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1899 J.W. Bayne 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 H.W. Micou 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 
FRANK 
MCMILLON 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 
Marshall 
Weatherly 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 Albert Murphy 32 Farmer Read Only Kosciusko 
1899 A.G. Greenlee 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1899 Monroe Hallum 36 Farmer Read Only 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1899 
Crumby 
Kimbrough 50 Farmer Read Only 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1899 Henry Riley 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1899 Lee Carter 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Hillyard Gibbs 54 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Horris Hemphill 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 L. Herring 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 E.B. Hughes 49 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Jeff Hughes 41 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Durant Nunn 64 Farmer Read Only McCool 
1899 Alex Palm 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Albert Townsend 39 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Ben Townsend 42 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Henry Young 68 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1899 Daniel James 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1899 J.D. Riley 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1899 Willie Nichols 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
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1899 Henry Clay 61 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Newport 
1899 NH Nichols 27 Farmer NA Newport 
1899 G. Winters 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 John Veazey 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 John Gaston 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 
George W. 
Prewitt Jr. 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 Emmitt Seward 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 John Atterberry 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 
Washington 
Prewitt 65 Farmer Understands 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 Nelson Hunt 61 Farmer Understands 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 Nelson Hunt Jr. 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 D.B. Gaston 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 J.M. Hearn 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 J.R. Townsend 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1899 William Carter 40 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Providence 
1899 Henry Murphy 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  Rochester 
1899 Willis Lee 32 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1899 Jim Black 32 Farmer Read Only Rochester 
1899 J.A. Jones Jr. 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1899 Ned Hull 65 Farmer Read Only Rochester 
1899 Simon Veazey 49 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1899 Zack Black 25 Farmer Understands 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Gordon Cone 45 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Wes Greer 52 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
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1899 Albert Guess 43 Farmer 
Reads and  
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 J.S. Hunter 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Jerry Jones 40 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 J.M. Kennedy 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Frank Lispcomb 71 Farmer Understands 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 J.S. Lispcomb 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Mose Love 41 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Duke McAfee 54 Farmer Understands 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 M. McAfee 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Garfield Murff 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes  
Rocky 
Point 
1899 John Murff 34 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Eugene Palmer 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Monroe Palmer 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1899 Jerry Harmon 48 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1899 
Landen 
Campbell 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1899 P.G. McAtee 46 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1899 Mose Phillips 64 Farmer Understands Shrock 
1899 E.R. Smith 35 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1899 A.D. Geren 42 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1899 E.Y. Kelly 20 NA 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 WW Phillips 26 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1899 S. McMillan 28 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
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1900 Allen Peeler 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1900 T.B. McAfee 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1900 Van McAfee 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1900 James Crawford 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1900 George Hunt 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Peeler's 
Mill 
1900 PS Bowie 37 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1900 WL Hamblin 22 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1900 
Columbus 
Phillips 24 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1901 
RICHARD 
JENKINS 58 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1901 Wesley Williams 39 Farmer Read Only Sallis 
1901 Charley Clark 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1902 J.A. Carr 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1902 L.A. Carr 24 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1902 Noah Cook 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1902 Ben Cotton 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1902 Will Carson 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1902 A.A. Smith 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1903 Wesley Dodd 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1903 Tom Murff 49 Farmer Read Only 
Rocky 
Point 
1903 Milton Kennedy 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1903 W.H. Harmon 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
1903 H.V. Zollicoffer 28 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Rocky 
Point 
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1903 AJ Journey 33 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1903 WD Peteet 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1903 JW Ellis 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1903 LB Browning 40 Farmer Reads and  Sallis 
1903 William Peteet 53 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1903 
Charlie 
Thompson 42 Farmer Read Only 
Thompson 
School 
House 
1903 J.D. Zuber 38 Minister 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1903 D.P. Supples 30 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1903 R.R. Rimmer  46 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1904 Charley Clark 38 Farmer NA Jerusalem 
1904 Dave Beamon 26 Farmer NA Jerusalem 
1904 L.W. Ferguson 30 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1904 Arthur Winters 29 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1907 W.B. Seward 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Sallis 
1907 
Singleton 
McWillie 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Shrock 
1908 Oscar Nash 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1908 John Edwards 46 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1908 Nathan Winters 34 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes McCool 
1909 Robert Carr 22 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1909 Frank Carr Jr. 24 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1911 Garrison Bridges 50 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1912 E.H. Cotton 27 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Jerusalem 
1912 Jim Funches 31 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
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1912 George Hazley 41 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1912 Arthur Hazley 38 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1912 Charlie Bullock 25 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1912 Ed Bullock 22 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1912 John Thompson 26 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
1912 Richard Dobbs 36 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Rochester 
1912 L.B. Turner 34 Teacher 
Reads and 
Writes Kosciusko 
1914 
Zanney 
McMichael 21 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes Ayers 
1915 O.T. Greenlee 23 Farmer 
Reads and 
Writes 
Liberty 
Chapel 
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